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Abstract

Waiting:
History, Fear, and Healing in Ballynafeigh / the Upper Ormeau Road of Belfast, Northern
Ireland
by
Molly Hurley-Dépret
Advisor: Jane Schneider
Based on fourteen months of ethnographic fieldwork in one neighborhood of Belfast
called Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road in 2006–2007, I argue we need to pay closer
attention to the “inconspicuous transformations” that may have been occurring in parallel to the
official peace process. Walter Benjamin notes that “refined and spiritual things” do “make their
presence felt in the class struggle. They manifest themselves in this struggle as courage, humour,
cunning, and fortitude.” Benjamin states that “the past strives to turn toward that sun which is
rising in the sky of history. A historical materialist must be aware of this most inconspicuous of
transformations” ([1940] 1999, 246, IV).
The definition of “historical events” needs to be much broader to incorporate lived
experience: “hidden histories” need to be articulated, including “listening for the histories that
others produce for themselves” (Schneider and Rapp 1995, 7), keeping the richness and depth of
people’s experiences at the center of ethnography. This dissertation builds on studies of the
everyday while also looking for the transcendent in the supposedly insignificant and uneventful
(Benjamin 1988, 1999; Stoler 2002a). The histories that compose most of this dissertation
emerge directly from my conversations with people who lived in this neighborhood, people who,
I would argue, concerned themselves not only with the “crude and material things” but as well
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with the “refined and spiritual things,” and whose struggles and joys recounted herein reflect
precisely the “courage, humour, cunning, and fortitude” that Benjamin mentions.
Within the section that follows, “Fear,” I will show through my ethnographic fieldwork
that people in one Belfast neighborhood were in the process of various “inconspicuous
transformations.” These transformations were complicated by fears, a lack of trust, and senses
of loss. I offer histories of emotions such as fear and other phenomena, including trust, loss,
transformation, and healing, and I ask what these histories can tell us about this liminal time of
“not-war-not-peace” (Nordstrom 2004, 166). I find that following rumors was an instructive
way to navigate into the histories of fear, loss, and trust in particular. In the case of fear, I argue
that fear itself – including the fear of rumor – was a form of violence that impacted people’s
lives. Through the histories of fear told to me by people in this area of Belfast, the reader will
have insight into the quotidian experience of fear as a form of violence, which is often
overlooked in favor of more spectacular and acutely violent “historical events.” Rumor is also
instructive in the case of trust and loss, two further features of this liminal time with which
people grappled. I argue histories of trust and loss offer insights into the uncertainty and anxiety
that existed during my fieldwork, particularly the lack of trust in institutions and discomfort
with dramatic social, economic, and political changes that were occurring in this “new era.”
In the following section, “Possibility,” I shift toward questions of “spaces of possibility”
(Collins 2015). Within these chapters, the “inconspicuous transformations” that were partly
revealed through rumor and histories of trust and loss in the previous chapters take on a slightly
more hopeful light, though tempered by the ongoing struggles revealed through these histories. I
argue that some people were indeed finding – and creating – ways to “deal with the past,” as it is
often euphemistically put in Northern Ireland’s policy discourse, and that social relationships
and local peacebuilding efforts were critical to this. The transformations of some of this
neighborhood’s residents are revealed through a series of narratives focusing on insights they
had or decisions they made. Transformations and possibilities are also revealed through the
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intertwining of friendship, humor, and faith, though these are tempered by the conflictual,
violent past. This dissertation will then broaden its focus to consider the ways in which the
historical narratives about Northern Ireland are told in museum exhibits and “Troubles tours,”
and ends by arguing that museums can potentially be spaces of healing, creativity, and mental
health.
This dissertation is the result of fourteen months of ethnographic fieldwork with
residents, neighborhood workers, and police in this area of Belfast. In addition to many informal
conversations and in-depth semi-structured interviews, often lasting 3–6 hours at people’s
homes and sometimes repeated with the same people, I carried out participant observation by
attending multiple residents’ meetings as well as parties, festivals, and religious services,
volunteering with older people, chatting with constables in the break room and offices of the
local police station, spending time with people in local pubs and social clubs, attending the local
unionist/loyalist bonfire and observing parades and the posting of Union flags, watching
Northern Irish comedy clips and documentaries with people I knew, and regularly observing
team meetings at a local non-profit.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The Angel of History and Experience
She walked down the street as the sun was setting. People’s voices were angry waves crashing
against one another. This time of night was the noisiest time despite the streets being calm, save
a few cars and some kids playing on the sidewalk. A man walked down the street with a blue bag.
She had visited him before. A woman and her daughter left the chippie with their dinner; they
were laughing. Turning onto a small street, she heard one person’s prayer cut through the static.

She was drawn to this terraced home with a Union flag posted near the door. She passed into the
house, arriving in the bedroom of a woman. She looked tired. Her back ached. A pamphlet from
the Jehovah’s Witnesses laid on her bedside table. Her prayer was a question. “Are you there?
Do you hear me? Ah well, I don’t care if you’re listening or not. I don’t even know what or who
you are. ‘Ye’ this and ‘Thou’ that. I can’t make any sense of it. If yer so important, why can’t you
speak plain English? I’m sorry, I don’t mean to be disrespectful. Mummy, are you there? If my
Mummy’s listening, that’s all I care about. Mummy, I don’t know what to do about these uns.
My wee uns been chased with a knife. A knife! You know I got up to no good when I was his age
and got many a thumpin’. And many a thumpin’ I deserved. But this is worse. I can’t bear it.
What should I do, Mummy? Can you hear me?” She gently placed her hand on the woman’s
head and heard her say, “I know you can hear me.”

Another message drew her attention and she was drawn to an apartment where a man sat and
carefully rolled a joint. There was some residue and beer bottles on the table from a party the
night before. An open Bible sat on the table. A cat wandered through the room. He drew the
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smoke into his lungs and let it out, slowly, as he leaned back on his settee. His prayer was a quiet
one. “My mates. They can’t seem to find a purpose. Well, one of them has his music. But I’m
worried about the other. He seems like he’s lost hope. I want to help him. But how? How did I
end up with a purpose and they didn’t? Is it because I went to college? But why should going to
college mean that some get a purpose and some don’t? I’ll take a German girl to the Shankill
tomorrow and show her around. Then I’ll met up with my mates and go to the concert. At the
concert we can be rockets, it’ll be grand.” The cat perked up her ears, sensing her presence. The
cat meowed at her persistently as the man inhaled and exhaled again, and slowly rose from the
settee to open a tin of food for his cat.

She departed suddenly. In a nearby apartment, a man was holding a gun. His hand was steady,
not trembling. He seemed sure of what he was going to do. Nevertheless, she heard a tiny voice,
like a child’s, that said, “give me a sign, just one fuckin’ sign.” She wrapped her arms and wings
around him as best she could. A shiver ran down his spine. He dropped the gun on the floor and
his hands began to shake. She heard him say to himself, “the fuck’re you doin’? You’ve a wee
daughter to think about!”

Now she heard a woman who spoke often, calling her “Lord.” “Dear Lord, please be with my
family who are far away. They are in so much danger. One nephew has been disappeared. Please
find him and keep him safe. Lord, I am grateful for your protection and the safety that I have
here in Belfast. This new life, this new job. But I am also afraid. Please be with me as I walk
through this neighborhood. Some people say they throw hot water on people like me. I cross
through those streets because I know you are with me. Also, I am impatient and bold. Please
continue to protect me, my family, and others as we take risks. And when the drumbeats begin
next month, protect me from the crowds that I fear so much.”
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She then moved to the home of a woman who had been calling out to God, or the universe, or
Gaia more and more often. Candles flickered on a makeshift altar. “I know there’s got to be a
guardian angel lookin’ out for me. I just know it. With Mummy gone, and I’m tryin’ to make
sense of things. I’ve got angel cards and icons and Buddha and some crystals. Surely one of
them’s gonna work for me. I’ll get out of this depression. I’ll keep all of them – just in case.” She
flapped her wings and one of the candles went out. The woman re-lit it, and she heard the
woman wonder “was that you?”
***
What is it about peace that its inspiration is not enduring? Why is its story so hard to tell?
– Der Himmel über Berlin (Wenders 1987)
When the child was a child,
It was the time for these questions:
Why am I me, and why not you?
Why am I here, and why not there?
When did time begin, and where does space end?
Is life under the sun not just a dream?
Is what I see and hear and smell
not just an illusion of a world before the world?
Given the facts of evil and people.
does evil really exist?
How can it be that I, who I am,
didn’t exist before I came to be,
and that, someday, I, who I am,
will no longer be who I am? . . .
When the child was a child,
Berries filled its hand as only berries do,
and do even now,
Fresh walnuts made its tongue raw,
and do even now,
it had, on every mountaintop,
the longing for a higher mountain yet,
and in every city,
the longing for an even greater city,
and that is still so,
It reached for cherries in topmost branches of trees
with an elation it still has today,
has a shyness in front of strangers,
and has that even now.
It awaited the first snow,
And waits that way even now.
– “Song of Childhood” by Peter Handke (Wenders 1987)
3

For every second of time was the strait gate through which the Messiah might enter.
– Theses on the Philosophy of History, XVIII, B (Benjamin [1940] 1999, 255)
History, Stephen said, is a nightmare from which I am trying to awake.
– James Joyce, Ulysses ([1922] 2019, 69)

Returning to this project
On 7 August 2018, I was on the “Shop Life” tour of the Lower East Side Tenement
Museum in New York City while on vacation with my partner, Etienne. Our guide, a researcher
originally from Germany, was walking us through the history of this space, a former bar that
then transformed into a kosher butcher’s; a lingerie shop; a convenience store, among other
things over time. We moved to a room where an interactive exhibit allowed us to pick up objects
from the shop’s past and hear their histories via some technological magic. I chose a wallet and
placed it on a table and began to see photos and to listen to the histories of a family who had
owned this shop at one time. Maybe through the materiality of this object or maybe by listening
to their voices, or some alchemy between the two, I thought of my own archives of people’s
histories in Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road from eleven years earlier. I realized in a gutpunching flash that I had to recover them, listen to them, write about them. Like Walter
Benjamin’s “flash” of the past (Benjamin [1940] 1999, 247), I had to seize it and recognize it
before it was never seen again. I spoke intensely to my husband on the M train afterwards and
told him it was finally time to write about the people I had known. Once back in our hotel room,
I began writing in a journal like I had years earlier in Belfast. These histories1 – a word that is
ambiguous in many languages – were not mine to keep stored away on an old hard drive or in
dusty notebooks in a storage room on the outskirts of Brussels, Belgium, where I had lived postfieldwork. They deserved a proper home, and an audience to hear them. I had to return to
Belfast, not physically but through digital files of decade-old conversations, hard drives,

1

“History” and “story” are often the same word in Romance languages, for example, histoire in French.
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fieldnotes, and through the evocations of journalists, novelists, poets, anthropologists, and
philosophers. As you’ll see, I, too, am a part of this archive, not merely its interpreter mining it
for “meanings of history” (Collins 2015, 357) but as part of the process of writing about
experience as history.
Some days later, still in the U.S. with my files at home in Luxembourg, I was panicked by
whether I would be able to recover the files from my old hard drive. My father assuaged my
worries: unlike people, hard drives don’t forget anything, he said. If they were there at one time,
they would still be there. A sort of techno-shaman, while listening to Fleetwood Mac’s Rumours
in Muscle Shoals, Alabama, he prepared a disc that would allow me to boot my old laptop in
Linux, allowing me – we hoped – to go around password-protected files in Windows, the
password long since forgotten – provided the computer would still boot. Etienne gravitated from
NewsHour in the living room to watch and listen.
Days later, finally returning to Luxembourg and jetlagged from our flight, I immediately
found my old laptop. But not its charger. None of my other chargers fit. Luckily, I had a kit that
allowed me to assemble the appropriate charger and plug it in.
Within moments, its blue light glowed again.
Windows would not boot though the computer appeared to function, so using a disc my
father had made for me, I booted Linux and found all my files, still there.
I listened to some of the recordings of people I had known. It was good to hear their
voices.

Dealing with My Own Past
Why the delay in writing about my fieldwork in Belfast? In brief, I could not write about
these fourteen months in 2007 or 2008 nor in the ten years after, aside from one brief essay and
some false starts. In 2008–2009, I began to move into a completely different career – policy,
advocacy, and communications strategy – after relocating to Brussels with Etienne.
5

But that of course is only part of the story, the easier part to tell, and usually where the
story ends when people ask why I never finished my doctorate. I was okay with being known as a
dissertation quitter, a “beauty school dropout.” I had nevertheless successfully changed careers.
I accepted that mantle and minimized how important my research had been to me since it
meant that was where the questions stopped.
Like some of the people I knew in Belfast, I also needed to “deal with the past” in relation
to traumatic violent events from my own life. Ever the expert procrastinator, I avoided this task
for a decade. Writing up my research meant I would have to face my own experiences with
violence. I want to challenge the reader – and conventions – by not including any details of
these violent events and non-events (by non-events, I refer to fears and anticipation of further
assault or abuse, for example). Let me affirm that they did not occur in Belfast during my
fieldwork. As I will discuss in Chapter 2, a focus on so-called “events” causes one to overlook the
banal non-events of violence, the taken-for-granted, insignificant occurrences that were as
important, as personally devastating as any of the “notable” events, if not more so.
I want to frustrate you, dear reader, by also refusing to provide these sorts of details in
the ethnography that follows. I initially included some details of violent incidents thinking that
these were necessary and honest. And they were, in the context of the conversation. But what do
they become once I transcribe them here and you read them? Does it simply become a
“pornography of violence” as others have suggested (Nader 1972; Bourgois 2001). Inspired by
Anna Burns’ powerful novel, Milkman, which I’ll discuss in the following chapters, I am playing
with your expectations. I want to refuse to give you what you want, what you’ve come to know as
the next part of the story. The big reveal. The familiar pattern of “Law & Order” or true crime
documentaries. In the telling of the histories and experiences of the people herein, I will
frustrate the desire to know the gory details.
Looking back on it now, it was logical that soon after the assault in 2007, I lost my ability
or my interest to write up my research. I took a leave of absence about six months later, after
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writing one short paper based on my dissertation research in the Irish Journal of Anthropology
(Hurley-Depret 2008). I then threw myself instead into becoming fluent in French, making
some new friends, and starting a new career in Brussels, which helped me to deal with the
depression and anger, although it persisted for a decade in various forms. After my one-year
leave of absence ended in 2009, I told my committee members that I had decided not to finish
my dissertation due to my new career path, which was true in part, and I left my academic life
behind.
Over the years, I tried to content myself with the thought that maybe I had learned and
grown a bit in Belfast, had done some useful volunteer work, and had met some good people.
Maybe that was why I had lived there, I told myself, maybe it wasn’t about my dissertation. I
never regretted living there and doing this work. Eventually, though I did regret that I did not
write about it. I dreamed about it regularly. Though I thought often about the people I had
known and the histories they told me, it would not be until 2017 at a conference that I would
hear a rumor and think again about this project, as I will describe in Chapter 3. And it would
only be in August 2018, when I was finally realizing that assault was connected to my departure
from my Ph.D. program, that I would realize in a sudden flash – while at a museum also about a
neighborhood – that I had to return to this project, these people, and their histories. I had to
write about them finally.
I’m motivated by a sense of responsibility to the people who generously gave me their
time and talked to me about their work, lives, aspirations, and regrets. They showed me how
they struggled but also often found creative ways to heal from a violent past, depression, and
hopelessness. How they had lived with and sometimes had overcome fear and loss. How they
had transformed their anger and pain into a creative force. In doing so, they taught me how to
begin to heal.

7

Project Description
This dissertation project began in 2006 as a study of boundaries or “invisible interfaces”
in one area of Belfast alongside planned research with police and taxi drivers, navigators of
Belfast’s ethno-sectarian boundaries. “Interface” is another term for a “peaceline” (Calame and
Charlesworth 2011). These can be purpose-built walls between Catholic and Protestants
neighborhoods, or they can take the form of a “natural” boundary, such as the Ormeau Bridge,
or a certain shop, like the Centra near my flat. Built interfaces and peacelines are more formal
versions of buses that were used to prevent police or Protestants from entering Catholic areas in
August 1969: “Catholic houses were burned in the Bombay Street area. . . . Physical barricades
constructed by anxious residents appeared along the perimeters of several Catholic enclaves in
the area, hastily assembled from telegraph poles, hijacked bakery vans, municipal buses,
upturned cars, scaffolding, and paving stones. Mountainous objects designed to slow or prohibit
mob violence appeared at key intersections, guarded by Protestant and Catholic residents
unwilling to leave the area” (Calame and Charlesworth 2011, 71). It was at this moment that the
British army first arrived and was initially welcomed by Catholic residents. However, riots
continued and the Scarman Tribunal report shows that 1,820 familiies fled their homes, 1,505 of
whom were Catholic households. The military then built partitions alongside the existing
makeshift barriers, and then “these modular constructions were quickly replaced with more
permanent walls of corrugated iron and barbed wire . . . residents groups formed ‘defense
committees’ and fortified their enclaves” (72). My initial question was whether other sorts of
interfaces – unrelated to physical space – existed. Were people still living with division, or were
they finding ways to connect?
I had previously spent a month in Belfast as part of the Institute of Irish Studies
Summer School, where I was able to make valuable contacts with researchers based in Northern
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Ireland. Ballynafeigh,2 where I lived during my fieldwork, was a relatively calm area, best known
for being “mixed” or sometimes “shared,” a word that became popular among some
policymakers and civil society groups in the early 2000s. But through my discussions with
people living in this area, I was slowly but surely drawn away from just pursuing the theme of
how people navigated Belfast’s boundaries – in the literal sense – as even bigger questions came
to the fore through my fieldwork: Was Northern Ireland “post-conflict”? Could there be “peace,”
and if so, how will we know when it arrives? Was there a “shared future” as some policymakers
hoped? And if there was a shared future, what would it look like, who would build (or was
building) it, and how would it come about?
As Carolyn Nordstrom has remarked about war and supposedly “post-conflict” contexts,
one of my central tasks was to “grasp the fleeting glimpse of dreams people carry with them . . .
of the creative imaginary through which people give substance to their thoughts and lives”
(2004, 13). I wanted to know what people were concerned about in this place and time, and how
they were living through this ostensibly “new era,” as some described it to me. Had they created
“spaces of possibility” for themselves (Collins 2015, 32, drawing from Garber 1991)? Was some
sort of “peace” being crafted on the ground, and if so, how and by whom? Who were the people
who “seized the possibilities” of this neighborhood and who, I would argue, created a unique
place by their very presence? What were the “hidden histories” still to be articulated (Schneider
and Rapp 1995)? Alongside their everyday lives – grocery shopping, going to work, making
dinner, helping the kids with their homework, having a pint or a “wee cuppa tea” – how were
people experiencing this period, making sense of their lives, and finding – or not finding –
meaning? How might “spaces of possibility,” both literal and figurative, be linked to healing and
recovery in a post-conflict society? And what, exactly, might the residents of this anomalous
area of Belfast be able to teach us about how people could live together before, during, and after
thirty years of conflict?
2

Ballynafeigh is usually pronounced “bahl-nuh-fie.”
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As I’ve written the chapters that follow, several themes emerged repeatedly – fear,
violence, trust, possibilities, and hope. At times I struggled to connect all of these themes. The
concept of liminality stayed at the edge of my thinking, though, and as I again read about this
concept, I saw that it helped to connect these seemingly disparate threads, including my
suspicion that the neighborhood where I lived and worked was itself a liminal space in a liminal
time, which partially accounted for the unique combination of fear, hope, loss, uncertainty, and
possibility that emerged repeatedly in interviews. I came back to this concept because I
serendipitously read a blog post by Paul Stoller (2018) about Edith Turner, narrative,
communitas, and liminality. These issues of uncertainty – “betwixt and between” (Turner 1967,
93-111) – were indicative of transition and change, essential elements of liminality. Thomassen
states, acknowledging van Gennep’s influence on Turner, “[l]iminality is a world of contingency
where events and ideas and ‘reality’ itself, can be carried in different directions” (2009, 5). He
argues that liminality can be viewed in the context of “a wholesale ‘collapse’ of order affecting an
entire society” with two main differences with its original use in ritual contexts: “1) the future is
inherently unknown (as opposed to the initiate whose personal liminality is still framed by the
continued existence of his home society, waiting for his re-integration). 2) There are no real
ceremony masters, as nobody has gone through the liminal period before. More than limiting
the application of the concept, one could suggest that these two basic differences indicate a
situation where liminal moments become extremely dangerous, creating the perfect scene for
different sorts of self-proclaimed ceremony masters who claim to ‘have seen the future’, but who
in reality establish their own position by perpetuating liminality and by emptying the liminal
moment of real creativity, turning it into a scene of mimetic rivalry” (Thomassen 2009, 21-22).
Several scholars have explored the arguably liminal context of Northern Ireland, opening the
possibility further that this concept may have resonance in this context (Bryan and Gillespie
2005; Mitchell and Kelly 2011; McCormack 2017).
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Even now in 2019, an atmosphere of uncertainty remains, whether among families of
murdered and disappeared people, former members of the British military and Northern
Ireland’s paramilitaries who fear prosecution for their actions against civilians, or civil society
groups attempting to grapple with the history of conflict and remaining divisions. At the local
level, the liminality of this time of “not-war-not-peace” (Nordstrom 2004, 166) might
simultaneously open more hopeful spaces while also opening spaces of fear and uncertainty. The
ultimate question in this story then – and the source of its suspense – is whether there were
indications that people, if not institutions, were finding – or indeed, creating – glimmers of
hope.

Field Site: Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road
In-betweenness was part of my field site’s character. Even its name is ambiguous: often
known by long-term residents as “Ballynafeigh”3 or still as “Ballynafoy” on some official maps
and records, while newer residents tended to call it “the Ormeau Road” or sometimes “the upper
Ormeau Road,” given the bridge that separated it from the largely Catholic lower Ormeau Road.
Many people told me different histories of where its limits began and ended. As Murtagh (2011)
explains,
The Ballynafeigh area expanded with the opening of the Ormeau Bridge over the River
Lagan in 1815, but it was the presence of clay pits and related brickworks that accelerated
the construction of worker housing in the 1840s. Bardon (1982) pointed out that this
development brought churches of all dominations, especially in the 1860s, and this gave
the area a distinctive character, even as rapid urbanisation segregated migrant rural
workers in the north and west of the city. Villas for the wealthy, attracted to the higher
ground and distance from the river, extended the neighbourhood in the 1870s when the
Ormeau bakery was opened, again providing indigenous employment less reliant on
shipbuilding, rope-making and the linen mills. The area, which is about 4 square miles in
dimension, is surrounded by open space, parkland and a river, which itself has become a
focal point for waterfront investment. The relative topographic porosity of the area, with
especially strong public transport connections, contrasts with the high levels of
segregation in the west and north of the city. It is also physically well connected to the
Throughout I will tend to refer to the area as Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road to be precise since I did not live
or conduct very much research in the lower Ormeau Road, a Catholic area. I will also occasionally refer to it simply as
Ballynafeigh, particularly when I am discussing local people who used this term.
3
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central business district and new élite investment spaces in the former Gasworks site,
which was the last major project of the Laganside Development Corporation. There is
only one major concentration of social housing in Annadale Flats adjacent to the river.
(1127–1128)

Figure 1. “Geographical Information for Ballynafeigh Ward” (Northern Ireland Statistics
and Research Agency, n.d.)
In its history, it has been part of both County Down and County Antrim. It has been
within and without the Belfast city boundaries. Lord Donegall lived there.4 So did bakery
workers and laundry women.5 It had a massive brickworks in the nineteenth century6 and

“All except the townland of Ballynafeigh (purchased from Arthur Hill some time in the 1630s) had been acquired by
Donegall's distinguished ancestor Arthur Chichester, Lord Deputy of Ireland” (Maguire 1976, 21).
5The plight of “laundry women” who lived in “mother and baby homes” run by churches in both the Republic of
Ireland and Northern Ireland has gained attention in recent years (Wikipedia, s.v. “Magdalene Laundries in Ireland,”
accessed 2018, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Magdalene_Laundries_in_Ireland&oldid=871055820).
On the upper Ormeau Road, there was a protest in 2017 to bring attention to this issue. My husband and I sometimes
attended the Church of the Good Shepherd where such a “mother and baby home” existed in the past along with a
laundry. In an interview with ITV, “Patrick Corrigan, Northern Ireland programme director of Amnesty International,
which is supporting calls for an inquiry, said: ‘Women in Northern Ireland have told Amnesty that they suffered
arbitrary detention, forced labour, ill-treatment, and the removal and forced adoption of their babies – criminal acts
in both domestic and international law.” (ITV News 2017).
6 See also Baoill (2006); McDonald (2002); WDAPA (2002).
4
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Belfast’s first public park, originally part of the Donegall land. Entering into this area from the
city center or from Stranmillis, you have to cross bridges; you are now in a different place. It was
at once working-class, bohemian, middle-class, and affluent. It was loyalist Annadale7; it was
Irish music sessions; it was the Kimberley8; it was the Errigle Inn9; it was “mixed”; it was
“shared”; it was being overrun by “blow ins.”10 It was Buddhist; it was angels; it was atheist; it
was fundamentalist. It was cleaners and journalists, bakers and artists. It was “leafy South
Belfast”; it was where he saw a gun for the first time; it was where he saw a murder from his
grandmother’s bedroom window. It was where elderly women dandered11 down the road in
daytime; it was where children scared adults at night time. It had invisible boundaries that
shifted depending on whether you were young or old, male or female, from the neighborhood or
a stranger; on the time of day, the time of year; on the accent, the language, the color of skin. It
had no boundaries and “there’s nowhere we can’t go.” It was prized as a model of “sharing”; it
was derided for not picking a side. It was a known UDA stronghold; it was mostly Catholic.
Politicians tried to box it in, figure it out, make it fit. It was the “most normal part of Belfast.” It
was thriving, and it was under threat.

7Annadale

Flats is a local housing estate. It is widely perceived as a loyalist space, particularly since a large July 11th
bonfire occurs there each year ahead of parades on July 12th. However, it was also an increasingly diverse housing
estate, including not only Catholic residents but Chinese residents and other ethnic minorities, a source of both
tension and hope. People who were from Annadale flats told me they had Catholic neighbors at least as far back as the
1960s. In the 1980s, a Catholic resident who resided their with his partner said there were not very many Catholics at
that time. Annadale, however, has a much longer history in the area. Journalist and resident of Ballynafeigh / the
upper Ormeau Road, Dennis Campbell Kennedy (2017), has delved further into the history of “Annadale”, which is
used not only as the name of the “electric flats” and “the flats” but also for several nearby streets, including some
further up the road, where the “electric flats” I describe in Chapter 4 – the Annadale Crescent complex – once stood.
These flats were also built where a now-demolished boys’ grammar school once was, which itself was built over the
ruins of the former brickworks. Nearby, Annadale Hall, a stately home from the late eighteenth century, was burned
by suffragettes in 1914 and eventually demolished in the 1980s. The site of the brickworks was later excavated by
archaeologists (Kennedy 2017; Millsopp 2016).
8 A bar that no longer existed at the time of my research but which was often mentioned. It was a local bar known for
being loyalist. A mixed couple I interviewed noted that they went there once but did not like it.
9 The Errigle Inn is a pub with several rooms and spaces. Each space was known for a different group of people. One
room, where I spent some time, was known more for artists and creatives. Those who frequented it were of all ages,
but it was known for the ‘post-uni’ crowd who no longer went to The Bot, a popular student hangout. Rangers and
Celtics football team colors or symbols were not allowed. It was considered ‘mixed’ but possibly a bit more Catholic.
10 Non-locals can include both people from other areas of Belfast or Northern Ireland as well as other countries.
11 “Dander” is a local term for walk or stroll.
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Ormeau Bridge, dividing
line / interface with lower
Ormeau Road

The Ormeau Road.
Surrounding streets
constitute Ballynafeigh.
Sometimes divided into
‘lower’ Ballynafeigh
(closer to bridge) and
‘upper’ Ballynafeigh,
(approx. between the
roundabout / Errigle Inn,
above Sunnyside St,).

Annadale Flats

Sunnyside Street

My flat

Formerly the
‘Electric’ Flats

Roundabout typically
marking upper limit
of Ballynafeigh

Figure 2: Map of my field site, Google Maps, accessed April 29, 2019

Living in Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road
I moved to Belfast in July 2006 not knowing what to expect. I had spent one month in
Belfast in the summer of 2003 attending a summer course at Queen’s University Belfast. I was
lucky enough to find a flat before my arrival by replying to an ad on Craigslist, which listed only
one flat. It was posted by another American woman who was hoping to sublet for a few months.
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I moved with Etienne to Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road on 5 July 2006. It was sunny
and hot – for Belfast – and we took a taxi with a driver who automatically counseled us on the
area.
I wrote in my fieldnotes: “as we drove down the Ormeau Road, he began telling us about
the Orange parades, narrating where not to walk at night (between our place and the city
center), and warning us of drunk kids stumbling, wanting to pick a fight, etc. He told us to just
avoid politics. He also mentioned that we should enjoy the parade as a spectacle, and that there
were many fine musicians in it. He mentioned ‘mini-twelfths’ that happen from July 1 on, and
he said he’d a feeling that there was going to be one held in our area.” He was right. On the
evening of July 5th, I heard the drums outside as I finished doing laundry. I went out to record
audio of the music and take a few photos. I heard mostly flutes and large bass drums that sit on
the chests of men who hit the drum on either side. Etienne and I watched the brief parade and
then went to the Errigle Inn, a charming pub filled with dark wood where the World Cup semifinals were playing on television. We bumped into our neighbor, Derek, a performance artist
who lived downstairs. Derek told us about a project he had done with retired bus drivers of
Belfast – it was based on Bus 77, which had circled Belfast from the 1920s to 1972. It connected
many areas that became disconnected, and sometimes blockaded, during the Troubles. In my
field notes I wrote, “he emphasized the human element, which I really feel speaks to my project
of listening to histories of people’s lives, including things not directly ‘Troubles’ related. Takes
time to build up trust – took him a year and a half of focused worked on this project . . . he even
said that these were ‘alternative histories,’ the same term I had started using.” He advised me to
ignore people’s geographical warnings of where not to go, but to be aware at night. As you will
see, trust and histories of experience – encountered through Derek on my first day – would
become two themes in my fieldwork.
One morning, I rolled out of bed in my small, chilly flat on St. Jude’s Avenue. From my
second-floor bedroom window, I could see part of the nearby mustard yellow police station,
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which was built up like a security compound. The tall trees towered in the backyard of my
landlords’ property, and their kids’ many toys were scattered on the grass. As I soon learned, my
street, St. Jude’s Avenue, which is filled with imposing red-brick homes and lined with trees, was
seen as a desirable street. I was embarrassed by this, as it was my only option from the U.S., and
I would have been happy to live anywhere in the area. I usually said, “I live on St. Jude’s Avenue
but in a small flat,” sometimes adding for emphasis that the bedroom was only heated by an old
coal fireplace. As a smartly dressed professional woman replied once, “it’s the street that
matters.”
After getting dressed, I ate a scone with jam – baked goods in Northern Ireland are
irresistible, though the neighborhood’s large “Ormo” bakery had unfortunately closed four years
earlier. I told Etienne good-bye as he left for work at The Gem, a call center where young
Europeans were prized for their language skills that allow them to reply to dissatisfied
customers who needed part 3 of their 1970s disco CD collection or who were online gamers
using slurs and insults in all EU languages. He monitored the French insults. His walk each
morning was different than that of other people in our neighborhood. He would walk across an
unremarkable bridge on his way to work in the city center. Some local working-class
Protestants/unionists/loyalists had not crossed this bridge in twenty years or more since the
other side, “below the bridge” or the Lower Ormeau Road, was a predominantly
Catholic/nationalist/republican area. For some young people from working-class families
“above the bridge,” it could be dangerous, too. For Etienne, however, a man in his late-20s,
dressed for his entry-level office job in the city center, this walking route would probably only be
disturbed by some drizzly rain.
Closing my flat’s door, I faced two churches: St. Jude’s Church, and to my right, the
Methodist Church. The local Catholic Church, the Good Shepherd, is further up the road, as is
the Parador, a pub and inn known for its Irish music sessions. Turning right onto the Ormeau
Road, I passed the police station and “Curl Up and Dye,” a hairdresser’s. The road was packed
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with cars as usual as people headed into the city center for work. Along my route, I passed the
Errigle Inn, an elegant black-and-white pub, and Mace, a convenience shop that local
Protestant/Unionist/Loyalist mothers told me was an invisible interface for their children.
Catholic kids hang out there and a policeman explained that they sometimes received “ASBOs”
for anti-social behavior. Ladbroke’s, a betting shop; the butchers; and “the big house” - another
name for the Pavilion bar - then led me to the Ballynafeigh Orange Hall, topped by a large Union
flag. The French restaurant where my husband and I ate occasionally is two doors down. Just a
little further along the road is the Ormeau Park, a large expanse of green space, which then gives
way to the Lagan River and the bridge that links this area with the city center, the university
area, and the Catholic lower Ormeau Road.

A ‘Mixed’ Area
I had decided to live in an area of South Belfast that was known for being ‘mixed’ or
‘shared’, largely seen as peaceful, where Protestants and Catholics lived side-by-side, where
middle- and working-class people did their shopping in the same places, and where people from
across Europe and the globe increasingly also resided. Research had been carried out in the
area, including work by Boal (1982), Hanlon (1994), Murtagh (2005), the Institute for Conflict
Research (Byrne, Hansson, and Bell 2007), Wilson / Ballynafeigh Community Development
Association (2007), as well as others (Extern 2000; Hall 2001). It is one of the few areas of
Belfast where this sort of ‘mixing’ was possible at that time, and locals told me it had been mixed
all through the Troubles, though it tended to have more Protestants than Catholics until
recently, something the prominently-placed Ballynafeigh Orange Hall might attest to. Despite
being broadly seen as a relatively peaceful area, the neighborhood was nevertheless rocked by
conflicts about the annual Orange Order 12th of July parade during the 1990s and early 2000s.
These followed the murders of five Catholics in a betting shop on the lower Ormeau Road by
members of the UDA – a loyalist paramilitary. This area also experienced bombings by the IRA
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in the 1970s, and murders that continued into the 1990s. 11 of the neighborhood’s 46 Troublesrelated murders occurred in the 1990s (Sutton 1994).
Let me be clear: I didn’t live in the most difficult area of Belfast by any means. But living
in an area that did not have exactly the same level of tension as other areas of the city allowed
me to cross over many boundaries during these fourteen months. I was able to talk to people
from many walks of life – people from the countryside, people from difficult interface areas of
Belfast; older people, younger people; working-class, middle-class; men and women; recent
‘blow ins’ and people who had lived in Ballynafeigh, as most locals called it, their whole lives.
Some people were driven from their homes in other areas of Belfast by the 1941 Blitz, a series of
devastating German bombings that destroyed many of Belfast’s homes; others moved here to
live as a ‘mixed’ couple, and still others to escape the grip of paramilitaries on their housing
estates. There were Protestants and Catholics; unionists and nationalists; loyalists and
republicans. There were people who identified as none of the above. But the people I spoke to –
and even those I didn’t – are more than what any of these categories indicate. These categories
can only tell a small part of the story. If there is anything that I hope the reader will take away
from the pages that follow it is this: the humanity and the complexity of the people I will tell you
about.
Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road had been known as “mixed” since approximately
1911 according to Katie Hanlon12, referring to the work of Frederick Boal, one of the most
knowledgeable geographers of Northern Ireland, particularly regarding shifts in urban
residential demographics (Boal 1969, 1982). This mixing was not part of any policy effort or
social engineering; it came about organically, and as Boal has noted, other mixed areas had
existed over time in Belfast, though none which had endured this long. New people arrived in
the area following the Belfast Blitz of 1941 – mentioned by most of the older people I spoke with

12

Personal interview, 2007.
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– which destroyed more than half of Belfast’s housing stock, killed 960 civilians, and forced
huge movements of people into other areas of the city.
Moreover, this area included not only Protestants and Catholics from across the city but
Ormo bakery workers, middle-class professors, and shop owners, among others. Some
Catholics/nationalists/republicans viewed it as a Protestant/unionist/loyalist area because of
the Union Jacks and other flags hanging high on lampposts, kerbstones painted with the red,
white, and blue of the Union Jack, the existence of an Orange Hall where parades originated,
and the presence of some paramilitaries, particularly the UDA. Yet, despite visible Protestant13
traditions in the area which were part of the area’s character, the reality was more complicated.
In a 1994 survey by Katie Hanlon, the long-time director of the Ballynafeigh Community
Development Association, she found that “7% of the Catholics and 24% of the Protestants who
were married or living as married, were in mixed relationships. Additionally, one Protestant and
one Catholic in the sample were married or cohabiting with person who were neither Protestant
nor Catholic” (60). Though most people surveyed by Hanlon agreed that Ballynafeigh was
mixed, one-third of Catholics (32%) and one-fifth (22%) of Protestants viewed the area as a
more Protestant than Catholic area (32).
By the time of Carmichael and Murtagh’s research in the early 2000s, the Protestant
population in Ballynafeigh had decreased from 30% in 1991 to 21% in 2001, and an estimated
19% in 2005, based on a sample survey (Carmichael and Murtagh 2005).14 In the 2011 census
question regarding which religious tradition they were raised or identified with, 44.33% of
residents in Ballynafeigh identified as Catholic, 24.9% stated no religion, 18.42% identified as
Protestant, 10.07% did not state, and 2.28% belonged to other religions.

I will use Protestant and Catholic as shorthand at times in the text to avoid lengthy multi-word descriptions or
additional acronyms. Sometimes I will use multi-word or single-word descriptions for more precision. See the list of
Definitions and Acronyms for the general meanings of Catholic, nationalist, and republican and Protestant, unionist,
and loyalist.
13
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The majority of schools remained (and remain) segregated, though mixed schools do
exist, including one in the neighborhood. Moreover, I learned that some residents were looking
for other ways to move beyond these labels and restrictive “communities” by exploring their
faith, including religions and spiritualities outside of this typical binary. Layered on top of its
“mixed” and “unionist/loyalist” identities, during my fieldwork, it was also becoming a soughtafter area among young people from across Europe as well as people from various African
countries, China, and beyond. But, for Belfast, as one neighborhood worker15 put it, “This was
the most normal [area of Northern Ireland]. And as such was more abnormal because of that
[being normal].”

Dealing with the Past
Histories, pastness, and fieldwork
In narrating these histories, men and women told me, themselves, and sometimes
friends, family, or co-workers who joined the conversation, what it was like for them to live
through the Troubles. To live through everyday encounters linked to sectarian issues – or
“sectarianism with a small ‘s’” as one person put it. To live through other sorts of traumas
unrelated to the Troubles such as the loss of loved ones, depression, or homelessness. And how
they have chosen to ‘deal with the past’ in their own lives.
As the Haitian anthropologist Michel-Rolph Trouillot said, “Human beings participate in
history both as actors and as narrators” (1995, 2) and, as he also argued, we cannot exclude any

I opt to use “neighborhood worker” instead of “community worker” because, as I will discuss later, the term
“community” is complex in the Northern Ireland context. It can be associated with a sectarian or ethnonationalist
context. For example, someone referring to “my community” may be referring to Protestants or Catholics, or they may
be referring to people who live in their area, and many areas tend to be “single identity” areas. In an area like
Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road, the term “community” can therefore be confusing. In addition, “community
worker” can sometimes be a euphemism for former paramilitary members.
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site where history may be produced (1995, 25). In the case of this research project, history was
being produced, narrated, and enacted at bonfires on housing estates, in living rooms while
watching Jimmy Young16 and documentaries about the Troubles, in pubs and Irish music
sessions, in front of convenience stores, in Orange parades on the 12th of July, at community
‘multicultural’ festivals and ‘Concerned Parents’ gatherings, in police neighborhood patrols, and
in a non-profit’s team meetings.
History was also being produced in discarded policy proposals that imagined a “Shared
Future”; in tweets from English MPs downplaying the historical importance of the Troubles; in
government consultations on how to ‘deal with the past’; in debates over what constitutes a
‘victim’; in news articles on how to deal with ‘legacy’ murders; in inquests about state killings; in
an op-ed by an Irish historian declaring the Belfast / Good Friday Agreement has “run its
course”; and in plans and ideas for museums and ‘Troubles’ tours.
We should not “underestimate the size, the relevance, and the complexity of the
overlapping sites where history is produced, notably outside of academia . . . through
celebrations, site and museum visits, movies, national holidays, and primary school books”
(Trouillot 1995, 19). In this quote, it is clear that both the more official ways of approaching
history – through government-led or influenced processes – and unofficial, grassroots
approaches to history are critical to understanding “how history works” and how official
histories are debated among the powerful while they are also being contested, amended,
dismissed, or even replaced with unofficial histories on the ground (Trouillot 1995).
Throughout I will use the word “histories,” including when referring to what some might
call “stories” or “narratives.” This is because I would like so-called “stories” or “narratives” to be
taken as seriously as those stories we often call “History.” Stories are usually valued less than
histories, similar to the ways in which memory and history have often been opposed. You will

Jimmy Young, also known as ‘Our Jimmy’, is a well-known and beloved comedian from Belfast who performed
during the Troubles and commented on the Troubles in his comedy. He was said to be well-liked by both Catholics
and Protestants. There is a plaque in his memory in Fernwood Street in Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road.
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notice as well that I rarely use the word “memory” due to the baggage this often devalued term
carries as unreliable, fuzzy, or lesser than history. An extensive literature on memory and history
exists and the border between the two has been debated over the past four decades. Aside from
early works such as Freud’s “A Note Upon the Mystic Writing Pad” (cite) and Benjamin’s “A
Berlin Chronicle” ([1933] 1970), the 1980s witnessed a resurgence of interest in memory and
history (Lowenthal 1985; Nora 1989; Connerton 1989; Halbwachs 1992; Hutton 1993; Misztal
2003), including some who questioned the boundary between the two (Burke 1989; Middleton
and Edwards 1990; Crane 1996; Confino 1997) alongside those who, in response, critiqued the
collapse of these boundaries (Gedi and Elam 1996; Vidal-Naquet 1996; Berliner 2005).
Narrative has been a primary approach to memory in anthropology since at least the early 1980s
(Crapanzano 1980; Jackson 1989; Peacock and Holland 1993; Alter 2000). In the context of
Ireland, a number of scholars have worked extensively on social memory (Frawly 2012; McBride
1997, 2009; Pine 2011, to name only a few).
My reason for avoiding “memory,” or indeed “narrative,” despite this extensive
literature, stems from Walter Benjamin’s insistence that we should not distinguish between
“major” and “minor” events. Benjamin’s insistence on the value of the insignificant and the
marginal remains an important influence that flows through and underpins this dissertation.
This approach also stems from Michel Foucault’s insistence that the category of “event” itself is
problematic and Ann Laura Stoler’s work on “non-events” and unfinished plans can be equally –
if not more so – important than events deemed conventionally “historical.” I originally
attempted to include a brief history of “the troubles” in the 1960s in this introduction and
realized it was jarring and fraught. I have decided not write about the history of Northern
Ireland from a conventional historiographical approach, except when absolutely necessary (i.e.,
to give basic facts that will help to give background or context). Instead, I will approach history
from the perspective of experience. I do not think that I can attempt to write “the history” of
Northern Ireland without alienating many readers, closing them off to the very point of this
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dissertation: that ordinary, “insignificant” human experience is just as important as this
recitation of “historical events” and supposed turning points. I will discuss theoretical
approaches to “events” in more depth in the following chapter.
In some cases, “story”17 might sound better, more natural. But it is exactly this “natural”
sense of the dichotomy between histories and stories that I question, even if it may sound
awkward at times. As Leslie Witz and Ciraj Rassool (2008, 9–10) have argued,
By treating sources as histories, rather than as data to be mined, we are drawing upon
the work of David William Cohen and his sometimes collaborations with E.S. Atieno
Odhiambo. Their work has questioned boundaries between history and anthropology
through opening up issues of practice, particularly around the area of field work. A major
concern of theirs is to think through relationships between processes of historicising and
the field, as it comes to be constituted in both history and anthropology. The field, for
them, are sites where different histories in a range of genres are produced, circulated and
contested. In these “multiple locations of historical knowledge” one can begin to examine
how these different histories generate “representations and attribute value.”
But their view of sources as histories is complicated by Ann Laura Stoler’s argument that we
should view archives as sites of knowledge production, as “epistemological experiments” (2002,
90), though Witz and Rassool agree that archives are not data to be mined. In this way, too, we
can view the archive – or archival process based on the insignificant and marginal – on which
this dissertation is based not only as something to be mined, used, and explained, but as a
process (Stoler 2002a, 100). As she argues, the process of composing these archives, their form,
and their context are as important as the content. Instead of looking at colonial archives,
though, we might also look to my process as an anthropologist-archivist, like others who have
come before me, or someone like Hugh who is an archivist (as I began to call him in my writing
in 2007), or, I would argue, even to each person – whether or not they consider themselves as
such – as an archive and archivist with a process, a context, and a form. A shared historical
experience – the ethnographic encounters in 2006–2007 – was a critical part of the archive as
process. As Stoler states, the process was just as important as the content of our conversations:
the experience of sitting together, hearing one another, laughing, making supportive, sweet, and
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sarcastic comments, tasting our beer or coffee or cake, inhaling smoke and chicken tikka masala,
and often feeling safe and understood, not just by me, but often by friends and family who
participated in the conversation. This process of archival creation was a form of healing at times
as you will see in Chapter 6 and 7.
In writing up this research project, I have struggled with the past and the present. This is
particularly the case since it is now twelve years since I began my fieldwork, and I have returned
to this project after a gap of ten years. Other anthropologists such as Rosemary Harris (1972)
also returned to their projects decades later. The past and the present are not easily separated;
in my writing, I will need to employ this distinction at times to give my writing some structure
and a narrative flow of its own. Most importantly, it is important to situate my research in
history: for example, the histories within this dissertation reflect what people said to me in
2006–2007. But beyond using the past and the present to situate my fieldwork in history and
for the sake of analysis, it is essential to note that “the past does not exist independently of the
present. . . . The past has no content. The past—or, more accurately, pastness—is a position”
(Trouillot 1995, 15).
What I want you to understand is that the experiences described in this dissertation are
themselves histories. The core point I want to make is that peace – or peaceweaving, which I will
come to in Chapter 6 – does not lie in the realm of official peace processes, truth commissions,
or other aspects of high politics. True peace must be woven from the ground up, even if top
down enabling structures and processes, including the pursuit of justice, are also necessary. The
histories told by the people I met in Ballynafeigh in 2006–2007 complicate the belief that a
handful of well-known people are responsible for peace or hold the keys to a peaceful present or
future.
***
On a sunny Saturday morning in October 2018 after I had begun to write again, I sat in
bed thinking about the people I knew in Belfast, how they had each found their own ways to
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begin healing and make sense of their experiences – both Troubles-related and not – and how I
would need to discuss healing and anthropological approaches to healing. Googling
“anthropology healing” for inspiration, I came upon an article (Miller 1994) and I was struck by
a quote from the ethnography Shamanism, Colonialism and the Wild Man: A Study in Terror
and Healing (Taussig 1987): “As for the shaman, despite his solidity and caring he is also a
strategic zone of vacuity, a palette of imageric possibility.” The previous day, I had received a
new copy in the mail – a book I had not read in over a decade. Inspired by this quote, I got up
from bed and grabbed my copy. Opening it, I flicked through. The first sentence my eye was
drawn to was this very sentence, which continues: “Just as history creates this fabulous image of
the shaman, so the montaged nature of that image allows history to breathe in the spaces pried
open between signs and meanings.” To a non-anthropologist – or perhaps even to a fellow
anthropologist – maybe this sounds a bit odd. Why was this so significant? The words spoke to
me because a phrase I had been returning to in my notebook for the past several days was
“spaces of possibility,” which I had come across while reading another ethnography for
inspiration (Collins 2015, 32). In this section, Collins talks about the space between binaries of
different sorts, drawing from the work of drawing from Garber (1991). It spurred me to think of
Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road and the spaces of possibility within this area for the
people who lived there, the spaces of possibility that I encountered during my fieldwork. “Up
there is just a sea of possibilities,” said Patti Smith (1975) in “Land” :

There is no land but the land (Up there is just a sea of possibilities)
There is no sea but the sea (Up there is a wall of possibilities)
There is no keeper of the key (Up there there are several walls of possibilities)
Except for one who seizes possibilities, one who seizes possibilities.
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In other neighborhoods, there are sometimes still “keeper[s] of the key” who jealously
guard its boundaries. But not Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road, or at least, not exactly.
Though it, too, was mired in the thirty years of conflict involving both the British military and
loyalist and republican paramilitaries, and its residents had witnessed bombings, shootings, and
other violence like poverty and fear, it offered spaces of possibility unlike anywhere else in the
city – and not only for the affluent and upwardly mobile. These histories were told in a
particular time and place: a “mixed” or “shared” area of South Belfast, which also had a
UDA/UFF paramilitary presence and a strong and still visible Protestant/unionist/loyalist
symbols, especially during the summer marching season. It was almost ten years after the Good
Friday Agreement, in a neighborhood most people viewed as evidence of quasi-normalcy and
the possibilities of coexistence if there were any.18
I originally intended to focus on how residents of this neighborhood negotiated space –
were there places where they did or did not feel safe? Did they avoid certain walking routes? I
had also intended to conduct research with experts in the city’s geography – police and taxi
drivers – to understand the ways in which people navigated the boundaries of the city. I never
completely left behind this aspect; I asked residents about the spaces in their neighborhood
where they did or did not feel comfortable; I carried out some research with police in the
neighborhood; and I also talked to one taxi driver who lived locally and dipped my toe in the
world of taxi drivers on cold winter evenings at the taxi ranks and at the Wok Oriental, a city
center taxi driver hangout. But this study grew beyond the boundaries of my original plan.
This story is about the ordinary and the extraordinary. It is about the experience of loss
and violence. It is about hope. It is about how people find meaning in their lives in creative and
sometimes contradictory ways. It is about how people belong, or strive to belong. It is about

McCormack (2017) states that in her article on Catholic identity, she “examine[s] how border crossing opens up a
liminal space of possibilities.” Interestingly, I read her article in December 2018 only after working with my data and
the concept of “spaces of possibility” via Collins (2015) and Garber (1991) and liminality via Thomassen (2009) that
autumn. The fact that McCormack used a similar concept – and we developed them entirely independently of one
another’s work – further confirms the relevance and usefulness of this concept.
18
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feeling lost or excluded. It is about transformation. It is about how people were struggling,
surviving, thriving. It is about how they saw themselves, how I saw them, and maybe how they
saw me. It is about healing and healers. It is about the passage of time and what people carry
with them. It is about how the past, present, and future collide radiantly in one place at one
time.

Methodology
The challenges of “doing” history as part of an ethnographic project has to be viewed in
the context of extensive work on violence that I will delve into in greater depth in Chapter 3.
Ibrahim and Shepler (2011) argue, citing Carol J. Greenhouse (2002, 2), that ethnographic
methods are appropriate for the study of violence, particularly the sorts of “hidden or secret
violence” to which Kleinman refers (2000, 15). They also note the work of Carolyn Nordstrom,
who they say “makes clear that the scholarly reflex to explain violent events and portray them in
a coherent narrative imposes an order and a reason that erase the chaos that dirty warfare is
intended to produce, and she insists that it is only by understanding the effects on participants
that we can hope to understand warfare in all its complexity” (Ibrahim and Shepler 2011, vi). In
the case of my fieldwork in Belfast, to better elucidate experiences of forms of “hidden or secret
violence,” I centered my fourteen months of ethnographic research on the atmosphere and
emotions that ordinary people communicated. As Ibrahim and Shepler and Nordstrom point
out, violence of any type, including hidden or secret violence, is not easily explained or adapted
into a coherent narrative, though it was reflected in narratives and people’s lived and embodied
experience. The challenges to “finding” these types of violence, or understanding how people
dealt with it, meant I needed to pay attention to subtle, sometimes seemingly tangential topics
as a way of “seeing” and analyzing it, including rumors, emotion, trust, senses of loss, humor,
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friendship, faith (broadly speaking), and how people ‘made sense’ of their lives and what they
cared about.
In practical terms, I interviewed over 40 residents, six police officers, and six community
workers and conducted participant-observation with a number of community groups, including
residents’ associations meetings, the local police station, a winter / multicultural festival group,
and a church choir. I spent considerable time as a volunteer with the Ballynafeigh Community
Development Association (BCDA, also known locally as “the community house”), including
initially volunteering in the summer of 2006 with their summer scheme for local children, and
the volunteering to make soup twice a month for residents of “the Seville,” an independent living
residence with individual apartments for older people. I also helped them build a directory of
local businesses. As I increasingly spent time at the community house, I was subsequently
permitted to carry out participant observation and in-depth interviews with a small team of
neighborhood workers from January 2007 until August 2007. As most anthropologists and
social scientists in Northern Ireland will confirm, spending time in pubs, cafes, and in people’s
homes drinking beer, tea, or coffee and “having a chat” is an essential part of fieldwork. For me,
this included spending time in a loyalist social club known as “the band hall,” at Irish music
sessions at the more nationalist / republic Parador, in the ‘artsy’ room of the mixed Errigle Inn,
and in various cafes on the upper Ormeau Road like Graffiti and the Olive Tree. Interviews were
also frequently carried out in people’s living rooms, depending on their preference. These
conversations sometimes went as long as six hours at a time. I would offer to end the
conversation at regular intervals in case they were tired or had other commitments.
I participated in many different activities in Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road as
part of my methodology because I wanted to become acquainted with people from as many
walks of life as possible, including people who were from working-class and middle-class
backgrounds; ‘mixed’ couples; younger, middle-aged, and older people; those who were
religious, questioning, or atheists; people originally from the area and ‘blow-ins’ from the
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countryside and other areas of Belfast; and to a lesser degree, residents who were originally
from other countries. I anticipated that these different perspectives would allow me to build a
more nuanced understanding of their lives, their experiences of the conflict, and their current
experience in this time of “not-war-not-peace” (Nordstrom 2004, 166).
Of course, as often happens in research, while I interviewed over fifty people in total,
certain people and conversations stood out to me, especially those that I still remembered well a
decade later, though I referred back to my fieldnotes and recordings. In what follows, you will
notice that some of the people are mentioned in multiple chapters. Their repeated inclusion, and
the fact that I did not include data from some conversations, is primarily because these
relationships were generally stronger, either due to building a friendship or at least a social
relationship beyond a conventional researcher and research participant.
When I prepared to do my research in Belfast, I was uncertain that people would allow
me to record our conversations and interviews, or, I was concerned that even if they did, they
would be uncomfortable and hold back. My concern was particularly relevant in this context
because of the extensive level of surveillance and spying that had occurred during the conflict, a
topic I will return to in Chapter 3 and which has been noted by other anthropologists, albeit in a
different era and context (Feldman 1991; Sluka 1990). However, surprisingly, few people were
uncomfortable with being recorded. Their level of comfort was likely because in most cases,
firstly, I got to know them informally prior to proposing to record an interview (though many
interviews were unstructured, more like informal conversations); secondly, we were often
introduced by someone they trusted; and thirdly, as I have mentioned, the atmosphere in
Northern Ireland was decidedly less tense than in previous years during my fieldwork, partly
due to the power-sharing agreement agreed between unionists (DUP) and nationalists (Sinn
Fein) in May 2007 and was already anticipated as early as January 2007 (BBC News 2007).
All names and identifying details have been changed throughout. In cases where
quotation marks are used, the quotes usually come from digital recordings, though in a few
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cases people preferred for me to take notes in a notebook instead of recording our discussion. In
other cases, cases in which I do not use quotes, I wrote about our conversation immediately
afterwards in my fieldnotes, often continuing to write down notes in the following days as
fragments from our conversation returned to my memory.

Reflexive Methodology
Despite my Irish-sounding name and my somewhat Protestant upbringing, I do not
identify as Protestant/unionist/loyalist or Catholic/nationalist/republican. I’m an outsider,
though one who cares a great deal about the people and the place where I did my fieldwork. My
original interest in the Troubles arose during a course on childhood in the Honors Program of
the University of Alabama at Birmingham. We were instructed to write a research paper on any
topic related to children or childhood. I wracked my brain and, influenced by anthropologist
Thomas McKenna’s lecture as part of this interdisciplinary course, who had written about
political violence on Mindanao (1998), one of the strongest images that came to my mind was an
episode of 60 Minutes featuring children in Belfast during the Troubles. Starting with these
images, I began researching representations of children during the Troubles. I soon found that
children in Northern Ireland, usually in the most deprived and war-torn working-class areas of
West Belfast, were typically depicted as either unwitting victims or as terrorists and criminals
themselves. By doing research, I saw that there was more to the story than this simplistic binary
would suggest, particularly through the work of psychologists who did empirical research with
children during the conflict (Cairns 1987). It is in this way that I started down the path of
investigating the lived experiences of the Troubles and post-conflict Belfast. There were indeed
more nuanced and complicated histories to be told as I would find out.
Despite not wanting to be classified as Protestant or Catholic, the way I was perceived
had implications for my research. In Northern Ireland’s terms, my identity was often
ambiguous, perhaps befitting my choice to reside in an area that was often itself defined by
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ambiguity. I was a young woman with an Irish-sounding name from the U.S. south married to a
Frenchman living on St. Jude’s Avenue (a posh address, albeit in a distinctly non-posh flat) who
attended both a Catholic and a Protestant church irregularly but was more curious about angels,
Buddhism and spirituality, was sometimes to be found at the Parador’s Irish music sessions, and
still other times spotted at the loyalist band hall and annual bonfires, and still other times at the
Errigle Inn, where a more bohemian and ‘artsy’ crowd hung out.
These indicators – ways of “telling”19 (Burton 1978, 4; Harris 1972, 148; Bryan 2000, 23)
– meant, somehow, that I was probably sometimes considered Catholic, and sometimes
Protestant. Though I discussed my background with people, occasionally I discovered in initial
conversations that I was considered one or the other. One woman said to me, “and I have
Catholic friends, like you.” Though “Catholic” and “Protestant” tend to be ethnic markers
(Jenkins 1997, 52-73; Bryan 2000, 13) rather than reflections of which church one attends
(which is often none at all), it may still be useful to briefly describe my religious background. I
was married in the Catholic Church – my husband and his family are Catholic – but I was raised
in northwest Alabama in a non-denominational Christian church, part of the network of
Churches of Christ. These churches emerged in the United States during the Restoration
Movement in the late nineteenth century and, although Protestant-like, are not linked with a
Protestant denomination as each church congregation is independent.20 I had left this church,

As Dominic Bryan notes (2000a, 13), following Burton (1978) who coined the term, “telling” whether one is
Protestant or Catholic is a standard part of social life in Northern Ireland. Bryan states it is not necessarily done to
discriminate, though that can be the case. “Telling” allows a person to also ensure that they are being polite and to
avoid sensitive topics. During the Troubles, it was sometimes life-saving and allowed one to give ambiguous
responses to questions and to “pass” if one was not safe. Standard ways of “telling” include one’s school; town, street
or neighborhood; clothing; accent; sports teams or types of sports; or even the names someone uses for various
geographical locations.
20 Since I have frequently encountered people who were confused about the church in which I was raised, the
Churches of Christ are not related to the Mormon Church of Latter Day Saints. They are also distant from the
International Church of Christ, which has been described by some as a cult. I mention this also because my own
religious upbringing corresponds closely with some of the people with whom I spoke to during my research, though it
diverges significantly from many others’ religious upbringing or absence thereof. The Churches of Christ are
composed of 40,000 independent Christian congregations worldwide, which typically share a literal reading of the
Bible. Due to this literal reading, all music is a capella; men hold leadership positions such as being Elders and
Deacons; baptism is via full immersion and the choice regarding baptism is made by each person, usually when they
are children or teenagers; and the Lord’s supper of unleavened bread and grape juice is observed on Sunday. It is
19
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however, nearly a decade earlier in 1997 and never chose to be baptized there or in any other
church. And yet, I am not against religion, faith, or spirituality. I am deeply curious about
mystics and mysticism. I believe in an afterlife and am open to the idea that there are
supernatural phenomena in this world such as the possibility of miracles, the existence of angels
on earth (as will be mentioned in Chapter 7), signs or messages from loved ones who have died,
and so on. I like to read about mystical traditions across religions as well as about the
neuroscience of transcendence. My openness to metaphysical and transcendent occurrences
held me in good stead during my fieldwork because it allowed me to talk more easily with other
people about their beliefs and to better understand how they made sense of their lives.
While living in Belfast, my husband and I, who were sometimes considered a “mixed”
couple in Northern Ireland terms, periodically attended both the Catholic Church of the Good
Shepherd as well as the Ballynafeigh Methodist Church, both of which were a short walk from
where we lived. I also attended a couple of services of a local African church group held at the
Ballynafeigh Community House and at the home of one of the members, where they practiced
the a capella singing, hymns, and harmonies that were most familiar to me, though I was still
uncomfortable at the time with religion, and the similarities with the religion with which I was
raised hit a little too close to home. If anything, I myself was ‘mixed’, and I rode the line between
Catholic and Protestant and did not fully identify as either. It must also be said that my
nationality and southern U.S. accent most likely opened doors that might have otherwise been
shut, allowing me a substantial amount of freedom to move between different spaces – whether
Irish music sessions at the Parador or beers at the “band hall”, a social club where the
Protestant/unionist/loyalist Apprentice Boys21 band practices, though my experience was that it
was most comfortable and welcoming when accompanied by a member.

socially conservative: drinking alcohol is typically not accepted; abortion and homosexuality are denounced; dancing,
‘mixed bathing’ (boys and girls swimming in the same pool simultaneously), heavy metal, and even children over age
10 or 11 wearing shorts can be frowned upon. There are an estimated two million members worldwide.
21 The “Apprentice Boys” refers to the 13 boy supporters of William of Orange who defended Londonderry against the
forces of the Catholic King James II in 1688 (BBC News 1969).
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I have to recognize a certain degree of privilege, including the ability not only to cross
lines of identity/ethnicity to a degree, but also to cross lines of class and nationality. The fact
that I had an American accent, rather than another European accent; am white; and am usually
dressed simply in my grad student best – jeans and a sweater or t-shirt – probably contributed
to the acceptance of my crossing these lines. My age at the time, 27, also allowed me to cross
boundaries. I spoke to people in their 20s to 90s. Teenagers and children in my neighborhood
experienced more restrictions on where they could or could not go, invisible interfaces often
“policed” by other children. Older people I knew often did not go out at night unless they drove.
As a woman, I felt the boundaries were possibly more flexible. Some of this boundary-crossing
was of course possible because of my anthropological training, which gave me the ability to
listen empathetically while withholding judgment. But some of it was also possible because of
my demeanor and attitude, which is generally calm (unless under extreme stress) and open to
new ideas and ways of seeing the world. I am genuinely curious about people – who they are,
what they believe. This hybrid and somewhat flexible identity/ethnicity, anthropological tool kit,
and personal qualities allowed me to able to talk with people with vastly different lives and
experiences. I spoke with researchers, nurses, politicians, house cleaners, neighborhood and
community workers, stay-at-home mothers, and retired bakery workers. I came to know people
from Northern Ireland as well as people from sub-Saharan African countries and elsewhere in
Europe, though admittedly most of my strongest relationships were with people from Northern
Ireland.

The Argument
This dissertation’s heartbeat is this: “A chronicler who recites events without
distinguishing between major and minor ones acts in accordance with the following truth:
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nothing that has ever happened should be regarded as lost for history” (Benjamin [1940] 1999,
246).
Why is Benjamin’s statement central to this dissertation? The point of this dissertation is
ethical, to paraphrase Wittgenstein. I am placing people’s experience of history at the center.
This is not history that asks, “where were you on Bloody Sunday?” or “what are the effects of
Brexit on the peace process?” No. When Rhonda prayed to her mother: that is history. When
Hugh and Mike encourage Luke not to give up hope: that is history. When two older women
discuss birthday parties and ask if I had some cake, or share their lifelong wish for a father: that
is history. The cleaner whose back aches with sciatica, the evangelical woman from an African
country, three guys listening to heavy metal, a woman who silently cleaned her kitchen for thirty
years while waiting for her husband to return home: they are as important as the high politics of
the peace process or any other events or people deemed notable.
These experiences as history, these non-events are not “nice to have.” They are not
complementary to “real” history. They are not narratives or memories. They are not even
“history from below,” “local history,” or “oral history.” These experiences as history are as
important as the Belfast Agreement, power-sharing and its breakdown, and murders by
republicans, loyalists, and British forces. They are more important than Brexit, which seemed to
suddenly make Northern Ireland “relevant” again in the eyes of the international observers, as I
will discuss briefly in Chapter 2.
I do not see the experiences that follow as “alternative” histories, either. I would ask:
alternative to what? If I call them alternative, then I would tacitly accept that History – the
grand “historical” events – are the primary history against which these histories should be
compared. Instead, I argue that the experiences herein are history on par with History. This
dissertation is comparable to a museum collection that includes not only “troubles”-related
ephemera, but also the ephemera of ordinary life: Coke bottles, pop music, hair straighteners, a
takeaway, romance novels, bottles left over from a house party, a faded concert ticket.
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In contrast to Trouillot (1995), who sought to uncover histories and write an “alternative
narrative” (27) that had been silenced – itself a worthy and inspiring approach – I will write
about histories that have not been hidden or silenced. Indeed, they are deemed so utterly
insignificant, marginal, and irrelevant that they do not have to be silenced. There is no
campaign of silencing. There is no conspiracy, no cover up. They, and the people who tell these
histories, simply are not considered important to History, except perhaps as voices in an infinite
oral history archive, as examples of “women,” “loyalists,” “taxi drivers,” “ethnic minorities,” or
whatever archival category might be deemed suitable by experts. Moreover, this dissertation is
not merely a “constructivist view of history” (Trouillot 1995, 5). It is an argument to listen to and
touch banality, to smell and taste non-events.
I will follow Benjamin’s advice and collapse the distinction between major and minor
events. I will virtually ignore the “major” events that have overshadowed equally important
histories. I will share histories of emotions, sensation, humor, friendship, despair, and hope that
were told to me in 2006–2007. The impact of thirty years of conflict and another ten years (now
twenty as I am writing in 2019) of “not-war-not-peace” (Nordstrom 2004, 166) will become
evident, alongside people’s own attempts to heal themselves and one another.
In the first half of the dissertation, “Fear,” I discuss fear as a non-event that flows
through these histories and shapes people’s experiences. Fear takes on several guises, including
fear of acute violence, fear of rumor and broken social bonds, fear of loss, and fear of trust and
betrayal. Within these histories of fear, sensory experience is central. Building on the literatures
of emotion, sensation, violence, and embodiment, these histories of sensation and emotion
reveal the extent to which pernicious forms of violence such as fear had been – and still were –
embedded in the sensations, experiences, and bodies of people living in Ballynafeigh / the upper
Ormeau Road.
In the second half of this dissertation, “Possibility,” I argue that though fear remained
evident and that past fears continued to affect people in 2006–2007, people were finding ways
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to counteract this fear, particularly through friendship, humor, and faith. These are histories of
“inconspicuous . . . transformations” (Benjamin [1940] 1999, 246) that likely only slow, longterm ethnographic fieldwork can detect. Benjamin said, “it is the inconspicuous which survives
in works and which constitutes the point where the content reaches the breaking point for an
authentic researcher” ([1933] 1988, 90).
In terms of this section’s contributions to the anthropological literature, friendship and
humor are topics that are often sidelined within anthropology and, within the literature on
violence, remain marginal. In my analysis, they are central. By focusing on these “insignificant”
themes, I will reveal the ways people were not only coping with their experiences of violence, but
were also healing one another. This section is not completely optimistic, however: you will
detect undercurrents of depression, suicide, anger, and hopelessness.
Ultimately, if you take away a single point from this dissertation, it is this: that by
focusing on the banal, non-events, we may be able to wake up from the nightmare of history. A
focus on insignificant, ordinary experiences – including sensation, emotion, rumor, friendship,
humor, and faith – helps to navigate around the high politics that remain as divided as ever, and
which are perhaps less significant, less momentous than they have been depicted. Moreover, this
focus on the supposedly insignificant allows the reader to see the “refined and spiritual things”
that concerned people in this neighborhood of Belfast, even as many still struggled to secure
“the crude and material things” (Benjamin [1940] 1999, 246). Benjamin stated that “As flowers
turn toward the sun, by dint of a secret heliotropism the past strives to turn toward that sun
which is rising in the sky of history. A historical materialist must be aware of this most
inconspicuous of all transformations” (246). “That sun which is rising in the sky of history” is
the possibility that each person’s suffering, pain, joy, and humanity can be recognized by others.
That each person can be accepted for who they are in the present, who they’ve been, and who
they might become. That each person can feel they have a purpose. That someone is listening.
That they can transform their pain into something else. Maybe even something beautiful.
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Ultimately, this dissertation is about the redemptive possibilities of human relationships, which
could propel “this most inconspicuous of all transformations” (Benjamin [1940] 1999, 246).
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Chapter 2: Challenging Histories
Cassiel: “An old man read to a child from The Odyssey and the young listener stopped blinking
completely. And what do you have to report?”
Damiel: “A woman in the rain who folded up her umbrella and let herself get drenched. A
schoolboy describing to his teacher how a fern grows out of the earth and astonished the
teacher. A blind woman who sensed my presence and groped at her watch.”
– Der Himmel über Berlin (Wenders 1987)
The ambient light of yesterday is amplified by talk of might-have-beens,
Making 69 - the year - look like quotation marks, commentators commentating on
The flashpoint of the current Trouble, though there’s any God’s amount
Of Nines and Sixes: 1916, 1690, The Nine Hundred Years’ War, whatever.
Or maybe we can go back to the Year Dot, the nebulous expanding brain-wave
Of the Big Bang, releasing us and It and everything into oblivion.
– Ciaran Carson, “Queen’s Gambit” (1989, 33)
The right butter. The wrong butter. The tea of allegiance. The tea of betrayal. There were ‘our
shops’ and ‘their shops’.
– Anna Burns, Milkman
This is most difficult chapter to write because Northern Ireland’s history – or should I
say histories? – remains deeply contested. The events and occurrences that an anthropologist or
an historian chooses to write about reveal the author’s biases, and all the more so in a place like
Northern Ireland, where some say history is “the new battleground” (Belfast Telegraph 2018a).
As in Anna Burns’ quote above from the novel Milkman, these usually insignificant choices – the
brand of butter, tea, bread, beer one bought – might “tell” whether a person is Catholic or
Protestant, might be the difference between being on ‘our side’ or ‘theirs.’ It is likewise the case
in the telling of history. All the choices made in the telling of history reveal the author’s biases.
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Naming and the Impulse to “Tell”
I want to show you how easy it is to stumble and to alienate people in telling any part of
Northern Ireland’s history. I want to show you that language itself not only limits the telling of
this history but potentially replicates and entrenches division in the telling. Language and words
are even more fraught than usual in this context. Division and references to the conflict are often
“baked in” the language. Anna Burns confronts this issue in Milkman – the Booker Prize–
winning novel in 2018 – in which she refuses to name the characters. She said in interviews that
“The book just didn't want names” (Marshall 2018). Although the name of the city is never
revealed, it is widely assumed to be Belfast in the 1970s, and geographic details and the author’s
biography indicate that it is likely set in Ardoyne, a Catholic/nationalist/republican area. The
fact that I was attempting to figure out where it took place reveals that I was also trying to “tell”
while reading Burns’ novel – is this a Protestant or Catholic protagonist? Is the Milkman a
member of a loyalist or republican paramilitary? Even the cover blurb momentarily made me
wonder: she won the “Orange Prize” for her previous book, a prestigious fiction prize sponsored
by the telecommunications company that nonetheless can take on an altogether different
meaning in the context of Northern Ireland. Burns tries to frustrate readers’ attempts to “tell” as
much as possible by refusing to name the neighborhood, the characters, and even the countries,
since names are often one of the first ways to “tell” whether someone Protestant or Catholic. In
her novel, England becomes “over the water,” and the main character becomes “middle sister.”
The fact that Burns’ characters do not have names made me reconsider the pseudonyms
I use as well. Throughout I have attempted to “give” pseudonyms with which people would be
happy, having struggled to find the “right” one, especially whether to “give” a person a
Protestant or a Catholic pseudonym or to find some other alternative. Some Protestant people
have Catholic names and vice versa; even first names and surnames can be mixed. For example,
my maiden name is “Molly Hurley.” This is a completely Catholic name given that “Molly” is the
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Irish form of “Mary” and “Hurley” is a typically Irish surname. One man I met on my first visit
to Belfast told me it was “a good Irish name.”
On the other hand, you could encounter someone with a “mixed” name, like “Dominic
Bryan.” In this case, you have a typically Catholic first name combined with a last name that is
found in Brittany, Ireland, and England. His use of “the north of Ireland” in his writing on
Orange traditions might put him in the Catholic camp, though, since he might be a supporter of
a united Ireland.
“John Collins” might appear to be either Protestant or ambiguous as well since the first
name does not have the Irish spelling “Eoin” and Collins could be English or Irish. Although, if
he decided to write his name as “Eoin O'Coileáin,” one might assume he has nationalist if not
republican sympathies.
“Jane Schneider” might be English based on her first name, though her last name would
not fit easily into Northern Ireland’s naming. It is all the more complex because it is her married
name and was changed from “Schnedine” by a customs official in 1905 when her husband’s
family immigrated from the Ukraine. A similar example would be the Shoukri brothers, the
notorious loyalists of Egyptian origin who were kicked out of Northern Ireland by the UDA
(Irish Times 2006). Jane’s work on anti-mafia movements in Palermo and her husband’s
rumored dinners with mafiosi might raise a few eyebrows in Belfast. There might be whispers
that she is connected to an “organization.”
Likewise, “Avram Bornstein” falls outside typical Catholic / Protestant names, which
might lead to several follow-up questions, such as which school he attended or where he lives. If
his answers are too vague, perhaps he lives near the university and attended a mixed school. If
he opts to tell that he teaches police at a university with a strong law enforcement tradition,
people might tend to place him in the Protestant category. However, if he instead revealed his
sympathies with Palestinians, he might be considered nationalist or republican. In this way, he
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could play with his identity and choose which side to reveal depending on the context and
whether he prefers to pass as Catholic or Protestant.
The act of naming in Northern Ireland is inseparable from “telling” (Burton 1978, 4), and
telling is inseparable from this place’s divisions. By avoiding names of people and places in
Milkman, Burns challenged my own desire to “tell” and in doing this, made me think more
deeply about this instinct as well as the process of naming people herein.

Euphemisms
Beyond the issue of naming – what or whom to name, or not – I have struggled
repeatedly with euphemisms while attempting to write about Northern Ireland’s history. “The
Troubles” is perhaps the most famous euphemism related to these thirty-odd years of conflict
and division in Northern Ireland. This euphemism also has a history: “The term ‘Troubles’ had
previously been used in conjunction with the seventeenth y Wars of the Three Kingdoms, as well
as to describe the Irish revolutionary period in the early twentieth y.”22 As I read this on
Wikipedia, I wondered who wrote this and for what reason, though. Why was this term being
linked to the usage of “Troubles” 300 years earlier? Was it simply to show that this word was not
only used in the twentieth century – an interesting point that caught my attention, too – or was
it perhaps to suggest that the Troubles can be linked back to the seventeenth century? The
annual unionist marches to celebrate winning the 1690 Battle of the Boyne, for example, are
seen by some as a sort of historical triumphalism linking the distant past to the present year
after year, while for others, this link with the past has a more positive meaning connected to
“The ‘troubles’ was used to describe the seventeenth century Wars of the Three Kingdoms by all three national
parliaments. For example, after the Restoration in 1660 the English Act of free and general pardon, indemnity and
oblivion starts with ‘The King's most excellent Majesty, taking into his gracious and serious consideration the long
and great troubles. . .’; as does the similar act in Scotland: ‘The king's most excellent majesty, considering that by the
late troubles diverse of his subjects. . .’ (Scottish Parliament 1662); and by the Irish Parliament to describe the same
period in An Act for the Conformation of Marriages (12 C. 2, 33 Eng.): ‘. . .marriages since the beginning of the late
troubles. . .’ (Irish Parliament 1794, p. 137)” (Wikipedia, s.v. “The Troubles,” accessed 2019,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=The_Troubles&oldid=876699702).
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culture, tradition, identity, and belonging.23 It is this sense of skepticism and vigilance that
infects my reading of history about anything related to Northern Ireland, always secondguessing why this word and not that, researching biographies of writers and historians for clues
as to what biases they may have, looking for writing that does not take one side or the other
either implicitly or explicitly, or which is at least clear about its own biases.
I am also reminded of the challenges of writing about Northern Ireland’s history in
relation to my fieldwork by the many hyphens and forward slashes required while I write. When
do I use the term “Catholic” or the more specific “nationalist” or “republican,” which usually
indicate ethnicity, political proclivities, or potential support of paramilitaries, respectively?
Likewise, when should I say “Protestant,” “unionist,” or “loyalist”? Do I write
Catholic/nationalist/republican and Protestant/unionist/loyalist when I am uncertain? Do I
create yet another acronym in the sea of Northern Ireland’s acronyms? Do I capitalize all these
terms or none of them? What does it mean to different readers that I capitalize one and not the
others? The city of Derry-Londonderry reflects well this challenge, Derry being the preferred
term by Catholics and Londonderry by Protestants, though many people who seek to be
inclusive say and write “Derry-Londonderry.” As mentioned, the name of the neighborhood
where I lived and worked had multiple names, though these were not entirely linked to the
ethnic division – “Ballynafeigh” was preferred by long-time local residents, though some did tell
me this was a Protestant term for the area – while “the Ormeau Road” or “the upper Ormeau
Road” tended to be used by newer “blow-ins.” In his writing, Boal (1982) called it “Middle
Ormeau” as well.
Even the term “mixed” – which was supposed to indicate Catholic and Protestant people
who inhabited the same area relatively peacefully – was contested. Some loyalists, though not

I use the words “culture, tradition, identity, and belonging” because these words are commonly used by
unionists/loyalists regarding parades and symbols. They are of course fundamental, thorny, and complex concepts in
anthropology as has been discussed extensively in the extensive scholarship of Dominic Bryan (2000a) and Neil
Jarman (1997).
23
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all, did not care for this term, which they felt erased their distinct identity. The discourse of
“sharing” had emerged in policymaking in the early 2000s, and the neighborhood workers I
knew had shifted toward using “shared” rather than “mixed.” At the same time, I spoke to a
health worker in the area, and I mentioned that some people, including local working-class
Protestants, were uncomfortable with the term “mixed.” However, she was quick to say that
many would feel it was mixed and would be happy about this. And it was true that a number of
local Protestants – both working-class and middle-class – used the term “mixed” to describe the
area, though “shared” was also used.

“Community” – Not the TV Show
The challenges of writing about history in relation to my ethnographic fieldwork are
evident, too, when I reflect on how seemingly innocuous words become thorny in this context.
The word “community,” for example, is sufficiently complicated to begin with, with its
connotations of warm, welcoming communitas mixed with repressive surveillance and
conformity (at least to me as a person from a small town). In anthropology, the study of
community has a long history. “Community studies” have been prevalent in the study of Ireland
(Arensberg and Kimball 1968; Cole 1977). In the edited volume, Irish Urban Cultures,
particularly the essay on “Negotiating Community” (Devereux 1993, 63–77), community has
been problematized. More recently, in multiple contexts, the challenges of community have been
explored from an anthropological perspective in The Seductions of Community: Emancipations,
Oppressions, Quandaries (Creed 2006) and by scholars in Northern Ireland (Bryan 2006).
“Community,” though, becomes even more complicated in Northern Ireland. In this
context, the word “community” is most often used to refer to the two dominant ethnicities or
groups – Protestant and Catholic. This can be seen in the development of the concept of
“community relations,” for example, and institutions like the Community Relations Council that
have been central to efforts to promote equality within Northern Ireland (Community Relations
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Council, n.d.). People who live in an area that is almost exclusively one or the other are said to
live in a “single identity community.”24 If a person says, “my community” or “our community,”
they are usually referring to their ethnic identity. A related term – “community worker” – that,
again, might be innocuous elsewhere, though perhaps with some mild socialist undertones, in
Northern Ireland transforms into a tongue-in-cheek euphemism for paramilitaries, an
ambiguous term that may mean both a person who does community work; a person who does
community work and is a member of a paramilitary; or a person who is a member of a
paramilitary. And, in any case, what does it mean to do “community work”? What does this work
look like, and who is included in the community?25 Likewise, the word “organization” or
“member of an organization” has become a word linked to paramilitaries, making it complicated
to leave behind the specter of paramilitaries and talk about other types of organizations. The
complexities of these terms have spurred some to create neologisms to work around them. The
discourse of “sharing” emerged partly as a response to the sectarian divide. Likewise, some
community workers I knew shifted their vocabulary to move away from the negative
connotations of “community,” and began referring to themselves as “neighborhood workers.”
In one conversation, I discussed the challenges of the term “community” with two
neighborhood workers, Zach and Rob, who you’ll also hear from in later chapters. To give some
background, they worked in a local non-governmental organization that had a variety of
activities – from a creche, to an advice center, to their work, which often focused on policy and
practice in a “mixed” or “shared” neighborhood. This organization had been initially based in a
rented house in Deramore Street, although this house was blown up in the 1970s during the
conflict. They then acquired funding to purchase a building not far from their current location.
Ellen was arguably the founder, though a form of this organization had existed prior to her
leadership in the 1970s. She was the person who had kept this organization alive over the years
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Others have written about the use of this term in Northern Ireland. See, for example, Bryan (2006).
I will discuss the neighborhood workers in greater depth in the following chapters.
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though she would likely humbly deny that. Zach and Claire first welcomed me to the
organization when I was a volunteer with the summer scheme. I met Rob at the summer scheme
party as I recall, and he had seen me at the bonfire in 2006, though I didn’t know he worked at
this non-profit at that time. I came to know Zach a bit better when I volunteered for a local
winter festival alongside a handful of other residents, mostly “blow-ins” like me and a few extracommitted people who worked at the non-profit. Zach set the volunteer group in motion, but it
was independent from the organization and we were free to shape the festival as we wished.
They welcomed me as a researcher in the small team of Zach, Rob, and Claire in January 2007. I
quit my job and dropped the taxi driver element of the project and decided to focus full-time on
my research in the neighborhood.
In terms of their finances, which I did not explore in any great depth, I was aware that
they received PEACE II funding from the European Union, alongside some grants from various
charities and local government bodies in Northern Ireland. Their finances always seemed a bit
thin, and still do, as I am aware that several people I knew have moved to other jobs due to the
lack of funding for their roles. The elevator in their building is currently out of order and they
are struggling to fundraise to fix it so that mums can more easily bring their children to the
creche. Nevertheless, they always cheerfully made do with what they had, like many non-profits
that have managed to keep running for several decades. In talking extensively to Zach, Rob, and
Claire, too, getting big grants never seemed to be their primary goal. Indeed, this small internal
team that dealt with the most “political” issues in the area, tended to be skeptical of applying for
ever larger grants on “hot” topics they worried might overshadow existing, unresolved sectarian
issues. At the time that I carried out my research, affordable housing was a top priority on which
Claire, who focused on policy, was working.
They were not particularly militant or opinionated as some other non-profits with
paramilitary connections might be. In my interviews with Ellen, she emphasized that class
distinctions and economic inequality were issues alongside sectarian divisions. In this way, I
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found it easy to make this my “home” during research since their approach was not far removed
from what I had experienced in the CUNY Graduate Center’s Department of Anthropology.
Regarding the contentious issues in the neighborhood, they were closer to arbiters or mediators
from my perspective. However, as you’ll see in my conversation with Jonah and Audrey, a mixed
couple with nationalist sympathies, they thought this non-profit was too close to the UDA, too
willing to give in to their demands. It is possible that their closeness to the working-class
residents of the area, who tended to be Protestant though were far from exclusively so, might
have been misunderstood as sympathizing with loyalist views. As you’ll see, the fact that Zach
and Rob in particular had helped to negotiate contentious parades and bonfires had put them in
danger at times. As they said to me, they were at risk from “both sides” as no paramilitary
organizations controlled them. It’s possible that in reading this dissertation, you’ll come to the
same conclusion about me. Do I sympathize with paramilitaries of any stripe? No. Do I have
empathy with people who would call themselves unionists, loyalists, nationalists, republicans,
who themselves may have paramilitary sympathies or connections? Yes. It would have been
impossible to do the kind of research that I needed to do without this empathy for everyone who
shared their experiences with me. I share this non-profit’s concern with the lives and futures of
people who are not the affluent residents of Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road. These
residents cared about this area and deserved to have the opportunity to choose whether they
wanted to be a part of its future, as many so clearly did during my time there.
Within the organization, volunteers were treated with a lot of respect, especially
compared to other volunteering efforts I’ve been involved in. They never gave off a sense of
“we’re paid, so we count more.” The organization relied upon volunteers for many activities and
the organization would not have functioned at the same level without the local volunteer base.
In addition to me, there had been other international volunteers there for shorter or longer
periods, including Anton who hailed from an eastern European country. As far as I’m aware, I
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was the first researcher to spend a year with them while carrying out participant-observation
and volunteering.
In terms of how they were seen, this small team that often dealt with “critical issues” and
policy felt they were seen as outsiders within the non-profit itself. They believed they were
viewed as secretive and maybe even irrelevant by their colleagues. From my time with them,
they certainly were not irrelevant, though confidentiality – that could be perceived as
secretiveness – was often critical to their work, even while they aimed for transparency. If they
were viewed with envy, I wasn’t aware of this during my time there. Their roles were not very
stable or well-funded, and they worked many thankless unpaid hours overtime and on the
weekend with a considerable amount of rumor and even danger. There was little to envy. Their
level of commitment was admirable and rare. People I spoke to who formerly worked there, like
Rhonda, did not express any jealousy. She respected them and valued their work. Ellen valued
their work, though I believe she had to look after the larger organization, including ensuring the
continuation of the creche, advice center, and various arts projects they supported, which
probably required her to make some difficult and painful decisions as funds dwindled, though
this is speculation on my part.
Returning to the question of community and what it meant, I discussed this one day with
Zach and Rob:
“Something that I found interesting, too, is also that community work in a lot of singleidentity areas can be synonymous even with ex-prisoners, people who have deeply ingrained
points of view. I even spoke to one person who jokingly said to me, ‘oh you know, community
worker is just another word for paramilitary some places even,’” I said.
“That’s right,” Zach said.
Rob added, “In some ways, when we go out and say what we do, you know, you say
you’re a community worker, and you’re sitting thinking – I’m on the phone justifying things, for
instance, I’ve been working on the bonfire recently, even last week I went to introduce myself to
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an SDLP26 guy, and I was saying ‘I’m a community worker in Ballynafeigh,’ and you’re saying
‘community worker’ and the things that go through your head! ‘Now he thinks I’m in with some
organisation.’”
“What I find really funny is that when I phone up statutory agencies about the bonfire,
and I say I’m a community worker,” said Zach, “and they hear my accent [laughter], that really
confuses them. Because why is this guy from the Irish Free State phoning up about the bonfire
and calling himself ‘community’ – Well, is there a southern branch of the UDA [laughter]?”
Notice that Rob uses the word “organization” to refer to paramilitaries. As mentioned
above, the word “organization” was another word that might seen as ordinary in another context
but which took on additional dimensions in Northern Ireland.
In terms of the use of the word “community,” they had made a conscious decision to
move away from this complicated term:
I said, “I just want to ask you what is community to you? I know it’s kind of an abstract
question but I think the thing I’m kind of interested in is community – sometimes it can have a
completely positive sense to it, but I think there’s as well a negative sense – and those two are
kind of together in your work in a way, at least from what I’ve been seeing, that community can
be divisive, community can bring people together and. . .”
Rob replied, “For me, I was so glad now – we’re trying to stay away from calling
ourselves ‘a community worker’, maybe the real thing should be ‘a neighborhood worker’
because . . . for me, I’m glad the organisation is going away from the word community just for
the exact reasons you’re talking about. . . . For us as an organisation, we’re using the word a lot

“The Social Democratic and Labour Party (SDLP) is a social-democratic and Irish nationalist political party in
Northern Ireland. . . . The SDLP party platform advocates Irish reunification, and the further devolution of powers
while Northern Ireland remains part of the United Kingdom. During the Troubles, the SDLP was the most popular
Irish nationalist party in Northern Ireland, but since the Provisional IRA ceasefire in 1994, it has lost ground to the
republican party Sinn Féin, which in 2001 became the more popular of the two parties for the first time. Established
during the Troubles, a significant difference between the two parties was the SDLP's rejection of violence, in contrast
to Sinn Féin's support for the Provisional IRA and physical force republicanism” (Wikipedia, s.v. “Social Democratic
and Labour Party,” accessed 2019,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Social_Democratic_and_Labour_Party&oldid=894008124).
26
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less in our work. It’s about ‘shared community’ we say, ‘shared neighborhood’ or ‘shared
neighborhood team’ and I think that’s something that [we] are doing consciously. . . . Going
away from this idea for them exact reasons because community does kinda within our little
country, community is one, community is another. . . . But I think that’s ok that those exist. But I
think neighborhood gives us a lot more–”
Zach interjected, “There’s a couple of things about the word ‘community’ that strike a
really negative chord with people, because, and this isn’t a value judgment, it’s a fact, because of
the conflict, people have retreated into their own communities, and ‘community’ has become a
very exclusive word in the sense that ‘our community,’ when you hear someone talking about
‘our community,’ it’s normally in the sense that it’s being attacked or people feel under threat or
it’s ways that excludes people from other communities from the discussion. And what Rob is
saying there about the use of the word ‘neighborhood,’ that wasn’t just something we sat back
and thought about, that came out of conversations with local people, particularly with local
loyalists who felt that the word community didn’t really reflect what was going on here because
they had a particular identity. . . but there’s also loads of other identities in the neighborhood
that anywhere else would be communities, but so you might say, there’s the African community
here, there’s the Asian community here, there’s the loyalist community, there’s the Catholic
community, and that’s true, but it’s not true either because they’re all interacting in this area,
which is why we use the word neighborhood.
“They have to come together to speak about something that has a direct impact on their
community,” said Rob, “that’s loyalism, Catholics, nationalism, African. . . . They meet here and
they speak about post-conflict, reconciliation. Within the neighborhood, they’re interacting all
the time. And they’re sharing space. People don’t– you know, sharing physical space.”
This brief detour into the issues with talking about community not only shows the ways
in which the neighborhood workers were dealing with the issue of language; it also shows the
ways in which the history of conflict and division has affected the way one can talk or write
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about Northern Ireland. Echoes of sectarian division are implicit in the use of multiple terms
that might otherwise seem ordinary.
To navigate these issues – the focus on major events as well as the conflict and division
that have shifted the meanings of certain terms – local history and ethnography have the
potential to help navigate these challenges. The point is not only to “challenge” History via
alternative narratives – which is nonetheless important – but to put the marginal in the center,
as Benjamin advised, and to “be at home in marginal domains” ([1933] 1988, 90).

“Telling”27 History
If I am to “tell” the history of Northern Ireland in its broad outlines, though, how far
back should I go, and what will that “tell” about me? To the “Year Dot,” as the poem above
sardonically suggests? Should I start with England’s colonization of Ireland? We could, for
example, discuss A View of the Present State of Irelande (1596) by Edmund Spenser and the
history of colonization in the Early Modern period. And yet, if I choose this as my starting point,
some readers may already say: “ah ha, she sees England as the colonizer: she must be a
republican! At the very least, a nationalist.” On the other hand, I could also discuss the fact that
dissenters who did not join the Church of Ireland following the Plantation, such as
Presbyterians, were denied some of their rights alongside Catholics, to which others may reply,
“ah ha, a unionist/loyalist sympathizer, a revisionist!” As John Whyte noted in his now-classic
book Interpreting Northern Ireland, writing about geographical terms can be especially
problematic, “with the choice often revealing one’s political preferences” (1990, xi).
Perhaps I should stick to the twentieth century. But this won’t make this task any less
thorny. Maybe I should begin with the time that Protestant and Catholic workers went on strike
together in 1907 to demand the right to unionize? Or perhaps I should trace my steps back to the
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The term “telling” was coined by Frank Burton (1978).
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Troubles of the 1920s and partition in 1921? The Easter Rising in 1916? Or shall I begin with the
story of civil rights efforts in the 1960s that aimed to address electoral representation, housing,
policing, and employment for Catholics? Do I tell you that it is rumored that the IRA had
infiltrated the civil rights movement to shift it away from its non-violent approach? Should I tell
you that when the Troubles began, British soldiers were originally sent to protect Catholic
neighborhoods? By mentioning this detail, will I be seen as a sympathiser of the British state?
Should I describe the pain inflicted by the members of these acronyms: CIRA, INLA, MI5, MI6,
Official IRA, PIRA (and the Republic’s tacit support), RHC, RIRA, RUC, UDA, UFF, UVF? Or
perhaps I should discuss some of the atrocities of this period? Bloody Sunday, Ballymurphy,
Darkley, Kingsmill, Gibraltar, Milltown, the Red Lion, Greysteel, Rose & Crown, Sean Graham’s,
Miami Showband, La Mon Restaurant, Warrenpoint, Remembrance Day, Harrods, Downing
Street, Dublin, Cheshire, Monaghan, Omagh. How many other murders did I forget? Do I
mention those disappeared by the IRA, some of whom still have not been found despite
repeatedly draining bogs? Or do I focus on killings by the British military? Do I dare mention
the word “collusion”? Do I tell you that the IRA killed more Catholics than loyalists did? Do I tell
you that loyalist gangs tortured and murdered Catholic civilians and some Protestants, too?
I will not be able tell the history the way anyone would like me to, anyone other than
maybe the people who told their histories to me. I am attempting to sidestep, evade, thwart
multiple expectations when I use the word “history.” What I can do is tell you that I will bring
your attention to histories of how people in Ballynafeigh have found creative ways not only to
survive or cope but to heal and maybe even transcend at times the, at times, ugly world in which
they have lived. These are histories that have not been told often enough. Or maybe these
histories have been told, but they’ve not been listened to. They may be one form of history that
can both reflect and lead to transformations, a form of history that constantly has in mind what
might be possible.
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Events
The type of events I’m writing about reveal my perspective and assumptions: whether I
choose to tell you a historical narrative of battles, elections, political agreements; whether I
follow E.P. Thompson (1966) or Eric Wolf’s (1982) urgings to attend to those often neglected by
history; whether I am a feminist, as my temptation to craft a narrative about “laundry women”
in Ballynafeigh and the Ormeau Road might indicate; whether also like Walter Benjamin, I
refuse to distinguish between major and minor events; whether I consider personal and local
histories – including histories of emotions, as Foucault (1977) suggested – to be as important as
what has often been considered “historical,” if not more so.
The idea of “historical events” and hitting the high points of the complicated history of
Northern Ireland – and its linkages with the UK, the Republic of Ireland, and even the United
States – tripped me up from the start. Walter Benjamin said that events only become “historical”
after the fact and urged historians to quit “telling the sequence of events like the beads of a
rosary” (Benjamin 1999, 255, XVIII A), though this quote, too, would also trip up this esteemed
literary critic and philosopher in Northern Ireland. Benjamin’s reference to rosary beads –
innocent enough in most contexts – might be perceived differently in Northern Ireland. Does
this reference to a rosary mean he was Catholic? Or perhaps a Protestant skeptical of rosary
beads? He might have been asked, “So are you a Protestant or a Catholic German Jewish literary
critic?” as the old Northern Irish joke goes. To his point, focusing on the sequence of events is
problematic, as is focusing on their origins, as Foucault (1971) also argues.
In Theses on the Philosophy of History (Benjamin [1940] 1999, 245-255), Benjamin
comments on history, how we should know about the past, and what we can know about the
past. Though broken into 20 fragments (I-IVIII, A and B), his basic argument is that, at the
present time, images of the past can disappear irretrievably; they can be lost. He says this quite
clearly in two statements, which also reflect his view that history and events are fragmentary
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and fleeting: “the true picture of the past flits by,” and “the past can be seized only as an image
which flashes up at the instant when it can be recognized and is never seen again” (247). When it
is recognized, it must be seized, or else it is lost. He idealistically states that for a “redeemed
mankind,” “nothing that has ever happened should be regarded as lost for history,” as long as
the historian (or anthropologist) does not distinguish between ‘major’ and ‘minor’ events (246).
He urges his readers to be aware of “inconspicuous transformations” that may be happening in
what is considered uneventful (246). In one of his earlier essays, “Rigorous Study of Art,” he
calls for researchers to pay attention to less obvious aspects of artwork “it is often the
inconspicuous aspects of a work, rather than its spectacular aspects, which are important for
research. . . . He also writes of the importance of being able to ‘be at home in marginal domains’”
(Robinson 2013; Benjamin 1933, 90). Benjamin’s urging to pay attention to minor events or the
uneventful is especially salient for my fieldwork because it is in this way that we can begin to
understand the challenges for overcoming the conflict as well as the ways in which people were
finding meaning and making sense of their lives. Just as Benjamin counsels to look at the
inconspicuous aspects of a work rather than the spectacular parts, as an anthropologist, I want
to look at the inconspicuous aspects of life in the wake of thirty years of conflict.
By paying attention to ‘minor’ events such as possible inconspicuous transformations,
Benjamin put forward the elements of a “redeemed mankind.” History, if conceived as a
movement of progress, is violent and destructive, as are all of “civilization’s documents” (which
was later echoed by Foucault, drawing on Nietzsche). The “Angel of History” does not see “a
chain of events” leading to some utopian end but rather sees “one single catastrophe.” It wishes
to wake up the dead and “make whole what has been smashed,” but it is being blown back
violently while watching the debris grow. Benjamin wanted to “blast open the continuum of
history” and reveal the destruction of the belief that history is necessarily a story of progress. He
wanted to “bring about a real state of emergency” because he was dissatisfied with the politics of
his times, and the false promises of progress. As his ideas about messianic time reveal, he was,
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at least partially, hopeful. Though he was critical of the idea that History was necessarily a story
of progress, he nevertheless had hope for the future: “for every second of time was the strait gate
through which the Messiah might enter” (Benjamin [1940] 1999, 255). I’ve titled this
dissertation “Waiting” in part to connect with this sense of hope for the future, not merely to
reflect a passive form of waiting.
By bringing into focus “a specific life out of the era or a specific work out of the lifework,”
the life or lifework is aufheben in its Hegelian sense: “to preserve, to elevate, to cancel” (footnote
in Benjamin [1940] 1999: 254 by translator Harry Zorn). Some also propose the translation
“transcend” for aufheben.28 By “articulating hidden histories” (Schneider and Rapp 1995; Wolf
1982) and not only focusing on “major” events, perhaps a transformation in the way we
approach and tell history can continue to develop. In this ethnography, I will make an effort to
bring into focus specific lives out of the era, whose experiences would most likely not be deemed
“events” in the usual historical sense, and to tell what their lives – and their “inconspicuous
transformations” – might be able to teach us about what is and is not possible in the wake of a
prolonged conflict.
Events for Foucault are “even those instances when ‘events’ are absent, the moment they
remain unrealized.” In this argument, one can see his influence on Ann Stoler’s thinking in her
essay, “Developing Historical Negatives” (2002), which I discuss below. The origins of an event
“lie at a site of inevitable loss” for Foucault (1977, 79), which seems to echo Benjamin’s view that
those origins are likely somewhere in the rubble and are not discoverable. An event “is not a
decision, treaty, reign, or battle; it is the reversal of a relationship of forces, the usurpation of
power, the appropriation of a vocabulary turned against those who had once used it; a
domination that grows feeble, poisons itself, grows slack” (88). Events are “jolts, surprises,
unsteady victories” (80). In these definitions of ‘event’, Foucault’s theoretical direction is clear:

Wikipedia, s.v. “Aufheben,” accessed 2019,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Aufheben&oldid=841382976; Linguee, s.v. “Aufheben,” accessed 2019,
https://www.linguee.com/german-english/translation/aufheben.html.
28
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the genealogist must be attuned to the possibilities for alternative occurrences. The genealogist
needs to “fragment what was thought to be unified” and needs to “identify the accidents, the
minute deviations, the errors, the false appraisals that gave birth to those things that continue to
exist and have value for us” (82).
His most basic argument is that genealogy is not a search for origins, yet genealogy is his
preferred mode of historical inquiry. Foucault discusses Nietzsche’s conceptualization of
genealogies and Nietzsche’s self-critiques of his own search for origins earlier in his career.
Foucault seems to allude to Freud’s “A Note Upon the Mystic Writing Pad” (1925) in his
statement that genealogy “is operating on entangled and confused parchments that have been
scratched over and re-copied many times” (Foucault 1977, 76). A major part of the methodology
of the genealogist is the tracing of the “events through what, thanks to which, against which, a
trait or concept was formed.” Here, he clearly disagrees with the idea of events having
discoverable origins. He states that genealogy does not oppose itself to history. In fact, one must
master history in order to practice genealogy. With history, he argues, we are actually able “to
dispel the illusion of origin”—we will be able to show that many other things were going on, that
there were plans and possibilities that never came to fruition. I am not carrying out a genealogy,
but I do find inspiration in this conception of history, particularly in his disregard for the search
for origins and his insistence that we should historicize things that are usually considered
outside of history, such as emotions, sensation, rumor, trust, friendship, or humor.
In “Queen’s Gambit,” which I quoted at the beginning of this chapter, Ciaran Carson
(1989, 35) writes, “commentators commentating on / The flashpoint of the current Trouble,
though there’s any God’s amount / Of Nines and Sixes: 1916, 1690, The Nine Hundred Years’
War, whatever.” Like Foucault, the narrator reveals doubts about the search for the origins –
“the flashpoint” – of “the current Trouble.” In the following lines, the narrator proposes an
alternative: “Or maybe we can go back to the Year Dot, the nebulous expanding brain-wave / Of
the Big Bang, releasing us and It and everything into oblivion” (35). Carson seems to be saying
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not that the conflict is timeless, but that history can be endlessly manipulated, until one reaches
the Big Bang, perhaps wishing for a sort of historical oblivion.
In his discussion of “emergence,” Foucault emphasizes the violence involved in
interpretation; interpreting the past is an act of attempting to impose one’s will (1977, 86).
Genealogy “will uproot and disrupt pretended continuity” (88). In this section of the essay, one
can see how he is expanding his argument to address the cultural formation of the state. The
pretended continuity of the state, and the various claims made for its ‘traditions’ are, according
to Foucault, violent ways of asserting the power to interpret the past. The struggles of various
forces to dominate play out in “history, rituals, meticulous procedures that impose rights and
obligations,” such as the justice system, or the rituals of state that claim antiquity. In the context
of Northern Ireland, however, while there certainly are ‘traditions’ and attempts to interpret the
past, almost every historical narrative is contested. The struggles of various forces to dominate
are perhaps nowhere more evident than in the competing historical narratives of a society still
reeling from thirty years of civil and military conflict, something I will come to in this chapter.
Building on Foucault’s insights as well as Michel de Certeau’s writing on historiography
(1988) and arguably also Benjamin’s writing as well, Ann Laura Stoler has also encouraged
anthropologists to look for “non-events” (2002a, 101). Her innovative approach to the nonevents has been via archival materials, in which she looked for policies that were never put in
place. She argues that these non-events are nevertheless significant because these materials—
proposals, exploratory papers—reveal traces of possibilities and anxieties, of ideas that never
came to fruition but could have. She views archives not as “things,” but as processes, as
epistemological sites where we can see “cross-sections of contested knowledge” and “as
technologies of rule in themselves” (87).
Hugh, a loyalist grassroots archivist and historian who you’ll get to know better in this
chapter and those that follow, once said to me: there was a time when no one on the island was
either Protestant or Catholic. Theorists of ethnicity, too, remind us that these ethno-nationalist
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identifications – whether Protestant, unionist, loyalist or Catholic, nationalist, republican – are
historically situated, unfixed, mutable (Barth 1969; Eriksen 1994; Jenkins 1997). They remind
us that it is only when these categories become reified, made concrete, made material, often by
institutions of the state (though that language – often used by anthropologists – makes me
sound republican in the context of Northern Ireland), that these divisions become real and have
consequences for everyone.
In an article I published in 2008, I argued that the less obvious social and geographic
boundaries between people could also be conceptualized as invisible interfaces and that the idea
of “interface” could be extended to complement the concepts of ethnicity. My goal was to express
more subtle forms of violence that exist. In this conception of the “interface,” I argued there
were three types: firstly, that there are built interfaces, which often take the form of walls,
fences, or small-business zones that have been built in response to long-term, localised violence.
Secondly, invisible geographical interfaces exist, which often require a fine-tuned sense of local
knowledge in order to be recognized, such as a shop on the corner, a vacant lot or a particular
side of a street (Bryan 2003). Finally, the more subtle invisible social interfaces form part of the
equation, interfaces that are based in social relations and interpersonal boundaries, though
sometimes also related to space, place, and geography (see Magowan 2005). The final type of
‘invisible interfaces,’ I argued, derived from a combination of the Northern Irish concept of the
‘interface’ and the broader anthropological concept of ‘ethnicity’ as described in Barth (1969)
and later in Eriksen (1994) and Jenkins (1997).
However, though I thought this argument regarding the third type of interface was
persuasive in 2008, I now think that the concept of ethnicity and ethnic divisions are more
useful. I now think that extending the concept of “invisible interface” can be confusing and not
actually necessary. Richard Jenkins (1997) has described Barth (1969) as focusing “upon
relationships of cultural differentiation; specifically upon contact between collectivities thus
differentiated, ‘us’ and ‘them’. . . . The emphasis is . . . upon the social processes which produce
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and reproduce, which organize, boundaries of identification and differentiation between ethnic
collectivities. Despite critiques of Barth as being ‘materialist, individualist and narrowly
instrumentalist’” (Jenkins 1997, 12), Barth’s description of ethnicity (1969) and Jenkins’s (1997,
13–14) similar outline of the “basic social anthropological model of ethnicity” remain two of my
guiding definitions. Jenkins (1997, 14) adds, to counter reification of the concept, that ethnicity
is a “complex repertoire which people experience, use, learn and ‘do’ in their daily lives.”
Ethnicity is negotiated through processes of social interaction, and while the lines
between ‘us’ and ‘them’ may harden, they may soften at times as well, allowing for some
flexibility and room to manoeuvre. Without this distinction, without a consciousness of social or
cultural difference in comparison to others, as Thomas Hylland Eriksen (1993, 18) has pointed
out, ethnicity would not exist. The ethnic divisions that delineate ‘us’ and ‘them’ are lived,
negotiated and practiced by people. But ethnicity is not immutable, as the history of mixed
relationships and the growing tendency to say “neither” on Northern Ireland’s census reveal.
Like other supposedly fixed, ahistorical concepts, ethnicity is situated in history.

History
I would suggest that the competing narratives of the past in Northern Ireland are more
polarised now than ever before. Some would argue that controlling the narrative of the past is
the new battleground.
– Dr. Michael McGuire, Northern Ireland Police Ombudsman (Belfast Telegraph 2018a)
I have discussed the inherent challenges of writing about Northern Ireland’s history, particularly
the complex impulse to attempt to “tell” whether an anthropologist, historian, or other writer
has political leanings toward a “Catholic” or a “Protestant” history, or other sorts of leanings, be
they Marxist or otherwise. The euphemisms embedded in the language that people use to
describe Northern Ireland’s conflict make it doubly challenging to write about history. It is
shrouded in euphemism. In this section, I will take inspiration from Trouillot to look at how
those with political power – and those challenging this power – are “dealing with the past.”
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Though this could itself be a thesis, before moving into the meat of this dissertation – the
ethnography – it is necessary to look at the ways in which history with a capital “H,” particularly
the history of the peace process and the push to “deal with the past,” is being used to achieve
various ends. Most of these uses of history, in fact, have little to do with peace. I will not define
“peace” at this stage: at the end of Chapter 6, I will return to its definitions in more depth.

The “Peace Dividend”
In 2016, Brexit threw Northern Ireland back into the international spotlight. Journalists
began to write again about concerns for the peace process and the possible reinstatement of a
“hard” border: “Brexit is the beginning of the end for Northern Ireland” (Meagher 2016); “Will
the U.K. Remain in the EU Customs Union to Preserve Peace?” (Farrell 2017); and “Will Brexit
Reopen Old Wounds Between Ireland and Northern Ireland?” (Davidson Sorkin 2018). Others
took the angle of the EU’s concerns over border proposals (BBC News 2017) or the potential end
to any imaginable Brexit deal (Becket and Bienkov 2017). Until that fateful referendum in 2016,
however, Northern Ireland had largely fallen out of the spotlight since it first grabbed
international attention in 1968 when its thirty-year conflict, euphemistically known as “the
Troubles,” is said to have kicked off. Northern Ireland had receded from international media
spotlight following the Belfast Agreement, commonly known as the Good Friday Agreement
(GFA), which was signed on April 10, 1998. There were wars and conflicts elsewhere that
demanded attention, too. Journalists and others would increasingly turn their attention to
Kosovo, Iraq, Afghanistan, Al-Qaeda, the Taliban, ISIS, Boko Haram, North Korea, East Timor,
Chechnya. ‘The Troubles’ were supposedly over.
Increasingly, Northern Ireland’s peace process was being offered as an example and
exported to other “post-conflict” zones. “Ireland’s story is one of the impossible made possible; I
hope it is one that will inspire those striving for peace beyond this island,” said the Tánaiste and
then Minister for Foreign Affairs in Ireland, Eamon Gilmore, at a 2012 conference held by the
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Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) (Fitzgerald 2012). The journalist
noted that “exporting the lessons learned in Northern Ireland has been one of the themes
underpinning Ireland’s chairmanship of the OSCE this year. It has also featured in Department
of Foreign Affairs strategy; a conflict resolution unit was established within the department in
2007” (Fitzgerald 2012). Leaders involved in Northern Ireland’s peace process began advising
other leaders in the Basque country, Afghanistan, Sri Lanka, the Philippines and the Middle East
on their own post-conflict situations (Fitzgerald 2012). Commentators seemed to agree that the
GFA and the 2007 power-sharing agreement were turning points. Indeed, both the GFA and the
agreement by Martin McGuinness and Ian Paisley in May 2007 to share power were
momentous, hopeful moments for many people, both inside and outside of politics. I witnessed
this at times during my fieldwork in 2007. In fact, the May 2007 power-sharing agreement
coincided with meetings of opposing paramilitaries in the neighborhood where I conducted my
fieldwork. These meetings were a result of long-term efforts of a local non-profit and the efforts
of one local mother, Rhonda, among others. Certain doors seemed to be opening both at the
national and local levels, that had long been shut. The atmosphere of wariness and suspicion
had not disappeared, but it seemed less acute. Both agreements were celebrated as historic
moments in the peace process, part of the legacies of the two Northern Ireland leaders but also
then-Prime Minister Tony Blair and then-Taoiseach Bertie Ahern as well as American leaders,
such as President Bill Clinton and Senator George J. Mitchell. The “peace dividend” was finally
due to arrive, improving the economy of Northern Ireland and the lives of people across the
province (Knox 2016).
As part of the peace process, in February 2012 the European Union (EU) offered nearly
€30 million towards the building of an international conflict resolution center at the site of the
former Maze / Long Kesh prison (Keenan 2013), perhaps best known as the site of the deaths of
Bobby Sands and ten other Provisional IRA hunger strikers in 1981 (Taylor 1997, 251–252). And
yet this international conflict resolution center was never built, despite commissioning a design
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from world-famous architect Daniel Libeskind, best known for Berlin’s Jewish Museum (1989)
and drawing up the “ground zero master plan” following the 9/11 terror attacks in New York,
which he titled “Memory Foundations.”29 Suffice it to say that it was – and is – partially
indicative of the status of peace in Northern Ireland, at least at the political level. Unionist
leader Peter Robinson chose to stop supporting the center in summer 2012, although Sinn Féin’s
Martin McGuinness still expressed strong support for it, perhaps part of the problem for the
DUP leader. There was concern among unionists that the former prison might become a site to
commemorate the Provisional IRA, people they viewed as terrorists (Flynn 2016). By October
2013, the EU – a major financial supporter of the peace process with a contribution of over €1.5
billion since 199530 – had withdrawn the earmarked funds for the conflict resolution center,
calling the project “no longer viable at this time.” The EU pledged to offer the funds for other
projects (Keenan 2013).31 When a supposedly post-conflict country’s leaders cannot agree to
build a conflict resolution center, this – as clearly as anything – indicates that there might be a
negative peace (Galtung 1969)32 or a time of “not-war-not-peace” (Nordstrom 2004, 166). Most
of the overt violence of the conflict had stopped, and some people said that they noticed a
change. It wasn’t like it had been. And yet, there was not quite peace, even if the Global Peace
Index was launched in Belfast in 2018 (Belfast City Council, n.d.). And the celebrated peace
dividend did seem to arrive for some. The number of millionaires in Northern Ireland grew –
though the exact number is still unclear (FactCheckNI 2018) and vast amounts of capital flowed

Wikipedia, s.v. “Daniel Libeskind,” accessed January 8, 2019,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Daniel_Libeskind&oldid=871034436.
30 “Between 1995 and 2013 there were three PEACE programmes, with a financial contribution of EUR 1.3 billion.
While PEACE I (1995-1999) and PEACE II (2000-2006) received funding from all the Structural Funds, PEACE III
(2007–2013) was funded solely by the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF). The PEACE IV programme for
the 2014–2020 programming period has a total value of EUR 270 million. The ERDF contribution to the programme
is approximately EUR 229 million (85%), and around EUR 40 million (15%) will come from match-funding (i.e. nonEU sources which may include national, regional and local government funding). 94% of the PEACE IV programme
resources will support social inclusion, combating poverty and labour mobility (the remaining resources will be
allocated to technical assistance)” (Haase 2018).
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into the province as it re-branded itself (Komarova and O’Dowd 2013). But an influx of private
capital and foreign direct investment doesn’t address the inequalities and scars that continue to
exist. Peace had become part of Northern Ireland’s “brand” just as much as the conflict and
violence that continues to exist – formally or informally – in its branding. Beneath the brand of
peace, or the brand of conflict and violence, there is a more complex story to be told about what
was occurring in 2006–2007 when I lived there and how residents of Ballynafeigh were
experiencing this liminal moment between peace and conflict.
But first, let’s look at the present moment and “History.” In February 2018, three English
politicians – two Tories, one Labour, all hardline Brexit supporters – dismissed the Belfast
Agreement, also known as the Good Friday Agreement, though officially called “The Agreement”
in the text (Northern Ireland Office 1998), in a series of tweets, interviews, and op-eds. Two
decades ago, on April 10, 1998, this agreement resulted in both a multi-party accord on the
governance of Northern Ireland as well as an international agreement between the British and
Irish governments. Its was the moment that ‘the Troubles’ – at least in terms of an armed
conflict – seemed to officially begin to come to a close. The ‘three Brexiteers’ – Labour MP Kate
Hoey, Conservative MP Owen Paterson, and MEP Daniel Hannan – dismissed the momentous
agreement immediately after writer and commentator Ruth Dudley Edwards (2018) published
an op-ed in the Daily Telegraph, “The collapse of power-sharing in Northern Ireland.”
Patterson shared it via a tweet the following day (Jack 2018). A Dublin-born Irish Catholic
historian and writer educated at University College Dublin and the University of Cambridge, and
from a family of well-known professional historians33, Edwards is alternately viewed as
“Britain’s leading apologist for its colonial misadventures in Ireland” (An Sionnach Fionn 2018)
or as a self-proclaimed revisionist historian – in her words, “someone who constantly revises
opinions in the light of new evidence” (Edwards 2015). Edwards embraced the term “revisionist”

Wikipedia, s.v. “Ruth Dudley Edwards,” accessed 2018,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ruth_Dudley_Edwards&oldid=893915228.
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after people she deemed “IRA apologists” used it to “denounce” her (Campbell 2016). She has
been described as a “republican bete noire” (Little 2016).
Edwards’ writing often courts controversy, including books about the Easter Rising,
Patrick Pearse, and research about the Orange Order, in which she sought to better understand
the views of unionists and loyalists in Northern Ireland. The New Statesman found her resulting
book on the Orange Order, The Faithful Tribe: An Intimate Portrait of the Loyal Institutions
(HarperCollins, 2012), “engrossing and illuminating, if sometimes infuriating,” suggesting she
was uncritical and “in danger here of perpetuating the historical myths that feed sectarianism
today” (Howe 1999). Dominic Bryan, an anthropologist and co-chair of Northern Ireland’s
Commission on Flags, Identity, Culture and Tradition said in a review, “Orangeism is vitally
important because of its central position in Protestant ethnic identification in the north of
Ireland. Its role in articulating a relationship between local rural and urban communities and
political power, in shaping the social landscape of Northern Ireland and in providing a political
focus for diverse class and denominational interests needs careful examination. Both these
books34 proved a window to explore Orangeism but do not in themselves deepen our
understanding” (Bryan 2000b).
In Edwards’ article, she is primarily critical of Sinn Fein, particularly Gerry Adams,
“born and bred a sectarian republican, personally vain and condescending, instinctively hostile
to Stormont and unable to control the malcontents” (Edwards 2018). Her view of Martin
McGuinness is initially more gentle: he was “personally affable and emollient”, though her
remarks on his Irish language ability are likely to rub nationalists / republicans the wrong way
even if true: “McGuinness might have had Irish words on his tombstone, but he couldn’t string a
sentence together.” She seems less critical in her assessment of the DUP, which she
characterizes as “desperate to get Stormont going again, [and they] might have given in, but it is

Bryan is referring to two books he reviewed: Orangeism: the Making of a Tradition (Haddick-Flynn 2000) and The
Faithful Tribe: An Intimate Portrait of the Loyal Institutions (Dudley Edwards 2000).
34
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electorally toxic now that most unionists believe the language is being used as a weapon to
undermine their culture and indoctrinate the young.” This is to say: while her points may or may
not be true, it is not the most diplomatic essay and seems styled either as bait for nationalists /
republicans or as ammunition for unionists / loyalists.
op-ed:

Perhaps most controversially, and most interestingly, Edwards states at the end of her
Realists believe the GFA [Good Friday Agreement] has served its purpose and run its
course, leaving behind the unintended consequence of enshrining sectarianism in the
political process. Rationally, Ireland and the UK should face the truth, and begin a
renegotiation and updating of the GFA. But with Brexit preoccupying both, the hot
money seems to be on fudged direct rule and undeserved concessions to the wrecking
party in the hope of bribing it back into power. It is a gloomy scenario. (2018)

Her argument that “the GFA has served its purpose and run its course” offered political
ammunition to the three Brexiteers. Ian Jack, a Guardian columnist and former editor of the
Independent on Sunday, pulled together the various threads of the three politicians’ arguments
(Jack 2018). MP Owen Paterson35, a well-known Brexit supporter and former Secretary of State
for Northern Ireland, tweeted: “The collapse of power-sharing in Northern Ireland shows the
Good Friday Agreement has outlived its use” (Jack 2018; Patterson 2018) while Labour MP Kate
Hoey said “I think there is a need for a cold rational look at the Belfast agreement”, adding
“mandatory coalition is not sustainable in the long term” (Jack 2018; Wearmouth 2018). Tory
MEP Daniel Hannan36, who is a member of the eurosceptic European Conservatives and
Reformists Group (ECR) in the European Parliament, said the Belfast / Good Friday Agreement
was “often spoken about in quasi-religious terms . . . but its flaws have become clearer over
time” (Hannan 2018; Jack 2018). Hannan was deeply involved as “the brains behind Brexit,”
such as they were, according to the Financial Times (Mance 2017).

Owen Paterson is a Member of the UK Parliament (MP).
Daniel Hannan is elected as a Member of the European Parliament (MEP) and belongs to the European
Conservatives and Reformists Group (ECR), which, like most European Parliament groups, is diverse but includes a
number of far-right politicians. He was formerly a member of the more moderately conservative Group of the
European People's Party (Christian Democrats) and European Democrats (EPP).
35
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Some unionists in Northern Ireland would also agree that the Good Friday Agreement
can be updated: the DUP’s Arlene Foster has suggested that it is not “sacrosanct” to the Brexit
negotiations (Buchan 2018), much to the consternation of Leo Varadkar, the Taoiseach of the
Republic of Ireland (Manley 2018b). The Good Friday Agreement is not necessarily sacrosanct,
even to those of different political stripes. Robin Wilson, the founder of the now-defunct
Democratic Dialogue in Northern Ireland, has noted that it has weaknesses and is imperfect,
though he is anti-Brexit (Wilson 2018).
There was significant backlash to the comments of these three politicians. Lord Hain,
another former Northern Ireland Secretary, said MP Kate Hoey’s comment was a “reckless slur”
(Wearmouth 2018). An anti-Brexiter and retired lawyer on Twitter replied to Owen Paterson:
“That is an extraordinary statement and it looks as if you are going to walk right into an
International Treaty Law dispute. The problem is that this Govt, in striking a C&S37 deal with the
DUP38 broke its obligation under the treaty to be an impartial honest broker.” She added,
“[f]urther Gove’s 2000 leaflet “Northern Ireland: the Price of Peace,” in which he compared the
[Good Friday] agreement to the appeasement of the Nazis in the 1930s & condoning of the
desires of paedophiles, is not forgotten” (O’Leary 2018).39 There were several underlying
tensions: the Conservative Party’s confidence and supply deal with the DUP to secure their
control of the government has again put the spotlight on Northern Ireland. The DUP carries
weight – and essentially veto power – as the UK government attempts to find a Brexit deal with
the other Member States of the European Union; secondly, some powerful Brexiteers – both
Conservative and Labour – remain skeptical about the Good Friday Agreement and would still
like to see it re-visited, altered, or undone, primarily to ease the way for Brexit.

A reference to “confidence and supply”: “Confidence and supply is an agreement between political parties that is
looser than a formal coalition. A smaller party (or number of parties) makes a deal to back a larger party in
government on a vote-by-vote basis, in exchange for policy concessions” (New Statesman 2015; see also Weaver
2015).
38 Democratic Unionist Party
39 See The Price of Peace (Gove 2000).
37
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What is most compelling about this debate is three-fold: one, that a writer was weighing
in on the Good Friday Agreement, attempting to shift the view of its usefulness and its place in
history through her authority as a writer/historian from a family of well-known historians; two,
that hardline Brexit supporters then operationalized her arguments; and three, following
Trouillot (1995), here we are witnessing the production of history and the interplay of power:
the Good Friday Agreement is being revisited and questioned twenty years on, not on its own
merits or limitations, but because Brexiters at this moment in time would prefer that it not
stand in their way.
But let’s step back for a moment: why were Brexiters even talking about the Good Friday
Agreement? How did the UK’s decision to vote “leave” turn into a debate about a twenty-yearold peace accord? And what did this mean for Northern Ireland, which voted “remain” at 55.8%?
(BBC News, n.d.). Many in the UK government did not seem to grasp even the most basic
outlines of Northern Ireland’s history. Karen Bradley, the current Northern Ireland Secretary,
admitted she was “slightly scared” of Northern Ireland and that she “didn’t understand things
like when elections are fought, for example, in Northern Ireland – people who are nationalists
don’t vote for unionist parties and vice versa. So, the parties fight for election within their own
community” (BBC News 2018). She was widely ridiculed for her ignorance of basic concepts in
Northern Irish politics (Coulter 2018). Jacob Rees-Mogg, a Conservative MP, said “Ireland
would not be a free for all. It would be perfectly possible to continue with historic arrangements.
. . . There would be our ability, as we had during the Troubles, to have people inspected. It’s not
a border that everyone has to go through every day, but of course for security reasons during the
Troubles, we kept a very close eye on the border, to try and stop gun-running and things like
that” (Stewart 2018). Conservative MP Andrew Bridgen also recently emphatically expressed his
view that British citizens – other than people in Northern Ireland, who can hold both UK and
Irish passports – were entitled to Irish passports: “There's a reciprocal agreement where I can
go to Ireland and ask for an Irish passport and someone from Ireland can come to the UK and
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ask for a British passport. We have that system. That's the system we have, isn't it?” (Price
2018). Stephen Hepburn, a Labour MP, seemed ignorant of the divisions in Northern Ireland
when he suggested that the Protestant fraternity, the Orange Order, “could perhaps inspire
[children] to try a bit harder at school?” (Harte 2018).
One of the main reasons for the intense discussion of Brexit and Northern Ireland is that
customs controls at the border between Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland would
need to be re-established due to the UK’s decision to leave the European Union. The UK would
need to find a deal with the EU – and the DUP – that allows the present state of unfettered trade
to occur between Northern Ireland and the Republic. A September 2018 study by researchers at
The Queen’s University Belfast and Ulster University, along with the Committee on the
Administration of Justice, found that “Brexit will threaten peace in Northern Ireland, disrupt
cross-border cooperation and create potentially lethal divides between British and Irish people
in Northern Ireland” (BrexitLawNI, n.d.). From the perspective of Sinn Fein, Brexit was good
news since it “mainstreamed” discussions about a 32-county united Ireland (O’Carroll 2018).
Indeed, as Sinn Fein also hopes for a populist victory in the Republic, they have even formed a
32-county health policy and have said it would fly the Union flag from public buildings alongside
the Irish tricolour (Moore 2018).
Alister Campbell, a former advisor to Tony Blair said: "The Good Friday Agreement was
put together extremely carefully and there were a lot of difficult compromises that were made on
the way. The truth is that British politicians didn't care about it, Boris Johnson didn't give a
damn about it, Jacob Rees-Mogg has said that the Irish should think about joining the UK and
leave the European Union. There is no concern in British politics about the impact that Brexit
will have on Ireland and you lot need to play hardball on this” (Rickard 2018).
In the midst of a period where transitional justice in some ways is only beginning,
politicians less interested in “peace” than their own interests – many of whom were
fundamentally ignorant about Northern Ireland – have been proposing to make fundamental
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changes to an agreement that they often barely understood, so long as it would support their
political interest. These reinterpretations of the significance of the GFA – reinterpretations that
previously existed but which have been reignited in the context of Brexit – have direct
implications for Northern Ireland’s still unsteady peace process. How can the past be “dealt
with” when it is continually being remade?
***
Shifting back a decade, on March 26, 2007, the Democratic Unionist Party (DUP), the
leading unionist party in Northern Ireland, and Sinn Fein, the leading nationalist party, agreed
to a landmark power-sharing agreement after nearly ten years of stalled progress following the
1998 Good Friday Agreement (Walker and Bowcott 2007). The U.S. special envoy to Northern
Ireland at the time, Paula Dobriansky, reiterated the historical importance of their powersharing, commenting that it marks “a new era in Northern Ireland” (RTÉ 2007). The idea of a
rupture with the past and a “post-conflict” era stands alongside a number of attempts over the
past two decades to grapple with the complex and painful history of this province. Post-1998
and post-2007, there have been attempts to address the ways that public bodies, civil society
groups and others are “dealing with the past” 30 years of conflict, a notable shift precisely
because the Troubles are often now deemed history instead of an ongoing crisis. But with this
supposedly decisive rupture with the past, violent conflict and attendant division, as many have
pointed out, did not actually disappear. In fact, it emerged in multiple, material manifestations:
the emergence of more “peace walls” post-1998, continued paramilitary punishment beatings,
divisions in housing, and the continued existence of segregated schools as well as periodic
attacks by splinter paramilitary groups and the emergence of violence against people who moved
to Northern Ireland to work or seek asylum, alongside other minorities already present in the
province. At the same time, I do not wish to paint an overly negative picture: there have been
developments that offer some hope such as progress with the shared space agenda (Komarova
and Bryan 2014; Hocking et al. 2019). As I will discuss in the latter half of this dissertation,
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“Healing,” there were also sources of hope in the lives and social interactions of ordinary people
at the time of my research.
The breakdown of power-sharing in 2017, alongside the spectre of Brexit and a possible
return of controls at the border between Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland, have
motivated some to warn against becoming too comfortable, despite some of the more positive
developments. The past may not be in the past, they remind us, though it never really is.
Present-day motives affect which parts of the past are debated and reviewed; “the past – or more
accurately, pastness – is a position” (Trouillot 1995, 15). Simultaneously, these various efforts to
“deal with the past” and the “legacy” of the Troubles – all euphemisms for the violence people
experienced, particularly, though not exclusively, murders and serious injuries – have
themselves been thwarted by the politicization of truth and remembering in political discourse.
Because alongside narratives, which carry different weights depending on who says them and at
what time (Trouillot 1995, 6), there is the question of power to determine which histories will be
formed, and when, how, and by whom. To expose power’s roots (Trouillot 1995, xix), multiple
forms, analyzing narratives and selective silences and omissions, are central to this task. The
partial or, at times, complete obfuscation of the past for present-day political ends – both
through lacunae and cacophonies of information, narratives, and voices – remains problematic
in Northern Ireland, particularly at the official level.
In summer 2007, the British minister for Northern Ireland, Peter Hain – one of the
Northern Ireland Secretaries who in 2018 said no further investigations should be funded –
announced that a consultative group would be formed to canvas the province regarding the best
way to approach its violent, conflictual history. This move, however, was greeted with suspicion
by both the DUP and Sinn Fein. Gerry Adams, Sinn Fein’s West Belfast MP at that time and
well-known as the leader of the IRA though he still refuses to admit it, requested that all victims
be treated equally. Indeed, he staged a “March for Truth” in August 2007 (An Phoblacht 2007),
which called for truth regarding the British state’s collusion with loyalist paramilitaries, a theme
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nationalists/republicans reiterate often and which has been the subject of a number of books,
films, as well as investigations, such as those by the Police Ombudsman.
DUP MP Gregory Campbell found Adams’ demand offensive and commented, “He is
hoping to equate perpetrator with victim but it will not work and not be allowed to work. . . . I
think that whatever way we deal with the legacy of a murder campaign, the cardinal principle
and absolute pre-requisite must be that victims – whether Protestant or Catholic – must never
be equated with those who carried out the violence” (Derry Journal 2007). These deep-seated
suspicions from both unionist and republican politicians about the form of a large-scale truth
process reflects two things: firstly, the challenges of addressing the history of violence at a
political level — and culpability therein — in any comprehensive manner, and secondly, that any
attempt to “deal with the past” is mired in present-day politics.

Beyond Politicians
These debates have not been limited to politicians.40 While no official truth and
reconciliation commission has been established in Northern Ireland, the organization Healing
Through Remembering (HTR) was established in 2001 and has initiated events such as “A Day
of Private Reflection,” now in its eleventh year41 as well as public meetings to debate HTR’s
suggestions about approaching ‘truth recovery’ in their publication, Making Peace with the
Past42. They currently have a staff of three people, including a Director and two consultants, and
a Board of Directors composed of 12 senior experts from academia, politics, and non-profits.
From their web site, it appears that the two current funders are the Joseph Rowntree Charitable
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See also two important reports on victims and dealing with the past: We Will Remember Them (Bloomfield 1998)
and the Report of the Consultative Group on Dealing with the Past
(https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/victims/docs/consultative_group/cgp_230109_report.pdf ).
41 “Annual Day of Reflection,” Healing Through Remembering, accessed April 27, 2019,
http://healingthroughremembering.org/what-we-do/activities/annual-day-of-reflection/.
42 “Reports,” Healing Through Remembering, accessed April 27, 2019,
http://healingthroughremembering.org/resources/reports/.
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Trust and The Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFA/DFAT) / An Roinn Gnóthaí
Eachtracha agus Trádála, “a department of the Government of Ireland that is responsible for
promoting the interests of Ireland in the European Union and the wider world.”43 However, they
have been supported at different times by a range of charitable foundations, government
funding from the UK and Ireland, the European Union, and Northern Ireland’s Community
Relations Council, among others.44 They have advocated public forms of dealing with the past,
likely influenced by the former chair’s experience in South Africa, such as the creation of a living
museum, public forms of storytelling, and the acknowledgement of responsibility by the British
and Irish governments as well as republican and loyalist paramilitaries.45
The former chair of HTR and current member of its Board of Directors, Brandon
Hamber, a South African clinical psychologist, has been involved with HTR since its early days.
He does not advocate any attempt to copy the South African Truth and Reconciliation
Commission, but rather states that the true question is “rather, what strategy (or strategies)
Northern Ireland should be considering for dealing with the past.” Although Hamber
acknowledges that forgetting plays a role in dealing with the past, he suggests that “uncovering,
remembering, and understanding” could be tools—albeit difficult ones—for “dealing with the
past”:
If we pursue the latter course, it certainly means engaging in the dirty
business of remembering, acknowledging responsibility and even finger pointing.
This is further complicated by the fact that if we honestly uncover all the layers
to the past it will soon be revealed that we are all complicit (to varying degrees)
in the violence of the past. This is never a comfortable thought. It will also reveal
that the past is made up of multiple and contradictory truths. One unified
narrative, or version of the past, can never be uncovered. The past will remain a
contested debate. (Hamber 1998, 60)

Wikipedia, s.v. “Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (Ireland),” accessed 2018,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Department_of_Foreign_Affairs_and_Trade_(Ireland)&oldid=874631
059.
44 “Funding,” Healing Through Remembering, accessed April 27, 2019, http://healingthroughremembering.org/whowe-are/funding/.
45 “Reports,” Healing Through Remembering, accessed April 27, 2019,
http://healingthroughremembering.org/resources/reports/.
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The difficult road ahead, if this course is chosen, is outlined by Hamber. In his view, any attempt
to “deal with the past” will require every person, to some degree, to accept that they were
complicit with the violence of the Troubles. He also argues that the past contains “multiple and
contradictory truths,” is fragmented, and that the past is, in some sense, unknowable (60).
Fast forward to May 2018: A consultation is quietly launched by the Northern Ireland
Office, a government body: “Addressing the Legacy of Northern Ireland's Past.”46 The
consultation’s description says:
More than 3,500 people were killed as a result of the Troubles. The hurt and suffering
caused is still felt by people across Northern Ireland and beyond.
The Troubles affected lots of different people, including victims and survivors. People
have been affected in different ways.
The Government is trying to find the best way to meet the needs of victims and survivors
and to help people address the impact of the Troubles in the areas of information, justice
and acknowledgement and help Northern Ireland transition to long term-term peace and
stability. We need to do this in order to support true reconciliation and healing at a
societal level.
We want to know what you think.
The submissions to the consultation were originally due by September 10, 2018, but the
deadline was extended to October 5, 2018. The Victims’ Commissioner, Judith Thompson,
complained in July that it was inadequately communicated to victims and survivors: "This is
probably the most important public consultation process since the Good Friday Agreement
referendum,” she said. “Yet the lack of a high-profile public information campaign could result
in thousands of victims and survivors in Northern Ireland missing out on the opportunity to
have a say on the institutions designed to give them access to justice, information and services”
(Irish Legal News 2018).

Closed consultation, GOV.UK, published May 11, 2018, last updated September 5, 2018,
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/addressing-the-legacy-of-northern-irelands-past.
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And it was not only the Victims’ Commissioner who was unhappy. There have been
numerous complaints from all perspectives, particularly from victims47 and victims’ families as
well as former soldiers who fear prosecutions. The Police Federation of Northern Ireland, which
represents “rank and file” members of the Police Service of Northern Ireland (PSNI)48 said "The
draft Bill is flawed . . . the PFNI rejects it in its entirety. This is lop-sided, one-sided and
massively unfair. The words 'terrorist' and 'murder' do not appear in the Government's
consultation, and that speaks to a lack of objectivity and imbalance. . . . Far from finding a way
of dealing with the issue, it delivers false hope to victims, runs the risk of retraumatising many
people and serves to 'weaponise' the past" (News Letter 2018). The Orange Order’s chief
executive, Iain Carlisle, said “Their narrative aims to ensure that in future, those who examine
the period will consider that their campaign of terror was somehow justified, and that all sides
share in the blame for the causes and consequences of the decades of suffering” (News Letter
2018).
Victims and victims’ families in some cases allow us to question the incommensurable
and politicized views of history since they want the truth above all else. In an opinion article,
“The Real Legacy of Northern Ireland Troubles? The Pain Never Goes Away. . .” George
Larmour, the brother of John Larmour, an off-duty police officer who was shot in 1988 while
serving ice cream in his brother’s South Belfast shop, said:
As I remember my brother John, 30 years after his name was added to the long list of
Lost Lives of our Troubles past, and review the latest legacy consultation scheme that
puts the onus on the thousands of long-suffering survivors and victims' families to hold
out their Oliver Twist begging bowls and plead for more false promises, I hope it doesn't
turn out to be yet another costly and lengthy academic talking shop.

The category of “victim” deserves a fuller discussion as it is also a hotly contested term. The two main definitions
that tend to exist include: “victim” as a person who was uninvolved in any military or paramilitary organization, often
deemed an “innocent victim.” A broader definition withholds judgment and deems everyone injured or killed in the
Troubles is a victim. The legal definition of a victim “outlined in the Northern Ireland Order 2006 defines a victim as:
a. Someone who is, or has been physically or psychologically injured as a result of or in consequence of a conflictrelated incident; b. Someone who provides a substantial amount of care on a regular basis for an individual
mentioned in (a); or c. Someone who has been bereaved as a result of or in consequence of a conflict-related incident”
(Graham 2014: 39).
48 The PSNI was formerly named the Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC).
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It shouldn't have needed a questionnaire and consultation to tell those in authority what
victims and survivors want; we've been telling them for years, summed up in two simple
words - justice and truth - that will, hopefully, not remain hidden, callously swept under
the Troubles' blood-soaked carpet of deceit for another 30 years. (Belfast Telegraph
2018b)
According to Mr. Larmour, he and his family, ironically, have been given the run-around by
police attempting to discover the truth about who killed his brother, who was himself a police
officer. Indeed, the Police Ombudsman, Dr. Michael McGuire, cited this as one of 60 murder
cases where he was blocked from information. In 2014, he took the Police Service of Northern
Ireland to court to attempt to access information that he had been refused (BBC News 2014).
Mr. Larmour himself is equally critical of paramilitary organisations and state forces, such as
Special Branch and MI5, which he believes had information about who killed his brother, and
protected the murderer as one of their informants:
So, 30 years after John's cold-blooded murder, I still wait for someone to tell me the
complete truth. The unpalatable truth - that Special Branch members probably listened
and recorded in an IRA safe house my brother's murder being plotted. A safe house that,
unknown to the IRA, had already been bugged by Special Branch with sophisticated
listening devices.
Instead of preventing John's murder, did some members of Special Branch spend time
preparing their persuasive 30 pieces of silver to put before the godfather as part of their
plan to recruit him as a new informant?
Did they continue to listen as the godfather and the gunmen rejoiced after they murdered
John?
How many more 30 pieces of silver changed hands over the past 30 years to Special
Branch/MI5-controlled killer/informants with their approval and guidance?
Sadly, truth and justice for victims and survivors have been forever tarnished, along with
all those corrupt and grubby 30 pieces of silver. (Belfast Telegraph 2018b)
Yet the incommensurable views of history, whether from political parties or an “ethno-history of
legitimacy” (Bryan 2019) continue to re-assert themselves. These are not new of course. In his
now-classic work Interpreting Northern Ireland, John Whyte outlined “the traditional
nationalist interpretation,” “the traditional unionist interpretation,” “Marxist interpretations,”
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and “the internal-conflict interpretation” (1990). A recent Irish Times49 article on the legacy of
the Troubles criticized Sinn Féin’s submission to the 2018 consultation, noting that “to describe
the British government as the main protagonist without fully acknowledging the violence carried
out by republicans indicates that Sinn Féin is incapable of facing up to reality” (Irish Times
2018). The Irish Times took issue with Sinn Féin’s description of the British government as “the
main conflict protagonist.” Shortly thereafter, Sinn Féin MLA and former IRA member Gerry
Kelly sought to walk back the statement by saying that “the” could have been replaced with “a”,
and that the IRA was “a main protagonist as well,” pointing back to the delicate nature of
language that I discussed in Chapter Two. Sinn Féin deputy leader Michelle O’Neill said, “When
we look at the conflict there are very many different narratives of the past. The first step in
reconciliation and moving forward is actually recognising that to be the fact.” The Irish Times
deemed O’Neill’s comments “facile evasions.” DUP leader Arlene Foster, in contrast, said, “This
is not about ‘different narratives of the past’. It is the continuation of attempts to rewrite history.
It is not opinions which Sinn Féin seek to change, but hard facts” (Irish Examiner 2018).
And of course, beyond unionism and nationalism within Northern Ireland, we must look
at the continued influence of both the UK and Ireland on Northern Ireland. Just days following
the close of the “legacy” consultation, four former Northern Ireland Secretaries – Lords Hain,
Murphy, Kind, and Reid – weighed in on what they think should be done to “deal with the past.”
In a co-signed letter, they argue that since there are unlikely to be prosecutions as a result of
investigations into past murders, that the £150m that the Northern Ireland Office proposes for
new legacy bodies should instead be spent on helping victims, whether through direct payments
or other forms of support: "In the light of what is so likely to be a largely frustrating outcome
from further police investigations, we believe it may be a much more effective way of helping
victims to use that money on those and perhaps other proposals for meeting the needs of

49To

clarify, the Irish Times, despite its name which might implicitly indicate affinity with nationalism, tends to take a
unionist stance.
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victims" (Devenport 2018). In essence, these politicians urge Northern Ireland not to look at the
past, to stop investigating it for whatever truths it might yield. In other words: move on. From
the perspective of victims’ families seeking truth, this approach would not be accepted easily.
Sinn Féin’s Michelle O’Neill emphasizes that recognizing different narratives of the past
is “the first step in reconciliation and moving forward.” At first glance, this might strike the
reader as a neutral to positive statement: she no longer wishes to argue over the past. And yet,
this very argument – which I call the “narrative of narratives” – is a way of instrumentalizing
concepts of reconciliation and making the past unknowable. Even if of course some aspects of
the past will remain unknowable – due to silences, due to outdated computer systems, due to
intentional obfuscations – the idea that the past is completely flexible is problematic. Though
Trouillot urges us to uncover the ways that the past is silenced, the powerful can also use a
cacophony of voices who state “their” truths – thus equalizing all truths, making each null and
void – to prevent uncovering truths that would expose the roots of power (Trouillot 1995, xix).
The use of the “narratives of narratives” points to the dangers of yielding to a constructivist view
of history, which Trouillot warns against (5). Underlying O’Neill’s argument is the wish to erase,
hide, or reinterpret the violent acts of the republican paramilitaries during the Troubles.50 As in
the case of their contribution to the recent consultation, Sinn Féin prefers to focus on the actions
of the British state rather than on the violence of republican paramilitaries, including several
remaining cases of people who were disappeared and whose remains have not yet been
recovered.
In contrast to Michelle O’Neill’s constructivist view of the past, the DUP’s Arlene Foster
could be said to represent a positivist view of history, as she directly challenges the idea of
“different narratives of the past” and accuses Sinn Féin of attempting to rewrite history by
changing “hard facts.” While defending the idea of “hard facts,” Foster has, however, repeatedly
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“You can view O’Neill’s view of history as constructivist although as an Irish nationalist she also has many
essentialist ideas much like Arlene Foster” (Bryan, personal correspondence, 2019).
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guarded against inquests that might look at hard facts that, conveniently, do not fit into her
historical narrative of a good military that was just doing its job to protect the citizenry against
terrorists. These hard facts include, for example, deaths caused by state forces. She has
protected British military interests to the extent that in March 2018 “a High Court judge ruled
that she, among others, had unlawfully blocked a funding plan for legacy inquests” (Young
2019). Many of the “legacy inquests”51 she and others blocked dealt with murders by state forces;
she has said that these victims were not innocent. Likewise, she and the DUP have attempted to
define “collusion” – the word often used to describe collaboration between the police, British
security forces and loyalist paramilitaries – in a way that would benefit former RUC members
and the armed forces: “The attempts to tarnish the RUC and the armed forces have been aided
by ‘collusion’ not being defined in law. . . . Going forward we want to see this defined so where
cases of carelessness or incompetence are treated as misconduct cases as opposed to ‘collusion’”
(Bradfield 2018).
As is evident through this overview, multiple players in the debate over how to “deal with
the past” do not want full investigations of “the past.” Despite the spaces of possibility that I
witnessed in Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road in 2006–2007 that I will describe, there are
still remain multiple and competing institutional roadblocks related to “dealing with the past,”
including evasions and manipulations of history. In many ways, these actors want the same
thing, which is to selectively obfuscate the past and protect their own interests. The
“institutionalisation of liminality . . . creat[es] the perfect scene for . . . self-proclaimed ceremony
masters who claim ‘to have seen the future,’ but who in reality establish their own position by
perpetuating liminality and by emptying the liminal moment of real creativity, turning it into a

Legacy inquests are investigations of high-profile murders that remain unsolved: “At the end of last year [2018] the
Northern Ireland Courts Service said 44 inquests – some of which involve multiple deaths – had been delayed with
more under consideration. It's thought around 80 people could be involved including some of the most controversial
killings of the Troubles. . . . A new Legacy Inquest Unit will be set up within the Coroners Service to process legacy
inquests, under the remit of the Lord Chief Justice. This will be supported by additional officials from the PSNI,
Public Prosecution Service and other justice agencies” (Bell 2019).
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space of mimetic rivalry” (Thomassen 2009, 21–22). In this case, the potentially hopeful
possibilities of a liminal moment are essentially hijacked by false prophets (in the non-religious
sense of the term who claim to lead the society out of suffering, toward a better future, while in
fact affirming the very divisions that may replicate the conflict.
This “high” political level, however, is the level of history with which I am least
concerned. I am directly challenging the significance of this level. Power in many ways is the
primary issue underlying this dissertation. Power courses through much of the writing that has
influenced this dissertation, whether via Walter Benjamin, Eric Wolf, Jane Schneider, Michel
Foucault, Michel-Rolph Trouillot, Ann Laura Stoler, or others. The basic question is, to
paraphrase Ulysses: how does one wake up from this nightmare that is history? Have we all –
academics included – given the “powerful” too much weight, waiting for them to apologize, to
recognize their misdeeds, to mete out justice? To recognize pain? Or were people already finding
ways forward on their own, too?

History
Mike, Hugh, and Luke52
On a clear May evening in 2007, a time of the year when the days in Belfast begin to
stretch until almost 10pm as the summer solstice approaches, I hopped in a car with Hugh and
Luke outside my flat. I’d met Hugh in autumn 2006 but had gotten to know him better in the
winter and spring after a few talks over beers. He had been generous with his time, explaining
his views on loyalism and taking me and my husband to places he considered important, like the
local Apprentice Boys Band Hall, a social club, as he called it, run by loyalists in our
neighborhood. In line with his usual generosity and gregariousness, he was willing to introduce
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me to his circle of friends and had arranged to have dinner at a friend’s place just outside of
Ballynafeigh. Blasting WASP in the car on the way there, we were quiet at first, but soon we
started to talk music since they were going to see a metal show on the weekend and were excited
to tell me about all the ‘headcases’ they knew.
Arriving at their friend’s place in a hostel, temporary housing for people like Mike who
were homeless, Mike came out to meet us, and we entered his flat: a small studio with a tall
window overlooking a garden, scented with incense and chicken tikka masala, and decorated
with a chess set, a skull ashtray, and a world-weary baby doll clutching a tiny bottle of alcohol.
They had met each other years before when they participated in an exchange in South Africa.
Luke flipped through a book on World War II while Mike discussed Prussia with him. Mike
teased Hugh that he wasn’t a “real Ballynafeigh man,” while Hugh grinned to himself – a
controlled grin that said he wasn’t going to dignify that comment with a response – and
continued to carefully roll a cigarette at the kitchen table. While our host prepared dinner, they
chatted about what was new with them, and teased each other, laughing and ‘taking the piss’ out
of each other by calling one another—or themselves—‘taig,’ ‘prod,’ or even, later, ‘orange
bastard.’53 To me, their use of these words showed their ease with one another; it might have
also been a way of managing any tension between themselves, though I didn’t detect much. They
seemed close. We rapidly ate our meal of chicken tikka masala, rice, and Pilsner, though Mike
also joked about his 2% alcohol store-brand beer. We began to talk more earnestly about
Ballynafeigh, where Mike had grown up and where the other men had called their home for
more than ten years. Grunge, hard rock, and heavy metal played in the background while we
talked.
From the start of the interview, their conversation interrogated history and what people
think they know about the supposedly “primordial” divisions between Protestants and Catholics.

‘Taig’ and ‘fenian’ are derogatory terms for Catholics, and ‘prod’ and ‘hun’ are similar sectarian slurs for
Protestants. ‘Orange’ is a reference to the Orange Order, a Protestant fraternal organization. It is fairly common to
have this sort of teasing in mixed groups if people know one another well.
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Mike mentioned, for example, that his grandmother was Catholic from “an extremely republican
background” but was also unionist. She even allowed members of the British army to come into
her home in Ballynafeigh every Sunday in the early 1970s; she would offer them dinner and ice
cream. On one of these visits, a Scottish soldier allowed Mike to hold his gun, which he could
barely lift as a small child. I asked how his grandmother came to be unionist, and both Mike and
Hugh clarified that there were Catholic unionists and Protestant republicans, and launched into
a discussion of how, in the more distant past, the Church of England / Church of Ireland had
oppressed everyone, including Catholics, Presbyterians, and Methodists – basically anyone who
fell outside the state church. However, this brief aside does not fully account for the
development of Catholic unionists or Protestant nationalists.54
Mike then said, in his opinion, “Protestant working-class people have been exploited in
the current Troubles.” He then told the story of what he thought was really happening during
the Troubles.
“Protestants fight Catholics and Catholics fight Protestants”, Mike said. “It takes people’s
eyes off the real issue, which is possibly why is there a great deal of working-class people, and
there’s only a sm–, it’s down to wealth. [Pauses] I don’t know, maybe you could argue that
there’s a Marxist element to that, too, that basically working-class people have always been
divided. Look, we talked earlier about Alabama. When everybody’s got money, everything’s fine,
whenever people don’t have money and you see Black guys doing jobs that White guys won’t, it’s
the same here – exploitation, I think it happened to both sides, Catholics and Protestants.
There’s a recorded thing, one of the worst Troubles spots . . . ’69 between the Shankill and the
Falls [names several other streets]. People was burnt out, a lot of people killed, and the streets
were mixed, back in the 30s, when the depression hit. People in the lower Falls and Shankill got
together, and they set up a cooperative to try and help their own families because they were

This can be explored, for example, via an article in the Irish Times that focuses on Catholic unionists (Moriarty
2013).
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starving. And the respected priests and ministers got out there and separated them so they could
control their flocks, and the word probably came from above, and I don’t mean the Lord – I
mean the rich, on both sides.”
Mike asked Hugh and Luke, “Would you agree with that?”
Hugh said, “There’s an example on the Shankill where there’s actually very surprising if
people know sort of reputation of the Shankill and so forth. There’s four streets named after
Roman Catholic priests on the Shankill.”
“I didn’t even know that,” Mike said.
“And the reason being,” Hugh continued, “was because at the time there was a lot of
illness, people were sick and very poor, pretty much like it is now, only it’s going slightly better,
it’s still the most deprived area in Northern Ireland. Rickets was one of the things they were
taking and [another disease] and what happened was the hospitals or the government weren’t
really interested in helping the Shankill people. And these four priests came along and helped,
out of their humanity.”
“That’s a good wee story,” said Luke.
Mike said, “I think that’s wonderful.”
This story caught my attention because at several points, Mike and Hugh are questioning
the narrative that Catholic and Protestant people have always been separate, and that the ‘two
communities’ were inherently conflictual. By employing a Marxist interpretation of the situation
and pointing out the attempt to create a cooperative, Mike is challenging the “two communities”
narrative, even as he suggests that maybe working-class people in Northern Ireland have always
been divided. He argues that working-class Protestants and Catholics have been exploited by the
wealthy and powerful, and that leaders of churches at times have also further engrained
divisions.
Meanwhile, Hugh’s story challenges Mike’s view that church leaders divided people by
telling the story of Catholic priests who helped people whom others were ignoring who lived on
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the Shankill Road, which is a well-known Protestant / unionist / loyalist area in west Belfast.
These histories also show that the three men are well educated, even if not all of them had
attended university; all had “traveled, taken “risks and broadened [their] minds,” according to
Hugh and Mike.
Mike is describing the 1932 Outdoor Relief Workers Strike.55 There are other examples
that reflect this type of cooperation. For example, James Larkin, a trade union organizer born in
Liverpool to Irish parents, moved to County Down and then to Belfast as part of his role with the
National Union of Dock Labourers. In 1907, he recruited 400 union members by February and
2000 by April, who were both Protestant and Catholic. They went on strike in June in a demand
for better wages and the right to unionize. The shipping companies began hiring “blacklegs”
from Hull and Glasgow to do the work. Workers at a tobacco factory also went on strike to
demand the right to unionize. Interestingly, on the 12th of July, a day still marked with Orange
Order parades across Northern Ireland to celebrate Protestant William of Orange’s 1690 victory
at the Battle of the Boyne over Catholic King James II, Larkin organized a demonstration.
However, the strike ended in November 1907 and was unsuccessful at achieving its demands,
partly because of the politicization of a riot on the lower Falls by both unionist and nationalist
politicians and press (Munck 1980, 108). And as Mike mentions, in the 1930s, unemployed
Protestant and Catholic workers did come together in the 1932 Outdoor Relief Strike in a “short
but sharp battle,” though researchers of this period concluded this temporary unity should not
be overstated (Munck and Rolston 1985, 2). Both Mike and Hugh’s histories help to challenge
the often oversimplified narrative of sectarian division “since time immemorial.”
“Despite months of complaints about conditions for the unemployed, nothing improved. On 30th September
1932 Tommy Geehan spoke at a mass meeting of Catholic and Protestant Outdoor Relief workers. He encouraged
them to go out on strike. On 3rd October up to 60,000 strikers and supporters marched to Custom House to hear
speeches and listen to protest songs. On 4th October 7000 went to the Lisburn Road workhouse, where the Board of
Guardians met. The Guardians allowed a few in to make their demands, but insisted it was up to the government to
act. On 5th October police stopped another march with armoured cars. Later there were riots and the police charged
the crowds. Meanwhile the RWG and others organised help for the strikers and their families. Local businesses
donated bread, oats, potatoes and tea and money was collected door-to-door. Charities helped as well. Volunteers
made parcels of food and cash for each family” (Belfast 1932, n.d.).
55
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Mike mentions, too, that the “People was burnt out, a lot of people killed, and the streets
were mixed, back in the 30s, when the depression hit,” alluding to Belfast’s long and violent
history of periods of residential mixing and residential segregation. In their conversation, in
addition to challenging the idea that Protestants and Catholics were always antagonistic to one
another or lived in segregated areas, they also challenged the idea – that seems to have taken
root among some – that South Belfast is an area that did not really experience the Troubles in
the way other areas did. Luke came from North Belfast, an area much more known for the
Troubles and with the most built interfaces of any area of the city (Belfast Interface Project
2011).56 South Belfast, however, is the first place Luke ever experienced gunfire.
“What about you then, Luke, what do you think about Ballynafeigh?” Mike said.
“Mate, I lived in Kimberley Street when I was 16,” said Luke, “and as I say I come from
North Belfast like, which I’m sure you know is, was a hotbed and still is a hotbed of
sectarianism like.”
“Yeah, it has the most interfaces and. . .” I said.
“Everywhere you look, there’s another wall being built to keep them away from each
other, you know, still to this day like,” Luke said.
“I moved into Kimberley Street when I was 16 or something with my girlfriend, and I had
never even seen a gun like. Well, I’d seen a gun. I’d never seen the firing of a gun. I’d seen cops
with guns, and I’d seen soldiers with guns and stuff. But like the provos57 took over the house
next door to me and tried to assassinate two guys coming out of the bar facing me, so the first
time I ever experienced. . .”
“Was that like the Kimberley Bar? It’s not there anymore?,” I said.

According to a study by the Institute for Conflict Research commissioned by the Community Relations Council, in
2009, there were “80 permanent barriers dividing loyalist and nationalist areas of the city, according to a report by
the Community Relations Council (CRC) in Northern Ireland. In 1994, when the Troubles were declared over, there
were 26” (ICR/CRC 2009 cited in McDonald 2009).
57 “Provos” refers to the Provisional IRA, usually just referred to as the IRA, and distinct from the Official IRA, which
was Marxist in orientation and, in contrast to PIRA, decided not “to engage the British state militarily” (Wikipedia,
s.v. “Irish Republican Army,” accessed 2019,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Irish_Republican_Army&oldid=893833218).
56
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“Yeah, yeah, it’s gone like. So the first place I ever experienced gunfire was in
Ballynafeigh.”
“South Belfast,” said Mike.
“There’s been quite a number of reasonably high profile incidents in Ballynafeigh,” Hugh
said. “There was the blowing up of what’s now the Mercury, of the Red Lion, there was an
Orange Order meeting and it blew it up and killed an Orangeman.”
“There was two people killed,” Mike added.
“There was two people killed, Joe Bratty and Raymond Elder, were killed, just at—you
know where the wine lodge is? The wine lodge we went into the other night?” said Hugh.
“Yeah,” I said.
“Well, just at the other side of that, there was two people killed there by the IRA, and
they were attending a wedding.”
“Practically ten seconds before the ceasefire,” said Luke.
Mike described what he saw and heard as they were murdered: “I heard, I saw their
bodies. I run down and saw their bodies. They were riddled. They fired hundreds of rounds. It
sounded like a snare drum, I ran down.” I leave in these details at this point because I want the
reader to notice Mike’s sensory experience of hearing and seeing these murders. He heard the
killing “like a snare drum” and saw the aftermath of the two mens’ deaths.
Luke narrated his experience of moving to a supposedly more peaceful and less divided
area of the city – one which all three men praised repeatedly and said there is nowhere else in
Belfast they would rather live. Yet in this “mixed” and “leafy” area of the city is where he first
experienced gunfire. Hugh’s narration of the violent history of the area includes the bombing of
the Red Lion pub – intended to also blow up the nearby Ballynafeigh police station (BBC News
1971) – as well as the high-profile killing of two senior UDA figures who the IRA murdered to
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settle scores just before the ceasefire in 1994, as Mike described above.58 Looking at the
Mercury, a modern-looking bar not far from my flat, I never imagined there had been this sort of
destruction. Senior UDA figures like Bratty and Elder were said by other people to have walked
up and down the Ormeau Road like ordinary people, and you would never have known who they
were.
Mike recounted that when he was seven he had witnessed the murder of a UDA member
in Ballynafeigh in the early 1970s: “I was kept off school one day because I was sick, and I
remember being in my granny’s bed, and I went over to the window and I was looking out, and
there was this man walking past, car pulled up, somebody called him over to the car, just pulled
a gun out a gun, bang.”
Mike described his childish perception of the murder. He had anticipated an instant
replay, like Starsky and Hutch, he said. He didn’t even know what death was yet. A woman ran
to the man, mistaking him for her husband. She cradled his head. At this point, I’ll leave out
further details since they are not necessary for this analysis.
“Two weeks later, once again, lovely Ballynafeigh, where everything’s mixed, I found a
load of bullets of different calibers and I thought I thought they were lighters . . . Jesus christ.
And they cut my pockets open very carefully in case these things went off and killed me. I had
pockets filled with all kinds of rounds of ammunition. The point is, they hid it so badly.”

Joe Bratty and Raymond Elder were both prominent figures in the South Belfast Brigade of the Ulster Defense
Association (UDA), which is the main paramilitary organisation in Ballynafeigh, particularly on the housing estate,
Annadale Flats. They were both killed in the neighborhood on July 31, 1994, with AK-47 guns. Prior to his death,
Raymond Elder had been charged in relation to the murders of five civilians at Sean Graham’s bookmakers on
February 5, 1992, on the lower Ormeau Road, though charges were later dropped. Joe Bratty was said to have been
present, according to eyewitnesses, but was never charged. The IRA took responsibility for killing Bratty and Elder,
most likely in relation to the murders at Sean Graham’s bookmakers, and two men were charged but then cleared.
One month later, on August 31, 1994, the IRA declared a “complete” ceasefire. See: New York Times 1994; BBC News
1994; Irish Times 1996.
58
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“So, leafy South Belfast. . .” said Luke, and we laughed, easing the tension after these
histories of Ballynafeigh’s violent past and Mike’s traumatic experience of witnessing a murder
as a child. Dark humor pervades Northern Ireland for a reason.
It is clear from his story that this killing remained vividly etched in Mike’s mind, even
though it had happened more than thirty years earlier. The woman who initially thought it was
her husband reflected the everyday terror that people lived with, fearing that it would be their
spouse or family member next. Though the man who was killed in this case was a member of the
UDA, many civilians, both Protestant and Catholic, were targeted and murdered and also
sometimes accidentally killed, either in crossfire or in cases of mistaken identity.
Notice how Mike’s senses are overlapping, especially sight and sound, during these
violent incidents. He saw a man called over to the car and heard a ‘bang.’ One murder he only
heard “like a snare drum.” Fear is a form of waiting and anticipation, too: Mike anticipated an
instant replay of the shooting. He anticipated the bullets going off in his pockets as the police cut
open his pockets. The woman heard the shots and anticipated that it was her husband who had
been shot dead in the street. I will return to this in my discussion of synesthesia as a metaphor
for fear in the next chapter.
I also want to point out that even though these incidents might be considered “events,”
seeing them through Mike’s eyes puts in focus that the “event” was not only the murder but the
fact that a child witnessed a murder from his grandmother’s bedroom window, or that a child
filled his pockets with rounds of ammunition. Focusing on Mike helps to shift the focus from the
usual actors in the Troubles – military and paramilitaries – towards those usually seen as
marginal players in the conflict. His and Luke’s ironic comments, “lovely Ballynafeigh, where
everything’s mixed” and “leafy South Belfast” underscore their point that people who lived in the
area in the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s experienced a much more violent and turbulent history that
some might realize.
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He continued by recounting the murder of a close friend and said “it was the first time
I’d seen the devastation done to a family. And then it was overshadowed because, it happened in
Ballynafeigh, but it was overshadowed because at the same time, there was the Gibraltar killings
then.” Mike’s story shows many people’s histories and experiences of violence and loss have not
been adequately acknowledged amid the 3,500+ murders that occurred during the Troubles. As
of October 2018, victims and others had been consulted by the government regarding how best
to “deal with the past,” as mentioned earlier in this chapter. A number of people still lack basic
clarity, such as when, how, and by whom their loved ones were murdered, and the funding for
these inquests has been repeatedly put on hold.
Benjamin’s description of “wreckage upon wreckage” accurately describes the Gibraltar
killings and the surrounding events. In Gibraltar, a British Overseas Territory, three unarmed
IRA members suspected of planning a bombing were killed as part of Operation Flavius on
March 6, 1988, by British Special Air Service (SAS) troops; a September 1988 inquest stated that
this was a lawful killing. In the two weeks that followed these killings, five more people were
killed in Belfast at two different funerals – three Catholic / nationalist / republican people (two
civilians, Thomas McErlean and John Murray, and one IRA member, Kevin Brady) were
murdered at Milltown Cemetery during the funerals for the three IRA members. These killings
were carried out by Michael Stone, a UDA member, who was armed with grenades and an
automatic pistol; 60 more people were injured. Then, at the funeral of Kevin Brady, a silver
Volkswagen Passat drove rapidly toward the funeral cortege, then attempted to back up but was
blocked by the crowd and a taxi. The two people in the vehicle were off-duty British Army
corporals David Howes and Derek Wood; they were eventually dragged from the vehicle and
murdered nearby. The reason for their rapid speed in the direction of the cortege remains
unexplained (See: Brennan 2018; News Letter 2013).
In his remark, Mike is also articulating a hidden history, one of many histories of
murders that have received less attention and less recognition because of other events that were
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deemed more important, more “historical,” more shocking and titillating in their horror. These
histories matter because families and loved ones continue to live with these losses, and painful
experiences like this still affect many people across and beyond Northern Ireland. I will expand
on this later in this chapter, particularly with regard to Walter Benjamin’s insights regarding
“major” and “minor” events as well as the development in anthropology of a focus on “nonevents” (Stoler 2002a, 101).
His remarks on the way “historical events” have come to overshadow other experiences
connects with Foucault’s argument in “Nietzsche, Genealogy, and History” that the origins of an
event “lie at a site of inevitable loss” (1977, 79). In the history that Mike tells, the focus on the
Gibraltar killings made this event – the murder of his friend – a “site of inevitable loss.” It also
supports Foucault’s view that interpreting the past is inevitably violent, an attempt to impose
one’s will: in this case, that time period has been defined by Gibraltar rather than equally
important tragedies that occurred simultaneously.
Foucault’s suggestion also echoes Walter Benjamin’s view that “where we perceive a
chain of events, he sees one single catastrophe which keeps piling wreckage upon wreckage and
hurls it in front of his feet” (1999, 249). Rather than one “event” leading to another, we can see
in this example the sheer devastation, confusion, and frustration that makes up the wreckage of
this violence, both the acute violence of murder and the interpretation afterwards, which can
also be violent, hurting other, forgotten victims and their loved ones.
Mike also discussed the acute violence his family had experienced in Ballynafeigh during
the Troubles, part of history that is not often a part of the narrative of a shared, and mixed
community or neighborhood.
“There was a couple of occasions when I was around 10 or 11, when, because my family
was Catholic, our house, we had our windows broken by [inaudible], fish suppers with bricks
with them . . . weighted so they break your windows, and then on the third occasion, there was a
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device put through the parlour window, there was some sort of crude electrical thing, basically it
contained acid.”
“Yeah,” Hugh said, with teasing doubt.
“No, not that kind of acid,” said Mike.
“Somebody in the house was woken up by the smell, it was sulphuric acid. It would’ve
killed us with the fumes. . . . We never complained about any of those incidents till that one and
nothing ever happened again, so I don’t know who had a word with who, but see, the
communities are linked, and why are you harming people that are no harm?”
“What’s the old Christian thing? What did Jesus say to Peter? Said ‘Live by the sword, die
by the sword?’59 For a lot of people, it became a reality. Power goes to their head. If I have the
power. . .”
“Power of life and death,” said Luke.
“You’re God, and no one has that right. Except in certain circumstances, like a war, wars
being wars. Was ours a war or a conflict? In Ballynafeigh, you didn’t see it a lot of the time.”
“–was a conflict would be allowed to shoot back. If it was a war, how could provos take
the law and then sue. . .” said Hugh.
“Russia . . . they didn’t treat them like humans. What about the Jews? They had no
human rights.”
“‘They’re only fuckin taigs,’ or ‘they’re only fuckin prods,’” said Mike. “. . . Not human,
dehumanised.”
Within this story, sensation is again prominent: Mike recalls the smell of sulphur when
the “fish suppers with bricks in them” crashed through the window of his family’s parlor. His

This proverb can be found in both the Gospel of Matthew and in Aeschylus’ Agamemnon. “A follower of Jesus
draws his sword and cuts off the ear of a servant of the high priest (though the follower's identity is left unspecified in
Matthew, the follower is identified in John as Peter). Jesus then says to him: Converte gladium tuum in locum suum.
Omnes enim, qui acceperint gladium, gladio peribunt. (‘Return your sword to its place, for all who will take up the
sword, will die by the sword.’)” In Agamemnon, it is slightly different, "By the sword you did your work, and by the
sword you die" (Translation by Robert Fagles; Wikipedia, s.v. “Live by the Sword, Die by the Sword,” accessed 2018,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Live_by_the_sword,_die_by_the_sword&oldid=870737321).
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memory of this smell is linked to the fear he felt. In Mike’s case, he smelled the violence and
hate before he saw it that time. He then mentions that “in Ballynafeigh, you didn’t see it [the
conflict] a lot of the time.” Throughout this conversation, there was a sense that the experiences
of the Troubles in Ballynafeigh tended to be less visible than elsewhere in the city, though they
could be heard and smelled at times.
This conversation between Mike, Hugh, and Luke allows us to see the ways in which the
insights of theorists such as Benjamin, Foucault, Stoler and others can be applied to history as it
is told by the residents of this neighborhood, allowing us to go beyond the idea of history only
being those things which are “eventful.” It also allows us to see the ways in which a group of men
in their thirties – potentially dismissed by some as metal fans, or as formerly homeless, or as
loyalist – were producing histories themselves.

Chapter Conclusion
Within this unconventional “history” chapter, I have explored the challenges of writing
about Northern Ireland’s history, including the fact that “telling history” involves a process of
“telling” itself. Whether a writer chooses to refer to “Northern Ireland,” “the north of Ireland,” or
“Ulster” – among many other choices of naming – can reveal which “side” they are on. For me,
as an anthropologist and writer who does not want readers to “shut down,” this has been
challenging. Moreover, as discussed, the many euphemisms that permeate discussions of
Northern Ireland – “the Troubles” and “dealing with the past” are two obvious examples –
likewise make it difficult to say exactly what one means. The meaning is thought to be tacitly
understood. In addition, seemingly innocuous words such as “community” and “organization”
have taken on distinct meanings in the context of Northern Ireland and its ethnic divide and
paramilitary presences.
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Though many write about Northern Ireland’s history through the lens of “events,”
particularly political events, Benjamin, Foucault, Schneider and Rapp, and Stoler, among others,
urge anthropologists to look at non-events and supposedly insignificant occurrences. Benjamin
wanted to “bring about a real state of emergency” because he was dissatisfied with the politics of
his times, and the false promises of progress, arguably frustrations shared by most of the writers
listed above. As his ideas about messianic time reveal, he was, at least partially, hopeful. Though
he was critical of the idea that History was necessarily a story of progress, he nevertheless had
hope for the future: “for every second of time was the strait gate through which the Messiah
might enter.” I’ve titled this dissertation “Waiting” in part to connect with this sense of hope for
the future. Northern Ireland’s history might best be told not through the recitation of “historical
events” but through ordinary people’s experiences as history. History has the potential to be a
source of hope.
I momentarily track back to reveal that, in line with Trouillot’s work on “the exposition
of [power’s] roots” (1995, xix), politicians and other commentators have been challenging
Northern Ireland’s history, but not with the aim of hope. Instead, they have been using history
to defend their own powerful positions and their own interests. I describe the ways in which
Brexiteers, for example, and their supporters have been attacking the Good Friday Agreement.
Though this agreement is likely flawed, as are most documents that require compromises from
all sides, their attacks on it are not motivated by improving life for people in Northern Ireland.
As I have revealed, many of these politicians are fundamentally ignorant of the basic facts about
Northern Ireland and view this marginal – and marginalized – region as collateral damage for
their political ends. Even politicians from Northern Ireland, who cannot be said to be ignorant
of it, are cynically using history to justify their own positions and to maintain their political
power. They do not have ordinary people front of mind, nor have they ever. As critiques from
non-politicians reveal, there is a sense of disenchantment with politicians, particularly attempts
to “weaponize” the past and to make history the “new battlefield.”
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I close this chapter by introducing Mike, Hugh, and Luke, three men who discussed and
debated history and experience. By moving from the politicians and other official
“stakeholders,” I suggest that these supposedly insignificant players are on par with these other
tellings of history, not simply “alternatives” to it. Mike’s story of losing a friend at the same
moment as the Gibraltar killings reveals the ways in which these political histories have
overshadowed other, equally significant deaths and the pain of families and friends. I argue that
politically significant deaths are not inherently more significant than the deaths of those who
have been largely forgotten. Mike’s sensory experience also comes to the fore. This section with
Mike, Hugh, and Luke prepares the reader for Chapters 3–7, in which the underlying argument
is that histories of fear and healing – including their sensory experiences – of Ballynafeigh
residents matter. They matter just as much as the politicians, politics, and “historical events” of
this region.
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Fear
Chapter 3: Histories of Fear
everyone eyes
everyone
down to the cut
and colour
of their clothes
the pattern
of the retina
the fingerprint
the bits
and pieces
– Ciaran Carson, “Blink” (2003, 24)
Fuck off, I said. What’s that mean - been seen? Who’s been seein’ me?
Gossip washed in, washed out, came, went, moved on to the next target.
At the time, age eighteen, having been brought up in a hair-trigger society where the ground
rules were – if no physically violent touch was being laid upon you, and no outright verbal
insults were being levelled at you, and no taunting looks in the vicinity either; then nothing
was happening, so how could you be under attack from something that wasn’t there?
– Anna Burns, Milkman (2018, 4–6)
Can you hear them?
The helicopters
I'm in New York
No need for words now
We sit in silence
You look me
In the eye directly
You met me
I think it's Wednesday
The evening
The mess we're in
And ohh (the city sunset over me)
Ohh (the city sunset over me)
– “This Mess We’re In” (Harvey and Yorke 2000)
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The 11th Night, 2007: A Wednesday
The sun was only beginning to set behind the towering bonfire, which had been built on
a small field that bordered both the Lagan River and the local housing estate, Annadale Flats. A
loyalist paramilitary’s initials painted high upon one block of the housing estate overlooked the
area, yet the clusters of women with strollers and children playing in a nearly traffic-free street
seemed to contradict its connotations.
My husband and I walked from our flat down to the bonfire site, where around 150–250
local people, largely working-class Protestants though not exclusively, would celebrate before
the 12th of July parade, also known as “the twelfth.” We attended the bonfire the previous year
without incident and were handed beers and welcomed even though we were strangers who had
moved to Belfast only one week earlier. (Someone later told me that I shouldn’t take the offer of
a beer as a compliment. I took it as a compliment anyway.) I had been advised by
anthropologists from Belfast to go to the bonfire area before sunset to allow people to see my
face. That way, when I returned later when it was dark out, they would know my face. I followed
this advice both years, though the second year it was less important since my face was known.
Amid these women with strollers, however, the rumor circulated that loyalist
paramilitary members were likely, as we spoke, beating a resident—a local Protestant man—who
had threatened to ruin the night’s festivities with his disorderly or drunken behavior. This
worried me. I knew there were still loyalist paramilitaries with some influence in the area,
particularly the South Belfast Brigade of the Ulster Defense Association (UDA). I had heard
other rumors about possible beatings of residents in the area, but few as concrete as this one.60 I
later learned about the murder of Donna Wilson, a Protestant mother of three, who had been
brutally murdered in 1992 in Annadale Flats after a 60-year-old neighbor allegedly complained

60

5.

I was aware of a family who had been burned out of their home nearby that winter, which I will discuss in Chapter
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to local paramilitary members about a party in her apartment with loud music. The neighbor
was given a two-year suspended sentence. No one else was charged (CAIN, n.d.; Victor 1994).
We walked past the bonfire site; teenagers were hanging out, waiting for the party to
really begin after dark. We decided to kill some time by visiting some of my husband’s friends
from work who lived nearby. In their 20s to mid-30s, the five of them (including my husband)
had been working together at a local call center for several months, and all were well-educated
multilingual people who were finding little or no work in their home countries. They lived in a
semi-detached brick house with few possessions, as if they were ready to move quickly if Belfast
also proved a dead end. Several people commented on their readiness to seek opportunities
elsewhere, though one woman said she would miss Belfast’s compactness, which reminded her
of her hometown in France’s Loire Valley, and recounted a pleasurable visit to the nearby art
house cinema at Queen’s University.
Settling into their sparsely furnished but cosy house, we chatted with his co-workers
from France and Germany, two of whom had roots in north Africa as well, who were surprised
that Etienne and I were going to the bonfire. The housemates were curious about the reasons for
the bonfire and the next day’s parade, which I briefly explained. No one felt safe enough to go. A
good friend of his—François, a loquacious man from the south of France—commented that he
liked parties, even when he didn’t know anyone, but that the people at these parties simply did
not look friendly or welcoming, particularly towards ‘foreigners’ or other unknown people. He
had felt this sense of being an outsider previously, even on the streets of Belfast without
speaking to anyone, perhaps given the brown color of his skin or his continental clothing.
Francois’ perception of local people’s demeanor, and his and his housemates’ own fears for their
safety, in effect created a boundary, an invisible interface, at the end of their street. According to
him, Etienne and I would be fine because we knew people, whereas he did not. After hearing
that someone was possibly being beaten up by paramilitaries—which I had not told him—I
didn’t blame him for being wary.
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Returning to the bonfire after a cocktail at their house, throbbing techno and hip-hop
music pounded on my eardrums as I moved through the crowd. I gave a quick hug to a couple of
women I’d come to know, introduced Etienne, and grabbed a beer that one woman offered me.
The thought of paramilitaries was now distant from my mind. Looking out across the hill next to
the Lagan River, the glow of pink, green, and blue neon lights danced across people’s faces and
bodies: some move ecstatically, sweat dripping from their hair, pumping their arms in the air at
the DJ. Beneath the trees, friends moved slowly and drunkenly, heads drooping, with arms
linked around one another, the heat from the bonfire at their backs. Middle-aged, tough-looking
men stood in small groups and scanned the crowd, suspiciously eyeing unfamiliar faces and
taking cautious swigs of their beers as fireworks crackled behind them. At the periphery, a small
group of people of Chinese descent looked on, fellow Annadale Flats residents who lived in
approximately 10 percent of the 250 flats that made up this housing estate.
The 11th night had kicked off. The neatly stacked bonfire blazed, much neater than in past
years where it was known as one of the messiest bonfire sites due to people using it as an excuse
to dump furniture and trash illegally. In 2007, it was topped off with Gerry Adams’ campaign
poster. To use the dark Belfast sense of humor, perhaps this was a move forward from the
previous year’s Irish tricolour flag—at least they were just burning a picture of one politician
whom even some Catholic people don’t care for, and not the flag of an entire nation. Still, this
beacon was not the most welcoming and inclusive sight I had ever seen. Long-time residents
said there used to be up to a dozen smaller bonfires around the neighborhood, but they were
now only allowed to have one. So they make it a big one. We found a group of 30-something
men, some of whom I’d become acquainted with over the past year. Hugh, who I’d known the
longest, took me aside. Jeff, one of his friends attending the bonfire was Catholic, and he
suggested that I might want to interview him sometime. However, he cautioned that it was not
the time or the place to ask about identity or religion. A moment later we all moved closer to
look at the bonfire. I was next to Jeff and kept Hugh’s advice in mind. But he then leaned down
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and whispered with a slight smile, “I’m actually Catholic. I just like coming here.” This brief
revelation underscored the point that, although fears of crossing social or spatial boundaries
remain a reality for many, others do transgress ostensible borders, including Jeff, and me, that
night.
Back to the bonfire: Etienne, Hugh’s friends, and I took turns posing in front of the
bonfire for group photographs—the fire blazed, providing a strangely evocative backdrop.
Anyone looking at these photos might assume that we were a bunch of loyalists, yet Hugh
laughed later when we looked at the photos because half the people in the photograph weren’t
even Protestant, much less die-hard loyalists. My husband and I chatted with Adam, another
acquaintance in this group of 30-something men, about politics, such as the rise of the far right
in Europe, as well as the issues surrounding free speech and hate speech. This man had studied
social science—cultural anthropology, in fact—at university and joked ironically about the
bonfire being a primal celebration, given that, to an outsider, it looked like we were all there
worshipping a huge tower of fire. This joke had a different edge to it than if it were made by
someone uninterested or against the bonfire; it was self-deprecating humor, which was common
in Belfast.
As the three of us gazed over the flames and their massive flickering shadows, I noticed a
light-haired woman down below, gliding past the searing inferno on a European-looking
cruising bicycle, the sort with larger than usual wheels, tall handlebars, and a basket perched on
the front. She looked as if she’d taken a wrong turn out of Copenhagen. An infant sat on the
child’s seat behind her. She rode languidly through a crowd of children and teenagers throwing
wood or sofa cushions into the fire, her slow movements adding to the dream-like quality of her
appearance. The contrast between this person calmly riding her bicycle with a baby through a
zone some would find intimidating struck me. Pointing out this woman to my acquaintance, he
squinted his eyes, watched her turn the corner, and laughed that the 11th night is always full of
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“surreal shit like that.” This woman calmly riding her bicycle with an infant emphasized, for me,
the differential experience of fear in this city’s neighborhoods.

***
Rumor had pervaded my fieldwork. My entry into the field actually began with a rumor –
about me. In the summer of 2006, Etienne and I arrived in Belfast on July 5th, and I soon began
volunteering with a “summer scheme,” as the day camp was called locally, for children in
Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road. The summer scheme was organized by the community
house. I saw it as an opportunity to begin to introduce myself to the staff and some residents of
the neighborhood while also following another basic anthropological concept – reciprocity,
giving something back – by playing games and helping to supervise kids on field trips to the
beach and play centers. I dipped my toes into the water of this “community” and found people
welcoming, kind, curious about my research and willing to talk to me.
At the end of the summer scheme, there was a party at the community house to celebrate
a successful close to the summer. This party was just for the adult volunteers and staff of the
community house, most of whom I had only recently met and some of whom I did not yet know
at all. Etienne and I went – I introduced him to Claire and Zach, with whom I’d become
acquainted through the summer scheme and who I would come to know better as neighborhood
workers as my fieldwork continued. Etienne and I enjoyed the party, dancing to “Time of My
Life” from Dirty Dancing and listening to people perform karaoke, like Robbie Williams’ hit,
“Angels.” We drank some wine, chatted with people about where we were from, and left the
party to stroll home on this summer night.
Unbeknownst to me, I had become a focus of the rumor that was circulating. The story
went like this: I had brought a man to the end of summer party. I was married. But the guy I
brought wasn’t my husband. We had danced, held hands, and left the party together, raising
some eyebrows. The stranger at the party? Of course, that was Etienne. I only discovered the
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rumor because a woman, a local born and raised in Ballynafeigh, stopped by the community
house kitchen some weeks later while I was chopping vegetables for soup I prepared for older
people twice a month. Leaning in the doorway, she casually asked me about my husband. I said,
not knowing there was a rumor about me, that he was living up the road with me and that he
had attended the end of summer party. She probably met him there, I said. She was surprised to
learn that my husband was the man at the party. It was then that the rumor of this mystery man
was revealed to me and the rumor of infidelity – which indeed might have affected the trust I
was still trying to build – seemed to evaporate. Or maybe it was just “filed away,” as Zach
describes below.
My small experience with rumor showed me that it was operative and could take on a life
of its own. Thinking about Zach and Rob, it seemed that both locals and newcomers could be
affected by rumor. I wrote in my fieldnotes at the time that I would pay closer attention to rumor
and try to keep track of those I heard. Listening again to my interviews in 2018 and reading my
fieldnotes, I realized again just how prevalent rumors were. And far from just being gossipy
stories told by busy-bodies – as rumor is sometimes depicted – that they were intimately
connected to the post-conflict context: to fear, to paranoia, and to trust. There’s no such thing, I
learned, as “just a rumor.”

***
Violence is usually popularly understood as spectacular, horrific, unthinkable. Belfast
has seen more than its share of this type of acute violence. Bombings, murders, “rompering”61,
tar-and-feathering, riots, punishment beatings. And yet, in the narratives of the people I spoke

“Rompering” means taking a victim to “a club, lock-up garage, or a disused house” where a group of people torture
and murder the victim. Martin Dillon (1990, 1999) describes the use of rompering first by the Red Hand Commandos,
a loyalist paramilitary closely linked to the UVF, and later by the Shankill Butchers, a loyalist sectarian murder gang
that included members of the Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF). The torture and eventual murders were often sadistic,
gruesome, and lengthy, and a number of books have focused on those who committed these murders (Dillon 1999).
Explicit descriptions of torture and violence are a frequent trope in widely read non-fiction books about the Troubles.
61
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to in Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road in 2006–2007, what struck me most were not their
experiences of spectacular or shocking violence, though there were narratives of this, too, but
the fear and, at times, paranoia62 they had experienced. This fear and paranoia were part of the
ordinary, everyday violence that had emanated from an atmosphere of suspicion, where trust –
if it existed at all – could be easily broken and much less easily repaired.
Numerous people narrated to me their fears, including fears they experienced in the
past, whether during the Blitz or the Troubles, and fears they were experiencing at the time of
our conversations. Their histories centered around several constellations of fear: firstly, the fear
of rumor. Rumor was a powerful force that could further break down delicate social
relationships; secondly, and often related to the fear of rumor, was the fear of acute, physical
violence to themselves or a loved one. In this chapter, I argue that these fears were themselves
forms of violence that people experienced in their everyday lives, and that these forms of
violence were often just beneath the surface, in the shadow of more obvious forms of violence,
unaddressed and pervasive.
In addition, there were two other constellations of fear, which I will explore in the
following chapters: there were fears of loss, including the fear of losing one of Belfast’s few
“shared neighborhoods”; rumors around the loss of affordable housing or the disappearance of
certain people and places; fears of losing one’s traditions; and fears of what others see as their
traditions. In Chapter 5, I will explore how fear impacted trust for residents, neighborhood
workers and police, as well as researchers.

At least one person with whom I spoke, Jacob, used the word “paranoia” alongside fear. Other people tended to use
fear and thus that is the primary emotion I will consider, though I will analyze whether there is any useful distinction
to be made between fear and paranoia. Like Jacob, I deem my own reaction described at the end of this chapter as
both fear and paranoia.
62
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Violence
Anthropologists and other social scientists have studied violence extensively in both its
most blatant forms, during and in the aftermath of conflicts, wars, and acute violence (Taussig
1987; Nordstrom 1992, 1996, 2004; Taylor 1994; Keppley Mahmood 1996; Das 2006) as well as
less apparent forms of violence such as structural violence, including poverty, exclusion,
institutionalized racism, and other forms of inequality (Farmer 1992; Bourgois 1995; Bornstein
2002; Das 2015). There are, in addition, several edited volumes on these topics (ScheperHughes and Bourgois 2003; Waterston 2008). Social Suffering (1997), edited by Arthur
Kleinmean, Veena Das, and Margaret Lock, and Violence and Subjectivity (2000), edited by
Veena Das, Arthur Kleinman, Mamphela Ramphele, and Pamela Reynolds, were two volumes
that delved into “mundane” violence that may be taken for granted as a condition of life by those
who experience it:
Rather than view violence, then, simply as a set of discrete events, which quite obviously
it can also be, the perspective I am advancing seeks to unearth those entrenched
processes of ordering the social world and making (or realizing) culture that themselves
are forms of violence: violence that is multiple, mundane, and perhaps all the more
fundamental because it is hidden or secret violence out of which images of people are
shaped, experiences of groups are coerced, and agency itself is engendered. (Kleinman
2000, 238–239)
The study of violence in both its explicit and implicit forms is not new to Northern
Ireland. In fact, it has become the dominant focus in much research, which was noted as far
back as the early 1990s (Curtin et al. 1993). Rosemary Harris’s 1972 ethnography of a border
town focused on how Protestants and Catholics in rural areas managed to live relatively
peacefully. In the 1980s and 1990s there was a shift towards urban-based research that
eschewed this emphasis on harmony in favor of projects on perceptions of paramilitaries (Sluka
1989); violence, the body, space and paramilitary members (Feldman 1991); the narratives of
nationalist women (Aretxaga 1997); Protestant Orange parades (Jarman 1997; Bryan 2000a);
and the problematics of memory, history, and division (Kelleher 2003). Anthropologists have
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also increasingly turned their attention towards policy (Donnan and McFarlane 1989; Jarman
2005; Bryan 2005; Roche 2006). This body of work in Northern Ireland both reflects and
contributes to the movement in anthropology to address violence. Anthropologists have
analyzed armed violence by state and non-state actors (Daniel 1996; Nordstrom 2004), as well
as ‘everyday,’ invisible, normalized and mis-recognized forms of violence and social suffering,
such as hunger, drugs, and fear (Scheper-Hughes 1993; Bourgois 1995; Farmer 2003; Das et al.
2001). The theorists of “everyday,” normalized violence are essential to this analysis as they
emphasize the less obvious, though nonetheless harmful, forms of indirect violence, such as fear
in Northern Ireland (Shirlow 2000, 2003; Lysaght 2005). A recent analysis (McCormack 2017)
uses the concept of “silence” as a way of exploring fear in the context of Catholic identity,
arguing that “silence is a culturally learned strategy through which fear, experienced socially,”
finding that “violence is manifested both symbolically and physically, penetrates the ordinary”
(1).
The violence of division most clearly affects those who live in the segregated interface
areas – zones where walls, fences or empty lots have been created, ostensibly to prevent violence
between closely neighbouring Protestant and Catholic residents. Social researchers as well as
practitioners and activists have focused on interface areas and the overarching issue of
segregation (Boal 1970; Darby and Morris 1974; Belfast Interface Project 1998; Murtagh and
Shirlow 2006). Yet “segregation, polarisation and social division are endemic to Northern Irish
society, rather than being confined to one relatively small section of it” (Jarman 2004, 11). For
this reason, it is crucial that researchers not only turn their attention towards clear instances of
suffering and violence, but that they also examine life in areas where fear, suffering and
socioeconomic deprivation are less apparent, though hardly non-existent. In my ethnographic
research among residents living in Ballynafeigh/the upper Ormeau Road, I have sought to write
in a way that addresses the lived experience of normalized violence, particularly fear. In doing
so, a more complete picture of the ways in which “segregation, polarisation, and social division”
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(Jarman 2004) have been insinuated into daily life in Northern Ireland can become apparent
alongside the ways in which residents challenge these divisions as several authors have already
revealed in their research on senior citizens’ socio-geographic boundary-crossing relationships
(Shirlow 2003) and young women’s friendships (McGrellis 2005).
As part of the “layers” of war and conflict (Fofana Ibrahim and Shepler 2011), histories of
fear were prominent in my fieldwork. Pettigrew and Adhikari (2009, 403-404) note that
“[a]lthough the ethnography of political violence has received considerable attention over the
last decade, the study of conflict-related fear has received relatively limited consideration (for
exceptions see Green 1995; Lysaght 2005; Skidmore 2004; Suarez-Orozco 1992).” In their
article, “Fear and everyday life in rural Nepal” (2009, 404), Pettigrew and Adhikari argue that,
as with any emotion, one cannot take the definition of “fear,” or the causes of it, for granted:
“fear is always contextually situated, differently experienced through time and related to
personal circumstances.” They also emphasise that fear was transitory: “[f]ear is not permanent
in communities that have experienced conflict. It is strongly tied to the social world and social
expectations. For those individuals who felt that the social world became more predictable and
who felt that they had agency, fear subsided after the conflict. For people who continued to feel
that social relations remained extremely unpredictable and the political situation gloomy, some
degree of fear remained” (405). In their work, they found that coping strategies in this Nepalese
village allowed most people to recover from “the impact of chronic fear . . . and recreate their life
patterns,” even if some degree of suspicion and mistrust continued to exist (2009, 420).
In the context of post-Franco Spain, Gavin Smith writes about histories of fear, drawing
on Raymond Williams to describe a “structure of fear.” As in Belfast, the dividing line between
the time of war and the supposed democratic peace that followed were not well-defined. He
noted an awkward silence that occurred in his fieldwork with older people in one village as they
discussed their lives during the Franco period, including their jokes about being arrested again.
He notes that in 2006, a journalist wrote in El País, “The [Civil] War continues, and its
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conclusion is uncertain,” and he found this still to have some truth based on his fieldwork
(Smith 2009, 280). For the older people he spoke to, he wondered whether their fear had never
fully dissipated.

Emotion
Before going further, however, I have to ask: what exactly is fear, and how does it relate
to history? If, as Pettigrew and Adhikari note, “fear is always contextually situated, differently
experienced through time and related to personal circumstances,” then I am writing about fear
in a particular context. For those fears described as “in the past” – such as the story below of
Sean and Bette living as a mixed couple in a primarily Protestant public housing estate, or the
past experiences of neighborhood workers Zach and Rob – they have to be looked at as fears
that were being recounted to me in 2006–2007, which are now seen through the lense of my
writing nearly a decade later. For those fears that were recounted as “present” fears – such as
Patrick’s fear of being mugged by young people near the cash machine and off-license – those
are still being described with a certain passage of time. The context of these fears and their
description would shift over time and should not be seen as fixed, but rather as emotions that
were continually reinterpreted in light of present conditions. Nevertheless, these narrations of
fear are themselves histories, and despite possibly appearing “insignificant,” they are important
for understanding normalized violence in the context of conflict.
Emotion has been an explicit topic of interest for anthropologists since at least the 1980s
(Rosaldo 1980; Levy 1983; Lutz and White 1986; Rosaldo 1989; Abu-Lughod and Lutz 1990;
Jackson 1989; Leavitt 1996), though Jean Briggs’ Never in Anger (1970) is the predecessor of
this work in many ways (Beatty 2010). Other ethnographies have also described emotions,
including the ethnographer’s own, such as Number Our Days, which I read in my Anthropology
101 course and remains one of my favorite ethnographies, especially the conversations she had
with her friend Shmuel (Myerhoff 1980). Scholars have continued to press forward with the
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study of emotions, questioning some of the initial approaches to emotion via narrative while still
finding it valuable (Beatty 2010). Likewise, attention to the senses have played a significant role
in anthropology, especially in the late 1980s and early 1990s when anthropologists began to pay
more explicit attention to the senses in their ethnographic and theoretical work (Jackson 1989;
Stoller 1989; Csordas 1994; Classen 1997). Several social scientists have paid attention to sound
in particular (Tacchi 2003; Collins 2007; Pink 2009).
In Emotions, Senses, Spaces: Ethnographic Engagements and Intersections (Hemer
and Dundon 2016, 5), the editors note that “the contributors aim to ‘retrieve’ emotion and the
interplay of the senses ‘from the methodological margins of fieldwork’ (Davies 2010, 1) and to
explore how the evocation and experience of the emotional and the sensual informs the
production and embodiment of anthropological knowledge.” They note that Beatty (2014, 546)
has called for emotion to be “given its due” and to “restore the heartbeat to ethnography.” Their
attention to the links between emotions and the senses resonates with the themes and concerns
that have emerged from my ethnographic research. These themes of course link back to others
who have worked on the senses as well as those who were the avant garde of embodiment
(Murphy 1988; Csordas 1990; Desjarlais 1992; Stoller 1995; Desjarlais and Throop 2011). Goody
(2002) proposed extending the definition of the five Aristotelian senses to includes senses of
humor or a sense of duty. However, for my purposes I will primarily refer to the Aristotelian
senses since these are the sensations people commonly referred to during my fieldwork.
However, even while I limit myself in some ways, I would like to emphasize the fundamental
connection between the senses and our bodies as this is important for my discussion of fear and
healing. Emotions and the senses are not just connected, they are at times overlapping or even
fused and sometimes impossible to distinguish. If we are going to broaden the definition of the
senses, thinking about the interplay between and merging of physical sensation and “the range
of sentiments surging within us,” as Goody (2002) suggests, seems a productive direction.
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In terms of emotion and distinctions that have been made between “emotion” and
“affect,” in their essay on affect and evocative ethnography, Ian Skoggard and Alisse Waterston
(2015) note the more recent turn toward affect in anthropology, though they express reticence
about affect’s supposed divergence from studies of emotion: “Analiese Richard and Daromir
Rudnyckyj argue that the study of ‘affect’ diverges from anthropological work on emotion (2009,
61). For them ‘affect suggests relations practiced between individuals rather than experiences
borne by sole individuals’ (2009, 61), purportedly the purview of ‘emotion,’ a distinction we are
not convinced is significant” (Skoggard and Waterston 2015, 112). On the other hand, Daniel
White wrote a passionate, if not entirely persuasive, defense of the study of affect, arguing that
there is an “affect-emotion gap” that is productive (2017). Emily Martin (2013), however, wrote
a thorough critique of affect theory that White acknowledges, in which she argues that “affect
theorists depict the social as stopping well before we get down to the bottom. Language,
meaning, and cognition are separated from ‘the affects’ by a ‘gap’” (154). I agree that the
conception of a “gap” between emotion and affect is problematic. It suggests there is something
“deeper,” or more authentic, or more accurate than the social expression of emotion, if only we
could find it. In relation to Richard and Rudnyckyj, who make a different sort of distinction
between affect and emotion, I disagree with their distinction. Emotion also “suggests relations
practiced between individuals” because emotion and its expression, or lack thereof, is also
fundamentally social. In the case of the people I spoke with, their emotions were being
expressed (or not) in a specific social context. Following Skoggard and Waterston as well as
Martin, I will not rely on a distinction between emotion and affect because, while it may be
productive in others’ work, this distinction is not helpful to understanding the histories that
people told me. Additionally, I find it useful that emotion has a longer history in anthropology
and a significant degree of breadth and flexibility as a concept.
Critically for my research, Skoggard and Waterston are concerned that a focus on affect
“will become an end in itself, moving us away from identifying and examining those powerful
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forces that set the conditions for making some forms of affect possible and others less likely or
impossible. We believe this is what McElhinny means by the ‘intertwined and continuing gaps in
the literature . . . noted early on by Lutz and White (1986), Abu‐Lughod and Lutz (1990), and
Besnier (1990) in calling for more historical approaches . . . and further studies on hegemony,
emotion, and social structure’ (McElhinny 2010, 312).”63 It is for this reason that I find it critical
to situate the emotion of fear – and the rumors that often accompanied descriptions of fear – as
histories in a specific context. These histories, in turn, help to shed light on shifts that were also
occurring in relation to fear. I view fear as a historically situated emotion and will contribute to
“evocative ethnography” which “make[s] room for, and hold[s] onto, feelings and affect in its
description and explanation” (Skoggard and Waterston 2015). By bringing emotion –
specifically, fear – into the discussion of conflict and post-conflict experiences of residents in
one area Belfast, it allows me to navigate and situate rumors and to describe how fear itself was
a form of violence.

Synesthesia: A metaphor for fear and healing
Taste and see that the Lord is good; blessed is the man who takes refuge in him.
Fear the Lord, you his saints, for those who fear him lack nothing.
The lions may grow weak and hungry, but those who seek the Lord lack no good thing.
Come, my children, listen to me; I will teach you the fear of the Lord.
Whoever of you loves life and desires to see many good days,
keep your tongue from evil and your lips from speaking lies.
Turn from evil and do good; seek peace and pursue it.
The eyes of the Lord are on the righteous and his ears are attentive to their cry;
the face of the Lord is against those who do evil, to cut off the memory of them from the earth.
The righteous cry out, and the Lord hears them; he delivers them from all their troubles.
– Psalm 34:8–17 (New International Version)
I am aware that many people see religion or even references to religious texts as divisive
because they have been misused in the service of violence and division. Though, as I have

Although McElhinny uses the term “affect,” she notes that she is treating affect as a “keyword” (Williams 1976) and
a “structure of feeling” (Williams 1977). She focuses on “more fully historical approaches” rather than distinctions
between emotion and affect (McElhinney 2010, 310).
63
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explained, “Protestant” and “Catholic” refer primarily to ethnicity, and though they are phrased
in the language of religion, I am sensitive to the fact that many people are agnostic, atheist, or
follow any one of the many world religions, and a quotation from the Torah / Bible might be offputting at first. However, I want to explain two different types of fear and what this distinction
might be able to help us understand about fear, a strong undertow in this and the following two
chapters. I want to bring your attention to the importance of the references to the senses in this
poem, which you can see as purely a beautiful text or as a religious text. It is your choice.
We begin with verse 8, “taste and see that the Lord is good.” The poet’s call to mix taste
with sight is an urging to metaphorical synesthesia, which in this case results in blessing and
refuge. This call is followed by verse 9, “Fear the Lord, you his saints, for those who fear him
lack nothing.” Fear in this context is completely different from the fear I will discuss throughout
this dissertation. In some translations, “fear” becomes “reverence.” In fact, this form of “fear” is
more comparable to being awestruck, the experience of a profound sense of wonder. This word
for fear in Biblical Hebrew64 is yirah ()יראה, in the noun form, which comes from yarah, a verb.
The root of these words is yara ()ירא, which means “flowing of the gut” (Benner 2008). I find
the connection between the body – the gut – and fear notable as the senses and physicality
permeate the stories that will follow in this dissertation.
Returning to the Psalm, our human bodies enter into poem again when we are instructed
to “listen” and to “keep your tongues from evil and your lips from speaking lies.” Even if “lions
may grow weak and hungry,” the reverence for God will prevent spiritual hunger. The poet urges
us to “turn from evil and do good; seek peace and pursue it.” Next, the Lord’s senses become the
focus: the Lord’s eyes see the righteous, his ears “are attentive.” In the final line above, “The
righteous cry out, and the Lord hears them” and “delivers them from all their troubles.”

Thank you to Etienne Depret, who studied Biblical Hebrew in Paris and holds a Master’s degree in Theology, for
helping me delve into Biblical Hebrew and the two forms of fear described in this section.
64
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In this chapter and those that follow, you will witness the pervasiveness of the other type
of fear, pahhad ( )פחדthat diverges from yirah or fear as awe, a “flowing of the gut.” Pahhad is
similar to yirah in the sense that it, too, is embodied: pahhad meaning “shaking” or “to shake.”
This meaning was used in Job, for example, the story in which one man lost everything he loved:
“Fear (pahhad – noun) came upon me, and trembling, and caused all my bones
to shake (pahhad – verb) (Benner 2008; Job 4:14). You will witness the ways in which this type
of fear is a form of waiting, a form of anticipation. Fear is the knock on the door that turns out to
be an elderly neighbor, though your weapon remained hidden behind the door. It is the
compulsive cleaning of your home while you wait for your husband to return from his evening of
taxi driving. It is the thirty years of preparation for a wake. It is preparing a spotless home for
the police who might come to announce his death. It is the sensation of knowing you are being
watched but not knowing exactly by whom or for what purpose. It is the rumor that envelops
you like fog. It is those men who beckon you to come closer. It is the sign, the detailed map, that
somehow warns you that it isn’t safe. It is running through the streets of south Belfast tripping
on acid.
By delving into this Psalm and these two meanings of fear – both a “flowing of the gut”,
best understood as awe, and “shaking,” best understood as that more familiar negative
anticipation – I am suggesting fear (the kind that makes us shake) and healing (fear as awe) are
both necessary for understanding the historical experiences of people in Ballynafeigh in 2006–
2007. My committee encouraged me to push further and to think about the senses, about
embodiment in relation to fear. Their comments made me reflect on the ways in which
synesthesia is woven throughout this dissertation, particularly in relation to experiences of fear
and healing. Synesthesia “is a perceptual phenomenon in which stimulation of one sensory or
cognitive pathway leads to automatic, involuntary experiences in a second sensory or cognitive
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pathway.”65 Colors have tastes; tastes have sounds; sounds have textures. “Synesthesia is
defined as a cross-firing in the nervous system” (Goode 2010). Synesthesia is a metaphor for
fear.
Why is synesthesia appropriate for thinking about fear? Fear is profoundly jarring and
rarely stays within boundaries. It causes bodily sensations that are confusing and that may occur
at moments that are otherwise ordinary and uneventful. Why is my heart racing now? What am
I afraid of? Why do I want to run away? Why do I need to lock the door and check it once again?
Why am I afraid now, and not then? Part of the challenge of fear is how pervasive it becomes,
how uncentered. It is not always clear who or what one should fear. Because, as I’ll discuss in the
next chapters, trust becomes perverted, dislocated. Trust exists, and yet it is constantly having to
withstand fear’s assaults, fear’s doubts. Trust and fear, almost like two senses, become confused.
That is why the dividing line between paranoia and fear, likewise, becomes unclear in situations
of long-term violence. Paranoia is typically defined as an aspect of various psychological
disorders, and is frequently associated with a break from reality, whereas fear is seen as an
emotion that is a response to something that causes fear in reality. In a situation of prolonged
violence, what is and isn’t real becomes a life-threatening problem. Fear and paranoia merge.
“Paranoia” actually becomes rational in situations of violence as it can aid with self-protection.
Better to be on the safe side, one’s fear / paranoia might say.
Fear / paranoia may be indistinguishable in situations in which non-combatants are
attacked under ordinary circumstances, in ordinary places, such as in bakeries, bars,
restaurants, ice cream shops, and bookies. When it is unclear what or whom one should fear, or
which location is safe or dangerous, paranoia can become a default state – perhaps akin to an
ever-present app running silently in the background. Paranoia might afford a degree of
protection, even as it causes harm to the person experiencing it and potentially others who may

Wikipedia, s.v. “Synesthesia,” accessed 2019,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Synesthesia&oldid=887968572.
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be trustworthy but become the objects of mistrust. In this atmosphere, the question of what was
and was not real – and therefore the line between fear and paranoia – was not clear and, as I
will discuss, only now some seemingly outlandish rumors and “conspiracy theories” have been
revealed as true, even while many remain hazy.
Returning to synesthesia as a metaphor for fear and healing, in a fascinating Master’s
dissertation on synesthesia, Lynn K. Goode found that synesthesia, depression, and trauma are
often linked (2010: 37). While Goode’s work focuses on people with synesthesia as a
“neurological phenomenon,” this finding about its frequent links to depression and trauma
melds well with my use of synesthesia as a metaphor for fear and the ways in which fear and
trauma impact one’s senses, while healing requires connecting with those very senses.
Fear can confuse the senses. Fear can overwhelm what one sees, hears, touches, tastes,
or smells. Fear can course through the entire body and submerge a person. The confusion
caused by fear can lead to more fear: what sensations can be trusted? In a 2014 study, two
psychologists found that in contrast to previous assumptions, fear can decrease – rather than
increase, as has been assumed – sensory perception:
A burgeoning literature attests to the impact of emotions on visual perception. Much less
attention has been given to the effects of emotions on other sensory modalities. The
current investigation focused on the sense of touch, which is central to development,
communication, and many aspects of social life. The results revealed that although
persons expect fear to increase tactile sensitivity, experimental inductions of fear states
reduce tactile sensitivity. These findings pave the way for additional research on the
impact of emotional states on sensory perception. (Kelley and Schmeichel 2014)
Their study suggests that fear may dull the senses rather than heighten them. In their study,
touch becomes a less acute sensation, perhaps as a way of allowing one to manage sensory
overwhelm, though this remains unclear. In Milkman, Anna Burns talks about the way sight was
dulled during the Troubles:
As for the environment, that, too, would object, backing up the pessimism of its people,
which was what happened where I lived where the whole place always seemed to be in
the dark. It was as if the electric lights were turned off, always turned off, even though
dusk was over so they should have been turned on yet nobody was turning them on and
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nobody noticed either, they weren’t on. All this too, seemed normality which meant then,
that part of normality here was this constant, unacknowledged struggle to see. I knew
even as a child – maybe because I was a child – that this wasn’t really physical; knew the
impression of a pall, of some distorted quality to the light had to do with the political
problems, with the hurts that had come, the troubles that had been built, with the loss of
hope and absence of trust and with a mental incapacitation over which nobody seemed
willing or able to prevail. (2018: 89–90)
This passage speaks about “this constant, unacknowledged struggle to see” and the ways in
which this was linked to the “loss of hope” and “absence of trust.” It is through this juncture of
emotion and the senses that I will think through the histories of fear in Chapter 3 as well as loss
and trust in Chapters 4 and 5.
Though fear impacts the senses, possibly dulling them if the findings of this study are to
be believed, synesthesia is a powerful metaphor for healing as well. The importance of the body,
movement, and the senses is well-researched in the context of trauma, for example. The
importance of the body in healing from trauma is apparent in The Body Keeps Score: Brain,
Mind, and Body in the Healing of Trauma, in which the author explores “the extreme
disconnection from the body that so many people with histories of trauma and neglect
experience” (van der Kolk 2014, 89). He defines trauma as “NOT the story of what happened a
long time ago; trauma is residue that’s living inside of you now; trauma lives inside of you in
horrible sensations, panic reactions, uptightness, explosions, and impulses. . . . The body is
where the panic is—the fear and the rage. But you need to get to know your rage and your fear
and to learn to take care of it” (van der Kolk quoted in Melaragno 2018). Because the body
carries “the fear and the rage,” it is central to healing trauma in his view.
While fear may dull the senses or otherwise impact them, van der Kolk notes that healing
often demands a physical connection with one’s own body and senses. Think of laughter, which
can be profoundly healing. Think of the way it radiates through your body. Is laughter
something you hear, or see, or taste, or touch, or smell? In a way, it can be all of the above.
Think about a smile creeping across your face, the way it develops often even if you try to control
it. Think now of a smile on someone else’s face and how that might make you smile, especially if
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they unsuccessfully try to control it. Just like war “breaks out,” laughter or a smile can also break
out.
When you arrive at Chapters 6 and 7, you’ll notice the ways in which the senses interplay
in the ways people are attempting to heal themselves. You’ll see my friends dancing at the
Seville, the way they teased one another across the room, felt the whiskey burn their throats, or
smelled and tasted the birthday cake and trifle. You’ll read about the meal of chicken tikka
masala and chocolate cake that Mike, Hugh, Luke, and I shared one evening. The smell of smoke
and beer and spices intermingling. The music vibrating in the air alongside the smells. Attention
to the senses opens avenues for understanding agency – ordinary people’s power, the power that
exists in our own bodies and senses: “Thus, we might take seriously the observation that agency
is a question of learning how to make do, and generate real effects, with that which is at hand. In
this case attention to sound has revealed much that is new, hopeful, and even agentive in
Pelourinho residents’ approach to everyday practices” (Collins 2007, 403).
A question underlying this dissertation is whether the fear that people have experienced
was being transformed. I will explore fear – and its relation to loss and trust – from the present
chapter until chapter 5. In chapters 6 and 7, I will explore to what extent this fear was being
transformed from pahhad , shaking, into yirah, awe and transcendence.

Constellations of Fear
Word of Mouth: Fear of Rumor
As folklorists, anthropologists, and other researchers have noted over the past halfcentury, rumors often “spring from reality” and “have an air of plausibility” (Mullen 1972, 98).
Tomatsu Shibutani’s Improvised News (1966) remains an influential text on rumor (Miller
2005). Anthropologists and other social scientists working in violent contexts have traced the
ways in which rumor and violence merge or overlap (Dudai 2012; Das 1998, 2006; Guha 1983;
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Bhabha 1994; Pandey 2002). In Northern Ireland, some have argued that there are long-term
effects on society from the use of informers that has resulted in a “culture of suspicion”
continuing to exist (Cohen and Dudai 2005; Dudai 2012). In his review, Dudai notes that other
scholars have seen rumors as “an important source for understanding political conflict and
violence, especially in times of uncertainties and political transitions” (Dudai 2012; Fujii 2010).
Moreover, Dudai notes that “rumours both reflect and reproduce political violence and conflict,
and are an important vehicle through which protagonists in a conflict interact (Kirsch 2002,
57)” (Dudai 2011).
In Veena Das’ work on violent events in Indian history, specifically Partition and the
1984 assassination of Indira Gandhi, she illustrates how these events became woven into
ordinary life. Das argues that “rumor occupies a region of language with the potential to make us
experience events, not simply by pointing to them as to something external, but rather by
producing them in the very act of telling” (Das 2006, 108). She states that “the language and the
event constituted each other.” She notes that rumors are “conceived to spread” and “language
becomes communicable, infectious, causing things to happen almost as if they had happened in
nature.” She argues that, in these situations, rumors are not only a mode of communication but,
more potently, a form of force. In this case, rumors do not only “reflect and reproduce political
violence and conflict” but can generate force and violence themselves. For my purposes, I want
to distinguish between the fact that rumors actually generate force and acute violence and the
fact that they hold this possibility, creating pervasive uncertainty and fear – themselves forms of
violence. In my research, it was sometimes the fear of a potential rumor – instead of an actual
rumor – that affected people the most.
In Northern Ireland, anthropologist Richard Jenkins has written a fascinating tome
about rumors regarding black magic and Satanic rituals that circulated in Belfast between 1972–
1974, which he researched off and on for forty years. He argues that these rumors not only
“sprang from reality” or had an “air of plausibility” (Mullen 1972, 98), but that they were in fact
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partially crafted by British intelligence and inserted in newspapers to scare people and
encourage them to stay home instead of rioting. These rumors were concocted and spread well
before social media or texting. At the same time, these rumors were also adapted, investigated,
and re-formed by children and others (Jenkins 2014). In an interview with Colin Wallace, a
former British military intelligence and information officer from Northern Ireland who was
intimately involved in dis- and misinformation campaigns, Jenkins explores the different forms
rumor took during the Troubles. These rumors, along with many others that “sprang from
reality,” contributed to an atmosphere of secrecy, paranoia and fear that became the new normal
during Northern Ireland’s conflict.
Rumors were operative throughout the Troubles. The British military both spread them
and took advantage of them, as did paramilitaries. The case of Jean McConville shows how
deadly it could be to become the subject of a rumor.66 Jean McConville was a woman in a mixed
marriage – a Protestant mother of ten who married a Catholic man and continued to live in
Catholic West Belfast’s Divis Flats after becoming a widow. She was abducted and murdered by
the IRA67 – becoming one of the “disappeared” – primarily based on rumors that she
sympathised with the British military. Various stories circulated, including that she had helped a
British soldier who was wounded, and that the IRA found a radio transmitter in her flat. The
location of her body was kept a secret for decades until one day, a man walking his dog after a
storm discovered her remains on Shellinghill Beach in County Louth. A police ombudsman
found no evidence for the rumors that she was an informant and also found that the Royal
Ulster Constabulary (RUC, the police) did not begin to properly investigate her disappearance
until 1995. Patrick Radden Keefe’s recent book Say Nothing explores the story of Jean
McConville and her children in greater depth (2019). Jean McConville’s murder made evident
how dangerous it could be to be in a mixed relationship while living in a largely “single identity

Wikipedia, s.v. “Murder of Jean McConville,” accessed 2018,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Murder_of_Jean_McConville&oldid=870378285.
67 Refers to the Provisional IRA
66
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community” in Belfast, which partly explains why Ballynafeigh / the Ormeau Road became a
refuge for mixed couples who feared living in other areas of the city.
The BBC/RTÉ documentary “The Disappeared” (2013) further reveals just how deadly
rumors were during the Troubles. Rumors were active in every case of a disappeared person,
including several people who were found to have no involvement whatsoever in the Troubles.
One man, Charles Armstrong, a 57-year-old father of five from Crossmaglen was apparently
murdered (according to his daughter) simply because he might have seen something that he
wasn’t supposed to (Independent.ie 2014). The IRA did not include him among the disappeared
in their 1999 list, though an IRA member later contacted journalist Suzanne Breen and
confirmed that he was disappeared by the IRA.68 The fact of being murdered – in the cases of
Jean McConville and Charles Armstrong – simply for having been rumored to have done
something or to have been somewhere recalls again the quote from Anna Burns’ novel Milkman:
“What’s that mean - been seen? Who’s been seein’ me?” (2018: 4) and the potentially
devastating result of seeing or being seen. Recall Burns’ narrator’s discussion of the “struggle to
see” and the ways in which it links to the “loss of hope” and “absence of trust” (89). One could
“be seen” and yet one could “struggle to see.” The other person might also “struggle to see.”
These dulled senses were intimately linked to fear and the miscommunication and
misunderstandings that could arise from these dulled senses.
There was still another layer of rumor: after vanishing Jean McConville and others, the
IRA then spread rumors that she had been seen. These rumors were used “systematically” by
paramilitaries to cover up abductions and murders: “the rumor mill would have been started
systematically” when a person was disappeared. IRA members and supporters would “report
having seen such and such a person,” which would allow them to say that the disappeared
person had simply abandoned their life in Northern Ireland and started a new life elsewhere

Wikipedia, s.v. “Charles Armstrong (Northern Ireland),” accessed 2018,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Charles_Armstrong_(Northern_Ireland)&oldid=861337559.
68
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(“The Disappeared” 2013). There were sufficient rumors generated by the IRA and its
supporters that family members were continually scrambling to follow up on all the supposed
sightings of their loved ones, often across Ireland and the UK (Millar 2013).

Neighborhood Workers
You found yourself standing on a street corner, talking to people, and then suddenly, you’d see
someone watching you, and you go ‘shit.’
– Zach
Rumors had deadly consequences during the Troubles. But as mentioned, I will focus
less on the cases of physical violence and murder; instead, I will center my attention on the
quotidian experience of fear. What concerns me is less the truth in the rumor – though that is
something that I will explore as well – but rather the way that rumor intersected with fear,
anxieties, and trust in ordinary lives and work in a post-conflict context. I found that rumor in
Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road operated in multiple ways. Though rumors are often
fundamentally about language and the power of words to bring about action and create events,
as Das argues – which is evident in the cases of the disappeared, for example – the fear of
possible rumors, the concern that one might have been seen with someone or observed doing
something is palpable as well. I argue that the experience of fear was itself a form of violence.
The fear of rumors, the atmosphere of suspicion, and lack of trust were just as critical as the
actual rumor itself to people’s experience of violence – defined not only as acute physical
violence but as persistent worry, suspicion, and fear, closer to a low-grade fever than a knife
wound. Underlying rumors, in almost all the cases I kept track of in my notes and interviews,
were fears. Rumors generated, and were also generated by, fear and suspicion.
In the work of a small group of neighborhood / community workers whom I came to
know, these concerns were evident. In their work prior to 2007, particularly in the 1990s and
early 2000s, they noted a feeling of being watched while they navigated thorny negotiations
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about Orange Order and Apprentice Boys marches in the area. On the Ormeau Road, there was a
widely acknowledged interface, the Ormeau Bridge, which was still known in 2007 as a place
where violence could erupt. It had been a flashpoint for multiple riots and was a particularly
contentious site during the time of the marches.
In a conversation with Zach and his colleague Rob, both neighborhood workers,69 I
wanted to better understand what types of fear they’ve dealt with, and the rumor effects
emerged multiple times in our conversations. They had both worked for the community house
for over a decade, but until 2007, they had been treated with suspicion even though they both
lived locally and Rob was originally from Ballynafeigh. Though they both had their own personal
views on Northern Ireland, nationalism, and unionism, in their work, they were neutral arbiters
and refused to take sides. They advocated for local people in general. This area had definite
paramilitary influence via the UDA, though as Mike, Hugh, and Luke emphasised to me, “it
wasn’t a grip . . . but it was there.”
In 2007, there were people, particularly some working-class Protestants, who trusted
paramilitary organizations or certain politicians much more than the police and would have
gone to them for advice on accessing resources or to resolve issues or disputes. At that particular
moment, though, the South Belfast Brigade of the UDA was moving away from violence – at
least explicitly – and towards the ballot box under the leadership of Jackie McDonald, seen as
one of the more reasonable people in loyalism who, controversially for some other UDA leaders,
had fostered relationships with leaders in the Republic of Ireland, including Martin McAleese,
husband of then-President Mary McAleese (McGarry 2010). At the same time as power-sharing
began and this part of the UDA was shifting toward politics as its primary means of influence,
doors were opening in Ballynafeigh, allowing them to arrange meetings with paramilitary

I use the term “neighborhood worker” to avoid “community worker.” This was both an explicit shift in the language
of the community house – towards neighborhood rather than community – during my fieldwork, which I discussed
with them. Its usage is also a personal choice to avoid confusion. As noted, “community worker” is sometimes a
euphemism for paramilitary members.
69
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leaders from both loyalism and republicanism about neighborhood issues, like physical violence
near the Ormeau Bridge. These shifts meant that the neighborhood workers at the community
house were no longer viewed as interlopers but increasingly as a trusted part of the solution to
various neighborhood disputes that sometimes took on a sectarian character.70 At the same
time, Zach and Rob had lived and worked in this area prior to these shifts, and they recalled the
fear that they felt, fear that was connected to the heavy atmosphere of suspicion and mistrust in
Northern Ireland. It is worth noting that our conversation began in a slightly open space where
we might have been overheard, and we quickly moved to another space with a door that closed.
There was still fear not only of being seen, but being heard, too.
On the shift circa 2007 towards acceptance of their work and the confirmation that
loyalists and at least some republicans trusted their organization for the most part, Zach said,
“we’ve been told that our work is valuable and seen as such and that we’re no longer viewed with
suspicion. That’s, I think, the important thing. We’re no longer viewed with suspicion, in the
sense that we’re not, what we do is not seen as interference anymore. I think that’s a real change.
When we get involved in a situation, it’s no longer seen as us interfering in a situation, it’s seen
broadly as part of the solution by most people involved.”
“Whereas in the past. . . ?” I asked.
“In the past, I mean, I think you [to Rob] would have heard it in the band hall71 quite a
bit, wouldn’t you?”
Rob replied, “Yeah, but I was involved in situations in the past where, I’ve gone home
thinking, [inaudible] . . . put my window in,72 ahhhh [groaning].”

I’ll discuss this in more depth in the following chapter.
“The band hall” is a reference to the Apprentice Boys’ social club in Ballynafeigh where their band practices and
where one can also have a drink. It is a members-only club, though some locals would socialize (including, to a lesser
degree, some local Catholics). The Apprentice Boys “is a Protestant fraternal society with a worldwide membership of
over 10,000 founded in 1814” (Wikipedia, s.v. “Apprentice Boys of Derry,”
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Apprentice_Boys_of_Derry&oldid=862791982). They march on the
12th of July and for other commemorative occasions.
72 Rob was worried his windows would be smashed by people who were unhappy with his neighborhood work.
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“That’s right,” said Zach. “I mean a good example was, Rob was very restricted in what
he could do at the bonfire situation–”
“Mmm hmm,” said Rob.
“Five years ago. I was incredibly restricted in what I could do with marching five years
ago,” Zach said.
“And you know often you found yourself standing on a street corner, talking to people,
and then suddenly, you’d see someone watching you, and you go ‘shit’. [To Rob] Wouldn’t you?”
“Yeah,” Rob replied. “Don’t get me wrong, I’m still suspicious you know, I don’t trust
anybody beyond certain realms, you know what I mean, so, I’m very careful what I say, and I’m
very transparent. I think transparency’s key because if you’re transparent. . .”
“Mind you,” Zach interjected, “in terms of how we deal with fear, the suspicion, I think is
that we use each other as a kind of reference and we kinda use each other as sounding boards so
that when we get into situations where we have to make decisions, you know, you do often have
to make decisions without reference to your peers, and you come back and see what could
happen, and you kind of unpack the situations.”
As Zach mentions, five years earlier he recalled the feeling of being watched and the fear
this caused. His concern with being surveilled73 connects to the two quotes at the beginning of
this section: firstly, the poem “Blink” by Ciaran Carson, and secondly, a quote from Milkman by
Anna Burns. Both of these authors write about Belfast in the 1970s and 1980s and evoke the
feeling of being watched and the fear that it could engender. Carson’s poem communicates that
no one is free from observing or from being observed: “everyone eyes / everyone / down to the
cut / and colour / of their clothes.” Even the smallest details must be noticed: “the pattern / of

Here it is relevant to mention why I have chosen to cite Carson and Burns, a poet and a novelist respectively, rather
than citing Foucault, who was the most influential social theorist of surveillance, or Allen Feldman’s Foucaultinspired work on surveillance (1991). The way that “being seen” operates in Belfast is best understood through its
specific local context, which Carson and Burns are able to elucidate in their writing. That is not to say that Foucault’s
Discipline and Punish (1975) and Feldman’s Formations of Violence (1991) are not relevant. However, a novelist and
a poet from Northern Ireland allow me to reach similar conclusions and strengthen this argument about watching and
being watched.
73
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the retina / the fingerprint / the bits / and pieces” (2003, 24). The detailed observations
mentioned could be related to the need to “tell” whether someone is Protestant or Catholic, an
ability that could be life-saving and which became second-nature out of necessity. But beyond
telling, there was a broader atmosphere of suspicion and mistrust – and even duty and necessity
– that Carson evokes.
Likewise, in her novel Milkman, Anna Burns repeatedly evokes 1970s Belfast’s
atmosphere of fear and surveillance, and the violence that people experienced as a result of
fearing rumors. “Middle sister,” the 18-year-old protagonist of the novel, is followed and
approached by a paramilitary member twenty years her senior. In one scene, she goes running
by herself in a nearby park – a space where, despite fear, people temporarily try to pretend there
is normalcy. During this run, the Milkman begins to run alongside her, and she remarks that she
hears the clicks of cameras in the bushes, fearing that his very presence now meant that her
photo would be in the files of British intelligence. Her fear of British military intelligence agents
hiding in the bushes reflects the atmosphere of fear as well as the far-fetched lengths that we
now know military intelligence went to, such as spreading of rumors about satanism and
witchcraft to scare people into staying indoors (Jenkins 2014). In this novel, Middle sister is
constantly reminded that she is being watched, that she’s “been seen” with this older
paramilitary figure. Her mother and sisters believe that she has attracted this man’s attention
and is carrying on an affair with him, to which she responds: “Fuck off . . . What’s that mean –
been seen? Who’s been seein’ me?” (Burns 2018, 4). Rumors about seeing and being seen were
still concerns for the neighborhood workers even in 2007, though the atmosphere was less tense
than previous years.
Rob emphasizes transparency and speaking with care as a response to this atmosphere.
He recounted that if he was attempting to mediate a dispute, or at least gather information from
the parties affected, he was always careful to tell each person that he was also speaking to the
other party in the dispute. In this sense, he hoped to quell the potential for rumors to begin and
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to spread. Zach’s statement that, as a three-person team of neighborhood workers (including
Claire), they used one another “as sounding boards” also reflects the fact that, as they mentioned
in a previous conversation, they were unable to discuss their work with most other colleagues as
well as their families due to the sensitive nature of many of the disputes with which they dealt.
By discussing their challenges and concerns within their small team, they were able to give and
receive support about their fears.
The neighborhood workers told me several histories that reveal the fear that could be
awakened by – and spread rapidly via – rumors. These histories that were often told with a
sense of black humor.74 In one case, Rob said to me, laughing, “last year, there was an incident. I
wouldn’t even say it was an incident. It was a rumour that there was a bonfire built and a
tricolour75 at the old Curzon76 site, and that was a rumor. The jungle drums were beating. But
that’s a dangerous–”
“Wait, what does that mean, would that have meant?” I asked.
Rob replied, “Cuz everyone within the Protestant community, there was a rumor that the
Catholics were having a bonfire and there was a tricolour up on a big lamppost, and they were
going to burn the Red Hand of Ulster77, blah, blah, blah, it just got worse and worse and worse
and worse. During that, it all happened over a number of hours. I was at the bar, and this is

I discuss humor in more depth in Chapter 7.
The Irish flag
76 This was a neighborhood movie theater that was in the process of being turned into flats.
77 In this particular case, the rumored burning of the Red Hand of Ulster was most likely viewed in the context of the
Red Hand of Ulster as a symbol of the UDA, the loyalist paramilitary in Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road.
However, it is a symbol used by both unionists/loyalists and nationalists/republicans given its unclear origins.
“The Red Hand of Ulster (Irish: Lámh Dhearg Uladh) is an Irish symbol used in heraldry to denote the Irish province
of Ulster. … The Red Hand can be regarded as one of the very few cross-community symbols used in Northern Ireland
(which makes up 6 of Ulster's 9 Counties) crossing the sectarian political divide. Due to its roots as a Gaelic Irish
symbol, nationalist/republican groups have used (and continue to use) it . . . As the most identifiable symbol of
Ulster, at the start of the 20th century it has also been used by Northern Ireland's unionists and loyalists, such as its
use in the Ulster Covenant (1912) and in the arms of the Government of Northern Ireland (from 1922 and now
abolished), the Ulster Banner (the former flag of the Northern Ireland government), the Ulster Volunteers and loyalist
paramilitary groups based only within Northern Ireland such as the Ulster Volunteer Force and Ulster Defence
Association among others” (Wikipedia, s.v. “Coat of Arms of Ulster,” accessed January 7, 2019,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Coat_of_arms_of_Ulster&oldid=877242263).
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when this rumor started going round. To the point where, [inaudible]. A lot of people got to hear
about it. And it coulda gone worse and worse and worse and worse.”
Zach immediately started telling another story about a rumor they faced: “Rumor—
rumor is a very interesting thing because in this area, we used to have a Christmas tree up at the
post office. That we had lights, Christmas lights on. And the rumor went about, that is not long
after ceasefires, right. And if you know a bit about the history, there was two loyalists killed just
before the ceasefires,78 just opposite the post office.”
“Ahh, okay,” I said.
“And a rumor went around that [a local non-profit] was turning on the Christmas lights,
and that someone from below bridge was coming up to turn them on,” Zach continued.
“Oh no,” I said, laughing.
“And the night the thing happened,” said Zach, “and innocently we had all the kids up
there, and the next thing was there was loyalists gathering to watch what was going on. And we
had it rigged up that Reverend Gilmore was the official person turning on the lights, and he was
reading a speech, but he had a fake switch, you see, cuz we couldn’t work it that. . .”
“We couldn’t get access to. . .” said Rob.
“So I had to be behind a fence hiding, waiting for a keyword that I was listening to and
turning the actual [light] switch on. Now, unfortunately, my name is the same as the guy they
thought was coming up from below the bridge.”
“No, your whole name?” I said.
“No, just my first name. And so the next thing was that I didn’t hear the key word when I
should’ve done, so suddenly, everyone starts going ‘Zach, turn the lights on!’”
“Oh no!” I said, laughing.

Referring to two UDA members and Ballynafeigh locals, Raymond Elder and Joe Bratty. See Chapter 2 for further
details.
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“Which I did, but there was this flutter across the loyalists, and we had to explain. But
rumor is a very powerful. . .”
The black humor and sense of suspense, first of all, attest to Zach and Rob’s storytelling
abilities, a theme I’ll return to in a later chapter as an element that may be important in societies
that have been through conflict or are still in some ways going through it. As I’ll also discuss
later in this chapter, these rumors and others, particularly rumors that spread among workingclass Protestants, also reflected fears of loss or exclusion in this rapidly changing period,
particularly in relation to housing. The Curzon rumor, in particular, relates to shifts in property
and housing that were occurring in the neighborhood – such as the transformation of the Ormo
bakery and the Curzon movie theatre into apartments – and reflected anxieties around these
issues.
These histories point to the fragility of trust in this neighborhood, a topic I will explore in
more depth in Chapter 5. Both of these histories reflect the tense situations that the
neighborhood workers have had to cope with over the years. Despite some viewing this
neighborhood as just another part of “leafy South Belfast,” it wasn’t. Maybe nowhere was. They
lived and worked in a context in which the simple action of lighting a Christmas tree – and
creatively adapting to technical limitations – potentially resulted in a neighborhood crisis.
Reflecting again on Milkman’s lack of names, notice that it was the fact that Zach was named –
though unseen – during the Christmas tree lighting ceremony that resulted in the “flutter across
loyalists” when his name was heard and confused with another Zach from “below the bridge.”
There was a need to be seen and, in addition, to explain – and, crucially, to be trusted enough to
be believed – to avoid an escalation of this rumor. The non-profit organisation was trusted for
the most part, but there was still sufficient mistrust in the atmosphere for the rumor to spread
that they invited a man from below the bridge to light the Christmas tree, particularly following
the tensions around the Orange Order’s ability to cross the bridge during parading season. The
fear that a local organization might have invited someone from down the road to come up and
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light the Christmas tree above the bridge touched a nerve for local working-class Protestants. I’ll
delve into the reasons for this in the following chapter.
Following the histories of the rumors about the Catholic bonfire at the old movie theater
site and the story of the Christmas light fiasco, Zach and Rob then began to discuss the power of
rumor in Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road:
“Especially in this area. We could do it now. We could go out, say something to just one
person. Doesn’t matter who it is. And I know by time I came home tonight, I would hear the
story either changed or manipulated. It’s just kind of whispering,” said Rob.
“It’s like that game ‘Gossip,’ have you ever played? You know where you change it. . .” I
said.
“Exactly,” said Rob.
“It’s very powerful,” said Zach, “and the problem is that it’s a very powerful force for bad
in the area, cause you create. . .”
“Like I said, I can go out and tell, I can go out and say, ‘there’s a riot at the bridge.’
[inaudible] And when I grew up [in the 1980s], that’s the way it was, you were told, ‘there’s a riot
at the bridge.’ And you’d be down there on your own until the other ones got there. You know
what I mean? That was the days before mobile phones. And that’s the way a riot used to start,
you just gathered at the interface, and you wait. And vice versa. You send scouts across over to
there. And scouts came across from down below and stuff, you know, but that’s the way it starts.
But I can go out there and just say. But that’s just in this area, you know what I mean. I reckon
that people in North Belfast, some of the interfaces up there like Ardoyne and places like that, I
am sure, I’d be almost sure that 99% of the violence that happens up there starts by a rumor. . . .
They know when they go in a pub . . . I’d be almost sure a lot people lost their lives during
Troubles because of rumors,” Rob said.
“Misplaced information, you know, people getting their hands on information. The
rumor mightn’t immediately have an effect, but it’s filed away, you know, in the sense that such
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and such is connected to such and such an organization. That gets filed away. If the Troubles
ever start up again, that gets filed away,” Zach said.
“That’s why we have to be, there’s a lot of our work we don’t publicize, but we’re
transparent. If anybody ever came to ask, we’ll not hide it. And now with the kind of work that I
do with the bonfire, and stuff like that, I am very transparent. I let everybody know because
there’s no way me and Zach are going to put ourselves at risk for our jobs.”
“Because it could be a personal safety issue?” I asked.
“Of course it could,” replied Rob.
“Just being seen at it or. . . ?” I asked.
“It could be a personal safety issue with Zach just being seen at it,” Rob said.
“It was a very dodgy set of circumstances three to four years ago, where I was seen with a
parades commission representative. And that caused a period of discomfort in my life [laughing]
purely because I didn’t know what way it was going to be taken. You know, it didn’t have any
consequence, and hasn’t had, thank God, you know. But it could’ve had. I was very, I felt very
exposed for a while,” said Zach.
“Because the Parades Commission– Would it be by nationalists or loyalists that you
would be at risk? Or is it that you were afraid [of everyone]?” I asked.
“Both,” said Zach.
“Both sides!” Rob emphasized.
Zach elaborated: “The issue for me is that parades commission is seen very much as
putting, laying down rules and regulations within which marching has to happen. There’s a
degree of resentment I think in the Protestant community about that. So for me to be seen with
the parades commission, I was concerned that I would be associated, particularly everybody in
this area knows that I’m a Catholic, you know. . . . So I was concerned that I would be seen as
trying to influence the parades commission in a negative way in the area, whereas actually, I had
a very positive effect with commission. But however, how would I ever communicate that to
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anybody? You know. So the worry was that I was going to be seen by particular individuals or
particular organisations as being a force for Catholic kind of action in the area, whereas I wasn’t,
I was acting within the proper shared neighborhood principles where I was trying to get an
agreed framework for something to happen.”
In discussing the power of rumor, the theme of “being seen” emerged again in our
conversation. For Zach, as both he and Rob confirmed, his safety could have been endangered
simply by being seen at the unionist/loyalist bonfire because he was perceived as Catholic; some
would assume he had a nationalist agenda. Likewise, he was in danger from “both sides”
because he could be seen as a traitor to nationalists/republicans simply by being near the
bonfire site. His experience of possibly being seen with a parades commission representative
reflects the fact that even though he was not seen, and it did not have consequences, it was the
fear of rumors that affected him. As he said, “I was very, I felt very exposed for a while.” In
relation to local unionists/loyalists, including organizations such as the Orange Order, the
Apprentice Boys, or even paramilitaries in its most euphemistic use, might think he was trying
to negatively influence the parades commission, when in fact he was doing the opposite and
trying to find middle ground so it could proceed. He asked, “[b]ut however, how would I ever
communicate that to anybody?”, pointing to the destructive power of rumor, which can also halt
communication due to the lack of trust, and his own powerlessness to stop it if it gathered
momentum.
As in the most extreme cases of rumor – such as people who were disappeared and
murdered as a result – once a rumor begins, it can take on a life of its own with tragic
consequences. Part of Zach’s fear was related to his experience that rumors do not always have
an immediate effect; they are “filed away”: “if the Troubles ever start up again, that [who was
seen with whom] gets filed away.” His statement reflects the delicate nature of being in a “post”conflict period, the feeling that the conflict could break out again, and those sightings would be
used against people. What was “filed away” might later be reactivated if deemed relevant. Zach
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and Rob’s experiences of fearing rumors and their potential effects reinforces the argument that
fear was itself a form of violence, particularly in the way that affected people’s sense of security,
trust, and relationships. It also points to the fact that people like Zach and Rob who – despite
their own backgrounds – refused to “pick a side” and tried to take the middle way could be most
at risk from “both sides.” In this context, even in a “shared” or “mixed” area, it could be
dangerous to resist or transgress sectarian categories.

Living with Fear
Sean and Bette
I remember my friend saying to me, are you right in the head to go up the Falls to his flat? I
said, “I’ll be alright, it’ll be grand, it’ll be grand.” And it was.
– Bette
The morning of July 13, 2007, I visited a quiet terraced house owned by Bette and her
partner, Sean. Sitting down to tea and a biscuit in their casual dining nook as the rain drizzled
outside, Sean sat in a chair facing me, thoughtful and ready to discuss, while Bette, petite and
energetic, leaned against the doorway, smiling amiably, and their teenager surfed the internet.
Their home radiated warmth, with small dogs visiting periodically and books haphazardly lining
the walls. They recounted the night they met with wry humour, debating who first noticed whom
at a city center pub 23 years earlier (for the record, Bette noted, it was Sean who noticed her).
Their story had a twist: it took place in the context of the Troubles. Bette’s decision to go to his
flat up the Falls Road, a Catholic/nationalist/republican area, was potentially complicated by
the fact that she was Protestant.
“At that time,” Bette said, “he was living in a flat up the Falls, and this would’ve been the
early 80s? And he invited me up for a coffee, you know, as you do. I remember my friend saying
to me, are you right in the head to go up the Falls to his flat? I said I’ll be alright, it’ll be grand,
it’ll be grand. And it was.”
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Bette’s openness to visiting a mixed, city center pub and her willingness to go to Sean’s
apartment in nationalist West Belfast – despite her friend’s caution – reveal that she was
perhaps willing to take some risks others weren’t. As a teenager in the working-class Annadale
Flats in Ballynafeigh, Bette recalled that she “would’ve been . . . one of the millies up at the
bonfire, you know one of the millies following the bands,” she said. “Then, we were loyalists, or
you thought you were,” alluding to working-class teenage girls. They were called “millies”
because of Belfast’s long history of women working in linen mills. Now, these working-class
teenage girls no longer work in mills, but the moniker has stuck. They hang out at the bonfires
and parades in which many Protestants participate each summer.
In her late teens and early twenties (she was 49 at the time of our interview), Bette began
a process of questioning the boundaries between Catholics and Protestants. Sean had even fewer
opportunities to meet Protestants, particularly since he came from the countryside of south
county Armagh, an area still known for its Irish republicanism. Speaking about her partner’s
experience, Bette commented half-jokingly, “You would’ve had less opportunities to mix with
Protestants, I mean I had more opportunities. . . . I went to do drinking with Catholics in my
twenties. Where Sean more likely probably didn’t even know what a Protestant was when he was
eighteen. He thought maybe we had horns.” Sean responded, “the way things were at the time,
you just didn’t mix. It wasn’t that, it wasn’t a choice, you know, where we lived at home,” in a
rural and largely Catholic/nationalist/republican area of Northern Ireland.
Curious about his family’s response to Bette and the fact that he would be moving to the
Annadale Flats, which was (and sometimes still is) widely seen as a loyalist area, he responded
that his family was concerned for his safety even though they accepted Bette: “I would say the
concerns when I linked up with Bette wouldn’t have been about her being Protestant. . . . The
concerns would’ve been me going into a Protestant area and what could possibly happen to me.”
Prior to moving to Belfast, Sean had rarely encountered the invisible interfaces that can be facts
of life for many Belfasters, though they are not exclusive to cities and towns. In navigating and
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crossing these interfaces, first by going to a mixed pub, then by beginning a relationship with a
Protestant woman, and finally by moving to a primarily Protestant housing estate, he came to
feel the boundaries at a personal level.
Sean explained that “[Ballynafeigh] would’ve been perceived as a mixed area, yes,
overall. But at that time, the Annadale Flats, where we lived at that time, would’ve been viewed
as a loyalist area, Protestant/loyalist. . . . Although nothing ever happened to me there, nothing
was ever said to me, it was only my own fears and feelings about what was going on at the time,
sectarian killings. And people were getting shot for being in the wrong place and living in areas
where they were seen as something different, so that was a very real worry for a period. . . . No
real difficulties, but there was a lot, living with fear and the stress of that for years was. . .”
Even though Sean specifies that no violence took place against him, the supposed nonevent of “living with the fear and stress” and remaining vigilant against an attack were also
forms of violence. He felt that people in mixed relationships could be particularly vulnerable,
even in a relatively “safe” area: “there was always a bit of threat around. And particularly so for
mixed relationships, I think. It wasn’t the done thing . . . during the Troubles it was more
difficult for those people.”
Both Bette and Sean agreed that if he had been living on his own in Annadale Flats,
without a link to a local family, he would have encountered more problems. Bette commented,
“But that’s not to say that maybe if he had been living on his own in one of the flats. . .” as her
partner chimed in, “yes, I would say part of it was because her family was well-known and
established in the area, and probably that I was seen, ‘well, if he’s there and he’s with them he’s
o.k., maybe he is alright.’ But others, it wouldn’t have mattered to them.” Bette also felt that she
was at risk for an attack while they lived there, precariously perched between her wellestablished local Protestant roots and her boundary-crossing relationship. She felt particularly
tense and vulnerable during the summer marching season:
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There would’ve been times, I would’ve had that fear too. You just didn’t know. One 11th
night he was away down home and . . . there was a lot of tension in the area. I think that
must’ve been around the time of . . . the Orange marches, and they weren’t allowed down
over the bridge and all this stuff was starting to happen [early- to mid-1990s] . . . I didn’t
go down to the bonfire and stuff. I could hear someone [outside the door]. One said, “oh
come on, we’ll go break some fenian’s windows.” . . . And I stayed up all night because I
was frightened to go to bed. . . . One could say, there’s a fenian in there, or she lives in
there with a fenian.
Returning to the senses, note that Bette heard someone outside her door suggesting to
another person that they “go break some fenian’s windows,” which left her awake all night, too
afraid to go to sleep. The fear in her body was activated by hearing these voices outside her door.
It was almost as though these sounds had invaded her body and activated a protective – though
damaging – force that allowed her to stay awake. Bette’s story highlights the fact that both
partners could be at risk for attacks when their relationship crossed the invisible barrier that
existed between many Protestants and Catholics. Being perceived as ‘one who lives with a
fenian’ potentially put her in harm’s way and gave her reason to fear an attack.
Yet, in spite of all these challenges, they raised their children in Ballynafeigh, where they
own a home. Sean noted that he could feel less tension on the Ormeau Road these days, and
both partners agreed that the mid-1990s peace talks gave them more hope and an increasing
sense of ease in their daily lives. Yet they also shared a sense that crime against pensioners has
increased, and that newfound economic prosperity would lead to greed, alongside a loss of
community spirit.
Sean and Bette were just one mixed couple of many – as noted, the 1994 survey by Hanlon
revealed that 17% of households in Ballynafeigh were headed by a “mixed” couple. My research
revealed that some mixed couples might have settled in this area at least as early as the 1940s,
when at least one older woman I interviewed would have been a child and lived there with her
parents; her father was Protestant and her mother was Catholic, though she shared that her
mother did not practice Catholicism during her marriage. She reflected on this, saying that as an
adult now, she wondered if that was painful for her mother to leave behind. Later, in the 1970s
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and 1980s, mixed couples – some with, some without roots in the area – sought out Ballynafeigh
due to the lack of safety in other areas of the city. As in the case of Sean and Bette, this area did
not feel completely safe to mixed couples at that time, but it was the best that Belfast offered,
especially at the height of the conflict.

Ruth
I’m afraid, very, very afraid. I would live well with no parades, with no marching, with
nothing.
Like Bette, Ruth took risks if there were potential opportunities. On her move from subSaharan Africa to Northern Ireland, Ruth said, “I am brave . . . I’m a person, who, when there’s a
little pressure, I’m not afraid of moving away.” But she told me that, upon moving to
Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road, she gradually realised that there are boundaries that
were communicated through word of mouth. One rumor that she had heard was that “When you
cross this other road which crosses there by the bakery . . . that’s where people were saying that
if you [as a Black person] go pass through that road, people will pour hot water on you.” She
refused to accept this boundary, however. “I always walk through that road anyway, that’s my
route when I’m going to the [store] every time.”
This rumor – shared by other Black residents – was probably supposed to generate fear,
though protective fear, and warn other Black residents to avoid this street. Notice the terrifying
physicality of the rumor: “if you go pass through that road, people will pour hot water on you.”
The idea of having hot water poured on you – a pointed contrast to how it is usually offered to a
guest, in the form of a hot cup of tea – reflects the feeling of being more than unwelcome, of
being despised. Here again, the senses come into play – this time (unwanted) touch instead of
(pleasurable) taste, the conventional association with a hot cup of tea. Fear inverts the pleasant
taste and warmth which becomes instead a painful, humiliating sensation.
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The only thing that gave her pause, however, have been the various
Protestant/unionist/loyalist parades that frequent the Ormeau Road periodically in the late
spring and summer. She told me, “I’m scared, very, very scared of crowds. I live inside here,
when I hear the drums outside, I can peek through the window but can see [inaudible] . . . I
don’t like it.”
“So it’s being in a crowd that worries you?” I asked.
Ruth replied, “Maybe because of the background where I’m coming from, that there was
no crowd that was peaceful. You think, you would think that you are doing it in peace, but
somebody else would just attack you from nowhere. That makes me very much afraid of the
crowds. . . . I keep myself indoors, if I hear there are days, I try to avoid. I go somewhere else. If
there’s someone who has been involved before, who would say to me, ‘come, there’s nothing bad’
. . . but I’m afraid, very, very afraid. I would live well with no parades, with no marching, with
nothing.”
When she hears the drums outside, she peeks through the window. The fear she feels
from these sights and sounds is, at least in part, connected to her experience in her home
country with government violence against crowds and protests. She did not want to hear these
sounds or see these sights, including the crowds. She stayed indoors or went somewhere else to
avoid these triggers.
Although I would describe Ruth as a relatively fearless person, her comments reveal that
she, too, has limits. Her experiences in her home country have left her fearful of crowds in
general, and perhaps rightly so during Northern Ireland’s often contentious parading season. As
more people move to Northern Ireland from other countries, the question of how parading
makes them feel also becomes important. In recent years, there have been attempts to transform
the 12th of July into a more family-friendly day, as past twelfths were described by some people,
both Catholic and Protestant.79 Yet the hard-drinking, rowdy party atmosphere had not yet
79

See the extensive work on parading by Dominic Bryan and Neil Jarman through the 1990s and 2000s.
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changed, and the louder “kick the Pope” bands could certainly be far more intimidating than the
calmer flute bands. In terms of outreach to people in “ethnic minority groups,” as people from
Africa and Asia are called in Northern Ireland and the UK, there have been well-meaning efforts
to be more inclusive of African countries at the local Orange Hall, by flying the flags of African
nations, such as Ghana, where the Orange Order exists. One resident said he thought the African
residents might like the parades due to the drumming, which might remind them of their own
celebrations, a remark that reflected some residents’ assumptions about African customs. The
parades left Ruth, anyway, with more fear than curiosity.
What is most important to note is that, unlike Zach and Rob, Ruth did not fear rumor or
“being seen.” Instead, her fears stemmed from her experiences with political persecution in her
country in sub-Saharan Africa. In this case, we see the histories of two places with violent,
conflictual pasts intertwining in one woman’s experience. “You would think that you are doing it
in peace,” she said, “but somebody else would just attack you from nowhere,” reflecting on her
own experience of non-violent political protest.
To contextualize Ruth’s experience, Northern Ireland has experienced several smaller
waves of immigration in the twentieth century along with a significant wave since the early
2000s. People of Chinese origin have been in Northern Ireland for several generations at this
point and constitute over 6,000 people according to the 2011 census. People of South Asian
origin – primarily India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh – make up another grouping of
approximately 8,000 people. “Asian Other” counts nearly 5,000 people, most likely Filipino
people who have moved to Northern Ireland relatively recently. In total, “Asian” or “Asian
British” made up 19,130 people or 1% of the total population in Northern Ireland. “Black” or
“Black British” constitutes a smaller number of people, primarily people from the Caribbean but
also African countries and elsewhere. In total there were 3,616 people in these categories in the
2011 census (NISRA, n.d.; NISRA 2015).
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Most notably, a substantial number of people from countries within the European Union
began moving to Northern Ireland over the past two decades, particularly people from Poland
and, to a lesser degree, Romania (including a Roma population), Portugal, Bulgaria, France,
Hungary and Lithuania.
Between 2000 and 2014, an estimated 175,000 long-term international migrants came
to Northern Ireland, while 143,000 left, leaving a net total of 32,000. Local government
districts in the west and south-west of Northern Ireland saw the largest net inflow of new
residents, in particular: Mid Ulster (9,800), Armagh, Banbridge and Craigavon (9,300)
and Newry, Mourne and Down (6,000) (Russell 2016, 3).
Migration peaked in 2006–2007 when Northern Ireland had the highest migration rate in the
United Kingdom. However, the total amount of migration to Northern Ireland in subsequent
years was substantially lower than other areas of the United Kingdom (Russell 2016).
Returning to the theme of fear, some people did echo certain fears about these shifts in
migration, such as one person who expressed a fear of “becoming like England” when she
discussed racism and hate crimes with me. Though she was not joking when she said this, it
evokes the dark Belfast sense of humor: were the Troubles now “the good old days”? Like Ruth,
people who moved to Northern Ireland likewise experienced fears at times, too. And their fears
were substantiated by rising figures in racist incidents and offenses, and hate crimes. Between
2004 and 2014, there were fluctuations in the numbers of these incidents and offenses,80 with
peaks in 2006 (1,048 racist incidents; 861 racist offenses) and 2009 (1,038 racist incidents; 712
racist offenses). The numbers then decreased in 2010 and 2011 but began to rise again in 2011
and hit a peak of 1,356 racist incidents and 921 racist offenses in 2014 (PSNI 2016).

“A racist incident, according to the police, is any incident, including any crime, which is perceived by the
victim or any other person to be motivated by a hostility or prejudice based on a person’s ‘race’ or
perceived ‘race’” (Institute of Race Relations 2019).
80
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Angela
You sort of feel you don’t fit in.
Angela and I met for an interview a few months earlier in the living room of her eclectic
home, filled with books about spirituality and cards from family and friends. We discussed her
early life, which was mainly in the countryside of county Tyrone, though her parents did leave
Belfast in the 1970s due to their fears of violence. Though she appreciates much about the
Ormeau Road and hopes to continue living there, fear has informed where she lives and where
she socializes. She tended to have a more cautious approach and relied on both her intuition and
information from others to help inform her decisions if she sensed potential danger.
“The [pub] is good as well,” she said. “It’s quite a nice venue. Downstairs I think it’s a bit
intimidating, it’s more, kind of more loyalists, you sort of feel you don’t fit in or something,
downstairs, but it’s mixed upstairs if there’s anything on.”
“Why did you think the people downstairs were probably loyalists?” I said.
“A lot of the time I think you sort of know to look at people, it’s really strange, you know?
It’s hard to explain that. As well, it’s a bit of an older crowd. . . . It’s just a bit of a heavier
atmosphere downstairs . . . or they tend to all stare at you when you go in the door, [laughing]
like in a John Wayne film,” she said.
This sense that certain spaces are restricted or unwelcoming revealed that people in
mixed and shared areas still encountered situations where they needed to ‘tell’ and where this
affected their sense of safety. Her description of entering the pub, likening it to an old Western,
evoked her sense of exclusion and intimidation and her fear of potential confrontation. This
boundary that she experienced, like Sean and Bette’s fears of attacks when they began living as a
mixed couple, reflected that fear was a form of everyday violence that had to be navigated; in
Angela’s case, her intuition played an important role. Her senses also played an important role:
“you sort of know to look at people,” or “they all stare at you when you go in the door.” However,
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another sense beyond sight – perhaps a fusion of her senses – told her that there was “a heavier
atmosphere” that she might best avoid.
Angela had been guided by her intuition – and information from taxi drivers – in her
search for housing. She was in the process of changing careers and did not have a lot of money
for the expensive private rental prices. Yet when she considered possibly living in Annadale
Flats, she was ill at ease. She said, “[A]t that time, that was in 2002, they said, ‘oh yes, there’s
quite a big turnover,’ but then when I was going around looking at houses I did say to some of
the taxi men, because they’re quite good to know the areas, and they said, ‘oh no, you’d have to
barricade your door with forty locks in there,’ you know, and really put me off it, you know. I
was speaking to Kevin recently, and he really loves it. But maybe he feels safe because he’s a guy,
I don’t know. But there used to be a lot of sectarian tension I think around here. I mean, they say
it’s always been a mixed area, but I think it has been more, traditionally more loyalist area, you
know. The Annadale Flats probably would be probably more loyalist. It just kind of frightened
me.”
“Now if I was offered one,” she continued, “would I take it, you know? I would probably
go and see it, but I might be still a bit wary, because of the fact that they’re flats as well, you
don’t know who’s going to be moving beside you. Taxi men were saying, ‘oh there’s syringes and
needles lying on the stairway.’ It wasn’t just one [taxi man], it was a few who had put me off it.
Kevin has quite a good opinion of Annadale Flats. . . . But you wouldn’t really, I suppose, want to
go down there and wander about.”
Angela experienced overlapping layers of fear. She was frightened by the loyalist history
of Annadale Flats. Yet the advice of taxi drivers seemed to hint at crime and drug use, more than
sectarian crimes, and she took Kevin’s gender into account as well (like Angela, he is Catholic).
Perceptions of sectarianism, gender, and crime make her fears all the more complex. Angela was
guided by the taxi drivers’ advice, especially since she verified the histories with multiple taxi
drivers. Interestingly, she trusted the rumors and was frightened but glad to have gathered this
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information. In Angela’s story, rumor generated fear: these histories “really put me off it . . . it
just kind of frightened me.” She decided that she wouldn’t “want to go down there and wander
about,” even if her friend lived there without issues. It brings me back to the question of fear and
violence as well. As I’ll discuss later in this chapter, affordable housing was a major issue in the
area for people with low incomes, be they long-time residents or newer residents like Angela. It
affected Catholics and Protestants as well as members of other minority groups, such as Chinese
residents. In Angela’s case, the rumors about housing generated fears that limited her housing
options. Unlike the neighborhood workers and Sean and Bette, the form of violence Angela
faced was not the fear of rumor or the fear of physical violence generated by rumor. The form of
violence that she experienced was a fear that the housing options available to her could be
dangerous.

Jacob
Everything felt that brittle.
Jacob and I sat at a café on the Ormeau Road as the traffic passed on this busy artery
around midday. We were waiting for our food to arrive. He was a researcher but had also
worked in a pub in the area, which meant he knew a lot of people. He had lived there many
years, and it was the center of his social life. He was an expressive guy and spoke in an animated
way with descriptions of his experiences that I can only call poetic and vivid. In other words, he
was a great storyteller. I will wait until the end of his story to talk about what his story might tell
us.
We began talking about the Ormeau Road and what it was like in the 90s, one of the
most tense periods in the area. “The 90s, yeah, the 90s was hot and heavy round here. I
remember when I lived in _____ Street . . . literally on two perhaps three separate occasions
coming home from work having worked as a doorman so coming home late at night, walked into
white cordons where the police had literally cordoned off the street and . . . on one occasion
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there was a murder in _______ Street and I was coming home late and walked and the corner
and the police was . . . and literally came up to the white tape and the police standing there
saying ‘you can’t come along here, sir, there’s been an incident.’”81
He continued his story at a quick pace as cars noisily moved up and down the Ormeau
Road next to us. My voice is barely audible on the recording over the noise.
“And another occasion coming home from doing the door around tea time on a Saturday
and walking into ________ Street and there’d been an attempted murder on a leading loyalist
and the area was sealed off. And it was a sorta unusual environment to live in where you could
actually walk into murder scenes not once but twice, you know [inaudible] short period of time.
Or waking up in the morning and putting on the radio and hearing that there’d been on one
occasion a murder the night before, maybe 800 yards from my own house, and I hadn’t heard
anything. There’d been police and ambulances et cetera all throughout the night . . . I slept
through it [chuckles].”
“That sounds like me,” I said. “I’m a heavy sleeper.”
“Yeah, and I’m actually not a particularly heavy sleeper, so it was quite strange.”
He continued to explain the tensions of the early 90s.
“At that period – ’92, ’93 – actually coming up to the ceasefires in ’94, the Ormeau Road,
you could argue, actually played out a series of vendettas that had, old scores that had to be
addressed before organizations could go on ceasefire. That they wouldn’t have had the support
amongst their own community, or within their volunteer pool, to go on ceasefire unless suchand-such was addressed. So you had the killing of people on this road, leading paramilitary
figures, em, particularly Joe Bradley and Raymond Elder. I remember that happened so clearly.
Scores being settled.

In this section when I begin a new paragraph, it is for the reader’s benefit. His response to my questions was
essentially a monologue with no breaks. The paragraphs are inserted by me. If any text is skipped or inaudible, it is
represented by “. . .” or “inaudible.” “–“ indicates an interruption or an abrupt pause.
81
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“And the Ormeau Road really played that out because obviously you had the strength of
the Provisionals in the lower Ormeau, you had the strength of the UDA in this area. Em, and
also it sort of panned out into Donegall Pass and lower Ravenhill because the UVF were strong
there. So you had these different relationships and old issues being settled. And this was the
arena in which it played out. Absolutely, yeah.”
“But, you say you remember that day so clearly, the day Raymond Elder and–” I said.
“Mmm hmm,” he said affirmatively, “Joe Bradley.”
A stream of consciousness memory of one night follows with almost no pauses.
“I mean, they were hate figures for the nationalist community because they were seen as
commanders within the UDA, very influential figures throughout Belfast and the Ormeau Road,
em, although they were never found– I don’t know if they were even charged, but certainly never
convicted of the bookies killings at Sean Graham’s. There was a huge resentment against them
in the nationalist community.
“And I remember being in a pub, Lavery’s in Bradbury Place, and actually sitting with a
friend. I’m Protestant and sitting with my friend who’s a member of Sinn Fein West Belfast and
a newsflash coming on. Two leading loyalists have been murdered in the hour previously in the
Ormeau Road.
“Instantly everybody knew who it was.
“And the atmosphere. The quiet. Like an eerie quiet that descended on the bar. And was
extremely noticeable. And my friend gave me a lift home. And I remember getting to the house,
living in ______ Street, gettin’ into the house, phoning my partner, my [child]. At the time they
were somewhere else and saying, you know, ‘either stay away for the evening or come back to
the house now, so I know where you are’ et cetera.
“And I remember hearing a rustlin’, the sound of footsteps at my front door. The streets
were deserted. Absolutely deserted. People just left the area. People just went indoors, shut their
doors behind ‘em.
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“And hearing the noise at my front door. And actually lifting, like some form of weapon
‘cause I thought there was somebody at my front door. Not a gun or anything, like a stick or a
bottle or something sitting in the house. And going out and swing open the front door.
“And it was my next door neighbor. She was about 87 years old. And she was trying to
get her keys into her door, and she’d been at church, round at ________ Street, the Pentecostal
church.
“But the atmosphere was that tense. And everything felt that brittle. What was a normal
event, I mean, you were coming home from church, is suddenly perceived as somebody at my
front door, and I was going either to attack them or to defend myself.
“And getting back into the house, sitting down and thinking, ‘This is completely crazy.’ I
was about to attack somebody there ‘cause I thought I was about to be attacked and it was
because of the mood that was completely soakin’ the entire atmosphere of the area. [emphasis
his]
“It was, ah, incredible, you know.”
“People were afraid,” I said, “would you say most people felt like yourself? Like, ‘is
somebody coming for me now?’”
“Yep. And I suspect it didn’t matter whether you were a Catholic resident or a Protestant
resident. Catholic residents would have been expecting some further retribution, and Protestant
residents might’ve been thinking – ‘Is there a follow on from that? Was the incident an hour ago
the opening act of something else?’ Because there were incidents in the past.”
The waitress brings our food, and Jacob thanks her and asks for pepper. He continues to
explain the context to me.
“Em, there have been occasions where republicans have attacked loyalists, and there had
been a series, there wasn’t just one individual operation. It might be a series of events across an
evening and specific parts of the city. So people had a recollection of ‘Oh, remember so-and-so
was shot in the Donegall Road, and they went to Sandy Row and tried to shoot so-and-so, and
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then they went to the Shankill and shot yer man. So people were sitting and going on the
Protestant side, ‘Right, they shot Bradley and Elder, who are they coming for next?’ You know.
“And there’s be no reason why they’d be coming for me, but it was just the level of fear
and paranoia, you know.”
“Of course,” I said, “just a general fear of . . .”
“Or mistaken identity. That happened quite frequently in the past. People who were
innocent, or were not participating in any activity were mistaken for other people. Sometimes
due to bad intelligence or what happened in the past, a person would live at a certain address,
and would’ve moved on, and the rival paramilitary wouldn’t have the updated intelligence.
“And I can remember that happening. A Protestant fella in _______ Street being shot at
his house . . . but he survived. But the previous resident had been a paramilitary and so . . . very
unfortunate to be shot, very fortunate to live.”
Jacob’s sensory experience and description of fear is palpable. Try reading aloud what he
said:
“And I remember hearing a rustlin’, the sound of footsteps at my front door.”
“And hearing the noise at my front door. And actually lifting, like some form of weapon
‘cause I thought there was somebody at my front door. Not a gun or anything, like a stick or a
bottle or something sitting in the house. And going out and swing open the front door.”
“And everything felt that brittle.”
“And getting back into the house, sitting down and thinking, ‘This is completely crazy.’ I
was about to attack somebody there ‘cause I thought I was about to be attacked and it was
because of the mood that was completely soakin’ the entire atmosphere of the area.”
I use the word “palpable” intentionally here. Derived from the Latin palpare (“touch
gently, stroke”), it has come to mean “so intense as to seem almost tangible.”82 In Jacob’s

Online Etymology Dictionary, s.v. “Palpable,” accessed April 29, 2019,
https://www.etymonline.com/word/palpable; Google Dictionary, s.v. “Palpable,” accessed April 29, 2019,
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CHFX_enUS678US678&q=Dictionary#dobs=palpable.
82
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narration of his experience – a history itself, as I’ve argued – his history is based on his senses. A
sensory history. He hears the “rustlin’,” he lifts the weapon, he swings open the front door. He
describes the atmosphere as “brittle.” He sits down. He thought he was going to be attacked.
Why? Because of a “mood that was completely soakin’ the entire atmosphere of the area.”
But what does it mean that his own language is “soakin’” with sensual metaphors to
describe the atmosphere and the mood? First, his history reflects the intimate relationship
between the senses and fear. As he heard the sound of someone outside his door, he reached for
a weapon, he swung open the door. His hearing informed his touch, his action. And despite this,
too, being a non-event – as it was his elderly neighbor simply fumbling with her keys after
church, likely just as scared he was – this sensory history reveals how so-called insignificant
non-events could be catalysts of fear and terror. This “brittle” atmosphere arrived as Jacob, who
is Protestant was enjoying a drink at a mixed, city center pub with a Catholic friend. Even as
people sought out normalcy – such as sitting with a friend from a different “community” in a city
center pub – as ceasefires and peace agreements laid just around the corner, their attempts to
find a semblance of normalcy was being shredded. Broken. Drowned.

Daniel and Kathleen
Thirty years like that. Of worrying.
I spoke to Daniel and Kathleen for several hours one autumn evening in 2006. It was one
of my first interviews. In their warm, cozy home, we were joined by their adult daughter, their
granddaughter, and their dog. Daniel was a taxi driver for thirty years, throughout the Troubles,
and he told us about one experience that remained with him. His wife, Kathleen, said his
experiences as a taxi driver also deeply affected her.
“But the journalists, they're having to go to all of the ‘Troubles’ spots, essentially, and
you're having to take them there?” I said.
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“I took them up to the Ardoyne one night and Ardoyne, it’s the Crumlin road, and you go
through this fancy name, ‘interface area’83 . . . lights off because of the carrying on, the rioting
and all . . . And they go up this roundabout, and this is a real interface area. All that side was a
loyalist area. All this side was a republican area. And then above the republican area, there's
another loyalist area. So, we were coming up to this roundabout, and this was when all the
fighting was going on, Ardoyne Road, you remember, with the school thing?”
“Mmm hmm,” said Kathleen, affirmatively.
“Come up the roundabout and I was pretty worried about it, you see, because that's
where they all–” said Daniel.
“Shoot across and all,” said Kathleen.
“That's not what you, throwing stones. . . . There's a lot of police all around. There's
nothing happening, said ‘that’s great,’ so went on around the riot and the police stop me and
says, ‘Where you going?’ I said, ‘I'm taking this man just up the road to report on the things.’ So
he says right off, ‘You go be careful up there. There's some stuff going on.’
“So, I drove up and came to where maybe thirty, forty yards short where all the fighting
and there's a police barricade. . . . It was like a scene from hell. You've got the police vans across
the road, and they were throwing petrol bombs, and there was cars on fire on the other side of
that police barricade. You could see these people with the flames reflected in their faces, you
know, and the hate. Then the backdrops you know of the shadows and all, and flames leaping up
around, you know.
“. . . I was sitting there and all this banging, and petrol bombs flying through the air, and
I heard a ping-ping, p-ping-ping, p-ping-ping.”
“Dear God in Heaven,” said Kathleen.

“Interface” and “peaceline” are words that are typically used by politicians, policymakers, and journalists. These
terms have been adopted into everyday speech, though as Daniel points out, he sees “interface” as a “fancy name” for
the original makeshift barriers that were rapidly formalized by the British army in 1969 and which have multiplied
even in the “post-conflict” era as noted in Chapters 1 and 2.
83
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“Did you know this–” I asked.
“All this. It wasn't shooting,” said Daniel.
“It wasn't shooting?” I asked.
“No, it wasn't. I don't know what the hell it was. But the [inaudible] man come back and
they says, ‘What's all that pinging noise?’ He said, ‘it's catapults, with staples and ball
bearings.’”84
“Oh, dear God,” said Kathleen.
“They were firing at the police and they were hitting the police cars. That was the
pinging. [inaudible] They said, ‘Take us down and and we bring the reporter [back to city
center].’ I turned around to go out and down through the thing, and all hell had broken loose out
there,” said Daniel.
“On the other side?” I asked.
“On the roundabout. They were killing each other in the roundabout,” said Daniel.
“I had to drive up very close to the police barricade and slide down one of the side roads
that went down from the straight roads, and got past them and all. No problem. Drove down this
road, and I was about, I think, a quarter of a mile, maybe more, maybe half a mile along this
road all the way down. Right down, got to the bottom of it, and there's people’s kids out playing
in the street. People walking up and down. Men standing on the corner talking to each other.”
“. . . you'd be able to hear and see–”, Kathleen interjected.
“Murder going on a quarter of a mile, half a mile up the road. And these people just going
on about their business as if nothing happened,” said Daniel.
“It was unbelievable,” said Kathleen.

This is known euphemistically as “Belfast confetti,” which is the name of one of Ciaran Carson’s poems as well as a
collection of his poems. It has a longer history because the same euphemism was used “for the large shipbuilding
rivets and other scrap metal that were used as missiles by Protestant shipyard workers during anti-Catholic riots in
Belfast” (Wikipedia, s.v. “Belfast Confetti (Poem),” accessed January 20, 2019,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Belfast_Confetti_(poem)&oldid=879293478).
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I asked Kathleen, “For yourself during this, did you, you kind of realized with his job as a
taxi driver, that he was going to these places or–”
“I just worried from him going until he got back,” said Kathleen. “I had the cleanest– It
was the same when he was in the Four Winds, even. The cleanest kitchen in Belfast. Cause if I'm
worried I would go in the kitchen and start cleaning. And then clean again and again and again
and again, until he'd come in.”
“Just to keep busy yourself?” I asked.
“Uh huh, or in case the police have to come in here, something's happened. If he's away.
If we're going to bury him and all, have the people in here, have the place clean and all.”
“Oh my goodness.”
“Awful. Every night.”
“That's what was going through your mind?” I asked.
“Mm-hmm,” said Kathleen.
“Oh, my gosh,” I said.
“You never knew if he was going to come back or not. Or if they're going to ring and tell
you he's lying in a heap on the side of the road somewhere,” said Kathleen.
“And I'm driving around the southwest in a lorry. No problems,” said Daniel.
“Wild. Years, years and years. Thirty years we had that. [pause] Of worrying,” she said.
In Daniel’s story, despite describing a frightening scene, he does not describe how he
actually felt in the moment. He describes what people said, what he did, what others did, what
he saw and what he heard. His family and I listened and envisioned this fiery scene that was
“like a scene from hell”: “You could see these people with the flames reflected in their faces, you
know, and the hate. Then the backdrops you know of the shadows and all, and flames leaping up
around, you know.” He heard the “ping” of the “Belfast confetti” flying through the air,
ricocheting off the police vehicles. It is through his narration of his sensory experience that we
get a sense of his fear, not through an explicit statement. He had to “drive up very close to the
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police barricade and slide down one of the side roads,” where he soon came to an area just half a
mile down the road where he sees a dramatic contrast: people were going about their ordinary
business – children played and men chatted on the street. He was “very close” to the police
barricade, and he then had to “slide down one of the side roads.” Again, through his narration of
his proximity to the police barricade, and his clever ability to know the geography well enough to
“slide” down a road to escape, we can see both the frightening context and his resilience and
resourcefulness in bringing himself and his passengers back to safety.
By listening to Daniel’s pauses, they tell something important. On my initial re-listening
to this interview, I was blinded by my own discomfort. In fact, I feel uneasy about the fact that I
sometimes laughed nervously during the first part of Daniel’s story. Moments before, we had
been discussing his granddaughter’s tapdancing and ladybug earrings. As she and their daughter
left for the night, Daniel and I talked jokingly about their dog’s laziness to get up and see them
out. When Kathleen returned, we talked about how energetic their granddaughter was and how
little sleep she needed – only forty winks, Kathleen said. Kathleen and Daniel began to
encourage me to go to the local BBC offices to seek out documentary footage, and we then began
to talk about Daniel’s work driving journalists into the most turbulent areas of Belfast.
On reflection, though, I think I was not the only one nervous or uncomfortable. As
Daniel began to tell his experiences, Kathleen interrupted to ask about a sound in their home,
“Excuse me, is that the noises you were talking about? . . . Was that not the heat going out of the
pipes?” Daniel replied, “It’s because it’s the airlocks and the pipes.” She coughs as he returns to
his story. I had originally imagined that Daniel told this story with a sense of humor, but the
story is told almost as a television reporter might tell it. His sense of humor only arises at the
very end where he mentions being safe in a lorry, only after Kathleen has begun to describe how
these thirty years of waiting had affected her.
It is in Kathleen’s part of this story that we hear more explicitly about how it felt, even
though she was not on the frontlines. The worry that she felt at home waiting for him was a form
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of violence. She describes thirty years of persistent worry that most often took the form of
cleaning her kitchen “again and again and again and again” until he came home. Though I
initially thought she was distracting herself through her repeated cleaning, she clarified that she
wanted it to be clean in case the police came and told her that Daniel had died. She also wanted
to be ready to accept visitors to her home in case of a funeral and a wake. Her repeated cleaning
also links to the stereotype that Catholic homes were not as clean as Protestant homes. One
Catholic person had explained to me that a “good Protestant home” was always a clean home.
I discovered – was it by chance or serendipity or still something else? – that “wait” and
“wake” have a shared etymological root. “Wake” comes from the “Old English (recorded only in
the past tense wōc), also partly from the weak verb wacian ‘remain awake, hold a vigil’, of
Germanic origin; related to Dutch waken and German wachen; compare with watch.” “Wait”
comes from “Middle English: from Old Northern French waitier, of Germanic origin; related
to wake. Early senses included ‘lie in wait (for)’, ‘observe carefully’, and ‘be watchful.’”85
If we go still further back to the root “weg-,” we find that it is a “Proto-Indo-European
root meaning ‘to be strong, be lively.’ It forms all or part of awake; bewitch; bivouac; invigilate;
reveille; surveillance; vedette; vegetable; velocity; vigil; vigilant; vigilante; vigor; waft; wait;
wake (v.) ‘emerge or arise from sleep’; waken; watch; Wicca; wicked; witch. The hypothetical
source of/evidence for its existence is provided by: Sanskrit vajah ‘force, strength,’ vajayati
‘drives on;’ Latin vigil ‘watchful, awake,’ vigere ‘be lively, thrive,’ velox ‘fast, lively,’ vegere ‘to
enliven,’ vigor ‘liveliness, activity;’ Old English wacan ‘to become awake,’ German wachen ‘to
be awake,’ Gothic wakan ‘to watch.’”86
I see many of these words embodied in Kathleen’s nightly vigil for Daniel. In fact, our
discussion of her wait for his possible wake was preceded by a discussion of how lively their
granddaughter was, how little sleep she needed, how awake she still was at that late hour. I even

85
86

Online Etymology Dictionary, s.v. “Wait,” accessed April 29, 2019, https://www.etymonline.com/word/wait.
Online Etymology Dictionary, s.v. “*weg-,” accessed April 29, 2019, https://www.etymonline.com/word/*weg-.
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said, “Oh, to be seven again. Tapdancing at this time of night.” Their granddaughter was the
embodiment of this Proto-Indo-European root meaning of “weg-,” which is “to be strong, be
lively” as well as “vigere,” “velox,” “vegere,” and “wacan.” Kathleen, to me, embodied the “state
of wakefulness, Old English -wacu (in nihtwacu ‘night watch’).” She was watchful and awake;
she was strong. Daniel, too, was watchful. He had to lie in wait. He had to observe carefully as he
slid himself, his car, and his passengers back to safety.
Though Daniel’s experience of witnessing acute, physical violence was more explicitly
terrifying, Kathleen’s embodied experience of fear – cleaning the kitchen over and over again in
anticipation of the police arriving on her doorstep one day to inform her of her husband’s death
– demonstrates the persistent, quotidian, often taken-for-granted violence that she experienced.
The legacy of less visible violence – like fear and worry – is a part of the Troubles’ legacy that is
much less often explored. As Patrick Radden Keefe writes in Say Nothing, “tranquiliser use was
higher in Northern Ireland than anywhere else in the United Kingdom.” This was described at
the time as “the Belfast malady,” defined as “living with constant terror, where the enemy is not
easily identifiable and the violence is indiscriminate and arbitrary . . . Doctors found,
paradoxically, that the people most prone to this type of anxiety were not active combatants,
who were out on the street and had a sense of agency, but the women and children stuck
sheltering behind closed doors” (2018, 58).
It is also worth reflecting on the fact that, like many of the other fears others
experienced, Kathleen’s fear would likely be considered a minor event, or even a non-event since
her worst fears never came true. And yet, the repetition of this minor / non-event over the
course of thirty years matters because it reveals something that was shared by everyone who
lived in Northern Ireland but which is rarely discussed amid the other, more shocking and
horrific events of the era: “constant terror” (Keefe 2018, 58). Likewise, though Daniel was
obviously not a combatant, he nonetheless had a sense of agency as he interacted with police
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and “slid” the car back to safety, protecting both himself and the journalists. Kathleen was
helpless at home. Waiting.
Here, I would like to return to the idea of synesthesia as a metaphor for fear. Notice that
at one point Kathleen interjects “. . . you'd be able to hear and see–” as Daniel describes his
escape from the dangerous scene and his arrival in a calmer area where children were playing
and people were going about their business:
“People walking up and down. Men standing on the corner talking to each other.”
“. . . you'd be able to hear and see–” Kathleen interjects.
“Murder going on a quarter of a mile, half a mile up the road. And these people just going
on about their business as if nothing happened,” said Daniel.
Notice also that Daniel describes the “pinging noise” of catapults of ball bearings. At this point,
Kathleen gasps on the recording. These comments about hearing and seeing simultaneously –
and Daniel’s emphasis on the sounds in addition to what he saw – are important because they
reveal the ways in which senses can fuse in a state of fear. The senses can become almost
indiscernable from one another.

Mike, Hugh and Luke
Like Bette, Ruth, and Daniel, “I took risks,” said Mike, “and there were two occasions
when, there were definitely two occasions where I was nearly pulled into a car by loyalists. Two
occasions, simply because they knew I was a Catholic. They’d never met me, but they’d been told
I was a Catholic, and they asked me a question which only someone who would. . . like the lower
Ormeau is a totally nationalist area, and they asked me about one particular street, and you
wouldn’t even know about it unless you’d been in it, so they stopped and asked me about this
street. And because I answered them, I was obviously a nationalist, and I wasn’t. And they tried
to draw me over to the car, and they had a map, an ordinary Belfast map. But the guys in the
back of the car, I saw it, it was like a town plan map of lower Ormeau. And as I drew closer to the
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car, the back door clicked open and I just, I realized then. And they were going, ‘No, come on
over and show us on the map,’ and I said, ‘Listen guys, I just told you.’ And they drove off,
skidded, came back down, luckily there was a load of people coming up. That happened to me
twice.”
“The same way? A map? Asking you about a street?” I asked.
“The thing is, getting you over to a car. If someone stops a car and asks for directions,
everybody wants to help. But back in those days, there wasn’t no trust, like we’re only as stupid
as we are. And a lot of people have been murdered on both sides just by being trusting human
beings.”
“And you would have been going to visit friends? You would have crossed a boundary?” I
asked.
“No, actually, the first incident with the map happened in a mixed university area, but
they knew who I was. They knew who I was,” Mike replied.
“Do you know who they are?” asked Hugh.
“No, I’d never met them before in my life, but I have no doubt what was going on there.
I’m not a liar. There was one other time that happened when I was on acid. And I know you’re
going to say, well, you were on drugs. But there was two of us, me and this other guy, and jesus,
we had to run for our lives, like this car chasing us all over at three in the morning, and we were
tripping.”
“Well, drugs only change so much of your reality, I mean…” I said.
“This was for real,” Mike said.
“They make you see cars with loyalists in them!” said Hugh, laughing.
“No, I don’t know who was in the car,” Mike replied. “I don’t even know if it was loyalists,
this was in Ballynafeigh. I don’t know if it was loyalists. It could’ve been fucking republicans, it
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could’ve been INLA.87 Here, two boys walking up into Ballynafeigh, ‘must be prods, my brother
got shot by prods last night, let’s shoot a prod and say he’s a UVF88 man.’ Next thing, you get
Mike the taig dead and then they’re, ‘oops, we can hardly say he’s in the UVF?’ So, who knows?”
“In the UDA, don’t be so stupid,” added Luke jokingly.89
“Oh the UDA would take me, in Larne anyway . . .” Mike said jokingly.90
Mike’s first experience shows how careful and on guard people had to be during the
Troubles. As he says, many people were killed simply for being trusting human beings and trying
to help someone who appeared lost. It is important to note that geographical questions and a
map plays a central role in this story. His knowledge of streets in the lower Ormeau area91 made
him vulnerable to people who might use geographical questions to ‘tell’ whether he is Protestant
or Catholic. When he noticed men in the back seat were looking at a planning map of the lower
Ormeau Road, it sent off alarm bells for him as these were unlikely to be lost out of towners. His
sense of sound and sight also informed him: “as I drew closer to the car, the back door clicked
open and I just, I realized then.” The men continued to try to convince him to come closer, but
fortunately, his instincts kicked in and he never had to find out who they really were. His second
example is instructive because it becomes clear in his conversation with Hugh that the men
chasing him and his friend could have been loyalist or republican. He notes that he could have

The INLA is a republican paramilitary that was founded in 1974 by former members of the Official Irish Republican
Army (OIRA) who opposed the group’s ceasefire. The OIRA and INLA stated they were Marxist. The INLA and OIRA
are separate from the Provisional IRA (PIRA), though both OIRA and PIRA claim the name ‘the IRA’. The PIRA were
formed in 1969 following a split among republicans and were sometimes called the ‘green’ IRA. They called the OIRA
‘NLF’, for ‘National Liberation Front.’ OIRA were also sometimes called the ‘red’ IRA (Wikipedia, s.v. “Irish National
Liberation Army,” accessed 2019,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Irish_National_Liberation_Army&oldid=876359939; Wikipedia, s.v.
“Official Irish Republican Army,” accessed 2019,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Official_Irish_Republican_Army&oldid=893584675).
88 The Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF) is a loyalist paramilitary that is separate from the UDA.
89 The Ballynafeigh area is known as UDA territory. Luke is joking that Mike has referred to the wrong paramilitary
for their neighborhood.
90 To explain this joke: In March 2007, the inner council of the UDA issued a statement to the effect that they had
"expelled" the paramilitary brigadier as well as his political adviser in southeast County Antrim. Larne is a town and,
at the time of this interview (2007), was still a district of southeast Antrim. This joke is about the instability of the
UDA there (Rowan 2007).
91 The lower Ormeau area is a nationalist area also informally referred to by some residents of Ballynafeigh as ‘below
the bridge’. It is to the east of Queen’s University Belfast, south of the city center, and to the north of Ballynafeigh /
the upper Ormeau Road. To give an idea of the proximity, from Annadale Flats in Ballynafeigh—locally known as
UDA territory—to the Sinn Fein office below the bridge, it would only take approximately ten minutes by foot.
87
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easily been mistaken for a Protestant man, simply because he was in Ballynafeigh (above the
bridge). Returning to this idea of synesthesia as a metaphor for fear, synesthesia is sometimes
experienced by people who are tripping on acid. Fear, as I’ve noted, is often indistinct from
paranoia in the context of long-term terror. In the conversation above, his grasp on reality is
jokingly questioned by Hugh. But it points to a deeper point that Mike actually did not know
who was chasing him. His sensory history reflects the sense of indeterminate fear that people
experienced. In some ways Mike running through the streets of Belfast tripping on acid, not
knowing who is chasing him is a metaphor for everyone’s experience of the Troubles. The way
that part of the story closed with a joke about Mike joining the UDA in Larne reflects the dark
humor that I’ll return to in Chapter 7.

Matt
In contrast, Matt, a man in his mid-20s who came from a working-class Protestant
background and lived in the Annadale Flats, had recently told me, “here’s an interesting fact:
I’ve never been to a bonfire, never. I wouldn’t go to it.” When I asked why, Matt said, “because
there’s usually always someone who has a few too many and a fight gets started, so I just steer
clear.” When I pursued the question further a few minutes later, asking him if as a man he felt
less safe, he added: “I’ve got no interest, it’d be like someone saying, ‘hey, come watch a
documentary on nose hairs.’ I’d rather stay home and watch Pulp Fiction again.” He seemed
blasé about the bonfire the second time around, commenting that he sees them as a good way to
get rid of an old chair (as often actually happens, the bonfires look like weathered outdoor living
rooms, not unlike the orange couch on The Wire). Given these two comments, I felt there was
some ambivalence on Matt’s part about whether he felt fear and also about whether he was
willing to admit to being afraid, although I did find plenty of men readily admitted fear in
contrast to the macho Belfast “hardman” stereotype. After considering what he said, he may or
may not have felt fear. Yet what might seem surprising is the fact that a young, working-class
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Protestant man was also wary of other men with a similar background, and he did not feel
comfortable at an event where, to some, he is ostensibly an ‘insider’ given his roots. In fact, he
didn’t feel like an ‘insider’ and derided parents who allowed their children to wear Celtics or
Rangers football jerseys in town, which often indicate one’s loyalties. Perhaps his other interests
also made him seek belonging elsewhere, since he was most enthusiastic about film, particularly
those by Quentin Tarantino, and sports teams that fell mostly outside sectarian lines (including
rugby, field hockey, American football, professional wrestling). He did not fit into the world of
the Annadale bonfire, nor did he want to. His story also underscores that fact that not all
working-class Protestant young men are interested in the bonfire, and that some may in fact be
just as wary of it as other residents. There is still much to learn about the fears that young men
feel within ‘their own’ areas (Roche 2006) and, as Matt’s experience makes clear, the boundaries
of belonging and exclusion in Belfast cannot always be assumed simply on the basis of whether a
person is Protestant or Catholic.

Fear of Rumor on the 12th of July
I had scheduled the interview for 10am, July 12, 2007. Her house was across the bridge,
but I knew that the parade would have passed by then, like last year’s. I awoke, dressed
hurriedly and scraped a brush through my hair before scrambling down the flat’s staircase to
make it there on time. I was surprised that I hadn’t yet heard the now-familiar music, the light
sound of flutes mixed with a bit of brass as well as drums which keep a steady, militaristic beat.
Maybe I’d slept through it? Turning from the street where I lived, St. Jude’s Avenue, onto the
neighborhood’s central artery, the Ormeau Road, I suddenly realized that, in fact, the parade
was only beginning. The uniformed bands milled about in front of the Orange Hall, the meetingplace of the Protestant Orange Order’s local lodge, readying themselves for their long march
through Belfast on the 12th of July, a date that commemorates Protestant William of Orange’s
seventeenth-century victory over Catholic James II. Onlookers were scattered down the road on
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this typically overcast Belfast morning, some looking as if they hadn’t yet been to bed since the
previous night’s rowdy festivities, which I had also attended, while six or eight police officers
flanked the parade in the street and on the sidewalk. I was caught off guard when I ran into a
police officer I knew, Dan. He said hello and asked if I’d come to watch the parade. I nervously
mumbled that I thought the parade would have already passed by 10 o’clock, and that I had to go
across the bridge for an interview. Though he’d always been gracious towards me, I thought I
saw a curious look on his face—perhaps a raised eyebrow?—so I said good-bye as I walked away,
chastising myself for giving too many details to a police officer, however courteous or helpful he
had always been.
As I walked down the street to the tune of “God Save the Queen,” I had the growing
realization that if I did not walk quickly, I would probably be walking alongside the parade. Yet
when the marchers would turn left after crossing the bridge—an agreed-upon route which
prevents them from marching noisily through the Catholic/nationalist area below the bridge—I
would’ve continued to walk down the Ormeau Road and taken a right, sticking out like a sore
thumb. The problem being: I might be seen by supporters of the Orange Order / Apprentice
Boys who trusted me and who, in the worst case, might think I had some sort of ulterior motive
all along. The Catholic residents across the bridge had protested this march throughout the
1990s, and it was rerouted because of the protests. Jokes about my being a republican spy, an
Irish journalist faking an American accent, or a ‘peeler,’ a cop, had already been tossed around
on occasion, but I began to worry that these jokes could become actual rumors. If people saw me
turn right after I walked across the bridge, they wouldn’t know that I’m actually visiting an
asylum seeker from an African country and was just trying to tie up loose ends in my last weeks
in Belfast. I quickened my pace as the music grew closer, conscious that the previous year the
parade moved at a relatively swift tempo. “Why did I schedule an interview across the bridge for
the morning of the 12th?!” I berated myself.
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As I reached the bridge, confident that I was sufficiently ahead of the parade, I heard my
name being shouted. Startled, I looked across the road only to see two people I knew—both were
wearing bright yellow vests and were volunteering as parade marshals. “You all right?” a friendly
greeting, called the woman. I stammered a hello, waved and replied, “yeah, yeah, I’m fine.” As I
walked past, I wasn’t sure if they were watching me or not. I tried to rationalize my worries: “To
them, I could be taking a more direct route to the city center to watch all the bands converge
from different areas of the city.” Or I tried to dismiss these concerns: “I’m sure they could care
less about where I’m walking.” Nevertheless, as I walked past five or six streets and prepared to
turn, seemingly in slow motion—I cast a glance over my shoulder and found that nothing would
have obscured their view if they had watched me. I turned, and I knew that I would simply have
to wait and see if my fears would come true. Being seen while crossing this boundary on this
particular day, I feared—whether rationally or irrationally—could have led to a loss of trust with
people I’d come to know, even if it was simply a misunderstanding. I had already heard many
rumors in interviews over the past year, and had been the subject of a minor rumor when I first
arrived. Over the next few days, I gauged the reactions of the people who might have seen where
I walked, and this mild paranoia gave me a view into the cautiousness and wariness that I had
noticed occasionally in others. I am not aware of any repercussions from my walking across the
bridge that day, but then, I’ll probably never know. Had I just absorbed the paranoia – itself a
form of, or a symptom of, fear – of the people I had been talking with for the past year as part of
my inculturation? Was it the fact that I tend to worry and overthink things in general? Or was
there something to be paranoid about? Probably all of the above. Re-reading my fieldnotes, I
was struck by a small note I had made about “being seen.” Around six months after the fact,
around December 2006, I learned that at my first bonfire, in 2006, I had “been seen” because an
acquaintance told me six months later that they had noticed me there. In my fieldnotes, I note
this breezily as a helpful coincidence; how nice that someone remembered me. But reading it
now, more than ten years later, it strikes me that this was a hint at how important “being seen”
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was and, as other anthropologists had advised me, that intentionally being seen could also be a
way of protecting oneself. My experience of fear on July 12, 2007 was only a small taste of what
Zach, Rob, and many others had experienced: the fear of rupturing relationships – or, for them,
of being physically attacked or, for others, even killed – by being seen at the wrong place, at the
wrong time.
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Conclusion
This chapter opened with my experience at a bonfire in Ballynafeigh on July 11, 2007.
This story contains the seeds of many of themes that emerge in Chapter 3 and in the chapters
that follow. It is not only an ethnographic story intended to give a bit of “color” before delving
into the meat of the academic work. It is a sensory story that tells what I saw, smelled, tasted,
touched, and heard that night. It communicates the emotions of people I spoke with that
evening, including the rumors of a beating that stirred my own emotions, and reveals the fears
of my husband’s continental European co-workers. Most people attending the bonfire didn’t
seem afraid, but perhaps some were in their apartments, like Bette was years ago, waiting for it
to pass. Was Jeff, the Catholic man I met, afraid? I also noticed a woman leisurely riding her
bike through the streets with her baby. For me, it was a dreamlike experience that underscored
the existence of fear for some people and the apparent absence of fear for others.
In this story, fear isn’t the only emotion: there is also surprise. I felt surprised when Jeff
“outed” himself as Catholic after a friend had cautioned me against asking him about it. There
was also the experience of happiness felt by those celebrating, especially Hugh who was the
happiest I had ever seen him. There was our own laughter as we posed in front of the bonfire
taking photos, and Hugh’s laughter later as he realized that half the people in the photo were not
even Protestant, much less loyalists. This story also displays dark and self-deprecating humor
that permeates the senses of humor of most people with whom I spoke (see Chapter 7).
Before returning to people’s experiences of fear – histories of fear – I discuss a rumor
that I personally experienced, which allows me to begin to intertwine fear and rumor, two
elements that emerged repeatedly in the experiences that people described, and which carry
over into the following chapter. Fear itself is a form of violence, and both fear and rumor are
themselves technically “non-events,” though they often do not feel that way. They may, in fact,
precede acute violence. As in Jacob’s story, he prepared himself to carry out acute violence –
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either proactively or defensively – because he was afraid. Throughout the experiences, sensation
is intimately linked – or perhaps inseparable – from emotion and rumor.
To bring together these threads of emotion, sensation, and rumor, I use the metaphor of
synesthesia to explore the ways in which fear is profoundly jarring and rarely stays within
boundaries. It causes bodily sensations that are confusing and that may occur at moments that
are otherwise ordinary and uneventful. Part of the challenge of fear is how pervasive it becomes,
how uncentered. It is not always clear who or what one should fear. This experience of fear
becomes evident in the stories of the neighborhood workers – Zach and Rob – alongside Sean
and Bette, Ruth, Jacob, and Daniel and Kathleen. Returning to my point in the previous chapter,
these experiences of fear – of, by and large, “non-events” that would be considered insignificant
– are themselves histories that give insight in the quotidian experience of fear and the effects it
had on people.
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Chapter 4: Histories of Loss, and Change
One can rumour, continue in rumour, get stuck and be unable to get out of rumour.
– Anna Burns, Milkman

The vanishing flats
I sat at dinner in Herrenhausen Palace at a long table filled with bioethicists, virologists,
molecular biologists, policy wonks, and biosecurity experts. We gathered in Hanover, Germany,
in October 2017 to discuss the international security implications of genome editing, including
the potential state uses and misuses of this rapidly evolving technology. I had recently started
managing media relations and social media for a client that was co-hosting this event. But that
night, I was more interested in talking about Northern Ireland with the man sitting across from
me. As we chatted, the familiar wariness of Belfast settled over me: I remembered that some of
my usual small talk – such as, “where are you from?” or “where do you live?” – might be seen as
intrusive, designed to ferret out whether my dinner companion was Protestant or Catholic. I
thought that he looked at me with some mix of bemusement and skepticism as we chatted,
perhaps especially given my enthusiasm for talking about the city and finding out what had
changed. Maybe he was also wondering whether I took a side? I wondered whether he did. I told
him about my research on the upper Ormeau Road/Ballynafeigh, explaining that I found this
area compelling since so many of Belfast’s neighborhoods are divided along sectarian lines. I
mentioned that I was also interested in their neighborhood since both working-class and
middle-class people live there. The Annadale Flats, a group of 202 flats built in 1953 by the
Belfast Corporation, are a mix of owner-occupied, private rental, and Council housing
(TheyWorkForYou 2012). Mentioning these flats made him look at me with still more curiosity,
perhaps given their links with loyalist paramilitaries, though momentarily I had forgotten about
this.
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These flats were known as part of the South Belfast Brigade UDA/UFF territory, as the large
white letters “UFF”92 with a red hand in the center attested. And yet, the flats were also diverse
even if they were traditionally loyalist territory: I knew Catholic people who lived there, and as
of 2007, about 10% of the flats were occupied by Chinese residents.93

Figure 3. A block of flats in the Annadale Flats. Ulster Freedom Fighters (UFF) is widely acknowledged to
be the paramilitary wing of the UDA. Google Maps, accessed April 29, 2019, https://bit.ly/2XiYOuf.

And yet, what he told me next came as a shock.
He told me that the flats had all been torn down, razed to the ground, that there was
nothing left.
Shocked, I asked, “Why? What happened to all the people who were living there?” My
heart sank thinking of people I knew who lived there, wondering where they went, thinking
about people’s fears of this happening.

The Ulster Freedom Fighters (UFF) are widely acknowledged as the Ulster Defense Association’s (UDA)
paramilitary wing.
93 This was according to a BCDA survey that was being conducted at the same time as my fieldwork.
92
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Figure 4. A view of Annadale Flats from the Lagan River embankment. Google Maps, accessed April 29,
2019, https://bit.ly/2XiYOuf.

They’re all gone; it was a hotbed of paramilitaries, he said, so the flats had to be torn
down to get rid of them. And of course the land was worth a lot, so condominiums were being
planned for this lovely area leading down to the Lagan. As I knew, some of the flats even had
unimpeded views of the river. It sounded plausible given Belfast’s new post-Troubles building
boom.
Later, I was still in disbelief that it could all be gone. Knowing that affordable housing
was already scarce ten years before, I knew this meant that a chunk of the neighborhood’s
working-class residents would be gone. Was this the “progress” that Northern Ireland’s leaders
had talked about? Was this still a “shared” neighborhood anymore?
To any listener, this would sound like the usual process of gentrification, which was
already happening before my research in 2006–2007 and which is part of the story of the upper
Ormeau Road/Ballynafeigh.
But what is most interesting about this story is that, while gentrification was most
certainly occurring and in full swing by the time of the 2006 housing bubble, Annadale Flats had
not – and has not – been torn down.
It was a rumor.
I discovered that the Annadale Flats were alive and well through a few online searches.
In fact, the Annadale and Haywood Residents Association announced just one month later, in
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November 2017, the opening of a new community center that had been built thanks to a
£350,000 grant from the Big Lottery Funded Space & Place Programme as well as Belfast City
Council and the Northern Ireland Housing Executive94 (Belfast City Council 2017). Far from
being under threat, it seemed that the flats were thriving compared to 2007, when serious
problems with the original flat roofs were causing damp and mold to spread through many of
them, an issue noted both in my interviews with residents in 2006–2007 and in speeches by
almost every political party as recently as 2012 in the Northern Ireland Assembly
(TheyWorkForYou 2012). In 2016, the Northern Ireland Housing Executive opened a tender for
replacing the roofs of 12 blocks of flats over the course of 46 weeks, which was awarded to PK
Murphy Construction Ltd. for £1.1 million (Northern Ireland Housing Executive 2016; PK
Murphy, n.d.).
In addition to the damp and mold, there had also been some incidents of racist
harassment of Chinese residents, primarily by children and young people, and serious
misgivings among some long-time residents about the presence of Chinese residents and other
ethnic minorities during my fieldwork in 2006–2007. However, it sounded as though the new
community center was making substantial efforts to be inclusive of all residents by offering “job
training, a youth club, older people’s projects, counselling support for residents, a housing
advice service,” and even a celebration of the Chinese New Year, something that definitely would
have raised eyebrows ten years earlier. The announcement noted that “the community has
experienced a large number of changes over the years and is now home to people from a diverse
range of backgrounds with up to eight different languages being spoken in the area.” In short,
the flats were not only still there, but seemed to be receiving necessary updates and funding for

“The Northern Ireland Housing Executive is the public housing authority for Northern Ireland. It is Northern
Ireland's largest social housing landlord, and the enforcing authority for those parts of housing orders that involve
houses with multiple occupants, houses that are unfit, and housing conditions” (Wikipedia, s.v. “Northern Ireland
Housing Executive,” accessed 2019,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northern_Ireland_Housing_Executive; Cullingworth and Nadin 2001, 52; Clay and
Bassett 1999, 115).
94
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many activities, in addition to making an effort to acknowledge the diversity of the residents
(Belfast City Council 2017).
To me, the fact that my unanticipated return to my dissertation was ushered in with a
rumor – and a rumor about vanishing public housing (though some flats were private or owner
occupied) and vanishing Protestants and paramilitaries, no less – was compelling because
rumor had emerged repeatedly in my research. In addition to instilling a sense of fear in people
– a sense of fear that was at times itself a source of violence – as we witnessed in the previous
chapter, rumor can allow people to comment on things that they suspect or fear are occurring.
Rumors can also be used to pass information when other sources of information are not trusted,
as might be the case with official channels of information during a thirty-year conflict (Shibutani
1966, 57, cited in Miller 2005, 508). According to the rumor, paramilitaries were vanishing. And
so were working-class Protestants. They were. Just not exactly in the way this scientist
described.

Working-class Protestant Anxieties: An Air of Plausibility?
The “air of plausibility” (Mullen 1972) in the case of the rumored vanishing flats was
threefold: firstly, in my interviews and informal chats with people in 2006–2007 and through
further research, I learned there was a block of flats that used to exist near the Annadale Flats,
south of Sunnyside Street, on Annadale Crescent. These flats composed a high-rise building
known as the “electric flats” since they had electric heating and tended to be colder than “the
flats,” as the Annadale Flats were known by residents, which were mostly smaller, two- and
three-story flats north of Sunnyside Street that were not primarily heated with electricity. The
“electric flats” were demolished so that Council houses could be built in their place, though only
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part of the houses that were planned were built, leaving an empty space that was still there
during my fieldwork (O’Connor 1996).95
Secondly, the price of private accommodation had gone through the roof and public
housing could be scarce, highly sought after, and awarded according to a points system based on
need. Some local Protestants noticed that their family members or other people they knew could
not get a flat or a house in Ballynafeigh.96 Yet they observed that other people, such as Catholic
and Chinese people, had access to social housing in the neighborhood. Some local Protestants
suspected an agenda on the part of the Housing Executive, though neighborhood workers also
told me that some people lacked support to navigate the bureaucratic application process to get
on the housing list.
Thirdly, some local working-class Protestant people I spoke to felt they were being
pushed out not only because of the high prices – this was after all during the housing bubble,
where £40k homes were being sold for £140k – but also because of their identity. One life-long
resident who lived in Council housing said, “I’m in it for the long-haul and I’m not backing
down. . . . I’m not moving; a lot of families are moving, but I’m staying put.” There were feelings
from long-time Protestant residents that “it’s starting to be taken over,” particularly by Catholic
people and, to a certain extent, ethnic minorities, the term the UK government term uses for
people of color but which also includes groups in the UK and Northern Ireland such as Irish
Travellers.97 And there was some truth to this view: the majority of new residents in the area
identified as Catholic or came from predominantly Catholic backgrounds.

Unfortunately I was unable to return to Belfast to gather further documentation in 2018–2019 and did not gather it
in 2006–2007.
96 Here, I use only the term Ballynafeigh since this, by and large, was the term used by long-term residents, though
some did call it “the Ormeau Road.”
97 The UK and Northern Ireland developed 18 categories of ethnicity which were first used in the 1991 census. The
2011 census responded to some of the criticisms by allowing people to self-define their ethnic group (Wikipedia, s.v.
“Classification of Ethnicity in the United Kingdom,” accessed April 26, 2019,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Classification_of_ethnicity_in_the_United_Kingdom&oldid=89429436
1).
95
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The Protestant population in Ballynafeigh had decreased from 30% in 1991 to 21% in
2001, and an estimated 19% in 2005, based on a sample survey (Murtagh and Carmichael
2005). In the 2011 census question regarding which religious tradition they were raised or
identified with, 44.33% of residents identified as Catholic, 24.9% stated no religion, 18.42%
identified as Protestant, 10.07% did not state, and 2.28% belonged to other religions. “This
demography is notable as there is no majority religion, and it homes a high percentage of people
with no religion (24.9%) compared to the NI average (10.11%),” noted a commenter on the
Slugger O’Toole blog (Donnelly 2015). Nevertheless, the decrease in Protestant-identified
residents from 1991 to 2011 and the increase in Catholic or non-identifying residents hints that
demographic shifts were underway, and combined with the increase in housing prices in the
area, it did not bode well for working-class residents, Protestant, Catholic, or otherwise.
The Protestant history of the area was evidenced by the Ballynafeigh Orange Hall
founded in 1887, and the Ballynafeigh Apprentice Boys band “appears in the records of
Ballynafeigh Orange Hall in June 1902 but is known to have been in existence long before this
date” (Gallagher 2013).98 During my research, and according to my interlocutors, in the early
summer Union flags would be hoisted high atop street lights from the Ormeau Bridge to the
roundabout bordering Rosetta, bunting decorated with small Union flags would decorate
smaller streets near the band hall and Parkmore and Somerset Street, and kerbstones had often
been painted red, white, and blue (though kerbstone painting had decreased and almost
disappeared at the time of my fieldwork). Along with these symbols, the Orange Order and
Apprentice Boys parades during my research took place on the Ormeau Road and sometimes in
the smaller streets of lower Ballynafeigh. In 2007, they started around Easter and continued
until mid-August, with 12 July as the peak moment of parading season. But, as I mentioned
above, the Protestant population in Ballynafeigh had decreased substantially over the past
twenty years.
98

See my earlier discussion of the mixed character of the area in the Introduction.
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These sorts of demographic shifts, though, were not new in Belfast, and neither were
mixed neighborhoods, many of which have both existed and subsequently disappeared over the
past 100+ years. Though Ballynafeigh was relatively unique in Belfast at the time of my
fieldwork, it is important not to overemphasize its singularity, although it was one of very few
mixed areas of Northern Ireland during the Troubles. Its existence – and the existence and
disappearance of other mixed areas – shows that these areas typically disappear and reappear
over time. The existence of mixed neighborhoods has often been at the mercy of both sectarian
tensions and market forces. This cyclicality of mixed neighborhoods in Belfast has been
thoroughly explored in the work of Frederick Boal (1982, 1984, 1996). He notes that mixed areas
of Belfast historically tend to be majority Protestant areas with a Catholic minority, much like
Ballynafeigh’s earlier composition. The shift toward a Catholic majority and Protestant minority,
at least in their experience, tended to result in Protestants eventually leaving the neighborhood
and the area becoming a “single identity community.”

Constellations of Rumors
Related to these demographic shifts that were resulting in a smaller proportion of local
Protestant residents, a constellation of rumors99 that verged on conspiracy theories circulated
during my fieldwork: some residents, almost exclusively Protestant working-class people who
were locals, suspected that the Housing Executive had an agenda. These rumors popped up
repeatedly in my fieldwork and were recounted to me separately multiple times by different
people. The broad outlines of these rumors usually included some of these elements: To

I will refer to this as rumor, but it also shares features with conspiracy theories: “a belief that some covert but
influential organization is responsible for an unexplained event” (Dictionary.com, s.v. “Conspiracy Theory,” accessed
April 30, 2019, https://www.dictionary.com/browse/conspiracy-theory). As noted by a researcher of this topic, “by
conspiracy theory I initially mean a narrative that has been constructed in an attempt to explain an event or series of
events to be the result of a group of people working in secret for a nefarious end. Though we often associate the
signifier 'conspiracy theory' with apparently 'crazy' Internet rants, it is important to keep in mind the truism, 'Just
because you're paranoid, doesn't mean they're not out to get you'. In other words, conspiracies do happen. This
relationship between conspiracy theory and, say, investigative journalism – between conspiracy theory and theories
of conspiracies – must be thought on a continuum” (Birchall 2004).
99
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decrease the number of Protestants in Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road, the Housing
Executive was offering Protestant residents money or Council houses elsewhere. In addition,
people suggested that the Housing Executive was intentionally placing Chinese and Catholic
residents in Annadale Flats and Council housing in and around the Ormeau Road to limit or
decrease the proportion of Protestants. As one person said to me, “There’s no doubt in this
world the Housing Executive, or somebody in the Housing Executive— there is a committee that
said, ‘we’ll move a lot of Chinese into Annadale.’ There’s no doubt in the world.” In addition, one
person added another element, which was that the Housing Executive maybe even hoped to
catalyze racist incidents100 as a way of justifying their decision to offer housing to minorities.
Were these rumors merely fed by anxieties regarding change and a sense of loss among workingclass Protestants? Was there some truth in them as well?
Let’s explore the possibility that working-class Protestant residents might have been paid
to move out of the area, as has sometimes occurred in housing estates elsewhere in the UK
(Shelter England, n.d.), in September 1996 there were rumors published in the Belfast
Telegraph that the land where the Annadale Crescent complex stood – the “electric flats” –
might be sold to private developers. The article said, “Under original plans, the 145 flats were
scheduled for demolition in order to rebuild 74 new and better houses.” These sources suggested
that the original plan might be scrapped, and that only 16 houses from Phase 1 of the original
plan would be built, allowing the rest of the valuable land to be sold to private developers.
Local Ulster Unionist Party (UUP) Councillor at that time, Michael McGimpsey,
expressed concern in the news article that local residents living in the flats were being
encouraged to move: “A lot of people have moved out already as they have been offered houses
which beforehand were unavailable, plus a cash handout of £1,500. This amount of money is
more than many people who live there have ever got at any one time before, so it is not
surprising that people have accepted this offer” (O’Connor 1996). So, on the question of whether
100

I will return to the issue of racist attacks in Chapter 5.
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Protestant residents were encouraged to move out, this politician’s statement from 1996
suggests that this had already occurred once. Was it plausible that it might happen again?
Tracing what happened to these flats, I interviewed one person who used to live there
and told me that they were torn down and some houses were built. Three additional people who
lived nearby in Annadale Flats talked to me about their perception of the “electric flats.” They
said the flats were known for crime, drug use, and teenagers hanging out. Some houses were
built where the flats had stood, but the rest of the land was indeed sold to private developers.
Over the course of the 2000s, two new housing developments were built in this area: Wellington
Square and The Embankment (Skyscraper City 2009; Studio Partington, n.d.).
In the remaining Annadale Flats (which were north of the original “electric flats,” across
Sunnyside Street), during my fieldwork residents expressed concerns about what might happen
to their flats. In particular, the Council’s plan to replace the windows and do other
refurbishments, such as changing the number of bedrooms in the flats, sparked anxieties that
were expressed at residents’ meetings. Residents voiced concerns – often in the shape of rumors
– such as the suspicion that the Council was just preparing to sell off the flats to “yuppies” or
private developers, as had already occurred with the electric flats. A number of residents resisted
getting new windows or other structural changes to their flats, although some said they were
open to the idea updating their well-worn kitchens without moving out while the work was being
done, however. They feared that these updates were just a ruse to get them out of their flats. The
influx of Housing Executive money for “repairs” was suspect. At one residents meeting, some
people wondered aloud whether the Housing Executive just wanted to use these updates to get
rid of ‘the prods’101 from the flats. One person said to me afterwards that if you say you live in
Annadale Flats, people will automatically think you’re a “loyalist scumbag.” We talked about the

An abbreviation of “Protestant.” In this case, Protestant people were referring to how they might be seen, implying
that since they were “prods,” they might be viewed as undesirable tenants to the Housing Executive. It is unclear here
whether this is because of their class, or the assumption that they are supporters of paramilitaries, or some
combination of the two.
101
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increase in Chinese people and other ethnic minorities in the flats, and they suggested that the
racist incidents might be part of a conspiracy (my word, though they seemed to agree when I
suggested it) to crowd out local Protestants, presumably giving the Housing Executive an excuse
to offer housing to ethnic minorities instead.
Affordable housing was a central issue and was underlying many of these rumors and
anxieties. In the story of my dinner companion in 2017 and in the rumors that circulated among
residents in 2006–2007, one can hear echoes of the worst fears of the local Protestant workingclass residents: Annadale Flats, viewed by outsiders as a loyalist stronghold, had disappeared
from the landscape of Ballynafeigh in the rumor I heard from the scientist at the genome editing
conference, and with it, all the people who inhabited it. This rumor could be viewed as telling of
the eventual absence of Protestant working-class people in an increasingly expensive, affluent,
and Catholic area of Belfast. Local neighborhood workers confirmed that this was definitely the
feeling they detected among local working-class Protestants, a feeling of being pushed out both
by market forces, the Housing Executive, and Catholic and Chinese residents. Local Protestant
residents told me that they were being told there were “no Council houses in the Ormeau Road,”
yet they saw Catholics were moving in, some of whom were viewed as “problem families” by
locals, mainly in relation to anti-social behavior, though there were also incidents that had a
sectarian character, too. Some local Protestants felt it was “starting to be taken over.”
I would argue that the rumors that circulated among residents – whether about the
increasing diversity of the public housing residents or plots to sell the flats to yuppies and
private developers – were about the lack of trust in institutions such as the Housing Executive.
The lack of trust was not limited to the Housing Executive; it extended to other institutions such
as the police, who had not only struggled to gain the trust of many Catholics but who had also
lost the trust many working-class Protestants over the course of parading disputes in the 1990s
and early 2000s. In addition, as the neighborhood workers and other residents said, affordable
housing was a critical issue in the area, especially if one wanted to avoid making a “mixed” or
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“shared” area only available to those who were more affluent. Compounding this lack of trust in
institutions was a distinct sense of loss. Trust – and a sense of loss – were central themes
underlying these rumors, and they are two elements that will be essential to address if Northern
Ireland is to become a truly ‘post’-conflict society.

Senses of Loss, Fears of Loss
The sense of loss for working-class Protestants in this area had emerged prior to 2007
according to people I spoke with. They had been concerned with housing as well as the resources
that people in “single identity communities” were able to access, but which were not available to
working-class Protestants in Ballynafeigh. In speaking with local Protestants and neighborhood
workers who lived and worked in the area, and who had acted as mediators during tense times –
especially during parading season – I came to better understand some local Protestants’ points
of view.

Neighborhood workers
Since the neighborhood workers I spoke with had lived in Ballynafeigh for many years,
and in some cases, were from the area, they had a keen sense of change taking place. Rob said,
“For me, it was years ago that there was a movement . . . there are other communities here that
there were big movements in, but there was a movement within loyalism or a number of groups
concerned about loyalists, Protestants particularly, losing their housing, losing . . . [inaudible]. I
think some of them realized they couldn’t go it alone. But they had no channels. So it kind of
died down again. And then it started to raise its head again, recently in the last couple of years,
but they realized that they couldn’t do it alone, and it was an acceptance kind of thing because of
the work over previous years that me and [_] were doing, so. Now they realise that they have to
be part of it again, and you heard words like ‘we’re 30 years behind everybody else’ and stuff like
that. Communities within this community are way, way behind anybody else, you know. Our
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problem is that we’re [Ballynafeigh as a whole] ahead of everybody else, so, it’s trying to bring all
that together and get them people to the point where we are.”
“And why do some people feel they are 30 years behind?” I said.
“You look at other communities you know, but the difference is they have to realize that
[there are resources]. They have to realize that these are single-identity communities, they don’t
have the issues that we’ve had to deal with over the last twenty, thirty years. That’s why they’re
well ahead. Well ahead of the game you know, they’re a single identity community, the majority
of them living in deprivation you know, that’s why. The difficult thing for us is when we’re seen
as an affluent community, we’re not part of any areas of social need, that’s the big problem for
us,” said Rob.
“I think another point is that single-identity communities within this community are
further ahead than they think because they do have access to the resources,” said Zach. “But they
have access to the resources through a shared organization, and the issue for them is that they’re
looking at their counterparts in single-identity communities and the kind of community
development that has gone on in single-identity communities appears to be much further ahead
because you will have communities like Sandy Row or the Village who are single-identity
communities grappling with the influx of particularly Eastern Europeans and things, which is
another issue. But the ownership of the organizations within those communities is very singleidentity, whereas here the community organization doesn’t belong to the Protestants in the area
or the Catholics, so I think if you come at community just in that single-identity way, it looks like
the Protestants in the area, the loyalists haven’t got community. But the reality, they do. Except
they don’t see it, they’re looking at it in a single-identity way. From that perspective, they don’t.”
Zach and Rob’s quotes above might be slightly confusing, so let me explain. The
difference between Ballynafeigh and other areas of Belfast is that most other neighborhoods
tend to be “single-identity” areas – either Protestant or Catholic. In some ways, though these
areas are more deprived than Ballynafeigh, the fact of being single-identity and deprived allows
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them to access certain resources dedicated to single-identity areas with social need. Rob and
Zach are explaining that working-class Protestants in Ballynafeigh likely felt left behind other
Protestant areas in a sense because they still lacked, for example, adequate youth activities or
dedicated spaces. As Rob explains, Ballynafeigh was seen as an affluent area, though it still had
pockets of need. Rhonda, a local mother who was Protestant and loyalist, had been exploring
ways to access single-identity funding that would give young Protestant people access to afterschool activities since they did not feel comfortable and likely would not be welcome at a nearby
youth center that was predominantly Catholic. Even if they had wanted to attend these activities,
they would have had to cross an invisible interface at a convenience shop near where I lived in
“upper Ballynafeigh.” These concerns were echoed at a residents meeting I attended where
people complained that single identity areas had leisure centers of their own, while this mixed
neighborhood – while supposedly being affluent – had never had a leisure center. There was a
sense that this area had been neglected in terms of funding, and local Protestants felt this
acutely since many would have friends and family in single-identity areas and would be aware of
youth activities, leisure centers, and other visible benefits that they did not have.
Commenting on the “relatively marked shrinking” of territorial expressions by local
Protestants, Zach and Rob said that loyalists were acutely aware of what they had given up:
“It was characterized to me in a very interesting manner. If you think about the period
right up to the late 90s and the beginning of this decade, there's been a relatively marked
shrinking of that kind of territorial expression of loyalists in the area. You know, in any given
year in the next couple of weeks, all those kerbstones up to the park would have been painted,
and many of the streets that behind you would have been red, white, and blue. That doesn’t
happen anymore, and so that's, I suppose, that's a good thing if you probably speaking but on
the other hand as one loyalist put it to me: ‘the less expression that there is, the more precious
the expression that is there becomes,’” said Zach.
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“Because within loyalism, they feel particularly within this area there's been a lot of give
over the years,” said Rob.
“And they haven’t gotten. . . ?” I said.
“Not a lot back,” he added.
Local loyalists were aware that they had given up a certain amount of self-expression,
and as Rob said, this could engender a sense of loss. Rob gave the example of the up to nine
bonfires that used to exist in the area on the 11th night ahead of parading on the 12th. These
bonfires were lit on individual streets. According to locals, they were phased out, however, due
to health and safety concerns that the fires were too close to houses. Local Protestants were told
to have one central bonfire instead of multiple smaller ones. Even if this came about mainly for
health and safety reasons, it also echoed the sense that local Protestant expressions were
decreasing and sometimes, as I’ll discuss below, led to a nostalgia for the past.
Another part of this is the sense of not getting a lot back after making compromises; they
had detected sensitivity around the term “mixed” versus “shared.” Zach explained what one
prominent member of the loyalist community had said to him:
“The conversation that I had,” said Zach, “and I vividly remember it was at a time, I
suppose going back six years ago, I was just starting in this job, I had worked a bit as a volunteer
with residents groups in the area, which is how I got interested in this kind of work, and a
number of people had had a conversation with me because I had floated. The terminology we
were using was a ‘mixed community’ and I had noticed when I was talking with residents groups
that there were a significant number of people who either reacted negatively to that phrase or
actually didn’t understand what it meant, right? And I started talking to people, and I
particularly had one very, very, very long, detailed discussion with David, and David’s quite an
articulate guy, and we were talking about language, just down in the big room, we were drinking
lots of tea and having a conversation, and you [Rob] weren’t involved [yet], and that kind of
worked at the time.
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“And at the time, I was breaking a bit of new ground for the organization and some of the
roots of where we are now go back to those kind of periods about six or seven years ago where. . .
and it was about conversations, talking to people, and David said to me why he didn’t like it, and
when he was speaking, he was speaking as a representative of that community, and I accepted it
as being such. Why he didn’t like it was when you described Ballynafeigh as a ‘mixed
community.’ He said the phrase ‘mixed community’ negated all the other communities here, and
he said you know, to many people, it made their skin crawl. They got angry when they heard the
phrase. Because they felt, ‘no, I’m a Protestant first, or I’m a Catholic first, or I’m a–’ That was
his attitude, and I said, I started thinking about that, and then introducing the concept of the
need to change the phrasing into discussions in the organisation. And I think the organisation
was very open to it, because we’re not a stupid organisation, you know at all. And people like
David engaged in the conversation, and it took us a while to get there, but we came up with
‘shared neighborhood.’”
Shifting for a moment to the neighborhood workers themselves, there was likewise a
sense of loss – or at least a feared sense of loss – that they were experiencing in relation to the
mixed/shared nature of the area. They had recently written a policy paper on affordable housing
in the area, and they were concerned that the area would soon become completely middle-class,
wiping out other ways in which this area was shared, like class. Ellen expressed these concerns,
especially the possibility that more expensive housing might also affect the shared nature of the
neighborhood. In our interview, she emphasized how precious this neighborhood was and said
that in a community, “it’s not only the ‘nice’ people you want; you have to have a variety of
people.” She said, “we could lose [it] if we aren’t careful,” adding that people need to “respect
what we’ve got here” or it “may not survive.” Like local loyalists, she too was afraid of losing the
mixed or shared character due to rapid changes. She was especially concerned about rapid
economic changes and the lack of affordable housing.
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One of the features she found most precious about the area was the fact that even though
there had been “huge conflicts over the years . . . something prevents it from going over.” Each
year, the area recovered from these conflicts – often around parading or sectarian murders –
“like a piece of elastic.” Yet she worried that “if that elastic isn’t there . . . [it] could just snap or
there wouldn’t be enough people to take care of the elastic. The area could be at the mercy of the
market, or whatever the bigger picture is.” As a social scientist who had conducted research in
the area for her Master’s degree as well as being a long-time resident and neighborhood worker,
she thought that the “biggest threat is about class.” She told me that major changes in the area
could be seen in the price of buying and renting properties as well as the lack of practical shops
that had once existed, like shoe shops, record shops, or hardware stores. Instead she noted, the
shops were mostly posh eateries. The new Sainbury’s supermarket up the road, she said, wasn’t
relevant to many neighborhood residents, like her, who did not have cars, but she noted that
such stores get planning permission by promising jobs for local people.

Vanishing social spaces
The sense that more potential losses were around the corner were evident in a
conversation that I had with Hugh,102 a loyalist who had lived a long time in the area and was a
keen documenter of its history. We met up at the band hall one winter evening in 2007, a social
club primarily frequented by loyalists. As a social club for band members, it was advisable to
come with a member. Sitting in the brightly lit band hall – I had expected a darker pub-like
atmosphere – were about twenty people, mostly men, were watching two televisions. We sat at a
corner table next to a game machine and talked over beers. The walls were decorated with
Apprentice Boys memorabilia, and above where I sat was a mirror with the Ballynafeigh Orange
Hall etched on it. He talked to me about feeling under threat as a Protestant person, and his

I took notes on our conversation later that night and in the days that followed as I remembered topics we
discussed.
102
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concern that the police – “peelers” – were looking for a reason to shut down the club. His sense
was that the band hall was under closer scrutiny than other places in the area that served
alcohol. He also felt that the band hall was the last place where he, as a loyalist and a ‘prod’ – a
usually derogatory term for Protestants he had adopted for himself – could still come and have a
drink and feel welcome. Despite the past existence of several local watering holes popular with
Protestants/unionist/loyalists and some Catholic locals, the band hall was one of the few
primarily Protestant social spaces remaining in the area.
Hugh and his friends Mike and Luke talked to me about Protestant/unionist/loyalist
spaces, especially bars, that used to exist in the area. They described both the Kimberley as well
as the Ballynafeigh Sub-Aqua Club, which Mike described as a bar where his father loved the
cheap prices and where, as a kid, he loved visiting to learn scuba diving with the loyalists who
ran it, despite it being located in a Catholic area – the Markets – just north of Ballynafeigh.
“There was another bar there . . . Deramore Arms,” said Hugh.
“That was another loyalist bar,” Mike said. “There was always the loyalist prisoner thing
being handed around there. Once again I was in there on LSD the first time ever, but I used to go
in there and have a pint. That was my favorite loyalist bar. But I was also welcome in the
Kimberley.”
“The weird thing was,” Hugh added, “Ballynafeigh used to have a lot of loyalist bars. . .
Well, the band hall, it’s not a bar, it’s a social club. The Pavilion would’ve been UVF at the time,
most of the rest of them were UDA, Kimberley, Deramore arms. . . uh, there was the other one
down there where the Ballynafeigh Community House is.”
“Molly Wards,” Hugh said.
“No way, what the fuck’s Molly Wards?” Luke said.
“Do you think it would go ever?” [referring to the band hall]
“I think it could do, yes.”
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“There was one other place . . . even though I was a Catholic, you know I was saying
around the age of 16, 17, all my friends except my cousin and one other guy, we were three
Catholics, but we were running around with mostly with people, loyalists, er—Protestants, who
accepted us for who we were and we had great times together. And I was o.k. to go into the
Kimberley, my girlfriend’s mum would bring me in and buy me a pint—yet the Kimberley was
Protestant.”
“It was a dodgy bar.”
“The Kimberley was notoriously Protestant. They were o.k. with certain people,” said
Hugh.
“They were o.k. with me,” Mike said.
“Why?” I said.
“Cause ‘we hate all Catholics, but Mike, auch, Mike, he’s alright, he’s not one of those
Catholics,’” Mike said, laughing, with Nirvana playing in the background.
“The bar beside where I grew up, Catholics were allowed to go in there. Republicans
weren’t. . .” said Luke.
“If you were an ‘o.k. Catholic,’” said Hugh.
“So I can go to the band hall if I went with Hugh, but I’m not going to be stupid enough
to walk in in a Celtics shirt and a ‘go Sinn Fein’ . . .” said Mike.
“And there was one other bar that didn’t last too long, facing the band hall where those
houses are and it was called the Ballynafeigh Sub-Aqua Club, and it was genuinely, it was a
drinking den, right,” Mike said.
“But genuinely what they did for the kids in the area, see with all the money they made
off the booze, they paid for me and all the kids in the area that wanted, they took us, loyalists
right took us down to Maysfield Leisure Centre, which is in the Markets103, which is an IRA
Following the Lagan River, the Markets is an area a little over one mile from Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau
Road, now part of the city center and waterfront area. It was once a poor area as well, though now it is best known for
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stronghold. Maysfield would’ve been off limits. And they paid for us to learn diving. . . . I
would’ve been nine. I think my Dad drank that place into liquidation. He loved it because it was
so cheap. And it was Catholic and Protestant, but it was run by Protestants, but basically to get
loads of money for the kids in the area. See, now Ballynafeigh looks good, but Ballynafeigh was
really poor, Molly, a very, very poor area.”
These histories about bars that used to exist in the area helps to underscore why some
local working-class Protestants – and, to some extent, certain local Catholics – might have felt
that this area was changing and becoming a place where they, too, were vanishing from the
landscape.
As Mike mentions, it was once a very poor area – middle-aged and older people, mostly
Protestants, told me how little they made at the local bakery, for example. Two older men,
Patrick and Will, who had worked at a school and the bakery, respectively, talked to me about
their feeling that social spaces were vanishing. I got to know them because I volunteered to
make a chicken and vegetable soup twice a month at their apartment building, the Seville, which
was composed of independent apartments where a number of local older people had moved
after selling their homes. I got to know Patrick who regularly attended the soup lunch, where a
group of women and Patrick would put on some Sinatra or Big Band and chat about their
hobbies, like exercise, shopping, or playing bowls104 at the Methodist Church up the road, where
Etienne and I also occasionally played. Patrick introduced me to Will, one of the other men who
lived there. Patrick said there used to be places where he would go out to play snooker or pool,

St. George’s Market, “the last surviving Victorian covered market in Belfast, Northern Ireland. It is located on May
Street, close to the River Lagan and the Waterfront Hall. Belfast Corporation (now Belfast City Council)
commissioned the building of St George's Market, which was built in three phases between 1890 and 1896. Before
1890 St George's Market was an open market and most likely contained a slaughterhouse and a meat market. Today it
is a thriving market with 300 traders, crafters musicians and foodies” (Wikipedia, s.v. “St George’s Market,” accessed
January 25, 2019, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=St_George%27s_Market&oldid=880163458).
104 “Bowls, also called lawn bowls, is an outdoor game in which a ball (known as a bowl) is rolled toward a smaller
stationary ball, called a jack. The object is to roll one's bowls so that they come to rest nearer to the jack than those of
an opponent; this is sometimes achieved by knocking aside an opponent's bowl or the jack” (Encyclopedia Brittanica,
s.v. “Bowls,” accessed April 30, 2019, https://www.britannica.com/sports/bowls). In our case, however, we played
bowls indoors at the Ballynafeigh Methodist Church. Etienne was particularly sought after as a teammate for his
precision. My enthusiasm was my only attribute as a player of bowls.
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but that, in his view, there was nowhere to go out and “nothing going on anyway.” Will said he
“took a drink” occasionally at a local pub, but otherwise agreed with Patrick.
As it turned out, though, in further conversations with Patrick, Will, and several women
whom I came to know from the soup lunch, the fact that there was “nowhere to go,” especially at
night, was closely linked to their fears of being mugged, something that had happened to several
of the older people I knew. Patrick warned me to avoid taking out money from the cash machine
by the nearby off-license, a place where another friend in her 20s had indeed been mugged.
Patrick and Will had created their own social space, though, at the snooker table in their
building, and invited me and Etienne to join them as their guests, and the women who lived
there, whom I’ll describe in more depth in Chapter 7, were instrumental in creating lively social
spaces, especially parties, in the building since they did not feel comfortable going out at night.

Vanishing affordable housing
It’s important to note that, though there were concerns that were primarily expressed
among working-class Protestants that were linked both to housing and to their traditions,
worries about affordable housing were not solely the domain of this group. There were
significant changes occurring while I lived there, including the transformation of the former
Ormo bakery into luxury apartments; the former movie theater was also turned into apartments,
though these had a stronger focus on social housing; and even the police station has now been
sold, which will likewise be turned into posh apartments. These are of course familiar
developments in the process of gentrification anywhere else, but for Belfast, these were
relatively new developments related to the sense that Belfast was now “open for business.” What
that meant for ordinary residents of this neighborhood, though, was not necessarily positive.
Ellen, Zach, Rob, and Claire at the local non-profit were particularly concerned by these
developments.
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One Catholic woman, for example, who considered herself a ‘blow-in’ from the
countryside said she was also concerned about her ability to remain in the area: “Well, I can't
afford to buy a house. I think even first-time buyers here working find it difficult. The prices
have gone up and up every month really, and with renting, it's not that secure. I mean, this is
just about affordable. Most places I would have to share. Well, I've got a contract so we're here,
but then I don't know if I'll be asked to move because the landlord was talking about the kitchen
a lot the last time and I just feel, ‘Is this his next venture? Get a grant for the kitchen.’ Because
he did say he was going to the cavity walls, but it wouldn't affect me, so I suppose I can't lie
awake at night worrying about it, but most places I've been in, it's always to do with the
renovations. They want people to move, so you just feel sort of almost settled in a way.” Her
concerns were similar to those of the residents group at Annadale Flats who saw renovations as
a way to get rid of “the prods.”
My downstairs neighbor, a performance artist, was evicted from his flat. One day we
bumped into him and he said he was moving out that week. I was surprised since he had lived
there six years. He told me there was some back rent to pay, but that our landlord had been
trying to get him to leave so he can make more money from the place. I wrote in my notes at the
time, “this seems to link into the general sense of how this area is changing – landlords getting
rid artists, etc. who can’t pay high rents.” Apparently, some of the issues related to our landlords
purchasing the whole backyard as well and making it private, whereas part of this grassy space
had once been accessible to everyone in my building. I noticed that the renovations on the back
patio meant that my key no longer worked, and we noticed a “shiny new deadbolt that locks
from the inside.” He said our landlords couldn’t look him in the eye anymore, like they were
ashamed. Sean and Bette told me that they believedrelations between Catholics and Protestants
would continue to improve. Sean said, “There’s going to be a bit of progress . . . but there’s a
price to be paid for progress. I think they’ve seen a lot of that down south [the Republic of
Ireland].” Bette was concerned that “you can lose community spirit,” and Sean added that
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people might “become more materialistic and greedy.” Their comments have echoes of the storm
from Paradise that was propelling Walter Benjamin’s angel of history backwards: “This storm is
what we call progress” ([1940] 1999, 249). Would this “progress” result in further “wreckage
upon wreckage,” as Bette and Sean seem to anticipate?

Kurt and Kay: “I think there’s room for compromise there”
In relation to the ways in which Protestant/unionist/loyalist traditions were shifting –
including less kerbstone painting and attempts to make their traditions “more historical” – Kurt
and Kay, a “mixed” couple in their 40s described the ways that the character of these traditions
had changed in Ballynafeigh over the years. Kay was from the area, while Kurt was from a rural
area known for its staunch republicanism. They were, respectively, raised in Catholic and
Protestant families, and discussed their feelings about the Orange marches and whether they
should be allowed to follow what were called “traditional” routes.
“The flags on the road. . . you’ve lived here your whole life,” I said.
“There would’ve been more flags on the individual houses, there wouldn’t have been any
of these flags out here on the lampposts” said Kay.
“Obviously, for different reasons, say there’s Catholics in the house now; people might’ve
been frightened to put the flag out because then you’re saying what you are, or people didn’t
agree with what the Orange Order was doing,” she added.
“When did that start to happen?” I asked.
“It must’ve been the 90s . . . I know I never noticed it really until the 90s. But maybe
that’s just because of all that Drumcree business105 . . . The flags don’t bother me. He [Kurt] may
have a different view. I know myself that they have to be down at a certain time.”

See Chapter 5 for further discussion of the Drumcree standoffs between law enforcement and Orange Order
supporters. I will explain the Drumcree conflict in greater detail in the following chapter in the section, “Shifts in
Policing.” In brief “The Drumcree conflict or Drumcree standoff is an ongoing dispute over yearly parades in the town
of Portadown, Northern Ireland. The Orange Order (a Protestant, unionist organization) insists that it should be
105
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“Same way as I believe that the Orangemen should be allowed to walk down the road . . .
I can understand how the Catholics would feel threatened. . . . I was there the night after the
bookies,106 and your man held up some sign, five fingers. . . It’s not so much the Orangemen, but
. . . the ‘blue bag brigade’ as I would call them, the young ones or the adults with the drink. . . .
But I do think they should be allowed to walk down, if you go down the road, then you don’t
come back up it. To me, both sides then. If you don’t go down in the morning, you should be
allowed to come back at night. I don’t think anyone has the right to stop anyone from walking,”
said Kay.
Kurt said, “I think there’s room for compromise there. I would have some sympathy with
the opposing view to that, that I don’t think that Orangemen should have the right to walk
wherever they want to walk, just because they’ve always done it and it’s a traditional route and
without consultation with the residents. But at the same time, there’s pettiness on both sides,
and it did become used then as a political football. It became symbolic of a bigger issue, and I
think it became symbolic of the whole conflict really, and the whole discrimination thing and
civil rights issues. I don’t think there’s an absolute view on either side. I think maybe once a
year, they should be able to walk down the road once a year . . . And I think that’ll come
eventually. There are petty minded people down there, who are anti-Protestant.”
“There are good people down there, too,” said Kay.
“Sure there are,” said Kurt.
“There are people, too, associated with Orange institutions who are only interested in the
sectarian end of things. Some people, not all, I know good people involved in it as well . . . but
there are some people who are only interested in it because it is [perceived as] an anti-Catholic

allowed to march its traditional route to and from Drumcree Church. However, most of this route is through the
mainly Catholic Irish nationalist part of town. The residents, who see the march as sectarian, triumphalist and
supremacist, have sought to ban it from their area. The Orangemen see this as an attack on their traditions; they had
marched the route since 1807, when the area was mostly farmland. The ‘Drumcree parade’ is held on the Sunday
before the Twelfth of July” (Wikipedia, s.v. “Drumcree Conflict,” accessed March 23, 2019,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Drumcree_conflict&oldid=889157353).
106 Kay is referring to the murders of Catholic civilians at Sean Graham’s bookmakers by UDA leaders in 1992. This
bet making shop is on the Ormeau Road on the Catholic side of the bridge.
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organisation. And that’s what motivates them. And there are people who got involved in the last
period . . . when things quieted down, that had no interest in it,” said Kurt.
“Like 12th of July prods,” said Kay.
“Now I feel at ease with it, I do,” said Kurt.
“They’re putting them up and taking them down,” said Kay.
Kurt emphasized, “They’re making a genuine effort.”
“To compromise, too,” Kay added.
“And to have a right to their cultural heritage . . .”
“The whole thing with the bonfire. . . I think that’s great, the way they’re actually starting
to manage that, and they’re getting money and help to do that, and they have certain restrictions
and conditions that they have to meet and I think that’s brilliant,” said Kay.
“I personally wouldn’t feel comfortable going up to it, but I think now that I probably
could and that it would be alright,” said Kurt.
Kay replied, “I think even that day will come. . . . When I was younger, Catholics and all
went to the bonfire, the particular hall that I lived in the flats, there would’ve been us, and then a
Catholic family that lived above my mummy, and we would’ve all been out dancing. And it
wasn’t the drink, and you know the way it was the drink and all these ones coming and that
there mad music.”
She continued, “And it wasn’t like that in those days, obviously times have changed. Our
parents wouldn’t have gotten drunk. Now, they maybe would’ve had a drink, and they would’ve
organized a party, so they would’ve got tables out, and food. . . . It was a different society in
those days. You never would’ve seen a youngster growing up walking around drinking a tin of
beer. . . . Now it’s almost accepted, kids walking around drinking beer. There was a lady around
the corner from us, and she got her record player, so all the old Orange records went on, you
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know, the likes of ‘The Sash’. . . . The parents would’ve sat around and had a bit of craic,107 and
the kids would’ve been dancing around. . . . But it wasn’t that, all those young ones up there
drinking, that just didn’t happen.”
I asked whether the bonfire was always in the same place. In 2006–2007, it was on a
piece of land on the edge of Annadale flats, bordering several other neighborhood streets.
“See, it was different,” Kay said, “because you would’ve went and you would’ve collected .
. . when you finished school [someone would ask] ‘would you take that round to the bonfire for
us?’ . . . Then you got say a few shillings. And then you would’ve been cooking roast potatoes in
jackets.”
“And you made a wee hut. . . all this old wood and a settee or a couple of chairs. It was
like a wee den . . . Playing daft games, we were innocent.”
“They’d be using them now for drinking, glue sniffing or smoking dope,” said Kurt.
“We wouldn’t have sat at the top of the hill drinking,” said Kay.
“Was the bonfire smaller?” I said.
“They would’ve been smaller, but saying that, there would’ve actually been more in the
area,” said Kay.
I mentioned that I went to the bonfire in 2006 and 2007 and that in 2006 there was an
Irish flag atop the bonfire, while in 2007, it was an election poster of Gerry Adams.
Kay said, “Years ago, they would’ve done like an effigy and it would’ve been the Pope! So
you would’ve done this thing like a person, like somebody’s father’s old coat and a hat, and you
would’ve done made this thing, supposed to be the Pope and then he got burned on top of the
bonfire.”
“And then they wonder what Catholics are worried about!” Kurt joked, laughing.

Craic (pronounced like “crack”) is an Irish term used across Ireland and Northern Ireland to denote an
“enjoyable time spent with other people, especially when the conversation is entertaining and funny:
‘The boys went driving round the town just for the craic’” (Cambridge English Dictionary, s.v. “Craic,” accessed April
30, 2019, https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/craic).
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Kurt and Kay’s discussion reflects both Kay’s sense of loss – and an acute sense of
nostalgia – around the changes that have occurred in relation to Protestant traditions,
particularly her feeling that there had been a more innocent and family-oriented atmosphere in
the past, a view that was echoed by several other people. At the time of our discussion, 2007,
they associated the bonfire and 12th of July celebration much more with drinking – “the blue
bag brigade,”108 referring to blue plastic bags containing alcohol from off licenses – loud music,
glue sniffing, and smoking dope. Another noteworthy change was that in the past, Protestant
traditions had been more dominant and accepted, or at least tolerated, by Catholics.
Based on Kay’s age, her childhood would have been in the 1960s and early 1970s, just
before and during the civil rights movement as well as the early days of the conflict. In 2007,
despite the fact that I knew some Catholics who attended the bonfire, the idea of playing “The
Sash” and having a party with one’s Catholic neighbors would have been unthinkable. Despite
having lived much of his adult life in Ballynafeigh, Kurt did not feel comfortable attending the
bonfire, even if he felt he could probably do so safely at the time of our interview. Kay, looking
toward the future, hoped that day would come, reflecting her hope that Protestant traditions
would continue but in a more inclusive manner.
Zach, a Catholic neighborhood worker, said they had detected attempts to move away
from “raw . . . unthinking expression of culture” among loyalists, toward a more thoughtful
approach to expressing their culture.
“[I]n the last few years there's a general kind of push among the thinking people behind
loyalism that flags and emblems are going to be less visible, particularly in loyalist areas,” said
Zach.
“Well the reason behind that is that I think loyalism’s becoming more political, just like
Sinn Fein is very political. And I think loyalists are moving that way and they have to move that
way you know. And I think personally that in five years there will be a lot less flags, particularly
108

This is the blue bag to which I refer in the first paragraph of the Introduction.
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within loyalist communities. . . . And if you do see it, it's going to be more symbolism among
loyalism, like kind of territorial areas within loyalist areas and that’s the way the Shankill Road’s
marked with UDA and then UVF and then UDA again. You know, so I think you're going to see .
. . a lot less and certainly the people we’ve been talking to in more recent times, that’s the kind of
feeling we’re getting from it as well,” Rob said.
“Yes, there's been a slow movement away from the kinda very raw, just simply
unthinking expression of culture – which would be plastering an area with flags – to a more
‘what's this about?’” said Zach.
“More historical,” emphasized Rob.
“Yes, trying to foster a more historical understanding about what are the flags, what are
the cultural symbols, but also looking at culture in broader terms in terms of music, in terms of
you know trying to imbue younger generations with a sense of heritage about what it is, which I
think is a very legitimate, very legitimate, you know, so what you would see is expressions of
culture moving away from that kind of very territory marking to a much more kind of a deeper
understanding,” said Zach.
The neighborhood workers sensed a shift was occurring within unionism/loyalism
towards a “more historical” approach to symbols, music, and other elements of loyalism. Instead
of just posting flags high on every lamppost and painting kerbstones up and down the road,
there was possibly a movement toward a deeper understanding and an effort to teach children
about these traditions. Yet Zach’s view of loyalists’ past rituals as an “unthinking expression of
culture,” might not sit well with Kay, who deeply enjoyed the celebratory atmosphere, the flags,
colors, bonfires, and bunting. These were part of her childhood. It is important to note, too, that
Rob was from the neighborhood and was primarily from a Protestant background. In our
conversations, as with Kay, I detected a hint of nostalgia when he described the number of
bonfires there used to be, or the dwindling numbers of bands starting from the Ballynafeigh
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Orange Hall on the 12th. There was a sense of loss for him as well, though it does not come out in
the conversation above.
I’ll include this text in the following chapter for a different purpose, but here I want to
emphasise the way Rob seems torn between his childhood in the 80s and the present-day need –
circa 2006–2007 – to decrease what he terms “sectarian symbolism” as part of his role as a
neighborhood worker. He definitely recognized that this was a loss, that there had been “a lot of
give over the years” by loyalists who had not received much in return. Commenting on the
1980s, Rob seemed to have nostalgia for the way bunting and other unionist symbols were not
only accepted but sometimes brought neighbors together:
“There was just total genuine acceptance. Bunting could be put from lamppost at bridge
all the way up the Ormeau Road. And everyone accepted that. The Catholic neighbors were out
watching the bands, Catholic neighbors were out helping put up bunting. This is during the
80s,” Rob said.
“That’s just the 80s, that’s interesting,” I said.
“This was the height of the Troubles, the Ormeau Road was crazy in the 80s, 70s and
80s, but people came out and helped and watched the bands, it didn’t matter who they were or
what they were. You know, and you had maybe 40–50 bands leaving this Orange Hall to go to
the main parade on the twelfth of July.”109
“And nowadays, how many?” I said.
“Four,” he replied, with a sense of exasperation, at least from my perspective.
“Four,” I said.
“If that, maybe one. You know, shows you the big change you know. But it’s still constant
battle for us to kinda keep that sectarian symbolism away, you know, and we were saying that
there is accommodation and a kind of general acceptance within this area of flags, but I’m sure a

Dominic Bryan notes, “There were never 40–50 bands leaving the Orange Hall on the Ormeau Road. It was always
one of the smaller Orange districts in Belfast” (personal correspondence, 2019).
109
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couple of years down the line, we will have it on the other side as well. You know, because if we
do see a tricolor going up, that’s gonna be another battle for us to kinda gain general acceptance
again.”
He seemed to remember the 80s with fondness, a time of “just total genuine acceptance.”
Like Kay’s memories of the 60s, bunting decorated the road, Catholic neighbors joined in, and
40–50 bands left the Orange Hall to join the main parade. And yet, he then talks about “the big
change” and the “constant battle to kinda keep that sectarian symbolism away.” He anticipated
– and perhaps feared – that Catholic residents in the area might also start to cover the road in
flags and bunting, creating yet more difficulties for his work alongside Zach and others. Rob,
perhaps like many people, felt torn between the supposedly “new era” with fewer symbols,
bands, and flags and his positive experience of these symbols and rituals in his youth.110
For Northern Ireland’s efforts to “deal with the past,” as it is often euphemistically put,
what does it mean that loyalists, like their republican counterparts, might have been
approaching history even more seriously? Would it mean a decrease in the sheer quantity of
flags, bunting, and painted kerbstones, something that might ease the concerns of Catholics and
other residents – including some Protestants – of this shared or mixed neighborhood? Or might
it mean that even if these symbols decreased, the opposing views of history – and what people
wanted from the present and future – might become even more entrenched? And might those
people, like Kay, who yearned for these symbols and the past, be sidelined in the pursuit of a
sanitized 12th of July?

For a detailed discussion of these Protestant symbols and rituals, see ethnographies by Bryan (2000a) and Jarman
(1997).
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Jonah and Audrey
The police are escorting . . . paramilitaries, loyalist gunmen, to put up flags.

– Jonah
Whereas Kay focused on her sense of loss in relation to her nostalgia for more familyoriented celebrations of the 12th of July, and while she and her partner expressed a hope for a
return to more peaceful celebrations, another mixed couple who worked in research / academia,
Jonah and Audrey, were much more uncomfortable with the Orange parades and the annual
posting of unionist/loyalist symbols around the neighborhood. Like Kurt and Kay, they too were
a mixed couple – Audrey was Protestant and Jonah was Catholic. They both had graduated from
university and moved to Ballynafeigh when housing was much less expensive. Though they liked
the area, they were frustrated and mistrustful of neighborhood workers, police, and other
government agencies who they felt were not listening to the concerns of residents who were
intimidated, uncomfortable, or simply angry or fed up with what they felt was an annual
claiming of territory that caused problems. They suspected that the police, community workers,
and others were too afraid of loyalists to stand up to them. Jonah and Audrey felt that parades
by unionist/loyalist groups like the Orange Order and the Apprentice Boys were not being dealt
with properly by local institutions. They were concerned that Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau
Road, a mixed area, was not being protected or policed like it ought to have been.
We sat at their kitchen table one evening, joined by their children who listened and
occasionally contributed their experiences, seeming engaged and interested by our conversation
about their parents’ lives. Audrey had a reserve about her, even if at times she sounded
exasperated, while Jonah was more emotional, expressing how furious he had been at times.
Delving into local institutions’ possible fears of loyalists, Audrey said, “I always felt that
the [local non-profit]111 didn't want to touch the issue of parades. And I think that for the people
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Audrey is referring to the non-profit where the neighborhood workers – Ellen, Rob, Zach, and Claire – worked.
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who had raised that as an issue certainly heard some resentment that they've asked us, and
we've said this is the issue for us, and they're not gonna touch it. So I think there's a certain
amount of resentment and the reason that, and I don't know if there was too formal like except
to say that's then the reaction to [inaudible] Orange Order, it was sort of the same people who
then came together, and as I say, they didn't want to be a formally constituted residents group,
they didn't want to be public. They didn't want to pick off another big sort of head to head
dispute, they really they wanted to stay very constructive, but they wanted to talk to relevant
agencies.
“The ones I remember being involved was a meeting with the local police, and another
one with the parades commission. And it was really just to say all the things that we've been
saying about, you know, especially to the police ‘this is a mixed area and you should be policing
it as a mixed area and that's not the same as a loyalist area with a friendly parade, a friendly
parade going through there are people here feeling incredibly–’ Remember I said to you, one of
the women had said, you know, somebody that they know, a Protestant woman living in the area
who said the standoff and all the Orangemen coming into the area she felt that the only thing
that she could expect from the police was for them to escort her out of her house. As opposed to
protect her in her house, and it was really about . . . and she was at that meeting as well, saying
that to them. So it was trying to say those sorts of things. And then with the parades commission
to also try to say, ‘this is a mixed area and you know, it has to be specially protected, and it has to
be policed, and all the decisions by all government agencies should be based on this being a
mixed area, and it should be protected as such.’”112

Though this quote and some others might be hard to follow, the stream of consciousness-like flow of her speech –
as well as Rob and Zach’s speech at times – recalls Burns’ writing in Milkman. Perhaps this is something unique to
Northern Ireland, or perhaps it also reflects the complexity – and sometimes the impossibility – of sorting out who
did what, and when, and why things are the way they are. I think it is also related to the experience of history and the
narration of this experience in an attempt to come to terms with what happened, with what they experienced.
112
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“That was one thing that made me furious. . .” Jonah said. “But it was the way the police
treated these guys. And I remember talking to a local councillor about it and he actually said that
the police when they were illegally putting flags up you know before the marches. . .”
“Like on the lampposts?” I said.
“Yeah the police, escorted them. Now anywhere else that like if that had been in the
republican area, they would have arrested them you know, they would. . . the police you know –
talk about collusion. I asked the Councillor, well you know, he said these guys were Orange
volunteers, they weren't paramilitaries, and if you get can get your head around this, that the
police are escorting paramilitaries, loyalist gunmen, to put up flags and they you know, and if
they. . . who are they working for?”
Jonah became more frustrated as he spoke: “You know, we're, we’re the taxpayers here,
we're the community, and not only that, it’s a mixed community – your job is to not to . . . the
big problem for lots of Catholics with the police for a generation was knowing that the police
police Catholics and Protestants in totally different ways but to see them colluding openly with
these guys and saying you know . . . when the Councillor was approached and they said we don't
want to tick them off, that was really the attitude.”
“But it's just incredible when you think about it,” Jonah continued. “And it was around
the time when the police were trying to . . . it was just after Patten,113 I remember that . . . there
was an opportunity for the police, actually you know, a golden opportunity in a mixed area to
actually show a new face to policing, you know. They couldn’t even do it. They were totally
unwilling to face down these people.”

A New Beginning: Policing in Northern Ireland (Independent Commission on Policing for Northern Ireland
(Great Britain), and Chris Patten 1999) is commonly known as the Patten Report, after Chris Patten, whose report
made 175 recommendations in an effort to ensure that Catholics and Protestants were not policed differently and to
ensure that the proportion of Catholic police officers in the overwhelmingly Protestant police force increased, among
many other major reforms. I will explain more regarding shifts in policing in the following chapter.
113
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Audrey added, “I think the important thing as well is that they should know how to
police a mixed area without having to have people run to them because if you only police on the
basis of who screams the loudest at you, then you're never going to be doing your job. You have
to know what the good job is and then you do it. And that had to be based on the fact that this is
a mixed area and that you know, it shouldn't have to deal with the same things that the more
single identity type of community mightn’t have a problem with, you know, that you should
assume that if there's anything like this happening, a mixed community is gonna have a problem
with it. But you shouldn't have to wait for them to help you.”
Before analyzing the more practical aspects of the content of what they were saying, I’d
like to reflect on the emotions that arose during this discussion. Jonah’s frustration and anger
with his experiences with the police became increasingly evident. I would venture to argue that
his emotions were not only about these recent instances. As I will discuss in the following
chapter, Jonah – alongside most other Catholics – had personally experienced abuse at the
hands of the police. Catholic areas of the city had been military zones. As Mike asked earlier, was
it a war or a conflict? For many people, and most acutely in Catholic neighborhoods, it was a war
and the scars of these experiences remained. The extensive policing reforms I will describe in
the following chapter were – and are – important. However, they are only the beginning of a
process for those who had experienced violence at the hands of the RUC.
To return to the content of what he said, Jonah saw the police protection of local loyalists
who posted flags on the Ormeau Road as a form of collusion between the police and loyalists. I
noticed that the police were present when loyalists hoisted flags atop lampposts in June 2007,
but they were sitting in a car at the Catholic chapel to make sure no flags went up in front of it,
at least according to Phil, a police officer I spoke to several times over the course of the year.
Flags were hoisted atop the lampposts in front of the local police station, however – evoking the
police’s own hesitancy to confront the group of loyalists. However, I only witnessed loyalists
posted flags one year, and it is entirely possible that the police offered them protection in
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previous years. It is even possible that the presence of the police in a car in 2007 was also a form
of protection or could be seen that way.
Another theme emerging from our conversation was that they feared that this mixed area
was at risk of vanishing, which likewise echoes the fears of local working-class Protestants.
Audrey and Jonah emphasized that this area required special forms of protection, and that it
could not be policed in the same way that single identity communities were. This theme of
protection and the fear that this mixed or shared area would disappear also arose in my
conversations with Ellen, a local resident and neighborhood worker as I mentioned earlier in
this chapter.
In addition to protecting this as a mixed area, the word “protect” also arises in a slightly
different sense, pointing to Audrey’s view that people in the neighborhood were left vulnerable
during the often contentious summer parading season. She raised the point that in the summer,
particularly in the late 1990s and early 2000s – the period around the Drumcree conflict, the
Ormeau Bridge – dividing the Catholic lower Ormeau Road from the mixed, though Protestantappearing, upper Ormeau Road – was often a site of contention. Because of the potential for
acute violence, parades were sometimes re-routed by the police114 (Pollak 1998). This re-routing,
though, was not so simple. In 1999, for example, around 10,000 members of the Orange Order
marched to the Ormeau Park,115 not far from “huge steel and concrete barriers [that] were shut
as the local Ballynafeigh Orange lodge marched towards it” (BBC News 1999). As Audrey notes,
some Protestant residents in Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road were also afraid and felt
they could not rely on the police to do anything besides escort them from their homes, rather
than protect them while they remained in their homes.

“The Parades Commission was set up (legal powers from 1998) as a result of the parades disputes, which date from
the mid-1980s but came to the fore 1995–1998. For the bulk of the period it was the police that made the decisions
and therein lies the reasons that trust within loyalist communities fell” (Bryan, personal correspondence, 2019).
115 Some news sources cited up to 20,000; however, Dominic Bryan, an expert on parades in Northern Ireland who
has counted attendees at numerous parades, said it was closer to 10,000 (personal correspondence, 2019).
114
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Is everyone on the losing end?
These changes and shifts, alongside the decrease in the number of working-class
Protestants in Ballynafeigh and the defiant attitude (“I’m not backing down”) of some Protestant
residents who were trying to stay, pointed to a sense of loss, and a sense of being under threat in
the midst of larger changes, including the influx of capital in its post-industrial landscape –
partly indicated by the former Ormo bakery and other places transforming into luxury
apartments – alongside shifts in demography. At the same time, as you’ll see below, there was a
sense among people who resisted overt expressions of loyalist territoriality that they, too, were
on the losing end. They suspected that police were protecting – even colluding with – loyalists
who placed flags on lampposts along the road. Meanwhile, beyond the Catholic / Protestant
divide, as Pat and other older people told me, they were afraid to go out at night due to the
increase in muggings and crime. It seemed to me that everyone, in some sense, felt they were on
the losing end in this “new era.” Which raises the question: Could a sense of peace and safety in
this era genuinely emerge if someone – anyone – felt they were losing out? Or did moving
forward mean, as Kurt said, that everyone would need to make room for compromise?

Conclusion
Initially, this chapter might feel like a departure from Chapter 3. After all, what do
demography and housing have to do with fear and rumor? As I discovered, quite a lot. My entry
point in this chapter is via a rumor that I heard from a scientist at a conference: the rumor that
the Annadale flats were gone, that they had been torn down. This provoked emotion on my part
– a sense of stress, loss, and bewilderment. These emotions turned around when I saw that the
flats had not, in fact, been torn down. Nevertheless, this rumor stuck with me and led me to
gather all the rumors I had collected to try to make sense of them. As I looked at constellations
of fear in Chapter 3 – which were often connected to rumors – in this chapter, I look at
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constellations of rumors that were often connected to fear. The form of fear in this chapter is not
a fear of acute violence. Instead, I noticed a fear of loss, particularly among working-class
Protestants in Ballynafeigh. This fear of loss related to housing, in part. But it also related to a
sense that they were becoming the minority in this neighborhood. Alongside shifts in the
housing market, there was a profound mistrust of the Housing Executive, which people viewed
as eager to move out “prods” and move in middle-class people from other backgrounds. They
suspected there were financial interests involved, too, given the rise in real estate in general and
particularly the value of river-adjacent property and views in South Belfast.
Loyalists were feeling less welcome in symbolic ways, too. There was the shift toward one
large bonfire, for example, fewer bands, and more negotiations about kerbstone painting and
flags. While some might describe these symbols as expressions of territoriality, my research
indicates a more complex picture. As in the case of Kay, and even Rob to an extent, there was a
nostalgia for the past. Some might say their nostalgia was for Protestant dominance. But again,
this is far too simplistic, particularly since in my discussions with both Kay and Rob, they never
expressed any longing for Protestant dominance, implicitly or explicitly. Both supported living
in a shared neighborhood. Moreover, they were either in mixed relationships themselves or their
parents were.
If we return, then, to questions of emotion and sensory experience, it is clear that Kay
and Rob shared a nostalgia for something else. I suggest that they felt nostalgia for a sense of
connection and cooperation: elements that one might call “community” for lack of a better word.
These come across through Kay’s stories of listening to music with the neighbors, and Rob’s
description of putting up bunting and the feeling of “total acceptance.” Maybe that acceptance
was not only for unionist / loyalist symbols but for working-class Protestants and the things they
cared about. Perhaps it was also a nostalgia for belonging in the place where one is from or one
has chosen to call home.
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Of course there will not be a return to cooperation between Protestants and Catholics
around these specific unionist / loyalist activities, and I am not suggesting that there should be.
As Jonah and Audrey and many other residents made clear, they find these symbols and events
intimidating. They feel angry and frustrated by police, neighborhood workers, and loyalists and
unionists themselves, as I will explore in the next chapter. However, we also have to notice that
working-class Protestants felt similar frustration about shrinking room for expressing their
unionism / loyalism, challenges accessing housing and trusting and understanding the Housing
Executive. Alongside these frustrations, some felt a sense of loss in relation to feeling accepted
and connected to their neighbors. As Rob noted, there had been a lot of “give” by unionists /
loyalists who felt they had not received much in return for their compromises. At the same time,
it was clear in my conversation with Jonah in particular that the suffering and violence that he
experienced during the Troubles was still raw, and the parades and symbols reminded him of it.
In the following chapter, I will explore how this suffering impacted his ability to trust authorities
in particular. And he had something in common with working-class loyalists: neither trusted the
police.
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Chapter 5: Histories of Trust and Mistrust
The effects of the fears described in the two previous chapters were rips in the social
fabric, possibly layered upon other tears and attempts to mend it.116 Just as the experiences of
fear and the senses of loss I’ve previously described have resulted in damage, trust likewise has
suffered. I learned that trust – and compromise – did not come easily in this time of “not-warnot-peace.” As I’ve shown in the previous chapter, people did not trust institutions in particular,
an indication of this liminal period. There are clear echoes of this lack of trust in Jonah and
Audrey’s comments about unionist/loyalist symbols and traditions, especially with regard to
community organizations and the police. This lack of trust is also evident in the rumors that I
described earlier from working-class Protestants about the Housing Executive. In the case of the
police, no one I spoke with completely trusted them, although everyone had different reasons.
The police themselves acknowledged that building trust – and subsequently losing it again –
had been an ongoing challenge for them. The lack of trust was further revealed and reflected
upon in my interviews with Jonah and Audrey; Rhonda; Jim, a local police officer; and Rob and
Zach, two neighborhood workers from a local non-governmental organization.

Jonah and Audrey
As witnessed in the previous chapter, Jonah and Audrey, a well-educated mixed couple
who had lived in the area since the 1980s, were profoundly suspicious of the intentions of both
the police and local non-profits, especially when it came to their relationships with
paramilitaries. In their view, the police were more motivated to protect paramilitaries,
particularly loyalist paramilitaries, than they were to protect ordinary residents.

I’ll return to this metaphor at the end of Chapter 6 to consider the ways in which people were attempting to mend
some of these rips.
116
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“I think your confidence you know, when the police can’t you know, protect you, . . . you
can't trust them. . . . They just were so inept,” said Jonah.
One of their children said, “In my class, we wouldn't trust the police . . . and wouldn't go
to them, it wouldn't be who you'd go to if something happened or, you would go to the police
and nobody trusts them or and if they're coming down the street you're always suspicious
because . . . I always think, something must have happened.”117
I said, “Was there any . . . a point when you were talking to the police, I mean, how did
they respond to you? Obviously they probably didn't do much, but you know, in the situation
you know you're bringing your concerns to them, what was it? Was it just a lukewarm ‘well, we
don't have any control over it type of reaction or–’”
Audrey replied, “I think it was the same sort or reaction that you hear publicly at that
time, which is, and you'd have heard them doing interviews as well at the same sort of time,
same sort of line, which was well you know, say flags or kerbstones, we were saying about the
painted kerbstones, things that people really went up in arms about, ‘well, you know we could
remove it all but it'll all be taken back, it'll all be put back tomorrow and so what's the point.’”
“Never mind arresting the people putting it back . . .” Jonah quipped.
“And so it's that, and it was sort of you know, like ‘it'll cause more trouble than it's worth
and just leave it till the end of the summer’ and even with the whole issue of the kerbstones that
really had people up in arms in this area, they did agree, and the DOE and the various people
responsible, did agree that that should go. But at the end of the day, it didn't go until the end of
summer.”
“It didn't?” I said.

At the time of this interview (2007), Sinn Fein had only recently agreed to support policing in the St. Andrew’s
Agreement: ”The decision overturned a century of opposition to any UK policing presence in Ireland. There were no
walkouts by disaffected members. The final vote, not counted, showed probably little more than 5% of delegates
opposed to the leadership” (Bowcott 2007).
117
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“Nope. So it did go but they waited until the whole end of the primary chunk of the
marching season was over and I think it's just always been this attitude of, not riling, not
rubbing the loyalists the wrong way,” said Audrey.
“Well, historically, you know, nationalist, republican areas and loyalist areas have always
been policed in very, very different ways and you know nationalists throughout the length of the
Troubles, you couldn't walk the length of yourself without tripping over soldiers, you know lying
on the ground with guns. Constantly helicopters day and night, you know, sangars118 and forts
everywhere, checks stopping cars, deploying the SAS, shoot to kill, you know this was all, all this
thunder of security into one area but because the IRA were operating in that area. You wouldn’t
have had that case in a loyalist area, part where loyalist gunmen were operating. You could walk
through, and you wouldn't see a policeman, or if you did he'd be chatting to someone you know
and you have two very different traditional two very different–,” Jonah said.
“And I had a very different experience growing up in [name of town]. Because that would
be a big police town, a lot of police and soldiers would have lived in [town] and that was a very
interesting perspective because you know I really felt, not just them in many ways, the whole
community in that town had a whole attitude of being above the law. ‘The law isn’t for me,
doesn't apply to me, it applies to them.’”

Rhonda’s view
Rhonda was a mum, a local activist, and loyalist born and raised in Ballynafeigh whose
history of transformation and ways of making sense of her life I will explore further in Chapters
6 and 7. In this case, though, I would like to focus on Rhonda’s experiences with trust.
Something particularly interesting about Rhonda was that she was a loyalist, and, according to
“A sangar (or sanger) is a temporary fortified position with a breastwork originally constructed of stones, and now
built of sandbags and similar materials. Sangars are normally constructed in terrain where the digging of trenches
would not be practicable. The term is still frequently used by the British Army. . . . More recently, the use of the term
has been extended to cover a wider range of small, semi-permanent fortified positions. The Independent Monitoring
Commission stated immediately after The Troubles in Northern Ireland” (Wikipedia, s.v. “Sangar (Fortification),”
accessed March 26, 2019, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Sangar_(fortification)&oldid=889609351).
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Jonah and Audrey, Protestants had a different relationship with the police during the Troubles.
It is true: Protestants were policed differently, as I outlined in Chapter 1 and Jonah explained.
Catholics had frequently borne the brunt of heavy-handed policing, raids, and violence at the
hands of the primarily Protestant RUC – as well as the British security forces – that broke down
trust. However, a shift occurred in relationships between the police and Protestants –
particularly those who identify as unionists or loyalists – in the 1990s during parade disputes
previously mentioned, particularly during the annual Drumcree standoffs. Because police – who
were still predominantly Protestant at that time as they are today (Moriarty 2018) – had to
enforce changes in the parade routes in compliance with the Parades Commission, sometimes
they had to restrict the movements of Orange parades, which resulted in violence against the
police (Guardian 2005) and a further breakdown of loyalists’ trust of police as well. This, of
course, was not the only reason that loyalists mistrusted the police, but it was a contributing
factor.
Like many other loyalists, Rhonda didn’t trust the police. When she had an issue, such as
her son being chased by another young person with a knife, she said it was her natural instinct
to go to a local politician, who was known to be trusted by loyalists, as well as a local
paramilitary organization. Though she emphasized to me that she understood they could not get
involved in terms of disciplining anyone – paramilitaries, both loyalist and republican, had often
performed roles somewhere between vigilantes and police during the Troubles, and this
continued in many areas even after 1998 (Knox 2002) – they offered to help her set up a mobile
phone network between Ballynafeigh and the Catholic area below the bridge. The idea of
extending the existing phone network for interface areas to Ballynafeigh and the lower Ormeau
Road led to meetings between paramilitary leaders in the area as well as the police and the
Housing Executive. Since the police became aware of Rhonda’s important role in the area, they
began to consider her a “community worker,” something that surprised her since she mainly
considered herself a mum who was trying to protect kids in the area, not only her own but also
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local Catholic children in Ballynafeigh who were friends with her children and spent time at her
home. The fact that the police now considered her a community worker concerned her at first
because she was afraid of being seen talking to them, which might have started rumors about
her being a police informer. Her concerns with being seen talking to the police echoes the
previous chapters concerns of the neighborhood workers and, additionally, reflects the fact that
she did not trust the police.
Like Jonah and Audrey, she felt the police needed to keep in mind that they were
policing a mixed area. She said, “I said to them, I think you’re only policing one area [and] not
backing us at all.” Recall Jonah and Audrey’s sense that police had mainly focused on Catholics
during the Troubles – whichh was indeed true. Like them, but from a different perspective,
Rhonda felt that loyalists in Ballynafeigh were not being supported by the police, and that
working-class Catholic families who were new to the area received more support. She said,
“maybe they [the police] don’t trust us. They need to gain our trust, and we need to gain their
trust. Some people are still skeptical . . . [they] have to learn to trust.”
In relation to trusting institutions, though Rhonda struggled to trust the police, she
trusted the people at the community house and commented to me several times that she saw
how hard they worked and that they had been helpful in providing space for meetings to address
the ongoing conflicts between children above and below the bridge. When she was younger, she
had worked as a project worker at the community house, including working as an advice worker
and with children; she spoke especially well of Ellen who had hired her in this role. Toward the
end of my fieldwork, Rhonda and a number of other mothers formed a “Concerned Parents”
group that aimed to address violence between children in the area and also find ways to access
resources for youth activities, which had been extremely limited or absent. One person from the
community house gave general advice on how to set up a group, how to hold elections, etc., and I
volunteered to take minutes at their initial meetings. Offering this type of support and capacity
building for local groups – as well as simply providing space for almost any group to meet at the
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community house, from AA to a charismatic African church – was a critical factor in establishing
and maintaining trust for this local institution.

Shifts in Policing
At this point, it is necessary to give some of the history of policing in Northern Ireland
and to describe some of the shifts that have occurred in relation to policing. In the previous
chapter, I made passing reference to the Patten report and Drumcree, but these need to be
contextualized. I will now explore more in depth the ways in which policing has been fraught
and the ways in which police have sought to re-gain trust, both from Catholic and Protestant
people after major breaches of trust. There exists a robust literature on policing in Northern
Ireland (Brewer 1992; McVeigh 1994; Hamilton et al. 1995; Bryan 2000a; Ellison and Smyth
2000; Bryan and Jarman 2002; Mulcahy 2006; Jarman 2013; Ellison et al. 2013).
In correspondence with Aogan Mulcahy during my fieldwork, who carried out research
with the RUC from 1995–1997, he noted that his own experiences with researching police had
been challenging for a number of reasons. Firstly, he knew the people in the area he was
attempting to research, which he said made it awkward. His work focused on “police legitimacy
strategies and their impact on police-community relations.” In his fieldwork, he found dealing
with the RUC to be a “mixed bag.” As in my own experience, the newer constables were more
open and those “representing” the police were more circumspect. However, in 2006–2007 I
found even the more “official” officers to be quite open, perhaps post-Patten Report shift, as I’ll
discuss below. Prof. Mulcahy also described the RUC’s demand that he sign a “waiver giving
them a complete veto over my entire research,” though before this procedural change – a result
of a previous researcher’s publications – they had helped him schedule interviews.119

119

Personal correspondence with Aogan Mulcahy (2007).
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The report, A New Beginning: Policing in Northern Ireland, is commonly known as the
Patten Report (Independent Commission on Policing for Northern Ireland (Great Britain), and
Chris Patten 1999). To offer some background,
The Independent Commission on Policing for Northern Ireland was established in 1998
as part of the Belfast Agreement, intended as a major step in the Northern Ireland peace
process. . . . Under the terms of reference defined in the Belfast Agreement, the
Commission was to inquire into policing in Northern Ireland, consult widely, and make
proposals for future policing structures and arrangements, including the police force
composition, recruitment, training, culture, ethos and symbols. The aim of the proposals
was to create a police service that would be effective, operate in partnership with the
community, cooperate with the Garda Síochána and other police forces, and be
accountable both to the law and the community which it was to serve (Wikipedia, n.d.).
The Patten Report was called a “blueprint of a police force for all” that made 175
recommendations to profoundly reform policing in Northern Ireland (McKittrick 1999). The
Patten Commission was a necessary step because, as Jonah states clearly from his own
experience, Catholic people were policed much more harshly than Protestant people during the
conflict. As a result, trust in the police was absent, which left a vacuum that was largely filled by
paramilitaries. Following the Belfast Agreement / GFA, it was necessary to make substantial
reforms to policing to attempt to gain the trust of Catholic people who had suffered at the hands
of police, including raids, beatings, and other forms of abuse over the course of the Troubles as
well as prior to the conflict. The police had also become heavily militarized during the course of
the conflict – armored Saracens were common sights on Belfast’s streets – and the Patten
Report recommended reforms that would increase normalized, community policing, measures
that might help to improve trust. The Patten Report had recommended measures to achieve
parity between Protestant and Catholic members of the force (1999).
Interestingly, as I also discovered during my fieldwork, some Protestants also did not
trust the police. In Ballynafeigh specifically the issues centered around parading. It is often
argued by the Orange Order that parades should follow “traditional routes,” which can mean
that they want to march through Catholic areas with residents who, like Jonah and Audrey,
would see the parades as triumphalist and a disturbance. In the 1990s and early 2000s, the
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Ormeau Bridge was a well-known flashpoint. The February 1992 UDA/UFF murders of five
civilians at Sean Graham’s betting shop just across the bridge on the Catholic side resulted in
renewed tensions at the bridge. Tensions increased when, during the parade “the following July
marchers chanted and jeered as they passed the betting shop causing feelings of anger and
resentment among the Nationalist population and a determination that the parades should not
be allowed to go through that area” (McKenna, n.d.).
The tensions around whether the Orange Order would be allowed to pass through the
Catholic lower Ormeau Road also corresponded with tensions around the annual Drumcree
parading dispute, which gained international attention and resulted in the deaths of civilians,
including three children, a taxi driver, and a police officer,120 when police decided to re-route the
march in 1995 to avoid a nationalist area. The attempt to re-route the parade led to stand-offs in
1995 (two days) and 1996 (four days), after which the police – still the RUC at that time –
backed down and allowed the parade to pass.
It is important to emphasize, however, that parades have their own internal tensions in
addition to those between Protestants and Catholics. Dominic Bryan has written extensively

“The Drumcree conflict or Drumcree standoff is an ongoing dispute over yearly parades in the town of Portadown,
Northern Ireland. The Orange Order (a Protestant, unionist organization) insists that it should be allowed to march
its traditional route to and from Drumcree Church. However, most of this route is through the mainly Catholic Irish
nationalist part of town. The residents, who see the march as sectarian, triumphalist and supremacist, have sought to
ban it from their area. The Orangemen see this as an attack on their traditions; they had marched the route since
1807, when the area was mostly farmland. The ‘Drumcree parade’ is held on the Sunday before the Twelfth of July.
There has been intermittent violence over the march since the 1800s. The onset of the Troubles led to the dispute
intensifying in the 1970s and 1980s. At this time, the most contentious part of the route was the outward leg along
Obins Street. After serious violence two years in a row, the march was banned from Obins Street in 1986. The focus
then shifted to the march's return leg along Garvaghy Road.
120

“Each July from 1995–2000, the dispute drew international attention as it sparked protests and violence throughout
Northern Ireland, prompted a massive police and British Army operation, and threatened to derail the peace process.
The situation in Portadown was likened to a ‘war zone’ and a ‘siege’. During this time, the dispute led to the killing of
at least six Catholic civilians. In 1995 and 1996, residents succeeded in stopping the march. This led to a standoff at
Drumcree between the security forces and thousands of loyalists. Following a wave of loyalist violence, the march was
allowed through. In 1997, security forces locked down the Catholic area and forced the march through, citing loyalist
threats to kill Catholics. This sparked widespread protests and violence by nationalists. From 1998 onward the march
was banned from Garvaghy Road and the Catholic area was sealed off with large steel, concrete and barbed-wire
barricades. Each year there was a major standoff at Drumcree and widespread loyalist violence. Since 2001 things
have been relatively calm, but moves to get the two sides into face-to-face talks have failed” (Wikipedia, s.v.
“Drumcree Conflict,” accessed March 23, 2019,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Drumcree_conflict&oldid=889157353).
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about this and other conflicts around parading in Orange Parades: The Politics of Ritual,
Tradition and Control (2000a) and numerous articles and chapters, noting in particular the
diversity among Protestants, including disparate class backgrounds and political views and the
ways in which parading has been used to different ends. His work “examines the political control
of Orange parades. It contrasts the appearance of continuity in an annual commemorative
occasion, the Twelfth, with the clear evidence of political changes both within and outside the
event. . . . The parades may act as a symbolic reference for the Protestant community but they
also form part of the confrontation between the powerful and the relatively powerless. More
than one interpretation of the events exists and the dominant meanings come from a negotiation
between interests” (Bryan 2000a: 7).
During the Troubles, the RUC was an almost exclusively Protestant police force. As
Jonah and Audrey said, they tended to have a much lighter approach to policing in Protestant
areas and a far heavier approach to Catholic areas. However, during the parading tensions of the
1990s and 2000s, the police were increasingly seen as antagonists from the perspective of many
of the Orange Order’s members and other unionists and loyalists. By attempting to re-route the
parades and circumvent “traditional routes,” they viewed the police as taking the side of Catholic
/ nationalist residents. The police decision to confront the marchers in Drumcree amounted to a
betrayal from the marchers’ perspectives. Trust was lost in this process that had not been fully
regained even in 2007, as is apparent in Rhonda’s discussion of her difficulties trusting the
police.
In my description of the shifts in the RUC’s approach to parading above, one can perhaps
see hints of the changes that were to come from the Police Service of Northern Ireland (PSNI),
which was renamed in 2001 and adopted a number of reforms per the Belfast / Good Friday
Agreement. These reforms from the Patten report aimed to fundamentally reform the police
force, including improving its treatment of Catholic people, demilitarizing and normalizing the
police force post-conflict, and increasing the representation of Catholic people within its ranks.
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As of “31 May 2007, with the final report indicating that of Patten's 175 recommendations, 140
had been completed with a further 16 ‘substantially completed’” (Office of the Oversight
Commissioner 2007). Although the PSNI was renamed in 2001, it was not accepted by all
political parties until January 2007 – midway through my time in Belfast – at a moment when
power-sharing was rumored to be moving forward. These reforms meant that a number of the
newer constables I met121 were Catholic and women, part of the effort to recruit a more
representative police force. Even in 2019, however, there remain struggles to keep the police
force diverse, as several recent articles have explored. The deputy chief constable, Stephen
Martin, said in October 2018, “Broadly speaking, we can say over the last two or three years for
every five officers who have joined, four have been Protestant and one has been Catholic. Quite
frankly that is not good enough” (Collins 2018; Moriarty 2018).

Policing: “A Lack of Trust”
Beyond sectarian incidents between Catholics and Protestants, new issues have emerged
since the early 2000s, particularly the number of racist incidents and offenses as well as
“ordinary” crime. To begin with hate crimes and racism, a recent study on hate crimes on
Muslim people in Belfast was carried out by the Institute for Conflict Research and
commissioned by the Belfast City Council. The researchers found that most hate crime incidents
against Muslims were not reported to the PSNI, "in part due to a lack of trust, a belief that
nothing can or will be done or a sense that such incidents were normal” (Meredith 2019). In
terms of action against these rising figures, “in 2014, the Equality Commission’s Racial Equality
Policy report urged Stormont to deal with racist violence by addressing underreporting of crime,
early intervention for lower-level racism, victim support, publishing racism data and assessing
My participant-observation with police involved interviews and informal chats with constables, primarily in the
break room of the local police station. I also attended several of the meetings they held with local residents to respond
to their concerns about crime. One police officer was especially instrumental with helping me secure permission to
carry out research with the police. I also went along on two foot patrols in January 2007. I was not allowed to go to
the city center or to do ‘ride alongs’ due to their concerns for my safety. It is important to note that I was carrying out
research with the PSNI, which had been rebranded and reformed from the RUC, which had been primarily Protestant.
121
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whether changes to legislation was needed.” Amnesty International has noted that in reports
from the Criminal Justice Inspectorate and the Northern Ireland Policing Board, it was clear
that there were a number of weaknesses in terms of addressing these incidents, including poor
training on how to deal with racist incidents, a lack of “measures to check the effectiveness of
any strategies that are in place,” and a lack of a joint strategy to address “the phenomenon of
paramilitary groups targeting minority ethnic communities” (Corrigan 2018). Likewise, a 2013
report from the Northern Ireland Council for Ethnic Minorities (NICEM) found that “only 12 of
almost 14,000 hate-motivated incidents in its previous five years were prosecuted under hate
crime legislation” (Corrigan 2018).
For local police, trust was critical to their work but remained a challenge for them. Jim, a
police officer I spoke with several times, said that they had had a community policing approach
in Ballynafeigh before the Patten Report, including foot patrols and regular contact with
neighborhood residents outside of being called to investigate an incident or complaint. Several
people at one residents meeting, including primarily older Catholic and Protestant locals,
confirmed that the police used to circulate regularly in the neighborhood on foot, and the police
presence gave them a sense of security. However, at the time of my research, they complained
that the police did not do enough foot patrols, leaving them feeling vulnerable to muggings and
robberies. In Ballynafeigh, the work of Murtagh and Carmichael (2005) revealed that it was in
fact one of the areas of Belfast most affected by property crime.
Part of the reason for this, based on my ethnographic research with police, was that
Ballynafeigh police were being increasingly asked to police the city center, meaning that several
people, particularly constables, were not able to carry out as much neighborhood-focused work,
a source of frustration for new constables who wanted to do community policing more than deal
with drunk people on the weekends in the city center. One new constable expressed to me that
while she was answering a call in the city center, she would also hear a call for Ballynafeigh. She
was frustrated that other police officers would be assigned the Ballynafeigh call and felt that this
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interfered with her ability to build relationships with the local community and eroded trust.
These shifts in policing were related to cuts that the Police Service of Northern Ireland (PSNI)
was making, particularly to community policing (Preston and McHugh 2018), a wider trend in
the UK (Merrick 2018). According to the Belfast News Letter investigation, “Using Freedom of
Information laws, the News Letter has learned that in or around November 1999 (the furthest
date police were able to provide information for), there were 141 stations in Northern Ireland. At
the same time in 2007, this figure had fallen to 111. And then by the same time in 2017 it was 47”
(Kula 2018).
In Ballynafeigh, these cuts were expressed through the demands on local police to cover
even more ground that took them outside of the neighborhood. Indeed, these cuts were already
visible at the time of my research. Constables told me that a person who provided administrative
support was removed from the local police station, which the new constables said put additional
paperwork on their shoulders. In one case, the police officer on duty at the police station saw a
dispute across the street at a local store but because there were no other officers at the station –
they had been called to the city center – he could not leave his post to go address the dispute.

Police views
Though it is now defunct and awaiting its transformation into luxury apartments
(Fitzmaurice 2018), in 2006–2007 the Ballynafeigh police station was somewhat imposing—a
mustard-yellow building set far off the road, complete with a guard tower, high-fencing of the
same color built to withstand grenade attacks, and a heavy locked door with a buzzer next to it.
While waiting for the door to be unlocked for my first full day of participant-observation, I
looked up at the guard tower, but could not see inside—just a reflection off the glass. Is anyone
inside, I wondered? I pressed on the door, but the lock was firmly in place. I became more
impatient, pressing the buzzer again until, finally, a few minutes later I heard the heavy ‘click’
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inside the door, pushed it, and walked down a short path and through the glass doors. Inside, I
walked up to the desk where a glass window is firmly closed. A constable unlocked and slid open
the window, and I ask for Jim. Just a moment. She called him over the radio—he’ll be back in 10
or 15 minutes, please wait here. I sat down on the green fabric bench. While waiting, a man close
to my age—maybe from the Caribbean or from an African country—comes to sign in at the
window, something to do with his immigration status. He’s reminded to come back and sign in
every Wednesday, and he leaves. Looking around the waiting room, it is a typically state-funded
sort of building with cinder block walls painted mint green, grey plastic flooring with a pattern
of little circles. To my right, there’s a bathroom for disabled people, and a poster is taped to the
door with ‘welcome’ in 50 or more languages. Across from where I’m sitting, there’s a sign
stating that people can speak to a police officer in privacy in a designated room — I spoke to a
constable there once about his work. Immediately across from me are two doors that lead back
to the offices, breakroom, etc. I’ve visited four times before — in mid-January to find a good
date to begin, once in November for an interview, and back in September when I met the
minority liaison officer, and I introduced myself to the inspector and sergeant and spoke to two
constables in the break room. While I’m looking around, a little uneasy while waiting, I notice
the many stacks of leaflets on the ledge behind the bench, many of them focused on hate crimes
and with an array of translations into Polish, Chinese, etc. I thumb through my planner to waste
a little time and look busy.
Eventually, the person I’m meeting opens the doors and waves me in. We walk down a
corridor to his office, and I take a seat. His office is large, with two desks, and the large windows
facing east means the room is illuminated. He’s a friendly guy, and I felt a bit more comfortable
since I’d already spoken to him about having permission to go out with patrols. Finally, I had the
OK to do fieldwork with police — though it was my own fault for waiting a long time because of
working and prioritizing interviews and participant observation with residents of the area
instead of police at the start. We chatted a while, and he gave me a risk assessment — he said he
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has to do one every time I come there. “That must be a hassle for him,” I think. While I’m
looking over this consent document, constables come in, say hello to me, and give him a quick
update. Apparently someone local was in court and was found guilty — they joked that they
probably wouldn’t see any flags from one paramilitary this summer. In any case, they are alright
with me patrolling with them today and they’re getting ready to go — they’ve been dealing with a
domestic abuse situation lately, but really the topic of the day is Agra Street, where a Catholic
family’s home had recently been set on fire. They were keeping an eye on it.
While they get ready to go out on patrol, I wait in the office shared by all the constables
— one constable is entering his latest notes on an incident into the database. He said he had to
do this because you never know when you’re going to be asked what you did on a certain date. I
sat in a corner chair—he was very talkative, turning to me to explain what he was doing — the
database gives him a sense of where certain types of incidents might’ve happened, and it helps
them to focus their efforts around a particular issue or a geographical area. I didn’t want to
interrupt work on my first day there, though, or look like I’m too nosy, so I looked around the
room, and did my best to take in all the details. Officer Wiggum from The Simpsons sat on one
constable’s desk, this character unsubtly resembling a pig, which somehow gave me relief that
they saw themselves with a sense of humor. Their coats — fluorescent yellow, part of ‘high
visibility’ policing I later learn — hang together by the door, and some news/gossip magazines
are lying on a desk. The work of the constable — entering all this information and looking over
his notes—reminded me of what I do after interviews or participant-observation, that feeling of
having to get it down right then and have it over with.
When the two constables were ready to go, we went out the front door of the police
station—the same way I came in—and start walking down the Ormeau Road, passing by the
Errigle Inn and the Pavilion. Do I ever go in there?, the constable asks. I’ve been in the Errigle
Inn, but not the Pavilion, I reply, but I’ve heard they have good music nights. “If you’re
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interested in alternative music," he adds, later telling me that he toured the U.S. with a friend’s
alternative band.
The version of what happened at Agra Street in the January 22, 2007, edition of the Irish
News suggested that it might be a sectarian incident, yet the official police narrative quoted in
the paper simply stated some of the facts: when it started, where it was started in the house. The
unnamed caller, however, believed it was sectarian in nature. That week I had started fieldwork
with police and sat in on planning meetings of neighborhood workers. The house was burned on
Sunday January 21st, and I did participant observation with police on Wednesday January 24th.
In early February, I found that the story had also been described in the South Belfast News on
January 26th, with much more detail and the comments of the man – a single father with four
children – who had been put out and whose belongings had been destroyed. According to a news
article at the time, he said, “‘There have been incidents before but nothing like this. . . . But we
are not the first family who have had to leave this street. Four or five families have been put out
already, a friend of mine had to leave earlier this year.’ Despite his traumatic experience the man
said his Protestant neighbours have been very supportive of the young family” (Burns 2007).
I patrolled past the house first with one patrol in the morning, and then with another
patrol in the afternoon. In the morning, I saw that there was a piece of wood, about the size of a
window, nailed over the door of the house that had been set on fire. The police constable told
me that’s where a fire had occurred Sunday night, and he seemed to believe that it was a dispute
between families—he said, “It’s mainly a personal dispute, but we try to keep it from escalating.”
Then, that afternoon, I patrolled with two police officers who, again, went down this street. One
constable walked ahead of us, and turned the corner. The other constable and I walked down the
street, this time on the opposite side of the street from the house. The constable again pointed
out the house and said they were just keeping an eye on the area.
As we turned the corner, the constable ahead of us was talking with a man; we, in
contrast, stood back and waited for him to finish. When the two constables spoke again after we
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started walking down Candahar Street, the constable who spoke to the resident said that he
knew who had burned the house. It is in the small moments of patrolling that something can
happen. The officer with whom I was walking mentioned that when they find out who did
something like that, they can’t always pursue it. He said, it is “less of an environment of fear
now, but people are still hesitant. They’ll tell you what they know, but don’t want to appear in
court,” indicating ongoing issues with trust as well as with repercussions for talking. When the
police speak to someone, they ask if they can take a statement, but they have to let the person
know that when they give a statement, they’ll need to appear in court. That is what puts people
off, they said. At that point, the police feel they can only keep an eye on the person they knew did
it and fill in a report regarding their whereabouts if they see that person while they are out
patrolling. When we returned after patrolling, close to lunchtime, it was crowded in police
station. There were eight or nine workstations, all occupied. The sergeant sat in the room,
speaking on his mobile about the possibility of the inspector giving a talk on drugs to hostel
owners; meanwhile, constables entered information on the computer, or chatted with one
another, while in the background the radio was tuned to David Nolan’s lunchtime talk program.
The issue of the day was whether gay and lesbian people should have the right to adopt.
Though the police had experienced losses of trust over the years, Jim said they had been
able to build a degree of trust at times. However, as I have described, the level of trust was likely
being eroded by the cuts to community policing that were occurring, despite the fact that police
regularly held meetings with residents in the area.
Regarding his initial days of policing in this area, I asked him, “How did you go about
that in the early days of your work here?”
He replied, “Well, basically it was an awful lot of out there meeting people, and going to .
. . I would have went to all of the resident's meetings, all the community meetings, calling on
local businesses, meeting with local clergy, that type of thing. A lot of community contact and
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just getting to meet people and it's just building up that confidence with them, and trust as well,
yeah, which is a big, big thing.
“In the early days it was, I'd never policed this area before, so it was a matter of starting
from scratch and having your officers focused on what you wanted them to do and the areas you
wanted them to work in, and the people you needed them to meet and that sort of thing. It was a
lot of hard work at the start, where you were out there every day meeting people. Because our
role at that particular stage was to build up community contacts, that was our main role
whenever we started here, at the start.
“Because there were issues over parades at that particular time. There was opposition to
those parades and the police weren't too sure where that was coming from at that particular
time, so they boosted the numbers in this particular area, of police officers, to try and find out
just basically what was going on and to see how we could manage that and that sort of thing.
That was our main role. . . . We did the ordinary police work as well, but not to such a degree
that we do it now, so it was basically building up community contacts and that's how we did it
really, yeah.
“We've been very, very lucky that we've maintained those contacts over the years, yeah.
Usually, if we think that something's going to happen or if we can prevent something, usually we
can track someone down in the community to discuss it with them, and 99% of the time it's
successful, we get the problem resolved, but you can't become complacent, you have to keep on
working at it.”
I asked, “How was it trying to build up that trust in the early days? I mean, how do you, I
mean I know you're describing a little bit about how you go about it being out there, being seen
by people and–”
“Yeah, it's just contact. It's just building up a rapport with people,” he replied.
“How long did you feel it took you to feel like you really have that?” I said.
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“Well, you're always working on it really, you're constantly working on it. It's hard to say
that in two years we'll have it sorted, you can't say that, because you may build up relationships
with people then something happens and it puts it back, are you with me?”
“Yeah.”
“Then you've got to start again, and start building on that again. We had an issue with
flags that were going up on Ormeau Road and we said to people, ‘We can't give you permission
to put these flags up,’ but it was going to happen anyway. What we said was, ‘We don't want
them here, here and here, and if you don't put them here, here and here, that we can monitor
what's happened, but at the same time, we can't condone what you're doing.’
“What happened was they did put them in some of the places we ask them not to. We
then had to move in and stop that, and there was a wee bit of a standoff. A lot of contact was
made and that brought the whole situation back there, but then we were at a point where you
had to start building on what you had built on before. You had to start to go forward again with
that. There are things that happen that can knock a relationship back and you've just got to keep
at that again. Yeah.”
“Yeah, no, I think that is really interesting, I mean because it is about, I guess, building
those relationships and I guess it can be un-built as well and then you have to go back to them,”
I said.
“Exactly. Yeah, that's right, yeah. You're always working on it.”
“Ormeau Road, and then just for my information, so is it technically not legal to put up
flags, but in legal terms purely, but technically not legal–” I said.
“If people are putting up paramilitary type flags, okay, because there are paramilitary
type flags, so if people are putting up paramilitary type flags they're taking a chance putting
those flags up, because they could be deemed to be supporting a paramilitary organization, and
you can't do that. There was a case there a few years go in Holyrood, where four or five youths
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were seen putting up UVF flags, which is a loyalist volunteer force flag, and it's not a legal
organization.
“There was lot of behind the scenes movement to try and get those taken down, and it
wasn't happening. Through police observation they saw who was doing it, and they were then
arrested and prosecuted for supporting a proscribed organization, as it's referred to. If they're
putting up those types of flags and they're seen doing that, well then they're prone for arrest and
prosecution, or do you know what I mean?”
“Yeah, yeah,” I said.
“If they're putting up a Union flag, well that would just be the flag of their country. It's
not illegal. Okay, but if it's on a lamppost or a telegraph post, it's down to122 the utilities that own
those properties to take those down.”123
“I see, so that's interesting, so it's like an inter-agency thing, and it's like–” I said.
“Yes, and you're back to your community contacts and stuff like that. Those utilities very
seldom take those down, because they would fear reprisals for doing that.”
“Yeah, absolutely,” I said.
“What we try to do is say, if you're putting up proper, legal flags, we try and get a time
scale of when they're going up and when they're coming down. Then, basically they do come
down whenever they say they're coming down. Again, we would have maybe certain places that .
. . we can't give permission for them to do this, but we would say, if they are going up, we don't
want them displayed, say outside the chapel or down at the bridge or outside the police station.”
“Interesting, yeah, yeah, so there's certain key points where you . . . Why is that?”
“Because people at the chapel might take offense at them being erected outside their
chapel. We don't want them outside the police station for obviously reasons, or down at the
bridge it's an interface area.”

122

People often said “it is down to” instead of “it is up to” to indicate responsibility for something.
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“Yeah, yeah, and the chapel, and would that be at any other churches on the road?”
“Well see, the chapels, they are a Catholic place, but also they may not be comfortable
with the Union flag outside their chapel.”
I found his explanations of policing and the various definitions they worked with – such
as “proscribed organizations” useful. In my conversations with him, he explained other concepts
that were new to me, such as “anti-social behavior,” which resulted in young people receiving
warnings and eventually an “ASBO” for hanging out in front of convenience shops. Within the
context of this particular conversation, I want to bring out his sincere interest in developing
trust in Ballynafeigh and the police’s own awkward position in doing their job. In this postPatten atmosphere, people were supposed be more reassured about interacting with police. Yet
it is apparent that this was a struggle for everyone, particularly people like Jonah who had
suffered at the hands of the police. He mentions that there needs to be contact and a rapport.
But a persistent question remains: how can that contact and rapport be built when, first of all,
the wounds of the past persist into the present? Secondly, from a practical perspective, how can
it be built when Northern Ireland is radically decreasing its funding for community policing?
The Ballynafeigh Police Station, just behind where I lived, officially closed in February 2011 and
sat vacant for several years. It was eventually purchased by a “property tycoon” and recently
received approval for “two apartment blocks, three retail units with frontage onto the Ormeau
Road, a communal court yard and underground car parking” (McAleer 2018).
On the one hand, the police are still seen by some as the “bad guys,” even though most of
the Patten recommendations have now been implemented, though people still disagree about
whether they have been fulfilled. There are more Catholics within their ranks and statistics from
the time of my research showed that Polish people, one of the largest nationalities in Northern
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Ireland,124 were keen to work for the police force (Keenan 2007). There could be spaces of
possibility to have an effective, representative, and trusted police force.
But the decreased funding for community policing, and policing in general, does not
offer a bright outlook. There is a lack of training for officers about hate crimes and other critical
issues (Corrigan 2018). I’ll explore the similar lack of funding for mental health in Chapter 8 –
even despite £30 million being earmarked for this and “extreme deprivation” in the Confidence
and Supply deal – as well as the ways heroin and other drugs are overwhelming Northern
Ireland’s health services, which are likewise due for an infusion of C&S funding that some
commentators say will have a negligible impact based on the current states of affairs (Simpson
2019). Alongside these two critical issues, community policing and training are areas where it
was already evident in 2006–2007 that something was wrong – the new constables sensed the
severe lack of capacity and weakening community relations. And it has not improved in the
intervening years.

The views of neighborhood workers
The neighborhood workers to whom Jonah and Audrey referred had struggled to gain
trust and had feared for their own safety at times as a result. In Chapter 3, for example, Zach
told the story of the narrowly-avoided incident around the Christmas tree lighting – and local
Protestants’ suspicion that a Catholic from “below the bridge” had been invited to light up the
Christmas tree, instead of a local. This rumor, too, revealed that at times, there was a lack of
trust in this local institution. In 2007, in contrast, they told me that, for the most part, they were
“no longer viewed with suspicion” and their work was not viewed as “interference,” a shift from
the lack of trust they had experienced in previous years. And yet, as the conversation with Jonah

“In the calendar year to December 2017, the top three most common countries of previous residence for
international inflows to Northern Ireland were Republic of Ireland, Romania and Poland. The most common reasons
for international immigrants moving here were work (44.7 per cent), followed by family (27.6 per cent) and education
(14.2 per cent)” (NISRA 2018).
124
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and Audrey reveals, they still struggled to gain the trust of everyone and were seen by some as
catering too much to the concerns of local loyalists.
On this issue, the neighborhood workers discussed the idea of accommodation and
symbolism, and the changes they had observed since the 1980s:
“80s wasn’t, the 80s were very different in this road. You know, I grew up on road, the
80s up until early 90s when things got really bad. But the 80s were different from that. There
was just total genuine acceptance. Bunting could be put from lamppost at bridge all the way up
the Ormeau Road. And everyone accepted that. The Catholic neighbors were out watching the
bands, Catholic neighbors were out helping put up bunting. This is during the 80s,” Rob said.
“That’s just the 80s, that’s interesting,” I said.
“This was the height of the Troubles, the Ormeau Road was crazy in the 80s, 70s and
80s, but people came out and helped and watched the bands, it didn’t matter who they were or
what they were. You know, and you had maybe 40–50 bands leaving this Orange Hall to go to
the main parade on the twelfth of July.”
“And nowadays, how many?” I said.
“Four,” he replied.
“Four,” I said.
“If that, maybe one. You know, shows you the big change you know. But it’s still constant
battle for us to kinda keep that sectarian symbolism away, you know, and we were saying that
there is accommodation and a kind of general acceptance within this area of flags, but I’m sure a
couple of years down the line, we will have it on the other side as well. You know, because if we
do see a tricolor going up, that’s gonna be another battle for us to kinda gain general acceptance
again.”
“The interesting thing about it is that you know we can’t generalize about issue of
accommodation because not everybody agrees with accommodation.” Rob and Zach
acknowledged that even if they had recently gained the trust of Protestants/unionists/loyalists
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in 2007, if the area became more Catholic/nationalist/republican, which it likely would, they
would struggle to “gain general acceptance” again. In the case of Jonah and Audrey’s interview,
indications of that likely struggle were already appearing. They were aware that they faced
criticism by some residents, but they also believed that most residents were not fully aware of
the ways in which they had helped to manage some of the most difficult issues the area had
faced, often attempting to stay out of media spotlight to help mediate and resolve these issues.
“I dunno, I think that one of things, and it was a very difficult thing for both [Rob] and
myself was that when contentious issues kicked off and we did have maybe a role in their
resolution, we were working in our own communities125 and there was a great risk involved for
us and particularly for [Rob] in many ways,” said Zach. “And so we were very constrained in
what we could do sometimes about issues. The thing about it was that we were very consistent in
terms of how we dealt with conflict, you never see this in papers, there’s no newspaper coverage
of this. [He] and myself have dealt with some of the shittiest issues you can imagine, like flags,
bonfires, kerbstone painting, intimidation, we’re dealing with one now, dealing with two now at
the moment.”
“Domestic,” Rob interjected.
“Yeah, you know, but we’ve consistently, we’ve been consistent in our approach and
sometimes criticized that we weren’t more public about it, but had we gone public with it, we
couldn’t have done it because a lot of what we do is based on trust. And once you go public and
start shining lights on your work, the trust disappears out of it. But what happened, our
approach to dealing with an issue five years ago would have been very behind the scenes”
(emphasis mine).
Returning to the Agra Street attack that the police had been monitoring, the
neighborhood workers, too, talked to me about this incident, which for them fell into the

Here, as I noted in Chapter 2, he means “communities” in the sense of the Protestant and Catholic communities,
even if they still resided in the same mixed / shared area.
125
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category of a “critical incident.” The fact that the press had become involved in covering this,
bringing wider attention to it, as well as the potential involvement of politicians that election
season, further complicated their work and ability to know what had happened, as well as the
fact that at least at that time, their relationships with local nationalists/republicans lacked the
trust they had recently managed to secure from local unionists/loyalists.
We were in an “issues” meeting going through several topics on Monday January 29,
2007. As I sat in on this issues meeting, the first one they have ever held (a necessity due to a
family situation of one worker), we met on the ground floor in the front room at the community
house, just off the kitchen. The table stretched across the room, and the two neighborhood
workers who were there created an agenda on a large piece of paper with a red marker. As they
covered a topic, it was crossed out in blue. They spoke first about the advent of community
planning in Northern Ireland and their concerns with this. They waited to cover issues related to
Agra Street and, separately, Annadale until the third neighborhood worker could make it to the
meeting, but they did begin talking about Agra Street before he arrived, periodically filling me in
on details or notes—e.g., “it was sectarian with a small ‘s’,” as an explanatory aside to me, or
“don’t write that down” when they mentioned someone’s name.
The conversation started with one person expressing that he “ha[s] no input other than
receiving information”. He had not been asked to help deal with it and was not actively involved.
Then, he stated what he had heard happened: “last Sunday at about 4 o’clock a Catholic family
had their house burned.” Turning to me, he emphasized again, “it was sectarian with a small
‘s.’” The neighborhood worker felt he knew who had done it, and said with considerable
frustration—“He’s a well-known little bigot and he’s carried out [did not write down]. . . . He
never has paramilitary sanction, but he’s connected, so he’s seen as untouchable.”
The real tension in the course of this conversation was the worry that this would lead to
something worse, especially if it interfered with their efforts to make the bonfire less of a tense
event that year. “The problem with it is that there will be an undercurrent of resentment. It
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could undermine our work with the bonfire. . . . Which is the problem with Sinn Fein jumping
on the bandwagon.” To me, a noticeable tension existed between two of the workers about
whether they really knew who did it. And finally, there was tension about the police: are they
really being brave enough in dealing with this situation? Is the issue of someone being
‘connected’ preventing them from doing their job? Or is it more the issue of people not giving
statements? Or is it, at its core, actually a family dispute with just sectarian overtones/roots?
None of these had clear answer. “What’s the police take on this? Is it down as a sectarian attack
or hate crime? . . . What are youse [the police] doing about it?” said one of the neighborhood
workers in frustration over this incident.
The difficulty was that at least one of the neighborhood workers felt he knew who did it,
but that to anyone else, he could not say this. Another neighborhood worker was cautious about
whether they really knew who did it. This led into a discussion of what they would say if their
opinion of the situation was asked. One worker commented that he had heard “there’s counterintimidation . . . It’s messy.” Ultimately, though, he felt, “in the end, it’s a real attack on a family
. . . a man with four kids, what has he done? It was a vicious, vicious attack.” Another worker
asked, “Was it a neighbor dispute, too?” to which everyone said they didn’t really know. I had
learned from the police that this was their main theory, however. “We haven’t been approached.
People would be expecting this organization to take a stance.” They said, “we would condemn
any attack.” But it was also important to indicate that they did not know what really happened,
especially since their information was at a remove. One person said, “The kind of feedback I’m
getting from the Catholic community is via [name] via [name]. What’s going to be done about
this wee fella?” One neighborhood worker at this point raised doubt about who set the home on
fire, and in the end they all agreed that “There’s nothing we can physically do.” Nevertheless,
“these attacks are incredibly vicious and they’re targeting Catholics.”
On February 8, 2007, I sat in on a second neighborhood worker meeting—they returned
to the issue of Agra Street. I noticed this time that they had spoken to two different people at the
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police station, each themselves with contrasting views of the situation. One appeared dismissive,
saying it was only kids, while the other seemed more informed. It was, again, worrying to them
that things were so quiet, too. There had been death threats against some of the people
suspected to be involved. On a political level, this incident was on the radar of Sinn Fein, and
their potential involvement was likely a concern since they might politicize such incidents in the
upcoming elections. Some people had suggested to me that they feared Sinn Fein might verbally
attack this area as being ‘mixed’ if there were attacks on Catholic families, even if privately Sinn
Fein seemed more reasonable. Once again, the lack of trust affected everyone’s ability to address
such incidents and attempts to resolve them.

On researchers
I would be missing an important point if I failed to discuss briefly the fact that several
people mentioned issues with trusting researchers. I was conscious when I was preparing for my
research in Belfast that some people might not trust me. In fact, I would feel the same way in
their shoes, particularly after this many years of conflict and the fact that people often had to be
on guard for their own safety during the height of the conflict. I was pleasantly surprised,
however, that most people were welcoming and willing to discuss their views openly with me,
often for several hours or over the course of multiple interviews in their homes. I rarely sensed
that people were holding back in the interviews that I conducted. As I mentioned in the
Introduction, I think the fact that I was a young American woman; lived in the area; made
efforts to get to know many different people; attended many local meetings; frequented a couple
of local pubs; and was often seen walking on the Ormeau Road helped me to build and gain
trust. Like most anthropologists, I did not rush things but instead took time to build authentic
relationships with my new acquaintances. Spending time with people, whether over a beer or a
cup of tea, volunteering, or going to a pub quiz helped me to build this trust so that people did
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not view me only as a researcher who “parachuted” into the neighborhood, but as a local
resident and eventually in some cases, a friend, as I also viewed many of the people I came to
know. Moreover, learning from Rob and Zach, the neighborhood workers who emphasized to
me the importance of transparency, I made an effort to let people know that in addition to
talking to other residents of all persuasions, they might also sometimes see me talking to the
police. It was especially important to be transparent with people who I knew did not trust the
police; otherwise they might have thought I was working for the police or was an informer.
My interviews with the neighborhood workers and Hugh made me conscious of issues
people had experienced with researchers in the past. Hugh, for example, had felt betrayed by
one researcher. He told me he had welcomed this person into the band hall and had allowed this
researcher to take photos of him, but in the end, he learned that the researcher had a nationalist
agenda. He felt used and deceived. As I listened to this experience, which he told me in our
second conversation, I realized I would need to be conscious of what people had experienced
with other researchers and be even more aware of these bad experiences. Despite this
experience, Hugh and I built trust over the course of 2007 (we met in December 2006) – he
introduced me to his friends, allowed me to hang out at his flat and ask lots of questions, watch
documentaries about the conflict, listen to the Northern Irish punk band Therapy?, and
welcomed me and Etienne at the bonfire. On a more humorous note about trust and
researchers, once I was watching old episodes of Jimmy Young’s show with Hugh and his
friends. Young was a famous Northern Irish comedian who affectionately made fun of almost
everyone during the Troubles, and who is commemorated on Fernwood Street in Ballynafeigh.
One episode featured a researcher coming to Belfast to learn about the Troubles, which Hugh
and his friends gently teased me about.
Like Hugh, the neighborhood workers had also had some bad experiences with
researchers over the years. To my knowledge, I was the first researcher to live in the
neighborhood while also doing ethnographic fieldwork and volunteering with them. Most
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others, they said, came there to do formal interviews but were not integrated into their
organization as volunteers and participant-observers. Their primary complaint about
researchers was that they were left out of the research in the end, after giving substantial
amounts of time to the researchers. They felt overlooked or even erased from the research. Like
Hugh, their treatment by researchers gave way to feelings of being used and deceived.
The lack of trust of researchers was sometimes communicated via humor. For example,
on June 29, 2007, I received a call letting me know that local loyalists were putting up flags on
the road. I wanted to observe it for myself to see how it worked, what the atmosphere was like,
and whether the police did or did not provide protection since I had heard different stories. I
walked down the road and there was a group of 15–20 men and teenagers putting up the flags.
One man jokingly called their group the “indigenous people of the road,” probably a response to
the fact that I told them I was an anthropologist. I was a little surprised that I hadn’t met any of
them before, or at least I didn’t remember if I had, but it was also possible that they did not live
in the area anymore, even if they had roots there. Rob had said they were all local, but like
Jacob, the researcher and barman from Chapter 3, many people retained their social lives in the
area even after moving outside Ballynafeigh. In any case, it might have put them at ease when
two elderly ladies I knew – Lillian and Grace, who you’ll meet in Chapter 7 – happened to pass
and stopped to chat with me. He said they would have only needed two teenagers to put up the
flags along the whole road in years past; this larger group was a recent development. Another
told me there were surely better things I had to do than watch them put up flags. I noticed that
the police were present – in a red car in front of the chapel, presumably to prevent them from
putting up a flag in front of the Catholic church as Jim had mentioned to me in our interview.
The question of trust came up when one man joked that I was probably a journalist from the
Republic who was putting on an American accent. Though this joke might seem insignificant –
something said in passing for a laugh – it wasn’t. This joke told me that he did not fully trust me
– which was understandable since we had just met – and that he wondered what my real
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purpose was. His reaction indicated again the atmosphere of mistrust with which many people
had lived, and which continued to affect people.

Chapter Conclusion
Chapters 3 and 4 looked at the experiences of residents of Ballynafeigh through the lens
of fear. As noted, fear itself was a form of violence, whether this was fear of a physical attack, a
fear of rumor, fears of parades, or fears of being pushed out the place one calls home. In this
chapter, I explored trust and the way in which trust – or rather the lack thereof – was a point of
commonality for people like Jonah and Rhonda. In fact, they shared a lack of trust of the police
who, despite fundamental reforms to policing, were far from gaining their trust.
Likewise, the neighborhood workers themselves struggled with trust. Rob commented
that he only trusts people to a certain extent. They had also struggled to gain trust in the
neighborhood. However, they were finally breathing easier at the time of my research and
sensed a significant change in early 2007. This shift was related to the work of Rhonda, an
influential local loyalist, though they had also laid significant groundwork had built, I would
argue, a foundation of mutual respect, if not trust. Her efforts in early 2007 then allowed that
mutual respect to transform into trust, even if it remained delicate.
The police themselves were aware that they were not trusted and that, especially in
situations where someone would have to testify, people were afraid to talk to them or would not
talk to them for fear of reprisals. As my research with police revealed, new police officers in
particular were frustrated by their inability to answer calls in the neighborhood – and to build
relationships with locals. As they noted, they were often shifted out of the neighborhood on the
weekends to work in the city center and other police officers – who were not based locally –
were sent to answer the call.
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I closed this chapter on the note of trusting researchers because it is clear that there is
still work to be done in this area to improve trust. No researcher is perfect, but researchers have
to be careful to be transparent with the people with whom they work, particularly if they have
strong political views themselves. Otherwise, it can lead to a sense of betrayal and potentially
close doors for other researchers. Likewise, non-profits who are time-poor and give significant
amounts of time to researchers expect to be included substantially in publications. If this will
not be the case, it should be made clear to the non-profit beforehand.

Fear: Section Conclusion
To close the section “Fear,” I want to bring together these histories of fear, loss and
change, and trust. Fear connects all three of these chapters. What were people afraid of? They
were afraid of physical violence, as in the cases of Zach and Rob, Bette and Sean, Ruth, and
Jacob. But often, this physical violence did not occur, at least not when they anticipated it
would. Moreover, Zach and Rob were concerned with the destructive potential of rumors, not
only for themselves but for the wider neighborhood. They feared rumors. They waited for,
anticipated their effects. In this sense, fear was itself a form of violence at the same time it was a
non-event. But by saying that fear was a non-event, I do not want to minimize it. In fact, I want
to do the opposite: I want to bring attention to the insignificant – as Benjamin put it – less
visible, often unrecorded forms of violence that made microscopic rips and tears in the social
fabric every day for decades. I want to bring attention to the connection between their
sensations and emotions in their experience of history. These sensations and emotions are as
important as “significant” historical events. These are the histories of how people felt.
In this section, fear was evident in residents’ concerns about loss and change as well as in
their struggles to trust local institutions. Through a series of rumors, we are able to see that
social, political, and economic shifts surfaced within them. It became clear that this sense of loss
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– particularly among working-class Protestants in Ballynafeigh – was intimately connected to
both fear and trust. For some, there was a sense of being under siege, albeit not in a literal sense.
Some anticipated being pushed out by the affluent, others by the Housing Executive, or some
combination thereof. The rumors that circulated about the Housing Executive and its attempts
to move in ethnic minorities and move out “prods” reflected a profound lack of trust of this
institution. The issues of accessing affordable housing were compounded by the shrinking social
spaces for working-class Protestants, including a lack of youth provision, the gradual closing of
pubs that were mainly geared to working-class residents, and the consolidation of the bonfire
and shrinking number of bands on the 12th of July.
These shifts resulted, for some, in a sense of nostalgia for the past, not only for
triumphalism as some might suggest, but for the numerous small, street-specific bonfires that
used to exist – as opposed to one large one – or the less confrontational and more familyfriendly atmosphere and neighborliness that people said used to exist. This is not to deny that
there can be a sense of triumphalism and territoriality in parades. But this isn’t this whole story.
As Hugh said to me at the bonfire, “it’s not that we’re better than anybody else. It’s just– This is
me. This is me.”
At the same time, it was also clear that Catholic residents I spoke to did not necessarily
think the parades on the Ormeau Road were being handled appropriately. Indeed, even
newcomers to the area brought with them their own experiences of violence that occurred in
their countries during public gatherings. By listening to their experiences, it becomes clear that
fear also courses through them during parading season. Fear remained a significant barrier to
building trust around tense issues like parading and policing. And despite the relatively calm
demeanor of Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road, those histories of fear were still palpable
and continued to affect people in big ways and small. In the next chapters, I’ll ask whether the
fear that people have experienced was possibly being creatively transformed.
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Possibility
Chapter 6: Spaces of Possibility
One day I know
We'll find a place of hope
Just hold on to me
Just hold on to me . . .
Now is the time
To follow through
To read the signs
Now the message sent
Let's bring it to its final end
– “A Place Called Home” (Harvey and Yorke 2000)
Change, move, dead clock, that this fresh day
May break with dazzling light to these sick eyes.
Burn, glare, old sun, so long unseen,
That time may find its sound again, and cleanse
Whatever it is that a wound remembers
After the healing ends.
– Weldon Kees (2003), “Small Prayer”
The universe will never be extinguished because just when the darkness seems to have
smothered all, to be truly transcendent, the new seeds of light are reborn in the very depths.
That is the Way. When the seed falls, it falls into the earth, into the soil. And beneath, out of
sight, it comes to life.
– Philip K. Dick ([1962] 2011), The Man in the High Castle
As my sufferings mounted I soon realized that there were two ways in which I could respond
to my situation -- either to react with bitterness or seek to transform the suffering into a
creative force. I decided to follow the latter course. Recognizing the necessity for suffering I
have tried to make of it a virtue. If only to save myself from bitterness, I have attempted to see
my personal ordeals as an opportunity to transform myself and heal the people involved in the
tragic situation which now obtains. I have lived these last few years with the conviction that
unearned suffering is redemptive.
– Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. (1960), “Suffering and Faith”
For Northern Ireland, the “peace process” usually includes the Good Friday Agreement,
the decommissioning of weapons by paramilitaries, and the power-sharing agreement which
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was established as part of the GFA126 on December 3, 1999127 but was perhaps most celebrated in
2007 when powersharing was re-established after a five-year suspension. These are of course
dramatic events, but, as Walter Benjamin noted, we must look at “minor” and “insignificant”
events, not only the ones that experts and authorities deem as worthy of a place in History. In
recent years, this perspective has gained credence. Peacebuilding from below and attention to
the “local” turn have emerged in peacebuilding studies (Leonardsson 2015; Öjendal and Ou
2015), which seek to critically evaluate top-down approaches to peace building and include a
wider range of actors (Jarman 2013; Öjendal et al. 2017; Leonardsson and Rudd 2015; Hauge et
al. 2015; Öjendal and Ou 2015; Richmond and Franks 2008; Richmond and Mitchell 2011;
Richmond 2010; Lundqvist and Öjendal 2018). This opens up the possibility that even if official,
state-led peace processes falter, we might still be capable of noticing the seeds of peace
sprouting from the ground up. Öjendal and Ou (2015) note that the “local turn” in studies of
peace building “destabilizes the monopoly of the national elites and the interveners to define
issues and solutions – responds to, or even overlaps with, the common absence of ‘everyday
peace’ in liberal peace” (Richmond and Mitchell 2011; Richmond 2010). This approach
necessitates a much more reflective international role in peacebuilding and, in particular, a
more reflective relationship of the full range of the peacebuilding actors, including the local ones

“The Agreement established a power-sharing system of government, based on a consociational model of
democracy. Arend Lijphart designed this model for societies emerging from conflict, or those with the potential for
conflict” (Northern Ireland Assembly Education Service, n.d.).
127 The parties included “the SDLP ministers Seamus Mallon, Brid Rodgers, Mark Durkan and Sean Farren; the Ulster
Unionists Sam Foster, Sir Reg Empey and Michael McGimpsey; the Sinn Fein ministers Bairbre de Brun and Martin
McGuinness; the Cabinet Secretary John Semple and the First Minister David Trimble. Nigel Dodds and Peter
Robinson of the Democratic Unionists are missing as they have refused to sit in Cabinet with Sinn Fein Paul Faith”
(McKittrick 1999). McKittrick notes that “In one unprecedented day Unionists and republicans sat down together in a
power- sharing cabinet; power arrived in Belfast from Westminster after a quarter century of political sterility; and
new north-south and British-Irish agreements came into force.” . . . “In London, the Irish President, Mary McAleese,
lunched with the Queen, who in another gesture of reconciliation may soon be paying her first visit to the Irish
Republic. Decades of dogma were discarded in one extraordinary day, presenting all sides with a whole new political
architecture and challenging Northern Ireland politicians to make a success of the ingenious new arrangements.”
Interestingly, this article includes a quote from the Rev. Ian Paisley that tempers the hopefulness of the journalist and
is worth bearing in mind in this liminal period of “not-war-not-peace”: “Even as the historic cabinet meeting was
taking place, however, Mr Paisley was stating his traditional position with as much bad grace as he could muster.
‘This is not a daybreak, not a new dawn,’ he declared. ‘This is a new night and one does not know what the midnight
will be’” (McKittrick 1999). Both unionists and nationalists would likely agree with this statement as powersharing
talks have re-opened in May 2019 and Northern Ireland – and the world – is reeling from the murder of journalist
Lyra McKee on April 18, 2019.
126
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(Richmond and Franks 2008, 46). The “local turn” in my view also means that anthropologists
using ethnographic methods and a relatively slow pace of research are often particularly wellplaced to study the micro-peace processes that are being crafted in daily life.
As anthropologist Carolyn Nordstrom found in her work in Mozambique, daily life plays
a critical role in peace: “Peace begins when people find violence the worst threat of all. With this,
the fears and beliefs in force wane and support for violent solutions withers as a search for
creative non-aggressive solutions waxes. This isn’t merely a political process. It is forged in the
center of daily life. It is carried through simple conversations and philosophical debates; crafted
in art and reproduced in music; relayed in folktales and honed in literature” (Nordstrom 2004,
181). In the case of my fieldwork, I found that, like Dr. King’s statement in “Suffering and Faith,”
people I spoke with were choosing to “transform suffering into a creative force” (1960).
Likewise, others have recognized “the shifting social and political landscape in which people
draw on multiple discursive and material resources to make their everyday lives, and in the
process, to remake their society” (Ibrahim and Shepler 2011). Despite having lived – or still
living – with the violence of fear and suspicion, I witnessed people using their creativity and
imagination to make sense of their experiences, even if some were still struggling with clinical
depression, recent losses of loved ones128, substance abuse, homelessness, and, at times, despair
about their future. As Nordstrom (2004) mentions, when people find violence unpalatable, “the
fears and beliefs in force wane.” I witnessed this waning during my fieldwork alongside people’s
efforts to “remake their society” (Ibrahim and Shepler 2011), even if this remaking largely
focused on remaking themselves – and others – via their relationships. It’s important to note
that this research was conducted in a pre–social media age, even though texting was a common
form of communication. To speculate briefly, the emergence of social media might have allowed
some people to build new relationships through its platforms.

To be clear, most of the losses of loved ones people discussed with me were not a result of the conflict in Northern
Ireland but rather typically the result of illnesses, though some people mentioned other losses related to the conflict.
128
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In the case of Northern Ireland, grassroots peacebuilding and conflict resolution has
been supported, albeit initially rather modestly, since at the least the late 1980s (Knox 1994). As
Colin Knox notes, “A new independent organisation with charitable status, the Northern Ireland
Community Relations Council (CRC), was also set up in 1990 to promote better community
relations and the recognition of cultural diversity in Northern Ireland.” The CRC is a
government-funded organization, though it works at a distance from the government with its
own board.129
In this chapter, I suggest two things: firstly, a small team of neighborhood workers and
other community activists like Rhonda were actively working to deal with local issues. The team
of neighborhood workers called some of these local issues “critical incidents,” which reflected
“the time of not-war-not-peace” that continued to exist (Nordstrom 2004, 166) or “negative
peace,” as others have formulated this liminal time (Galtung 1969). Their work was itself a
small-scale, local peacebuilding effort. These “critical incidents” reflected that the conflict had
not completely ended: as Carolyn Nordstrom has said “war keeps ‘breaking out’ because it never
ended, except on paper” (2004, 170). These local peacebuilding efforts had helped to create
“spaces of possibility” (Collins 2015), particularly by building trust and emphasizing
transparency, which allowed them to work with everyone involved in the local critical incidents.
Though they did not always find solutions to these issues, their work was nevertheless essential
in what I call “the work of sharing,” which was integral to local peace processes in Ballynafeigh /
the upper Ormeau Road. Based on what I observed, “the work of sharing” that the neighborhood
workers were carrying out must have a strong bottom-up approach and, to be effective, must be
viewed as legitimate by people in the area.
Secondly, I will look at a series of “inconspicuous transformations” that reveal how
people were opening up possibilities for themselves and others, often through their choices but
also through transformative and sometimes transcendent experiences. I’ll share more of
129
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Rhonda’s story, who you’ll recall was a local loyalist – a “Ballynafeigh woman”; and I’ll introduce
Kathy, a woman from a rural nationalist / republican area; and I’ll return to Hugh, who you met
in Chapter 2, as they all reflect on their personal transformations.

The Neighborhood Workers
“Maybe we have something to offer.”
As I described in the previous chapters, a small group of neighborhood workers had dealt
with fear, especially when they were negotiating parading, flags, and other local issues that
caused tensions. They had also struggled to gain trust and maintain and build on that trust.
Their fear, and their challenges with trust, were not completely gone. As Rob said, he did not
completely trust anyone past a certain point, and residents like Jonah and Audrey did not fully
trust the neighborhood workers; they believed they were too close, too cooperative with local
loyalists. Yet during my time with them – whether via participant observation at their team
meetings, observing public meetings that they attended or organized, or via interviews about
their work – it became clear to me that in 2007, new spaces of possibility were opening for them
that allowed them more freedom to do their work with less fear. In addition, through their
activities, they were opening spaces of possibility for people who resided in the area and others
who might eventually move there.
Let me explain first what I mean about new spaces of possibility that were opening for
them. As Zach and Rob mentioned, their work had exposed them to rumors and possible
physical violence, and as I argued, these rumors and fears that they lived with were forms of
violence themselves. Currents of fear and mistrust from residents and others were underlying
their challenges in helping to manage and negotiate the sharing of this neighborhood. In
addition, fear and mistrust were sometimes spurred through the influence of people and groups
who did not necessarily live in the neighborhood, such as local politicians or members of
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paramilitary organizations with links to or roots in the area but who no longer resided there. In
the spring and summer of 2007, however, there were notable shifts: the neighborhood workers
had meetings with paramilitary members that were unthinkable just a few months before. These
meetings were partly spurred by the work of Rhonda, though the neighborhood workers said
their work in the area had been noticed before, too. Around Christmas 2006, Rhonda was fed up
with attacks among children in the area – her own son had been chased with a knife – and she
decided to reach out to a few well-known politicians and leaders of paramilitaries. This in turn
opened up the opportunity for these people to become more aware of the non-profit’s work and
for the neighborhood workers to ensure that loyalists understood that the community house was
a trustworthy organization. Until this point, they had not had the trust and the full support of
paramilitary organizations or allied residents, but they had witnessed this change over the
previous six months.
To better understand the background of these meetings, I asked Zach, Rob, and Claire
about them, how they came about, and whether these new relationships with politicians and
“organizations”130 would be lasting contacts for the future:
“And this year, say the meetings that were held here, I know you guys didn’t organize
them, what was the motivation behind those meetings happening? It was paramilitary figures,
basically? It may be related to the phone network, but I just wanted to be sure I was clear on
why it happened,” I asked.
Zach explained, “In many ways, what had happened was that the broader kind of
political context had changed. And the Ormeau Bridge, when people were looking at the
distribution of the phone networks and contacts, that Ormeau interface didn’t have one. So I
think there was a kind of a thought, one should be set up for that reason. But also there was a
willingness, which is pretty new, of people to meet face-to-face.”

“Organization,” like a number of other words like “community worker,” is often a euphemism for paramilitary
organizations.
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Rob added, “Where it came from is from the likes of Rhonda and all who had concerns
about what was going on in the area, and she contacted the powers that be and suggested that a
mobile phone network that was happening in other areas might benefit this area. So and then,
that’s where it came from and then there’s a greater network, there’s a Community Safety
Network, which addresses the whole of South Belfast, which is basically loyalists but you know,
and they’re part of that process.”
Claire said, “But that wasn’t the only–”
“No, no . . . I’m not–” said Rob. “We were involved in other, where their involvement
came, the only reason the kinda Harries and Jackies131 came into this area was because Rhonda
contacted them, and that’s the truth.”
“Right,” said Claire.
“You know, she contacted them last Christmas you know to say that they had major
concerns about what was going on in this area, you know, and we weren’t aware of that,” said
Rob.
“And the interesting thing is that you know, five to ten years ago, that would’ve been very
much in the background, you wouldn’t have ever known that. Now, you know, they actually
arranged to come and speak to us, they were the ones that initiated that,” said Zach.
“They put their faith in us, now, so, I suppose Rhonda is not the only reason why
Ballynafeigh came on the map of that community. [It] was also the stuff in Annadale you know,
where there was people involved in Annadale and people came to our meetings as well. So
Ballynafeigh [the community organization] was beating drums for different reasons. So that’s
why they thought, ‘well, there’s something not right here, how are we gonna address this?’ So we
bring people in and say, ‘well, let’s have a mobile phone network, let’s engage this organization,
you know,’ and that’s what’s give us that assurance . . . so we can work with people like that.”

Rob is referring to people such as Harry Smith, a politician popular with grassroots, loyalist residents, and Jackie
McDonald, the leader of the UDA’s South Belfast Brigade.
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“And it was about timeliness as well,” said Zach.
“Timeliness was the most important,” affirmed Rob.
“Timeliness was the most important thing. This couldn’t have happened eighteen
months ago,” said Zach.
“It couldn’t have happened six months ago,” added Rob.
“No,” said Zach.
“Before Christmas [2006] it was unthinkable,” said Rob.
“Wow, so it’s really just been. . . after Christmas, wow,” I said.
“But saying that now, I believe that political change could change that again,” said Zach.
“You think it could, could be overturned just as easily?” I asked.
Zach said, “I think that community,132 and that grouping is in a lot of uncertainty at the
minute, so that could affect our work as well. . . . But I mean, I think that having said that, I
mean, we’re, there’s going to be this kind of pendulum effect where sometimes it’s just going to
be like that and that’s the way we have to work.”
Claire said, “I also think, though, that the relationships once established, they may
change, and you may find that we get sidelined within that group or. . . but I think that would
come back, so the tide turns back.”
“Yeah, those relationships will always be there, there’s been relationships built, but it
depends,” said Rob.
“Oh yeah, I know,” Claire replied.
“And then we have to make a decision, do we want them relationships?” said Rob.
“The other thing is it’s quite challenging,” added Zach, “because relationships are based
on individual contact. And those people move on. Unless you’ve made broader contacts within
that group, it’s hard to rebuild everything, that’s the reality. I mean, one that’s happened
[already] is one of the key people within that kind of loyalist grouping is Harry Smith. Harry’s
132
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still on the scene, but he’s moved on to become a political advisor to one of the politicians in
Stormont, and that puts him a little bit further away from us, although he’s still there, he’s still
accessible.”
In another conversation, we discussed again what they viewed as a “tipping point,”
particularly with loyalists, who began to feel more at ease engaging with them.
In contrast to the past five years, Zach said, “now we have direct lines of contact and
communication to some fairly influential people. I’m not saying that’s a [inaudible] thing, we’re
in dialogue with people who scare the bejeezus out of me sometimes [laughing] a little, but we
do have that dialogue, and I suppose the tipping point came, myself, I feel it was a number of
things: It was a realization in the loyalist community of the value of what [he] was doing; right;
there was a thawing of the political scene generally in Northern Ireland, which meant that
certain elements felt that they could engage more proactively, they didn’t have to be shady,
sinister characters in the background, they could come and engage. And that happened in the
last 18 months, and for me, there were meetings and conversations happening that I thought I
would never see happening, which was incredible, and when it went away, it was a product of
very careful work. And the biggest thing was that they felt that they wanted to come to us and
have those conversations with us.”
In a separate interview, part of which I mentioned briefly in Chapter 2, we discussed
shifts related to fear – especially the fact that fear had decreased for them in 2007.
Rob said, “the fear factor is a lot less now, particularly in the last year because of people
who we’ve been sitting with and meeting in recent times from both kinda streams, from
republicanism and from loyalism, and it’s all to do with sharing. . . . Shared . . . when I go into
the community and challenge those who may be involved in paramilitarism or whatever.”
Zach added, “And the thing is that because we have gone through a process in the last
year which sometimes hasn’t been ours, it’s been a process initiated by others, when we’ve come
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into contact with these people, we now kind of have an assurance, we have a little more
flexibility in how we deal with issues.”
“In what ways?” I asked.
“Well,” Zach replied, “we’ve been told that you know, we’ve been told that our work is
valuable and seen as such and that we’re no longer viewed with suspicion. That’s, I think, the
important thing. We’re no longer viewed with suspicion, in the sense that we’re not, what we do
is not seen as interference anymore. I think that’s a real change. When we get involved in a
situation, it’s no longer seen as us interfering in a situation, it’s seen broadly as part of the
solution by most people involved.”
Several themes emerge from this discussion of the meetings and relationships between
paramilitaries, local activists, and neighborhood workers. These meetings occurred because of
larger political shifts that were in motion – likely alluding to the power-sharing agreement
between Sinn Fein and the DUP but also to shifts within some paramilitaries who were more
active in politics and were decreasing (or at least de-emphasising) their acute violence. But as
they discussed the meetings, it became clear that Rhonda, a local working-class unionist/loyalist
mom and activist, was an important person who helped bring about this local shift. From
speaking with Rhonda, I learned her version. Since she was a unionist/loyalist, she was able to
reach out to the network of unionist/loyalist politicians and leaders, express her concerns –
which primarily focused on violent incidents between children in the area – and help to drive
action. Part of this action included a meeting with loyalist and republican paramilitaries at the
community house where she was able to discuss the need for a phone network at the Ormeau
Bridge; the community house offered a “shared” space that was both Protestant and Catholic,
neither and both – a space of possibility – for this meeting to occur. The fact that Rhonda had
previously worked at the community house some years earlier meant that she trusted it. She had
previously spoken positively about Zach, Rob, and Ellen, who was the head of the organization
and who had hired her to work on a project when she was younger. In this way, her relationship
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with the community house, alongside these larger political shifts, facilitated an opportunity to
build a better working relationship with unionists/loyalists and allowed the neighborhood
workers to solve problems with fewer concerns for their safety, even if, as in the previous
chapter, false rumors still swirled about Rob and his supposed plans to carry out a “coup” in a
local housing estate residents group.
This dialogue between the neighborhood workers reveals how delicate peacebuilding is
at a local level and how essential one-to-one relationships, trust, local activism, and a shift away
from acute violence and paramilitary “policing” were in this context. Zach comments that
political shifts could easily affect their work negatively again, while Claire believes that even if
there is another shift, it will eventually swing back in their favor. The neighborhood workers also
communicate their ambivalence and uncertainty regarding relationships with paramilitiaries
and politicians. On the one hand, these relationships have been built over time and “those
relationships will always be there,” but at the same time “it depends.” Rob says they will also
need to decide whether they want those relationships, perhaps particularly those with
paramilitaries. Here, the ambivalence of the neighborhood workers reflects a tension: at the
same time that they needed these relationships to do their work safely, there were also
uncertainties at times about what the relationships meant and whether they would always want
– or need – to be in touch with paramilitaries.
Whatever they decided for the future, it was evident to me that the neighborhood
workers played an important role in the area, particularly around “critical incidents,” eruptions
of violence that often took on a sectarian character. I say “sectarian character” because even
among the neighborhood workers, there were discussions about whether attacks were sectarian
or whether the attacks were “neighbor disputes” that took on a sectarian character. The
neighborhood workers tended to conclude that these disputes began as neighbor disputes that
were expressed through sectarian slurs and violence, such as repeatedly breaking windows or
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setting fire to someone’s home, as occurred in the winter of 2007, which I described in the
previous chapter.
For the neighborhood workers, the fundamental issue was how people manage to live
together: “The underlying question is how do we live together? So what it comes back to, very
fundamentally and essentially for us, our work is about Ballynafeigh and how do we live in this
area? We don’t, there’s no big plan about mixing people in this area, it just happens. So then
how do we live together? . . . There’s often this delusion that Ballynafeigh is this leafy suburb
where people live together because they’re well off. You know. That’s absolutely not the case.
The fact that people choose to live here, 98% of the time in relative peace and friendship. The
other 2% of the time is when it goes badly wrong, you know, . . . so I mean, that’s the question
for us. And I suppose in the broader sense, once you zoom out from Ballynafeigh to a broader
Northern Ireland context, the same question is relevant across Northern Ireland. And maybe we
have something. . .” said Zach.
“Maybe we have something to offer,” Claire finished.

“Inconspicuous Transformations”: Counteracting Fear
The neighborhood workers created spaces of possibility through their work, but neighborhood
residents were also creating spaces of possibility, especially through a series of transformations
they experienced and decisions that they made. By tracing these “inconspicuous
transformations” (Benjamin [1940] 1999, 246) and putting them in relief, we are better able to
see some of the ways people were finding their own paths through this period of “not-war-notpeace” in the shadow of the official peace process.

Rhonda: “I can’t do this anymore”
Rhonda was energetic, sharp, determined, and always welcoming to me. She described
her younger self as a “bad wee bitch” who sometimes got into trouble, though she was now a
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mother and active in her neighborhood. She was in her 30s in 2007 and had lived her whole life
in Ballynafeigh, which she said was her preferred term for the neighborhood, as a Protestant
resident. On a street lined with Union flags in the summer, her home was immaculate – maybe a
reflection of her work as a part-time cleaner – and she planned to redecorate it all in cream and
brown. It was always buzzing when I was there: whether with her children and their friends, her
partner, her partner’s sibling, or her friends dropping by or texting – this was a pre-smartphone
era, though MySpace and other social media existed. Texting was the main mode of
communication with friends, though. I came to know her because in 2007, she had emerged as a
leader among the working-class Protestant community in the neighborhood, mainly as a result
of her efforts to establish a “Concerned Mothers” group in the neighborhood as well as a mobile
phone network to address issues for kids at the Ormeau Bridge, an interface for working-class
Protestant and Catholic young people where violence could spark.
During a previous conversation, also in 2007, she mentioned that she had put aside her
anger towards some Catholics/nationalists/republicans and moved on. I didn’t follow this up at
the time, but it stuck in my head. I wanted to know if she could pinpoint a moment when she set
aside her “bitterness” as she and others had put it.
“About your change, can you remember a moment, vividly, when you changed your
mind? Was there something that kind of. . . ?” I said.
“Sort of,” she replied. “When I gave birth to [my daughter], I took the gas and air, and
you know you could hear bombs getting blew off, and I was like, I was just looking at her in the
cot, and I thought, you know, ‘I can’t be like this for, for my wee daughter that I’ve just given
birth to, I can’t be like this for her. I can’t be bitter and rear that beautiful wee thing in a cot, in
her wee cot in a hospital, up to be bitter and hate Catholics, I can’t do it.’ And that’s 15 years next
week.”
She narrated the experience of giving birth to her daughter in the early 1990s and
realizing she needed to set aside her bitterness, an experience that some might call transcendent
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or mystical. This experience was transformative for someone who had lived most of her life with
a certain degree of bitterness. Moreover, this transformation occurred at a time when
paramilitary violence related to the Troubles was still occurring, including in Ballynafeigh. She
made a conscious decision after her daughter’s birth not to raise her “to be bitter and hate
Catholics.” Returning to these two Hebrew words for fear in the Old Testament, pahhad (a
shaking) and yirah (awe, transcendence), I would argue that this was a moment of the former
transforming into the latter. She was profoundly changed in this moment, and it formed a clear
turning point in her life:
“She just changed my mind, and I thought ‘definitely not, I’m not letting my child grow
up in that type of environment.’ Not that the environment I grew up was bad, because my
mother was a lovely woman, it was just she was seeing things on TV [such as IRA attacks on
civilians]. So she was obviously seeing things like that, where I was a wee bit too young to
understand it. These were no-warning attacks. And you know, you’re looking at it, and you’re
thinking, ‘my mummy doesn’t like them people and if my mummy doesn’t like them, I don’t like
them.’”
Rhonda clarifies that her mother, like many people, was shocked by violence from the
IRA against civilians in ‘no-warning’ attacks. For Rhonda, she understood in a child’s simple
view that her mother didn’t like Catholic people, and that she should also dislike them.
Her views on Catholics/nationalists/republicans became solidified at secondary school
in addition to home: “You know, and as you go to secondary school, ours was a Protestant
secondary school133, and as you’re mixing with people from different loyalist areas, you’re like,
‘hold on a minute, I really don’t like these people [Catholics/nationalists/republicans], they’re
blowing our people to pieces.’ Somebody coming through my door to shoot me and shoot my
kids? Like my mother’s passed on and my daddy is 88, who’ve I got to rear my kids? I’m

The vast majority of schools in Northern Ireland remain segregated according to sectarian lines; state schools are
Protestant. Catholic children typically attend Catholic-run schools that incorporate religious education. Some ‘mixed’
schools do exist, but they are a small minority.
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thinking, ‘no way, they’re not going to be like that.’ And if they’re being like that, they will be
punished for it,” she said.
“You just have to move forward as best you can and take each day as it comes.”
In this part of her story, she mixes the past with the present, saying first “somebody
coming through my door to shoot me and shoot my kids?” followed by the deaths of her mother
and father earlier in her life, wondering “who’ve I got to rear my kids?” One might anticipate
that the story would go in another direction – that these fears and losses might lead her to
bigotry. Instead, in her narrative, she moves to the present and says about her children, “I’m
thinking, ‘no way, they’re not going to be like that.’ And if they’re being like that, they will be
punished for it.”
Her story then moved again back to the past, specifically to spaces where it was and was
not safe to go when she was a teenager, a theme that was woven through many histories.
“There was my friends and all that would say to me, I’m not going to that shop with you,
you’ll get murdered going down that road! I’m not walking down the road with you!” she said.
“What would’ve been the shop for you?” I said.
“We had all the Ormeau Road to run about,” Rhonda said. “I always knocked about in
Beaver Estate as well. We sort of, Catholics and Protestants, all run about all the length of the
road at that time. And it was easy to get you. If they’d had got me they’d had murdered me. And
many a time I’m sure if they’d caught me, I’m sure I would’ve deserved every punch and kick I
got.
“But I just turned around and thought, ‘no, I can’t do this anymore. I’m a mother. I’ve
got responsibilities now. I’ve made Catholic friends’. And just, I don’t know, I just got over it. I
still would be a British citizen and still wouldn’t let my kids do Irish dancing or the likes of St.
Patrick’s Day. Whatever they have, they have. And whatever we have, we have. Hopefully things
will go o.k. and we can all get along. All we can really do is see how things go.”
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Ruth: “And I decided to say, ‘this is not my life’”
The door to her house stood wide open—nevertheless, I rang the doorbell, and a friend of
Ruth’s welcomed me inside. Ruth was in the kitchen cooking lunch, as she recovered from
another 12-hour nursing shift, only catching a brief rest before collecting her child from school. I
gave her a quick hug and settled into her living room, where the open windows offered a cool
spring breeze. Pictures of her family, especially of her smiling children, were the sole
decorations. We drank cups of tea while eating the liver she had prepared, and we caught up
since we had not seen each other since the local Christmas and multicultural festival.
I was eager to understand better the reasons why she moved to Northern Ireland from a
country in sub-Saharan Africa. She explained why she left:
“The thing was, that in [my country], since the government which is there now was
starting to hold, there was no freedom of speech. I’m a vocal person. If I’m not happy, I say it
there and then, that I’m sorry, I’m not happy. But if you say you’re not happy, they tell you you
are too full of the food which you have already eaten.”
“‘You’re too full of the food which you’ve already eaten.’ What do they mean by that?” I
asked.
“‘You are too full of the food that you have already eaten’ means that you have lived long
enough,” she said. “Do you get what that means now?”
She continued, “So they threaten to kill you when you open your mouth to say, we
teachers, we are helping, we are underpaid. . . . And when, for example, you are elected to be a
leader of the [my country’s] teachers’ association, when you go to the meetings . . . and then
there is someone in the background to watch who is saying what. And life won’t be good for you.
“And I decided to say ‘this is not my life.’ So I tried to lift up my eyes to see where else
can I go, where can I live a better life with a little bit of freedom. . . . And definitely a lot of
people disappeared, so who wants to die? You cannot just expose yourself to things which are
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not right, when you see, I’m not safe. That was the most important thing, the main thing that I
decided, let me leave this place and let me go somewhere else,” she said.
On God and her religion – a form of charismatic Protestant Christianity, she said, “it has
been a very, very important part of my life. It is, ah, a silent push. I can do anything else without
having said it, but underneath it is a very big thing. . . . So before I even consider the economic
part of things, the first part to consider is my religion. . . . [A]nd as a matter of fact, I always pray
very, very hard to hear the spirit of God speaking to me, about whether I go or not.”
Initially she lived in England near family and underwent re-training as a foreign-trained
teacher. After five years, she set her sights on Northern Ireland, where she moved in the early
2000s, having heard that there were job opportunities there. Given the history of conflict in
Northern Ireland, I wondered whether was she concerned about moving there. While she had
certainly heard of the Troubles, she emphasised that she contacted fellow church members in
Northern Ireland: “I didn’t want to hear it from people outside, I wanted to hear it from
someone who is living here.” She said she was content with her new life and the friendliness of
people in Northern Ireland.
From her story, it’s clear that Ruth came from a country that has dealt with, and was
dealing with, considerable political tumult itself, including the enforced disappearances that she
mentions. The government curtailed her ability to speak out and question its treatment of
teachers, and this in turn created limitations so grave that she decided to leave her country.
Through this story, Ruth shows us that “dealing with the past,” for her, meant starting over.
Even though, as you’ll recall from Chapter 3, she was afraid of the crowds at Orange parades
that reminded her of her home country, her faith offered her a space of possibility to re-build
her life, and Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road offered a place where this could happen.
Even if some were uncomfortable with her strong expressions of faith, others defended it.
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Kathy: ‘The wee invisible lines’
On a warm spring Friday evening, Kathy and I sat at small table in the back bar of the
Errigle Inn, a richly colored room known for attracting an ‘artsy’ crowd. We talked for a long
time before beginning the interview because she had been dealing with a difficult personal
situation. After commiserating with her about this problem and expecting to re-schedule, she
seemed to brighten and offered to talk about growing up in Northern Ireland and her
perceptions of her neighborhood. We began by talking about Ballynafeigh, where she loved
living, particularly going to the butcher’s after work every day for fresh meat and walking a short
distance to her work. Later, I asked if there was anywhere in the neighborhood she did not feel
comfortable. She thought for a moment and responded, “I’ve never been caught in anything, and
it’s never stopped me. . . . I can’t think of where I’d feel uncomfortable.” During a period of
quiet, we sat observing the other patrons. I felt the interview had come to an end, when she
mused: “I would never go to the band hall [where the Apprentice Boys of Ballynafeigh practice
and some local working-class Protestant/unionist/loyalist, and a few local Catholics, drink
downstairs]. I probably could. I’d think I couldn’t go there because I’m Catholic. But then again,
that shows how many Protestant friends I have.”
She began to talk about where she grew up, almost a stream of consciousness, while I
rapidly took notes. In the rural area she came from, which is near a primarily republican town,
her family had few neighbors, except for one Protestant family. “At home where we live, it’s
farmland . . . at that time our nearest neighbors were Protestants, and we never went to their
house, and they never came to ours. . . . We wouldn’t have even known them . . . if they were
Catholic, we would’ve played with them, but we didn’t.” At this point, she told me about a poem
that speaks to these divisions. Beginning to quote from memory, she said, “He lived in 22 / I
lived in 95 . . . / there was a wall / I did not see him / But then again / I chose not to.”
Commenting on the divisions she grew up with, she said, “when I went to [school], I got friendly
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with [a Protestant girl on the bus], but I never went to her house. There are wee invisible lines
that you don’t cross.” As well, she told a story of her sister waking her up early one morning to
run away when they were young girls. They left the house, skimming across the farmland in
their nightgowns. But their neighbor, the mother of the nearby Protestant family, must have
seen “these wee girls . . . and she picked us up and brought us home. . . . But I’ve never been in
their house. It’s sad like, too, it’s weird.” Her neighbor “from that then, they never set foot in our
door. . . . I think it might’ve been that her brother was murdered.” Yet when tragedy struck her
own family, they came to the funeral, “which is a big show of respect.”
These memories of “the wee invisible lines” were clearly still strong for Kathy, who as an
“older, more open, better educated, less brainwashed” person, now views them critically. Having
grown up with these invisible interfaces, Kathy is nevertheless open to friendships with
Protestants, even as she recognizes that she has few close Protestant friends. Yet, as she delved
into her family’s history, it became clear that she was still struggling to make sense of what she
has lived through: “That’s why you grow up a bit bitter . . . and that’s how that gets ingrained in
you. [The police or security forces] could just lift who they wanted, they could come in and lift
you out of bed and hold you for so many hours.” She recalled her granny’s parties for friends and
family who were released from prison, as well as a visit to a relative in jail when she was a child:
“all I remember about going to jail. . . I remember having a can of Fanta . . . Mummy must’ve
been bringing [the cans] into him . . . I’m sitting in there, and it’s mad.”

Hugh, The Archivist
I mean, I like realism, I’m not into science fiction or football on TV. I like historical shit. You
noticed that, maybe that’s a wee bit of an oddity of myself, I like films that could be real, you
know what I mean?
It was just a few days before I was leaving Belfast for good; Northern Ireland’s weather
had deigned to offer blue skies for a few hours, and Hugh and I had a clear evening to drive
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through the Shankill, one of the loyalist heartlands of Belfast. Returning from our tour of
politico-historical murals and a quick drink at a loyalist bar, we settled into his living room for a
final chat, popping open a bottle of wine I’d brought as a parting gift and listening to a few tunes
from Therapy?, a Northern Irish punk band.
The upper shelves of his bookcase sagged beneath the weight of tomes about the
Troubles, while the bottom shelf was occupied by Bibles and books on biblical interpretation.
These past few years he’d grown more appreciative of his strict born-again, Protestant faith –
not unlike the religion I grew up in – although he conceded that his epicurean nature continued
to be difficult to tame. Like me, he also hadn’t been baptized. In the far corner, rows of
videotapes lined the wall: news broadcasts, bystanders’ videos of riots, History Channel
documentaries, tapes of the beloved Northern Irish comedian Jimmy Young. Therapy? had
stopped playing, and sentimental flute music was now blaring from the speakers.
Rolling up a cigarette, Hugh asked me, “Do you think it’s an unhealthy interest for me to
be so occupied with what has happened in this country and the Troubles?”
I hesitated for a second and sighed, sitting back with my glass of wine. “Unhealthy. I
mean, I don’t know, I don’t know if it’s unhealthy. It seems to be, like, for you, something that is
really important to you. It seems like almost everything we talk about comes back to it, you
know what I mean? So. I don’t feel like I can judge you and say it’s unhealthy.”
“Do you feel like it limits you at all?” I asked.
“Maybe very, very slightly. But the sort of person that I am, I do what I want to do
anyway. I can mix very well, I can mix no problem, and most of them know what I am anyways,
that I’m in the Orange Order, that I’m in the Apprentice Boys134. But, um, most of them take me
for who I am, I don’t really have a problem in the sense that people don’t accept me . . . I could
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sit in the company of provies135 in Lavery’s136, order a pint and just say ‘Alright, big lad? Alright,
mate?’ I’m not their mates, but I know them, and they know me, and we get on fine. But I don’t
think it limits me very much. I’m not saying, maybe it does limit you ever so slightly, but I don’t
allow it to limit me. I can do whatever. So, I’m ok with it like. Personally I don’t think it’s an
unhealthy interest, I think it’s what made me what I am. And I’m ok with that.”
“Well, just listening to you tonight about your childhood and where you grew up and all,
you know, I guess it’s not that surprising that you end up kind of really interested in it, right?
Because if people are calling you such and such a name the whole time you’re growing up, I
guess it’s not that surprising that you end up being very interested in that name that they’re
calling you.”
“It’s a strange thing to admit to, but for a certain section of my life that I can first
remember what was happening in the Troubles, for a very long period of time, all I can
remember is IRA bombs, IRA shootings, people getting killed that were close to you, family
members getting killed just on a daily, daily, daily basis, and I started listening to the news every
day because this was affecting me and I was watching the news on a daily basis, and I’ve done it
every day since.”
Hugh’s extensive Troubles library and deep interest in history would, for some, be
characteristics of someone who is not “letting go,” or “moving on.” I would argue that his acts of
remembering are one person’s means of dealing with the past, however imperfect, an effort that
is taking place amid larger, albeit piecemeal, efforts to do so (see below). At one point in his life,
Hugh characterized himself as a person who “didn’t give a shit” about the Troubles, a stance that
he called “trendy,” especially among his friends who were into grunge music in the mid-90s. His
move towards a more serious unionist/loyalist outlook came around the time of the protests
against Orange Order parades in the mid-90s, which sought to follow a route that would cross a

Provisional Irish Republican Army members
A large and popular pub in South Belfast between Queen’s University and the city center, a 30-minute walk or 10minute drive from lower Ballynafeigh.
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bridge and pass through a Catholic/nationalist area soon after several Catholic people had
recently been murdered by loyalist paramilitaries.
He felt that it was the right of the Orange Order to pass through, however, and this drew
him to live in the Ballynafeigh area (the other side of the bridge, the home of most interviewees,
which is mixed and indeed more Catholic than Protestant now, but has a strong
Protestant/unionist/loyalist history as well); he thought, ‘why talk bollocks? Get involved and do
something for the community. A friend and I came up and joined the band.” This move to
Ballynafeigh seemed to give him a sense of himself, and a sense of belonging. In the spring, we
were sitting among older men watching game shows and football in the wood-trimmed
Apprentice Boys’ band hall, a social club and band practice hall.
“If I’m truthful,” Hugh said, “I’m accepted by the community [unionist/loyalist
community and some local Catholic residents]; everybody knows me. If I hadn’t joined the band,
I don’t know if that would’ve been the case. I wouldn’t have had the opportunity to know who all
these characters are, and they wouldn’t have had the opportunity to know me. It helped me fit
in, and helped me become a Ballynafeigh man, because that’s how I see myself. People get to
know who you really are.”
His way of dealing with the past means that, in the process of this inconspicuous
transformation, some of his views have hardened, and he finds himself now most certainly a
loyalist in contrast with his grunge days. While this stance may close certain doors—for example,
he couldn’t bear an ex-girlfriend who read Gerry Adams’ autobiography aloud to him before
bed—it has also contributed to finding a place where he belongs. His move towards being more
explicitly concerned with the past, and his place in it, coincides with attempts by politicians,
non-profits, and others to figure out how to “deal with” Northern Ireland’s recent history. His
interest in history and his desire to quit “talking bollocks” and support the local unionist/loyalist
community also coincided with the beginning of the peace process.
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In the course of these events, he has become an archivist of the Troubles, a guardian of
the ephemera of this era who appreciates his roots in this province. Simultaneously, his concern
with the past also underscores the fact that some people are not content to let the Troubles
become just another segment of a school history book. Much of this “history” is quite recent,
with most people having lived through it. Many who feel they have been wronged—even if the
leaders they support have wronged others—are not ready to let hurt become history. Too much
is at stake: pride, pain, family obligations, the very core of who people feel they are. As Hugh
said, he accepts himself and thinks Northern Ireland’s history has shaped him: “Personally I
don’t think it’s an unhealthy interest, I think it’s what made me what I am. And I’m o.k. with
that.”

Spaces of Possibility: Peaceweaving
Though the word “peace” has been rendered almost meaningless through its overuse,
misuse, and abuse to describe distinctly non-peaceful approaches, it is nevertheless useful to
meditate for a moment on the idea of peace as a verb rather than a noun. Peace-related verbs
already exist: peacebuilding, peacemaking, peacebrokering. But these have not only been
overused, misused, and abused, they also lack a sense of locality or history. I propose the verb
and metaphor “peaceweaving.” My advisor encouraged me to think of an alternative verb, and
after several weeks of drawing a blank, suddenly this came to mind as I wrote some notes on the
links between peace and creativity.
Bear with me. I fear that you may dismiss this concept as merely the ramblings of a leftist
hippie anthropologist who will later quote Timothy Leary and has already recounted her own
mystical experience that took place at the Lower East Side Tenement Museum. I recognize you
may not find me the most credible narrator. That’s okay. Let’s continue.
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Peaceweaving is appropriate and evocative for several reasons. Firstly, Belfast and
Northern Ireland are steeped in the history of linen and cloth. Young working-class women are
still called “millies,” the name for the young women who worked in the linen mills that dotted
the landscape along the Lagan River. The Linen Hall Library houses much of the history of the
Troubles as well as ephemera from the supposedly less significant events, ephemera I have
sorted through at times, looking for clues. I am inevitably brought back to this concept through
the work of my advisor who has written extensively on the history of cloth and whose work I
read again in autumn 2018. I was not sure if her review article on cloth and capital had any
connection to violence in Belfast, but now I see it has a profound contribution to make
(Schneider 1987; Weiner and Schneider 1989).
The connection between Belfast’s history of linen production and peace production
becomes all the more evident in the context of the supposed “peace dividend.” This supposed
dividend has echoes of the eighteenth and nineteenth century flax promoters that Schneider has
studied. In describing peasants’ reactions to flax production and its value – or lack thereof – for
their families, some came to see it as “demonic”. As Schneider explains, “It seems to me that the
fairies and trolls, dwarfs and green men, of the linen districts became demonic to the degree
linen production intruded on their living space, over and above the prior intrusion of
subsistence crops and livestock. For, while promising love and money, the linen promotion
schemes undermined not only an earlier autonomy and earlier social ties, but also earlier uses
and users of the land” (Schneider 1989, 206).
Belfast was “the linen capital of the world,” and peasants across what are today the
Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland were awarded spinning wheels based on the numbers
of acres they planted. If they planted five acres, they received a loom (Fáilte Romhat, n.d.).
On the eve of the First World War, Belfast was firmly established as the linen capital of
the world and in international markets Irish linen was unrivalled in terms of quality and
design. The regional craft industry of the eighteenth century had come to full fruition. In
the course of the previous two centuries a locally produced staple, flax, had generated an
increasingly sophisticated set of forward linkages in the form of scutching, spinning,
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weaving and bleaching activities but from the midnineteenth century onwards it was
apparent that the usefulness of the domestic staple was being transcended.
Paradoxically, as Irish linen manufacturing attained a position of world dominance it
assumed the characteristics of an industry in which the bulk of the raw material was
imported and the majority of its production was destined for export. Far from being
extended successfully beyond Ulster the industry was increasingly confined to a zone
within a radius of twenty-five miles of Belfast and the originating link with the
agricultural sector was virtually severed. In the midst of the linen success, domestic flax
had become a redundant staple. Through its success Irish flax had, in the terms of staple
theory, “become dethroned by its own creation.” (Smyth 1988, 252)
What is the connection between peasants, flax, and the peace dividend, you ask? I
promise these peculiar connections are not merely the result of a Leary-inspired acid trip. To
explain: the peasants were promised by those with authority that flax would improve their lives,
not only their finances but also young women’s chances at marriage. There would be both
economic and social benefits to producing flax. I see “peace” – when used as a noun – to be the
modern-day equivalent of flax promotion. To what extent has the current peace process
“undermined . . . an earlier autonomy and earlier social ties,” or even those that continued to
exist in spite of the peace process? Note that the peace process resulted in yet more “peace
walls” to be built across Belfast? The burned buses of the 1960s and 1970s – originally burned
by residents to protect themselves – instead became institutionalized as instruments of “peace.”
Why is it that these “peace walls” proliferated post-1998? Has “peace,” like flax, become
“demonic”?
The flax promoters of yesteryear are today the peace promoters, making extraordinary
promises about the degree to which the “arrival” of peace – which, oddly, often arrives in the
form of foreign direct investment – has and will improve the lives of people in Northern Ireland.
Just as some people who tried to produce flax were partly convinced by these promises– only to
find it laid waste to their land – there are likewise many people who believed the promises that
the arrival of peace heralded. Instead, some people found some of their hopes were also laid to
waste by the peace process, much like the peasants’ land. The fact that the Northern Ireland
peace process – heralded around the globe, rolled out as a model – may have actually hurt
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people, is rarely discussed. It is taboo even to mention that perhaps – maybe, just maybe – the
peace process proclaimers, the “Chuckle Brothers,” Tony Blair, Bill Clinton, Bertie Ahern – were
cynically selling peace to gain social and economic capital. To shore up their own interests. To
build their post-politics, peace-branded consulting operations and foundations. That maybe
they were all charismatic charlatans. To ask: did they even care about ordinary people beyond
their political uses? And even if they did, did they have the wisdom and humility necessary to
lead? Or were they merely “self-proclaimed ceremony masters” (Thomassen 2009, 21–22)
whose best efforts could only manage to create “not-war-not-peace” (Nordstrom 2004, 166).
When I look at definitions of peace, the first definition that appears is “freedom from
disturbance; tranquility,” though the next is “a state or period in which there is no war or the
war has ended.” In the archaic usage of “peace,” it was an order to remain silent. Peace can be “a
state of tranquility or quiet” that may include “freedom from civil disturbances,” or it may be “a
state of security or order within a community provided for by law or custom,” that is, “a breach
of the peace.” But it may also be “freedom from disquieting or oppressive thoughts or emotions.”
Or it may also be “harmony in personal relations.” It could be “a state or period of mutual
concord between governments,” or “a pact or agreement to end hostilities between those who
have been at war or in a state of enmity.”137
The verb “peace” (also “peaced,” “peacing”) used to exist. Merriam-Webster dictionary
says it is now obsolete. How bitter that tastes. It was an intransitive verb that meant “to be,
become, or keep silent or quiet.”
From these definitions, one can see hints of the peace that I am describing in this
dissertation, peace that people were weaving in their lives, their attempts to find “freedom from
disturbance, tranquility.” The synonyms that arise include tranquility, calm, calmness,

Merriam-Webster, s.v. “Peace,” accessed March 1, 2019, https://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/peace.
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restfulness, quiet, quietness, quietude, silence, soundlessness, hush, noiselessness, stillness,
privacy, seclusion, solitude, isolation.
The absence of war – the state of “not-war-not-peace” (Nordstrom 2004, 166) – exists
alongside this definition. Then the synonyms for peace turn toward law and order, lawfulness,
order, harmony, accord, concord, amity, non-aggression, ceasefire, lull.
In spite of my honest – though some will call it cynical – assessment of the players in
Northern Ireland’s peace process, there remain spaces of possibility. Peaceweaving implies
creativity on the part of everyone involved. If peace requires everyone to make an effort, to
weave, it means each person has a unique contribution. Weaving itself involves the need to
create spaces to allow the pick to pass. These spaces are not created by the leaders but rather by
people in their daily lives, in unorganized efforts to connect with others. The peaceweavers,
then, are the people who are actively weaving peace on a daily basis, quietly, out of view of
negotiations at Stormont. They are the “millies.”
As I investigated the history of peaceweaving, I came upon the Anglo-Saxon term,
freothuwebbe, which translates to “peaceweaver.” The peaceweavers are often said to have been
“women who were married to a member of an enemy tribe for the purpose of establishing peace
between feuding groups.” The exchange in women to build relationships between men echoes
Gayle Rubin’s (1975) now-classic essay “The Traffic in Women: Notes on the 'Political Economy'
of Sex" in which she analyzes the ways in which kinship systems – including the ‘trading’ of
women as objects – have oppressed women.
However, if we consider “peaceweavers” as a “poetic metaphor,” as some scholars have
(Porter 2001; Sklute 1970), then it allows us to think of a peaceweaver as “the person whose
function seems to be to perform openly the action of making peace by weaving to the best of her
art a tapestry of friendship and amnesty” (Sklute 1970, 208), which echoes the points I will
make about the importance of friendship for men and women in 2006–2007 Belfast. This
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argument for freothuwebbe” as a metaphor originates from the idea that the term is used to
refer to “angels that are sent from God as peace-weavers between God and man” (Porter 2001).
At this juncture, you are either enamored, as I am, with the idea of a peaceweaver and
the richness this concept brings to the context of “not-war-not-peace” in Belfast. Or you may be
rolling your eyes. Perhaps it is too spiritual, and you are an atheist. Even removing “God” from
this, or the literal conception of angels – though I believe in angels – there are most certainly
those people here on Earth who could be easily mistaken for angels, who quietly do the work of
caring for others with little regard for themselves.
Are they our modern-day freothuwebbe?
These were unlikely peaceweavers.
Depressed peaceweavers. Angry peaceweavers. Confused peaceweavers. Scared
peaceweavers.

Possibility: Section Conclusion
In the previous section, “Fear,” I focused on non-events related to emotion, sensation, loss, and
trust. In that section, I found that these non-events were forms of historical experience. My
focus in that section again builds on Benjamin and other theorists’ concern with non-events and
the insignificant. As Benjamin noted, it is crucial to pay attention to “inconspicuous
transformations,” seemingly insignificant shifts that may otherwise go unnoticed.
The supposedly insignificant shifts in this chapter reveal the ways in which people were
experiencing transformations and, at times, taking action to find their way forward. One might
say this chapter is about agency, while the previous chapters have focused on forms of
vulnerability and, sometimes, helplessness.
The neighborhood workers, for example, had reflected on their experiences of fear.
However, in this chapter, they speak about their experience of recent local political shifts,
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particularly those Rhonda helped to bring to fruition through her work. These shifts were
allowing them to carry out their work with less fear and more acceptance, particularly in relation
to local loyalists. As we saw in previous chapters, they did not entirely have the trust of all
residents – they had experienced mistrust by both Protestants and Catholics, working-class and
middle-class alike. Despite this challenging atmosphere, which continued to exist during my
research, they remained committed to peaceweaving at a small scale, though they received little
credit for their work.
In the experiences told by Rhonda, Ruth, Kathy, and Hugh, I want to move beyond the
work of institutions, even small, local non-profits. In their histories, they each reflect on their
lives and the transformations that occurred. Often their transformations were intimately
connected to their own agency and their decisions. Rhonda’s experience of looking at her “wee
baby” and deciding to let go of hate and bitterness is akin to a mystical experience, a
transcendence of politics, ethnicity, and other topics that are frequently associated with
Northern Ireland. Her story itself tracked back and forth between different moments in
Rhonda’s past, whether it was giving birth, or listening to her mummy talk about Catholics, or
causing trouble as a “bad wee bitch” when she was younger. What is the significance of these
supposedly insignificant moments? It offers hope at the level of personal transformation, which
itself is profoundly social. Her relationship with her baby; her relationship with her mother; her
relationships with her friends: each of these shaped her, pushed her in different directions, and
forced her to make choices about how she would live her life.
Likewise, Ruth’s story allows us to hone in on one person’s experience. Though Ruth was
from an African country originally, she too had experienced violence. In fact, that was the reason
she left her country and moved to the UK in the first place. She describes herself as a person who
is not afraid to move when she senses trouble. Her statement connects back to the fears in the
previous chapters, including the fears of parading she described in Chapter 3. Though she
experienced fear, she also confronted it.
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Kathy’s story connected urban Belfast with rural Northern Ireland. Though this
dissertation focuses primarily on a city, many people I spoke to were originally from rural areas
and had moved to Belfast for their studies or work. Kathy’s story of running away as a child with
her sister evoked images of two little girls running through fields in their nightgowns with bare
feet, seeking escape, seeking freedom. The neighbor who found them and brought them back
home cared for them despite the deep ravines of allegiance that separated their families. She
found it both “sad” and “weird” that the neighbors never visited again but noted that perhaps it
was because a member of their family was murdered. She recalled that they attended a funeral,
which was “a big show of respect.” Her experience of having a Protestant friend but never
visiting her home illustrates the “wee invisible lines” that people lived with. But pushing
forward, what else does her story reveal? She said that her pursuit of higher education had
allowed her to escape in ways she could not as a child who chose to run away. As an adult,
though she admitted she still struggled to have more Protestant friends, she had sought to
become less “brainwashed,” to think for herself. In this way, she, too, experienced an
inconspicuous transformation and was a peaceweaver.
Lastly, in my conversation with Hugh, we discuss his preoccupation with the history of
Northern Ireland, including the Troubles. Like Rhonda, Ruth, and Kathy, he had made decisions
that had transformed his life. He was from a rural area originally, but when I knew him in
2006–2007, he saw himself as “Ballynafeigh man,” a local who was involved in the unionist /
loyalist activities such as the Ballynafeigh Apprentice Boys. At university his attitude had been
apolitical, but post-university, he had a political awakening of sorts and decided to take his life
in a different, more political direction. One might ask, how is this inconspicuous transformation
of Hugh’s a form of peaceweaving? He was a peaceweaver because he acknowledges that he can
co-exist with others who fundamentally disagree with him. They might not be his “mates,” but
co-existence is already a big step for someone who had been affected by the “daily, daily” news of
murders and attacks as well as personal losses. Like Kathy, his family had experienced tragedies.
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The fact is that peaceweavers and possibility exist in many forms, even in the form of loyalist
metalheads or young women chatting at the Errigle Inn.
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Chapter 7: Creative Forces for Healing: Humor,
Friendship, and Faith
I'm bitter, I'm twisted
James Joyce is fucking my sister
How can I remember 1690?
I was born in 1965
– “Potato Junkie,” (Therapy? 1992)
I shall pass through this world but once. Any good therefore that I can do, or any kindness that
I can show to any fellow creature, let me do it now, for I shall not pass this way again.
Lillian, an older woman at the Seville, quoting Stephen Grellet, a French-born American Quaker
– Missionary138
Kick the Pope . . .
– Song sung by older woman at the Seville
What if these moments of joy are given to us to reveal that this is the way we are meant to live?
What if the clarity of joy is the way we should be seeing all the time? To many people, it seems
almost wicked to feel this radiance in a world threatened as ours is. But most generations have
known uncertainty and challenge and peril. The more grievous the world, the more we need to
remember the luminous beauty at the center of life. Our moments of joy are proof that at the
heart of darkness an unquenchable light shines.
– “Overtaken by Joy” (Whitman 1965)
In this chapter, I want to explore more deeply friendship, humor, and faith – three topics
that I argue opened additional spaces of possibility for people who lived in Ballynafeigh / the
Ormeau Road, while also revealing some of the limits of possibility. I argue that alongside
slightly more formal and organized local peacebuilding and community development initiatives
– by a small team of neighborhood workers – there were other, even less formal, forms of
peacebuilding and healing occurring in this neighborhood that allowed this “shared”
neighborhood to continue to exist. I found these forms of mutual healing existed in friendships,
particularly “mixed” friendships such as those of Mike, Hugh, and Luke as well as friendships
among older people who resided in an independent living apartment building, the Seville.

Wikipedia, s.v. “Stephen Grellet,” accessed 2019,
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Likewise, “mixed” relationships such as the marriages of Sean and Bette could be seen as a
serendipitous form of peaceweaving. These relationships of course did not come into existence
for this purpose, but forms of peace were made possible by and emerged from them. It became
clear to me that these friendships and relationships were a powerful force, which might be
equally – if not more – powerful than fear and violence, or the lack of trust.
I will also consider the ways in which people made sense of their lives and “dealt with the
past”139 – and the present – in their own ways. While some people were skeptical or even
dismissive of organized religion, most people with whom I talked in depth about how they made
sense of their lives spoke about their search to find meaning through spirituality, faith, or
religion. Others, some of whom struggled to abide by the strict tenets of their faith, or were
atheists or agnostic, found meaning in other ways. I’ll return to the histories of the people you
have already met in the previous chapters to explore how friendships and faith, alongside dark
humor, were offering spaces of possibility and were potentially creative forces for healing.

Humor and Friendship
Throughout human history, most wisdom, certainly most dissident ideas–novel, imaginative
ideas threatening to the establishment–have been passed down in terms of humor. People like
Swift or James Joyce. Eminently comic. Or Thomas Pynchon–his great works, epic,
encyclopedic works–are very hilarious. Comedy and humor are the keys to wisdom, because
they’re based on the Einsteinian notion of relativity, of putting two ideas together in a novel
way. Or interactions that are implausible or strident or revealing. Basically, humor is a
quantum mechanical device–it fissions structure, and it collapses traditional meaning. That’s
a relief–expressing laughter.
– Timothy Leary, “…nah, but he ain’t getting any younger,” Answer Me! (Goad [1991] 2017, 10)
Most of this dissertation deals with serious issues, and this chapter is no different. But
I’d like to call your attention to how many times people have told jokes and laughed in the
previous chapters. By my count, words related to laughter appear at least 27 times, and “joke”

I use this euphemism here to connect with – and contrast against – the dominant discourse of “dealing with the
past,” often used in a legalistic sense, in current transitional justice efforts in Northern Ireland.
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appears at least twenty times. One might think that because people in Northern Ireland have
been through so much, that humor might not be an important part of life there. It is true that
Northern Ireland has a high rate of depression, drug and alcohol abuse, and suicide as I will
discuss in Chapter 8. At the same time, after living in Belfast for 14 months and talking to more
than 50 people in-depth, I can attest that it is both a place with a lot of sadness as well as a place
filled with deeply funny people and frequent, uproarious laughter. Many people I knew had a
quick wit, unmatched in its sharpness and rapidity by any place I’ve ever lived. I rarely spent an
evening out – even discussing serious topics – without laughing till my sides hurt.
Before I came to know and understand the sense humor, though, I learned about humor
the hard way. Though I was a trained anthropologist, Belfast was the first place I had conducted
fieldwork that was truly outside of my experience and culture. I spent one month in Belfast in
summer 2003 as part of a summer program at the Institute for Irish Studies at Queen’s
University and had maintained correspondence with a few other anthropologists. Other than
this, I was new to Northern Ireland, even if I had read about it voraciously for at least seven
years at that point.
The similarities and differences between Northern Ireland and the U.S. can be
disorienting. Though “Northern Ireland” carries suggestions of soldiers, paramilitaries, and
“peace walls” for many, when I began living there in July 2006, there were none of these
markers. The checkpoints to the city center were long gone, there were no soldiers. Rather than
outwardly wary, fearful people in my neighborhood, I met friendly and relatively open people. I
volunteered in a summer scheme with children my first summer and met some of their parents
and grandparents. Even at my first bonfire in July 2006, my husband and I were greeted by
children who sat with us on the hill and carried out their own “research” on us, approving
especially of the fact that we had moved there from the U.S. and that my husband, whose team
had won just two days before, could discuss the World Cup with them play by play. I had very
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little sense of truly being “elsewhere,” except that I was excited to be there and had reverse
culture shock, finding everything to be fascinating and wonderful at first.
I was finally in Belfast, where I had planned to do my doctoral research for the previous
six years. It was certainly more familiar than visiting my husband’s family in France, where
hours-long meals in French, and occasionally Picard-speaking neighbors, meant that I took
fewer things for granted. Sure, in Belfast there were not-so-subtle hints of paramilitary activity
in the Annadale area such as the “Welcome to Loyalist Annadale” graffiti painted on the side of a
building, and I witnessed my first small Orange Order parade on the evening I arrived as the
sound of flutes and drums wafted through our flat’s window. But for the most part, it was
relatively easy to forget I was someplace “different,” maybe partly because everyone spoke
English. And it is this familiarity that can disorient and hide fundamental differences even from
those trained to spot them.
I worked in a shop in the city center occasionally, though I was concerned it might take
away time from my research in Ballynafeigh. For some reason, I made the mistake of assuming
that I could temporarily take off my ‘anthropologist’ hat when I was at work. I was in for a rude
awakening.
In my first few weeks of working there, one person made comments like, “PRIDE is just a
bunch of poofs,” or when a woman called and said it was the wrong number, one co-worker
hung up and whispered, “she must’ve been a lesbian.” This person called transgender people
“things” and would talk about “heterophobia.” Rather than playing the part of an anthropologist
who is curious and listening, trying to understand what these boundaries were about, I became
upset and told this person that these statements were wrong. They apologized, and the
comments stopped.
Reflecting on it, I only now realize that their statements reminded me of my own
bullying as a child. Recently, I came out as biromantic, my preferred term as someone who has
been in love with women. I never allowed myself to admit it, though. I was called a “faggot” by
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bullies in junior high. In high school, rumors circulated that my girlfriends and I were lesbians,
most likely because none of us fit easily into the mold of our small town in Alabama. Maybe
those cruel people saw something I could not, too. They could almost smell my difference. I
frequented gay clubs, raves, and drag shows in college in Birmingham, Alabama, Washington
DC, and Orlando with my dear friends Dr. Zach Lamm and Jim Williams. I was part of the
LGBTQ+ community at that time, albeit appearing as ‘+’ rather than one of the letters. Because
of my own history of being bullied with homophobic slurs and of submerging my identity due to
a fear of rejection by family and friends – peppered with an ample dose of self-hatred – I took
these incidents personally, even if I did not fully understand or want to admit the reason for the
strength of my feelings at the time.
I wrote to my advisor, Professor Jane Schneider. She encouraged me to get interested
rather than be offended. So I said in my field notes – after ample “gurning,” one of my favorite
Northern Irish words for excessive complaining – “I guess this is a way of doing the research.
Going to this job doesn’t take me away from my research – it is part of it.”
I can’t say that I easily forgot this experience since I had taken these words to heart. But I
tried to do what Jane advised. Had I overreacted and been the self-righteous foreigner, a
familiar trope that many anthropologists would scoff at? Or was it right for me to speak up?
Were these strong feelings evidence of a cultural line that I had tripped over? The familiarity of
the retail work environment and co-worker relationship had thrown me off. I needed to realize
that I was in another place and was there to understand what it had to teach me. In a classic
anthropological way, by breaking the rule, I learned it.
I discussed these statements with our manager, who herself had to ride the line between
her own views, her working relationships with this person, and me, the new American who
seemed oversensitive and politically correct. I wrote in my notes that she said that these
statements were part of the “Northern Irish sense of humor,” and that I didn’t understand their
sense of humor. The phrases that I wrote down at the time were “only joking,” “didn’t mean
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anything by it,” and “we’ve worked together a long time, we can’t worry that we’re going to
offend you with something we say.”
After I had cooled down, this made me reflect on how my personal feelings were affecting
my research. A few weeks later, I wrote in my notes that “Anthropology really is a worldview,
and I need to allow people to speak freely in my presence, or else I’m missing out on some
‘insider’ (whatever) ways that things get talked about.” Taking out my ethnographic toolbox, I
now see that this was partly a rite of passage into the Northern Irish sense of humor, and partly
perhaps a way of testing me or attempting to find whether we were on the same side regarding
our views of sexual orientation and gender identity. I finally got over it and got interested, as my
advisor had urged me to do. This trial by fire was perhaps one of the most valuable lessons I
received, one that would open up other doors throughout my fieldwork.
Reflecting again on this now, I am thankful for Jane’s wise advice that allowed me to
continue my work both in the shop and in the field. I am also proud that I spoke up and told my
co-workers that this was not right. I had the privilege of knowing members of the LGBTQ+
community in Northern Ireland, and I can hold my head high knowing that I did not laugh along
with this particular joke. Sometimes jokes need to be questioned and challenged, as Hannah
Gadsby (2018) points out in Nanette, her comedy special. Do the jokes help someone in the end,
or hurt someone? Are you ‘in’ on the joke, or its object? These factors make all the difference,
especially in a context where dark humor is common and, as I discovered, necessary.

Learning to Joke
Just after this incident at my retail job in the city center, I started noticing humor more
and more. After participating in the community house summer scheme, I was looking for a
volunteer activity that would allow me to meet people and allow me to learn more about the
neighborhood and the people who lived in it. One person suggested that I join a new group that
was organizing a Christmas-time festival that would celebrate and introduce the different groups
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of immigrants in the increasingly diverse neighborhood. At their meetings, which were held at
the community house but independent from it, it was a great opportunity to hear people talk to
one another, to hear the cadence of their accents and to witness their effortless comic timing.
Honestly, it was closer to an improv class than a committee, and we were frequently laughing –
although, half the time, I was still not sure exactly what I was laughing at.
From my fieldnotes at the time I said, “Back to humor – tonight there were a few jokes I
didn’t get – the grp. noticed and commented I might not understand the British humor, kind of
a running joke that continues to get added to (of course writing this makes it sound dull as
dishwater). Interesting. Some jokes I got but others I didn’t - sometimes b/c they were about
mixing up the names of 2 people I didn’t know, or a wordplay that took a minute to sink in - or
sometimes I was embarrassed/uncomfortable because I didn’t want to be seen as laughing ‘at’
people, jokes rel. to Troubles. A few gaffes were made where people felt they had gone too far or
just felt the joke was too corny/cheesy. Jokes can be self-deprecating. One joke that was
interesting - talking about 1 guy who is a staunch unionist/loyalist, they said/asked what kind of
sharing he’d be o.k. with - he is fine with mixed neighborhoods, as long as they’re all
Protestant!”
In this description of the meeting, I was still getting used to the sense of humor,
including jokes about the Troubles because I did not think I necessarily had a right to laugh at
something I had not been through. Was the joke about the man who was a unionist/loyalist
commenting on tensions in relation to mixed neighborhoods, particularly the sense that some
locals were not thrilled with the increase in diversity? This was especially the case because, as I
pointed out in Chapter 4, some locals, especially working-class Protestants, felt they were being
pushed out of the area.
In another entry about a festival group meeting, I said, “I noticed the sense of humor
tonight, too - people seem willing to crack jokes pretty easily, but I try not to make many myself
- but I did joke tonight when they asked if I brought my flak jacket. I said the airplane had
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weight restrictions, so I figured I’d just buy mine over here. They joked about pretty much
everything, themselves included. Maybe I am learning more about people’s senses of humor,
their willingness to joke about somewhat tense things. Paul would joke that he was fed up with
jokes, even! . . . They said, too, that when someone new arrives, they start to realize all the things
they enjoy / like about their country.” I also noted that “Impressions: trust, openness + darker
senses of humour. Light teasing or even rougher teasing can be common, but often sign of
affection?”
Humor has been written about by anthropologists and social scientists, particularly
linguists and linguistic anthropologists (Bergson 1911; Freud [1905] 1963; Radcliffe-Brown
1940; Sacks 1974; McFarlane 1978, 1986; Norrick 1993; Beeman 1999; Swinkels and de Koning
2016) who have found that humor can act as a release valve for tensions and that, like rumor, it
can also be used to discipline members of a social group. Jokes can be used to turn convention
on its head, which allows one to better see what is conventional. What makes a joke funny often
has to do with context and cultural knowledge. A handful of researchers have looked at humor in
“post-conflict” zones, such as van Roekel, who writes, “humour acts as an interesting lens to
uncover various dynamics of post-conflict settings, such as pressing social issues regarding
accountability and guilt” (cited in Swinkels and de Koning 2016, 7). The book Laughter Out of
Place (Goldstein 2003) is one of only a handful of ethnographies that has both humor and
suffering at its center along with articles such as Trnka (2011). As Kuipers notes in the Etnofoor
special issue, more often humor is written about in shorter articles. It is a “peripheral” topic
(2016, 126).
Michael Herzfeld defines cultural intimacy as “the recognition of those aspects of a
cultural identity that are considered a source of external embarrassment but that nevertheless
provide insiders with their assurance of common sociality, the familiarity with the bases of
power that may at one moment assure the disenfranchised a degree of creative irreverence and
at the next moment reinforce the effectiveness of intimidation” (1997, 3). In the context of
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Northern Ireland, humor fits this framework: as my advisor urged me to consider, it is “for us,”
not for external consumption. In the same way that any person from Northern Ireland can
watch “Derry Girls” or YouTube videos of Northern Irish comedian Jimmy Young, humor has
the potential to create connection despite conflict and division.
In my fieldwork, I found that dark or black humor having to do with death was especially
prevalent. Dark humor has also been explored by other anthropologists and social scientists who
find that it – whether in emergency rooms, war, or about tragic events – is often a coping
mechanism that allows people to express uncomfortable feelings (Davies 1998; Narvaez 2003;
Gournelos and Green 2011; Laineste 2012). Humor and laughter, as I would discover, were not
only ways to release tension. They, along with friendship and faith, helped people to heal.

Mike, Hugh, and Luke - Humor, Friendship, and Faith
Going back to Mike, Hugh, and Luke, we talked about their sense of humor, which often
veered into dark or black humor.
“About the sense of humor here. . .” I said.
“It’s dark.”
“We’ve got a black humor here . . . sometimes after a horrible heinous act has happened,
you’ll get jokes about it,” said Mike.
“What do you think of our sense of humor?” asked Hugh.
“I’ll be honest, it took me a little while to get used to it, but I like it,” I said.
“You think it’s fucked up like?” Hugh asked.
“Yeah.”
Mike replied, “But, hey, we gotta be fucked up like. . . . Humor is a way, and madness,
mad humor is a way of defusing a very explosive thing inside a human being.”
“A prime example. . . I says to you about the gig, my mate’s putting a gig on tomorrow
night, I said to you about hanging out with a bunch of head cases.”
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“Are they more honest?” I asked.
“If you’re trying to be real straitlaced . . . the more you hold it in, the more you’re. . . .
Whereas if you let the lunacy hang out of yourself, get drunk, do something stupid . . . when they
do have a lot of anger and a lot of tension inside, they’re going to hurt someone.”
In a separate conversation, Hugh talked to me about how he sometimes just wanted to be
“a rocket” – slang for someone who is mad or crazy – and not have any responsibilities for the
night. Was there, then, a connection between humor and “letting the lunacy hang out of
yourself”? It seemed from the way our conversation about humor veered into a discussion of
their metal “headcase” friends, that dark, fucked up humor was, to them, another way of dealing
with “anger and tension,” a way to release that anger in a way that didn’t hurt others or
themselves.
I decided to return to the emotion and sensation of anger in early March 2019. After all,
anger and pain course through this dissertation, through the audio interviews, even if they are
often couched in the language of depression. One of the only people who truly sounded angry
was Jonah in Chapters 4 and 5, though another older woman expressed her anger, too, in one
interview. From my own experience, anger – rage, in fact – is masked by symptoms of
depression. Depression tends to be more socially acceptable, so rage is often channeled toward
oneself instead of others.
Why did I feel compelled to pay attention to the anger in this dissertation, and what does
it have to do with a sense of humor? From my own experiences of violence, an undercurrent of
anger still coursed through me. Writing let it out of me. My anger, though, for once was not
against myself as it had been for many years. Instead, I felt anger and rage, and I directed it at
the rightful perpetrators through my writing. I wrote so much that my arm began to hurt. And as
I wrote, I thought about the music that I listened to with Hugh. I thought about this
conversation about “letting the lunacy hang out of yourself,” and I thought about listening to the
aptly named Therapy?, a punk band from Northern Ireland, twelve years ago in a Ballynafeigh
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flat. The quotation mark in their name was simply an accident according to the band, but it
meant something more to me. It reflected my ambivalence about the utility of this process,
something that I found both useful and challenging yet maddening, irritating, useless, and
expensive after trying several counselors over the years.
Hugh and I had listened to Therapy? together in 2007, and he allowed me to record our
conversation as we listened to it. He would play a song, telling me what it was about. While it
played, he repeated the lyrics, repeating them so I could catch them. He sometimes explained
what they meant to him. Listening to Therapy? one night in March 2019, I understood better
than ever the attraction to their music. It allowed me to tap into my own anger and realize that I
am not done healing. Not by a long shot. But nevertheless, by listening to this music and writing
while listening, sometimes I banged my head as though I was at a show, less self-conscious
doing it alone at home. Etienne slept next door in the bedroom. I wrote in my notebook: “Now I
fucking understand Hugh . . . I need to be a rocket. I need to be a fucking headcase.”
Thinking back to Hugh’s attention to their lyrics, I wrote down lyrics that meant
something to me while I listened on YouTube: “take away the future and the present collapses”;
“look me in the eye and say it”; “I experience time as a terrible ache”; “I'm living in the shadow
of the terrible thing.” True to the spirit of Mike, Hugh, and Luke, though, one line made me
laugh out loud:
“James Joyce is fucking my sister,” a Belfast crowd chanted, one of Therapy?’s most
well-known lyrics. Sitting at my desk at three in the morning, I’m sure I looked mad as I
scrawled painful, disturbing thoughts in a notebook while headbanging and laughing about
James Joyce fucking someone’s sister. As Mike said, “Humor is a way, and madness, mad humor
is a way of defusing a very explosive thing inside a human being.” Now I understood.
As Hugh and other friends explained to me, joking and teasing – even harshly, in my
view – was not only about letting out the madness. It could also be a sign of affection. For
example, it isn’t unusual for friends to tease one another with affection about being Protestant
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or Catholic. Like Mike, Hugh, and Luke, people who are close friends from different
“communities” might even use ordinarily offensive words like “prod” or “Orange bastard” for
Protestants, or “taig” or “Fenian” for Catholics. “Taking the piss” is often a way of bonding.
In recent years, friendship has been increasingly explored by anthropologists from a
range of perspectives (Desai and Killick 2010), though as Beer and Gardner note, “classical
anthropological studies of friendship are ‘few and far between’” (Coleman 2010 cited in Beer and
Gardner 2015, 426). Beer and Gardner make the argument, however, that friendship has not
always been neglected; it has often been subsumed into the dominant interests and theoretical
frameworks of various time periods, including kinship, patron-client relationships, and, more
recently, personhood. They note that some anthropologists have paid closer attention to
friendship, including Evans-Pritchard (1933) and Firth (1936); students of “peasant
communities, proletarian urban networks, and other politically encompassed social settings”
(Beer and Gardner 2015, 426), including Whyte (1943), Mintz and Wolf (1950), Wolf (1966),
and Hart (1973). However, for the most part, friendship was deemed “a residual category,
comprising phenomena seen as peripheral or interstitial . . . friendship, it seemed, challenged
even the most muscular of social theories” (Beer and Gardner 2015, 427).
Friendship was an essential part of my fieldwork - not only my friendships with some of
the people I came to know over these 14 months, but witnessing their friendships and how they
listened, joked, debated, spoke their minds, and supported one another. This part of my
fieldwork allowed me to see that while trust in institutions was relatively weak, as I discussed in
Chapters 4 and 5, trust did exist in other contexts, and in this neighborhood, it sometimes
extended across sectarian lines as well as across other social and cultural dividing lines.
The friendships I witnessed during my fieldwork were sometimes themselves forms of
grassroots, informal peace building, something formal peacebuilding attempts have tried to do
over the years in Northern Ireland through programs that introduce Protestant and Catholic
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young people in a meaningful way. In fact, a similar program was part of how the friendship
between Mike, Hugh, and Luke developed in the first place.
Friendship, I would also argue – defined in this case as “a person with whom one has a
bond of mutual affection, typically one exclusive of sexual or family relations” (Google
Dictionary) – seemed critical to solidarity and mutual attempts to heal. These relationships
simultaneously challenged and were shaped and constrained by the existing ethnonationalist
divisions in Northern Ireland as well as other forms of difference, including faith, race,
nationality, gender, and class.
Among Mike, Hugh, and Luke there was an ease evident in how they discussed their
friendship both implicitly and explicitly. In their conversation, they also spoke about humor and
faith, showing how these three elements were sometimes intertwined. Mike, who was born in
the late 1960s, had described his first beating at the age of four: “I got a kickin’ for being a
Catholic when I was four, I got a kickin’ again for being a Catholic when I was seven.” These
were beatings “by older children / young adults because I was a Catholic”. His family had also
had repeated attacks on their home. Despite growing up at a tense time amid attacks on himself
and his family, he still decided to cross the lines between Protestants and Catholics, especially
through friendship.
“I grew up and because I would’ve went to a Catholic school, most of my friends were
Catholics,” Mike said. “And you know some of them might’ve written ‘IRA’ or ‘Brits out’ on the
walls without really knowing what it meant . . . . By the age of 11, 12, I maybe had different sets
of friends, drifting into Catholics and Protestants together. By the age of 15, 16, my friends were
exclusively Protestant, with parents in prison for killing Catholics, . . . and then it changed again,
back to when people hit 18, 19, student days, nobody gives a toss. . . . I’ve never had an exclusive
friendship group ever since.”
Although he commented that he hadn’t had an exclusive friendship group in years, it was
clear to me that these men knew one another well and that their friendship was important to
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them. Mike came by Hugh’s place to feed Hugh’s cat or check his own e-mail, and he sometimes
brought his daughter there for visits instead of the hostel where he was living in 2007. At the
time of our conversation, Hugh was also making an effort on Mike’s behalf to help him move to
a house or an apartment in Ballynafeigh since Mike wanted to continue to live where he grew up.
All three men agreed that Ballynafeigh, while imperfect, was better than many other areas of
Belfast because of the freedom they had to be friends with anyone without a fear of
paramilitaries.
“It is very liberal, that’s the thing about it,” said Mike. “You don’t have to be . . . I mean,
there’s certain parts of Belfast where you have to be with the clique, or else stay at home with
your mum. In Ballynafeigh, we don’t have to do that.”
“There’s a paramilitary influence in most of Belfast, like in fairness, Ballynafeigh must be
one of the only working-class areas where there isn’t a complete and utter paramilitary grip,”
Luke added.
“You’re right, it’s not a grip, it’s not a grip,” replied Mike.
“But it’s there,” said Hugh.
“It is there,” said Mike.
“Yes, it is there, and it probably won’t ever go away,” said Luke. “But there’s not the grip,
like for example, growing up in [name of Protestant working-class area], there was a huge grip
on every single housing estate, there’s just a huge grip.”
For them, it is clear that their ability to make friends across Protestant/Catholic lines –
and to avoid being under the “paramilitary grip” that they described – was important to them.
Mike emphasised that he does not have an “exclusive friendship group,” nor does he like cliques
that limit his ability to socialize across ethnonationalist boundaries.
In talking with Mike, Hugh, and Luke, spirituality was mentioned and, in other
conversations, Hugh elaborated on his faith. However, in this conversation, politics, music, and
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family and friends featured more strongly in our discussion of how they make sense out of life
and what is most important.
“One of the questions, I have . . . what helps you make sense out of your life, the world, in
a general sense? Spirituality, politics . . . ?”
“As human beings?”
“So what makes sense out of your life?”
“Mine’s probably a bit combined. Spiritual and political like; there’s no point in me
trying to deny that I’m political because I obviously am,” Hugh said laughing.
“What about you, Luke?”
“I dunno, I think the fight, the fight against everything. I would–”
“He wants to get a—”
“I want to start a revolution.”
“He wants a big howitzer up on top of the mountain to blow the hell outta Belfast!”
Mike said, “Me, what keeps me going is my kids, guitar, I used to play, I’m starting to get
back into music. I stopped listening to music for years, I suffer from depression, and because of
the horror of having the last five and a half years, having sadly just learned that I have residual
depression, which means I’ll never recover . . . but I’ve got kids, I’ve got mates, I’ve got music,
I’ve got . . . the only way down is to die, and the only other way is up.”
“The only way is up,” Hugh said.
“No, seriously, it can’t get any worse for me except for suicide and this is the time for
depressives to do suicide, but I’m not going to do it,” said Mike.
“Ay, moving swiftly on. [inaudible] . . . Samaritans,” said Luke.
“What’s important to you?” I asked.
“I’ll be truthful, this country’s extremely important to me, like, and I feel like I try to be a
bastard for my country every day and . . . I want to make it a better place,” said Hugh.
“You are a bastard for your country,” Luke said jokingly.
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“And that is very important to me . . . that’s what I live to do like, and do something
positive for the community that I’m from and the wider community.”
For Hugh, his spiritual and political beliefs were the two most important things that
helped him make sense out of life. As we saw in the previous chapter, he had experienced a sort
of political awakening at a certain point in his life, where he decided to stop “talking bollocks”
and do something, which led him to move to Ballynafeigh. In other discussions about faith, he
was somewhat torn, which I understood coming from a similar fundamentalist background. He
felt that if he got baptized, he would have to live a life where he really walked the walk and no
longer drank, took recreational drugs, or had sex outside of marriage. He wasn’t sure yet if he
was ready to live that life. Nevertheless, he kept a Bible out in his home and read it regularly.
In Mike’s case, as we’ve seen in his previous comments, he had struggled with being
homeless and other challenges, such as witnessing violence as a child. His kids, his friends, and
playing the guitar have helped him deal with his depression, even if he might not ever fully
recover. His mentioning the time of year when the most suicides tend to occur – and his
insistence that he would not do this – reflect his ongoing struggle with depression, a struggle
that is still unfortunately common in Northern Ireland, which has the highest rate of suicide in
the United Kingdom. In the period between 2004 to 2006, “There was a steep rise in the
registered suicide rate . . . [C]ompared to figures in the 1990s, deaths have almost doubled”
(Irish News 2018). I will address the ongoing mental health crisis – as well as the recent opioid
crisis – at the end of the following chapter.
Returning to the theme of dark humor, one of Mike’s friends jokingly tells him to call the
Samaritans, the hotline for suicidal people, when he mentions the topic. But, unfortunately, this
joke belies a disturbing truth and possibly discomfort with this topic.
In contrast to Hugh’s political commitments and Mike’s focus on family and music, Luke
expressed his feeling of being alienated from politics – even in May 2007, a supposedly hopeful
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time. This alienation was linked to his concern that he would never get married, settle down,
and raise a family, one of his main goals in his life.
“Well, I think at this moment in time, I’m caught between ambitions like,” said Luke. “To
be honest, like, there’s nothing really important at this moment in time for me, mate.”
“Are there things that used to be important to you that aren’t anymore?” I said.
“I used to have goals and ambitions and stuff, but I kinda just, I’m fuckin’ never going to
get them,” he replied.
Hugh countered, “When I first met you, you had things that were really important in
your life, and then you went through some really bad times.”
“I know, it beat me down like.”
“What were important things then?” I asked.
“Just work that I intended on doing, and just getting out and broadening my horizons
and stuff, and I had wanted to get married, and settle down and raise a family, like that would be
highly important to me, that would be one of the things that I do want in life, but I don’t see
myself in any sort of position to even consider starting a family, and I haven’t met the person –
well, I thought I’d met the person that I thought I’d want to start a family with . . .”
“See, women, they are . . .” said Hugh.
“I know, there’s some bad ones out there,” I said.
“I couldn’t offer any sort of political, I’d have nothing to offer the political agenda going
on in this country at the moment, I don’t see how,” said Luke.
“I second that,” Mike said.
“There’s nothing in it to interest you?” I said.
“I wouldn’t have anything to offer it because A) I’m not important, maybe I am to myself
and to my friends,” Luke said.
“I think that’s extremely wrong, I think you have offered something positive, and you’ve
offered it in the past with me,” said Mike.
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“But at the stage it’s at now like, the stage of where this country is and where it’s going, I
can’t offer my opinion,” said Luke.
“Well, you voice your opinion through voting,” said Hugh.
“Well, yes, fair point,” Luke replied, “but there would’ve been a stage like, there’d a been
a stage where I thought I could’ve made a difference to maybe young people and stuff, and I
don’t know, I don’t see how . . . I’m insignificant in political terms. . . . Everyone’s gotten to
where they want to be the parties are all happy days, and they’re all kissing each other on the
cheeks.”
“I think you have as much respect for the honesty of politicians as I do. And that’s not an
awful lot,” said Mike.
“A lot of people are going to get written into the history books. . . . Behind the cloak of
murder and all the rest for 30 years, politicians are as untrustworthy as anywhere else.
Obviously for someone like Hugh, you’re going to get very disillusioned one of these days,” Mike
warned.
“I have done,” Hugh said, “but I challenge it, and change it where I can.”
“Same old crap like Animal Farm, some animals are more equal than others,” said Mike.
“And you have a seat through your employment and stuff . . . you have a vehicle to
politically influence,” said Luke.
“To positively influence–, said Hugh.
“You have a position where you can do that, whereas the only people I could politically
influence and say fuck this, anarchy all the way, which I’m only saying, is with my friends–” said
Luke.
“That’s a good starting point,” said Hugh.
“I’ve had loads of good discussions with you,” said Mike.
“I’m just saying politically, everything now, in terms of my view of the government of this
country . . .” Luke said.
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In this conversation, Luke was struggling with his faith in the future in multiple ways. He
was doubtful that he has any role to play in the future of Northern Ireland. At the time of our
conversation, I am not sure if he was working full-time or not, but he clearly wanted meaningful
work. Moreover, he was recovering from the end of a relationship, concerned that he would
never get married and have kids, something that was very important to him. One of the
significant features of this conversation is that we see an illustration of friendship, emotional
support, and care among this small group of friends, especially in the comments of Mike and
Hugh who continually encourage him. Their encouragement underscores the ways in which
friendship in this liminal context of “not-war-not-peace” helped people who had suffered
personal losses. Friendship offered a sense of belonging – and a certain degree of faith and hope
– to those who felt they had no place among the grinning, laughing politicians who had recently
agreed to share power (in fact, political opponents Ian Paisley and Martin McGuinness were
nicknamed the “Chuckle Brothers” due to their frequent laughing). Luke’s sense of alienation
and despair was palpable, especially his feeling that there was little or no hope to realize his
aspirations. His faith, not in God, but in his own future as well as his country’s future, was
precarious, reflecting the uncertainty that some felt in this transitional period between thirty
years of conflict – which had spanned most of their lives – and whatever the future might hold.

The Seville
Switching gears from Mike, Hugh, and Luke, I want to introduce you to some of the
residents of the Seville, another group of people, thirty to sixty years older than these three men,
who likewise revealed the humor, friendship, and faith – and challenges thereof – that existed
among a mixed group.
We struggled, or at least I did, with the enormous – and hot – pot of soup that I had just
prepared. To distract myself from its weight and heat, my back sore from my bad posture while
peeling potatoes and carrots, I made small talk with Anton, who had recently moved to Northern
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Ireland from Eastern Europe, as we carried it a few blocks to The Seville, an apartment complex
reserved for older people and a few people with disabilities. We arrived in their nondescript
multi-purpose room, and Dorothy would hold open the door, saying “the soup smells gorgeous.”
At least after my first few tries and some adjustments to the recipe, which needed more potatoes
for thickness, I agreed. I found that adding an extra chicken cube also improved reviews. Several
folding tables with chairs for about 10 to 12 people were already setup, and women busily
gathered bowls, spoons, and glasses, while Anton and I lifted the enormous pot onto the
stovetop and heated it up again. My friends liked the soup like their tea: piping hot. Anton was
beloved by the women, who would entreat him to stay a little longer and have a bowl of soup.
Some would jokingly ask him to be their boyfriend and a couple might even throw their arms
around him, asking if he was married while he blushed and laughed along with their teasing and
flirting. The only other man regularly at the soup lunch was Pat. Pat’s snooker-playing friend,
Will, usually didn’t join. Pat had also received his share of teasing and marriage proposals in
jest. One woman, Shirley, said she had already taken the first step by attending mass with him, if
they were that close, she said, and especially at their age, why didn’t they just go ahead and walk
down the aisle?
These people, six of whom I came to know well, offered a window into friendship, teasing
and laughter – whichh could be both harsh and gentle – and their experiences of life in
Northern Ireland. They also discussed serious topics amid happier histories, especially World
War II, which was itself a dramatic and trying time for many: over 1,000 people were killed in
two air raids during the Belfast Blitz in April and May 1941, and at least 1,500 more injured.140
Over half the housing stock in Belfast – 50,000 homes – was also destroyed (Barton 1995),141

Wikipedia, s.v. “Belfast Blitz,” accessed 2019,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Belfast_Blitz&oldid=890255621.
141 “For Belfast, like Coventry, the word ‘blitz’ which is so evocative of sudden, terrifying, deadly aerial bombardment,
was truly appropriate. In the course of four Luftwaffe attacks on the nights of 7-8 April, 15-16 April, 4-5 May and 5-6
May 1941, lasting ten hours in total, 1,100 people died, over 56,000 houses in the city were damaged (53 per cent of its
entire housing stock), roughly 100,000 made temporarily homeless and £20 million damage was caused to property
at wartime values. It came twelfth in the ‘league table’ of urban areas attacked in the United Kingdom as measured by
weight of bombs dropped” (Barton 1995 accessed via HistoryIreland.com).
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which led some of their families to move to Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road. However,
more often they told me about the “minor” events that made more of an impact on them: the
cute soldiers, sneaking around to go on dates, and flirtation and marriage proposals via
postcards after the soldiers left.
This apartment complex for older people was shared in multiple ways: there were both
Catholic and Protestant residents whose ages varied widely. There was also a mix of workingclass and middle-class residents, including people who had worked at the local Ormo bakery or
as a janitor at a school, who watched “Corrie”142 as an evening ritual and walked to Dunnes143 for
groceries. And there were people who travelled internationally, owned cars, and shopped at
Dunnes as well as at M&S144 in the city center.
I thought that the people who lived here would also be able to share narratives about the
lived experience in this neighborhood before the Troubles, especially since some people were in
their 80s and 90s. In addition to participant-observation at our soup meetings, I got to know
residents at The Seville while playing snooker with two men and my husband Etienne, and at
special events, like birthday parties or New Year’s Eve. We had several group conversations
about the past, sometimes along with John, the manager of the residence, who was also
interested to hear their histories and share some of his father’s experiences. I also carried out
interviews of some people separately or in pairs to better understand their life histories.
As I soon discovered, dark senses of humor and partying weren’t limited to metal-loving
“headcases.” At the Seville, the people I knew also enjoyed being “rockets” from time to time. At
their tea dances and our soup lunches, they played big band music, Patsy Cline, Elvis, and Frank
Sinatra. At one of my first tea dances in October 2006, we all danced together, women sweeping
other women around the dancefloor to live music, with a couple of men also joining in. In a
follow up to Shirley’s promise to marry Pat, they even held a mock wedding while the guitarist

“Corrie” is short for Coronation Street, a long-running soap opera about working-class people’s lives in England.
Dunnes is an Irish chain of grocery stores, one of which was located in Ballynafeigh.
144 M&S is Marks and Spencers, a chain of department stores that would be seen as middle class.
142
143
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played “Ave Maria.” Sitting with Marian while drinking gin and tonics, she told me that she’d
learned more about sex at the Seville than in her marriage – “and I have seven children,” she
joked. From across the room, Shirley teased us about getting drunk because she didn’t drink.
Nevertheless, she had one of the bawdiest senses of humor at the parties and lunches, playfully
pulling up her skirt leg a couple of inches when we took photos that night, and flirting with
Anton when he helped me deliver the pot of soup.
The mixed quality of the Seville came up frequently in conversation. Everyone was
generally proud to live in a mixed residence and often called it that. Marian told me that “we
make jokes about Paisley, they make jokes about the Pope.” Indeed, I was surprised to hear one
older friend singing “Kick the Pope” one day at lunch. Still new to the Belfast sense of humor at
that time, I wondered what was going on and whether this would be an issue, but it didn’t seem
to cause any problems. Instead, it seemed that jokes like this allowed people to playfully let off
steam due to the sectarian tensions that they had all lived through and which continued to exist
in Northern Ireland.
Humor was also sometimes used to talk about the violent crime they had experienced.
One woman jokingly told me about getting mugged one night while out with a friend, but when
they knocked on the door of another friend to tell her about their mugging, the friend thought
they were joking and didn’t believe them at first. The women also joked in their thank you note
to the police afterwards, telling them thank you “from the two teenagers you helped.” However,
she followed this story by telling me that she no longer goes out at night.
Like the younger men in the previous section, Mary, who didn’t live at the Seville but was
of the same generation said,“We used to laugh right enough. If you hadn't of had a laugh out of it,
you would have been mental. You would. You'd have been mental. I saw me sitting here the night
that Drumkeen was blowing up. We were all on the settee and it actually lifted us right off the
settee, and we lit in the middle of the floor. The windows broke.”
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Marian and Eileen
Their friendship was expressed through histories that they told about when they were
young, stories that sometimes touched on the difficulties they had lived through. Marian and
Eileen recounted together their experiences of growing up without fathers, for example.
“Yes, I'll say a lot of things,” Eileen said. “Kevin married me and I was thinking back in
the years and I say, ‘The angels of God was looking after me there because it was now, think
what I'd do.’ I'd be away. Children would know when I'd be away. But I always wanted my
children to have a daddy–”
“Yeah. Like me,” said Marian.
“Because I had no daddy, you see,” said Eileen.
“I was the same,” Marian said.
“I had no daddy,” repeated Eileen.
“My daddy died,” she continued, “was gone from the war with consumption. He died
when I was four. And I remember, the only thing I remember was my daddy, sick. I can't
remember a daddy but I would have loved a daddy.”
“Daddy, yes,” said Marian.
“Now that I would have loved a daddy,” said Eileen. “Not that I envied anybody with a
daddy, but I used to always think they were well off because–”
“Because they had a daddy,” finished Marian.
“Yes,” I said.
“And then Uncle Bob, that was Bob Flanagan, the singer, his daddy, you see, was my
uncle, you see. He was my daddy's sister. And I used to look at Uncle Bob, Uncle Bob was tall
and he was a policeman and I used to think he was a lovely daddy.”
“Yes,” I said, continuing to listen.
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“And who else was there? Somebody else I used to think of a great daddy. Forget now
who it was. Forget now.”
“And were they kind of like, kind of like fathers to you?”
“Oh yes, oh aye. Uncle Bob, I always used to think of him.”
However, Marian was not one to focus on the sadness of life. She was known as a
storyteller – a historian – who seemed to remember past times in Belfast as if they were
yesterday. With Eileen’s support, Marian told me several stories about ordinary life in Belfast in
the early- to mid-twentieth century.
“There was six baths, and the people used to be lined up. Everybody sent their children
you see, to get bathed at the weekend. You understand?”
“I see. For Sunday, would they get clean for Sunday?”
“To go to church, yes. Oh yes.”
“Yes,” I said.
“Everybody went to church then,” said Marian.
“Everybody,” Eileen repeated.
“No, everybody went to church. And they would have. . . . Protestants would have took
you in the car if they were going, or Catholics would have took the Protestants in the thing, and
left them back. And there was no such a thing as oh she's a Catholic or she's a . . . No, no, no,
none of that at all. Respect, respect for . . . They'd open the door for people. You understand?
And good morning, oh yes,” said Marian.
I asked, “And was it like someone might have a car and they would drop everyone there?”
Marian said, “They were well off, you had a car. Not the sort of cars going up the street,
the way you see now. They were [inaudible] car.”
“That's right,” affirmed Eileen.
In this part of their history, Marian and Eileen confirm what many people told me – that
relations between Protestants and Catholics were often positive and neighborly in past times,
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even if discrimination in housing and jobs was prevalent. Marian then launched into a
humorous story about a man who would strut about with no shirt to show off his muscles, much
to the annoyance of another man:
“For God’s sake. There used to be a fella next door to me, and he had five sons, no
daughters. And he used to say, ‘Look at that bastard there.’ You see this was the man across the
street, he used to come out in just his trousers and no top on him you see,” said Marian. “And do
all yawning and all outside the door sun shining. And bring out his golf clubs and put them in
the back of the car. ‘Oh yeah, that bastard,’ he says, ‘On the brew,’ he says. And he was a
plumber, he worked at the works, down at the–”
“Yes, at the water office,” Eileen chimed in.
“The water rates,” said Marian.
“Oh I laughed,” said Eileen.
“And he used to curse him every morning when he was going out. And he done it in
badness, coming oh. All muscles you see.”
“And why did he come out and stretch?” I asked.
“Well he was having a . . . He was showing off. Showing off,” said Marian.
“Look what I can do,” emphasized Eileen.
“He was having a band in his own car, and your man had a . . . Well, he had a car too, but
you had to push it sometimes,” said Marian.
“That's a good talking about long ago, we're going back to whenever we were young and
you got a room,” said Marian, moving immediately into her next history.
“Yes,” I said.
“And that was a kind of,was in the room, and you had your water. And you had to creep
down the stairs, carry everything up. You think of it, you understand me?”
“Yeah. That's a lot of up and down the stairs, every day,” I said.
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“Oh yes,” Marian said. “And then you locked your door when you were going out. There
was a lock, sometimes there was no lock. And then whenever there was no lock, you put the
chair at the door to keep anybody from coming in if you weren't dressed.”
“Sure, yes,” I said.
“You understand? That's the way it was, wasn't it?” said Marian.
‘Yeah,” I confirmed.
“That's the way it was you see. And your wee basket and you're away out. But I remember
when I was young, and in our street and another street, we were facing the markets you see. You
understand?”
“Yeah,” I said.
Marian then recounted witnessing workers – “four deep” – going to work in the
morning, as they sang, whistled, and smoked:
“And there was a big road here, well that was all the workers came from over the bridge,
from Strand and all over thing, and came . . . Four deep going to work in the mornings, singing,
whistling, honest to–”
“Happy as Larry,” said Marian.
“Smoking,” added Eileen.
“Smoking, yes. And coming on, you know what I mean? Coming on down over the
bridge, four deep, four deep I'm talking about it,” said Marian.
“That's right, they were,” confirmed Eileen.
“No cars. And the traffic going trams, and trams would be shouting out to the trams. And
they'd be running and hopping on the back of the trams to go down the town. You see you know,
they'd bring you down. But what do you call it? What else was I going to tell you's about?”
Remembering the next history she wanted to tell us, she told about daily visits to church
as well as her mother’s struggle with tuberculosis and the food – bacon, eggs, pancakes, potato
farls, and soda farls:
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“And you went to the church in the morning and you'd come home and had your
breakfast,” said Marian.
“Every day?” I asked.
“And you couldn't–” she began.
“Every day to church?” I asked.
“Yes, oh yes. We went to church every morning, yes. We had mass every morning. And
we did that. And you'd come and the . . . What do you call it? Now my mummy was in bad health
don't forget. My daddy had died whenever I was four.”
“And your mummy was in bad health,” said Eileen.
“My daddy gave her TB coming home from the war, and he got bad. She was bad with
her chest. And what you call it? I remember her beautiful hair, she'd lovely hair my mom. I'd
brush her hair and all, you know.”
“You have good hair,” Eileen told Marian.
“My mummy had lovely hair,” Marian repeated. “But never mind. And you had your
porridge in the morning. You had your bacon and egg and your pancake and potato farl and
soda farl. Part of a soda farl, and half of a pancake each. And you had to eat that. You had to eat
that before you went out.”
“Eat all of it,” Eileen emphasized.
“Very important. And everybody eat. But nobody was fat the way they are now,” said
Marian.
“Yeah,” I said.
“No. And they were fit. And the men could have lifted a house nearly. You understand me
with that?” Marian said.
“And then you come home and you had your rice or you had something at lunch time
from school, soup. And then you what your soup was? You went to Maggie Gilmers and you got
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rolled up newspaper, you got your parsley and your handful parsley, a handful of celery, your big
leek and your carrot and your parsnip and a half of a turnip.”
“Yes,” confirmed Eileen.
“And that would have been rolled up and that would have been six pence maybe. Maybe,
you got it cheaper. Now rolled up–”
“That's a good deal compared today. That's a lot of difference,” I said.
“You got a poke . . . To buy that, you got a poke with peas, lentils and barley,” said
Marian.
“Barley,” added Eileen.
“In it. Peas, lentils and barley. You would have that. Six pence or something too, it might
have been six pence, four pence or something. And that was all sitting there, and you took that
and that was your soup now.”
From this history-telling session with Marian and Eileen, both the content of the stories
and the way in which they were told and affirmed together were important features. Their
friendship is apparent, even if one ignores the content of their conversation, especially if you
notice the way that Eileen regularly chimes in, echoes Marian almost like the call-and-response
tradition in Black U.S. churches. She even occasionally finishes Marian’s sentences.
The content of Marian’s stories continually creates and re-confirms their shared
experiences, whether laughing about a neighborhood show-off, reciting the menus for a typical
breakfast, lunch, and dinner, or recalling men on their way to work. She mentions Marian’s
mother’s struggle with TB and compliments her friend’s hair, simple ways of showing that she
had listened to her friend, that she remembered her story and liked her. Through their histories,
we get a rich sense of their lives, especially the supposedly insignificant details that form their
shared experiences, an important element of their friendship.
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Lillian and Grace
Another pair of “wee friends,” as they called themselves, were Lillian and Grace. They
talked to me about the friendships they had developed at the Seville:
“Yeah. Yeah. Well . . . I appreciate you guys sitting here and talking with me like this.
This is–” I said.
“Yeah, it's nice, said Grace.
“We haven't talked too much nonsense on that?” asked Lillian.
“No, you haven't talked any nonsense,” I said.
“Don't say our age,” Grace joked.
“Don't. Okay,” I noted.
“I'll never speak to you again,” said Grace.
“We're only joking. . . . You're quietly proud of your age, aren't you?” said Lillian.
“I'm what?” asked Grace, straining to hear.
“Proud of your age,” said Lillian.
“Nothing to be proud of,” Grace said matter-of-factly.
“Oh, well, you're thankful. Which I [inaudible], isn't that right?” said Lillian.
“Sorry?” I said, not catching what Lillian said either.
“Say, we'll enjoy it while we're having it,” said Lillian.
“Yeah. Yeah. Exactly,” I said.
“And [inaudible], like for example, in here, really keep us healthy,” said Grace.
“Exactly,” I said.
“It is,” said Lillian.
“Yeah,” I said.
“They are awfully great. Great. Marian and all of them.”
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“Do you know? I never could get over how Marian come here and she just settled down,
you'd have thought she'd been there all her days,” said Grace.
“She didn't have to, you know, she wasn't strange or anything. I thought she was terrific,
for an elderly lady.”
“Yeah, yeah, yeah,” I said.
“Well, some people have that personality,” said Lillian.
“Well, she does, doesn't she? She's really talkative and you know, just ... amazing,” I said.
“She's very, Marian's sweet, yeah, she's always . . .”
“Yeah, yeah,” I said.
“Yes, and she's always ready for everything, too. So, she keeps going,” said Grace.
“She goes to most things,” said Lillian.
“That's amazing. Yeah, yeah,” I said.
“They're all good, Lydia and all . . .” said Grace.
“Yeah,” I said.
“Steven,” said Grace.
“Well, it's good, even, you know? I mean, you know, you're both in your [age], and you're
still making new friends here. You know? I think that's . . . it's good, if you can keep doing that.
Because, I mean, even if you've lost a lot of the important people in your life–” I said, referring
to their earlier discussion of loved ones who had passed away.
“That's right,” said Lillian.
“But, you keep bringing new people in,” I said.
“Yes, we've met new people here, that's true,” said Grace.
“Yeah, that's really, that's really nice, you know?” I said.
“Well, they're awful great, if you're in trouble or anything, they're with you in it. And
they're helping you go through, you know? Because I had a birthday, on, were you in, the day I
had a birthday? Did you get a bit of birthday cake?” said Grace.
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From this conversation with Lillian and Grace, both humor and friendship are evident,
especially the way Grace jokingly threatens never to speak to me again if I tell her age – a
promise I nevertheless will abide by. Grace’s dry, matter-of-fact response – “nothing to be proud
of” – to Lillian’s comment that Grace was “proud of [her] age” likewise shows her sense of comic
timing and ease with Bob Newhart-esque dry, witty comebacks. The rest of their conversation
focuses on positive comments about fellow residents of the Seville, including Marian. They had
both lost many of their loved ones, and members of the younger generation had moved away,
though they often stayed in touch by postcard or letter. As Grace’s last comment shows, the
other residents and staff were important to her: “if you're in trouble or anything, they're with
you in it. And they're helping you go through, you know?” Friendships continued to grow at the
Seville.

Safety
Before moving onto the section on faith, I did want to unite the conversations above by
reflecting on the ways in which these social relationships create a sense of safety for the people
who are participating. Mike, Hugh, and Luke, for example, share a great deal of vulnerability in
their conversations and offer one another support. Though in this particular conversation, Luke
is the central person, and Mike and Hugh are encouraging him, if you’ll recall Hugh in Chapter 6
and Mike in Chapter 2, you can also witness the sense of safety they also seemed to have.
Likewise, Marian and Eileen are honest and vulnerable about how they both grew up without
fathers and longed to have “a daddy,” and Lillian and Grace shared their experiences of loss as
well as budding friendships at the Seville.
Though I have written very little about trauma in this dissertation due to the baggage it
sometimes carries – particularly psychiatric definitions of trauma – Bessel van der Kolk (2014)
writes about the fact that social relationships are critical to the healing of trauma. He
underscores the importance of language – though the degree to which language about one’s
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trauma helps recovery is not clear – as well as the importance of attending to our bodies in
healing trauma, and attempting to create safe environments:
The brain-disease model overlooks four fundamental truths: (1) our capacity to destroy
one another is matched by our capacity to heal one another. Restoring relationships and
community is central to restoring well-being; (2) language gives us the power to change
ourselves and others by communicating our experiences, helping us to define what we
know, and finding a common sense of meaning; (3) we have the ability to regulate our
own physiology, including some of the so-called involuntary functions of the body and
brain, through such basic activities as breathing, moving, and touching; and (4) we can
change social conditions to create environments in which children and adults can feel
safe and where they can thrive.
When we ignore these quintessential dimensions of humanity, we deprive people of ways
to heal from trauma and restore their autonomy. Being a patient, rather than a
participant in one’s healing process, separates suffering people from their community
and alienates them from an inner sense of self. (37–38)
I include this text because the relationships and community evident in the conversations above,
to me, is so clearly a form of healing. I appreciate that he states that we each have a “capacity to
heal one another,” putting healing in the hands of everyone, not only in the hands of medical
professionals and therapists, however helpful they can be. It is far more empowering to think
that we all have the capacity to heal and be healed. As I alluded to in my introduction, I have
personally found it healing to return to the audio recordings of my interviews as well as my
notes on conversations. These “social” aspects of otherwise solitary writing gave me a sense of
those relationships and the sense of community I often felt during my fieldwork, and gave me
some tools to confront some of my own trauma in a safe manner – whether listening to
Therapy? and reflecting on anger through my writing, or laughing at Grace’s dry sense of humor
about her age. These relationships and community building were yet another example of
pahhad transforming into yirah, perhaps not completely, but these friendships seemed almost
to transcend even Luke’s despair. It is worth noting that typically in mystical experiences and
trajectories, profound despair is often a stepping stone to faith (St. John of the Cross [c. 1577]
2019; Holm 1982).
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Faith
Sean: “The ability for each person to find their own peace, it’s there, it’s just a matter of tuning
into it.”
Returning to Bette and Sean, who offered insight into the history of the neighborhood
and their experiences of fear in the previous chapters, it is clear that their relationship as well as
living as a mixed couple in Annadale Flats and Ballynafeigh offered them spaces of possibility
that allowed them to grow in ways they might not have otherwise. Indeed, their mixed
relationship – and others like them – was itself an unplanned, unintentional but a nevertheless
crucial aspect of peace building that opened up possibilities for transformation and allowed this
area of Belfast to be a safer space for mixed relationships. As I noted in Chapter 3, both Sean
and Bette had experienced fear in relation to their mixed relationship.
Beyond the possibilities they found in their relationship, for both Sean and Bette,
spirituality also opened up more of these possibilities to question – and challenge – where the
dividing line between Protestants and Catholics lies. Since having children, they had been
careful to avoid imposing a Catholic or Protestant identity on them, which was facilitated by
their respective moves towards Buddhism for Sean, and a patchwork of new age, Buddhist and
Christian spirituality for Bette. I wanted to understand more how they viewed themselves, how
they made sense out of life, and what was most important to them.
“What helps each of you make sense out of your life?” I asked.
“I just, to be truthful with you at the minute, I’m trying to make sense of my life,” said
Bette.
“What do you mean?” I said.
“We would be fairly interested in spirituality,” said Sean.
“Yes, but you would be very interested in the political things,” said Bette.
“Ay, I would, I would,” replied Sean.
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“I’d be more family, I’d go more for my family. To me, I don’t worry, well I do worry, but
I would worry more about my family that Ian Paisley shaking Martin McGuinness’ hand. I would
rather have my own wee patch in here than concentrating on them two shaking hands,” Bette
said.
“Are you interested in spirituality?”
“Yes . . . nature-based . . . Buddha’s philosophy.”
“I was kind of curious about that . . . here in this area, quite a few people are interested in
new age philosophies. Is that related to the history of religion in this country?”
“Possibly, yeah,” said Sean.
“People that don’t think they’re as Catholics or Protestants would be,” said Bette.
“Would be more open to alternatives,” said Sean.
“I was christened Protestant, whatever,” said Bette, “but there’s nothing going to church
on Sunday morning, that wouldn’t be enough. You know, cause I would’ve went to Sunday
school. . . but just to go in there on a Sunday, I need more than that. But I agree with wee bits of
all religions, you know. I should do me own religion, shouldn’t I? Take a wee bit out, and I
would have respect for all religions.”
“I think she’s a witch,” Sean joked.
“People have given me holy medals,” Bette continued. “People have burnt candles for me.
I have holy medals upstairs that people have given to me, or wee prayer cards. . . there’s no way,
Molly, I would say, ‘oh flip, what do I want that for?’ Because that person was thinking of me,
because that’s their faith. . . and they’re thinking of me, so I would have all sorts.”
“Have you always been open?” I asked.
“No, that would’ve happened I suppose maybe in my 30s,” Bette replied. “I would go into
anywhere, I would go into a chapel. If say, for the likes of a funeral. You’re going there because
of the person that has died. You get some people who would say, ‘oh, I wouldn’t go into a
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chapel.’ It’s about the person or the people. Even though I can’t practice, cause I don’t know. So
I mean if, one’s getting down on their knees, I would sit there. . .”
“If you didn’t grow up–,” interjected Sean.
“I would just sit there, the reason why you’re there in the first place, that’s the
importance. That’s what I think.”
“What made you interested in other kinds of spiritual things or crystals?” I asked.
“I mean, this is awful now cause it’s gotten really strong thru these last couple of years
because I did suffer from depression, or I still am suffering from depression, so, and I lost my
parents and stuff, and I think when things like that happen to you, you start to look at your life
and you start to question things, God, and whatever, what’s going on, what’s this life about. So I
would be drawn to that, crystals, angels, and things like that. I was going in that direction, and
that’s where I am at the minute.”
I told them about an angel card reading that a friend did, “it was really cool, to hear what
she did to practice it and sort of involve myself in it.”
“Do you believe in angels yourself?” Bette asked me.
“Yes, I do, there’s this movie, Wings of Desire [I described the plot] guardian angels to
help us out.”
“Do you believe, too, that there would be people put on the earth, angels put on the earth
to help?”
“Yeah,” I replied.
“So that’s where I am, that’s what’s keeping me going,” said Bette.
“The same for yourself?” I asked Sean.
“I would read bits and pieces,” Sean replied. “The Buddhist thing has always appealed to
me. I’ve always been looking around and querying and searching. . . I haven’t found a complete
theory. . . the ability for each person to find their own peace, it’s there, it’s just a matter of tuning
into it.”
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“What about Buddhist philosophy appeals to you?” I asked.
“Maybe I can answer that one for you—” said Bette.
“Alright—” said Sean.
“Maybe because it’s so relaxed and so simple . . . the less hassle the better,” said Bette.
Bette also recounted how faith had connected her with her neighbors, including Eve:
“She actually came here, brought two friends, didn’t she, to pray with me because I wasn’t well.
They came round in the front room, and they prayed away the three of them. I started to cry, I
said, ‘oh Eve.’ Them giving up their time to come pray for me, and with me. So I started crying.
Dear love them, you know.”
From this conversation about faith and spirituality, it becomes clear that Sean and Bette
have been looking for ways to engage in faith without adhering strictly to the faiths with which
they grew up. But beyond looking to alternatives to move past the sectarian divisions, Bette in
particular found that her exploration of spirituality was helping her cope with the loss of her
parents and her depression. The existence of guardian angels was helping her to keep going in
spite of these losses. In addition, Bette’s openness had allowed her to receive support from Eve,
whose strong charismatic Christian faith was well-known. Eve and two friends had joined Bette
and prayed for her, an experience that moved her. Though Sean had not found the “complete
theory” for making sense of life, Buddhism had helped him to see that each person can “find
their own peace, it’s just a matter of tuning into it.” In this conversation, as in the previous
conversations in this chapter, we see numerous examples of relationships as healing forces that
create truly safe spaces and the emergence of forms of yirah that take us beyond fear-as-shaking
toward fear-as-awe and transcendence, whether that is Bette and Sean’s relationship, the
moving visit by Eve and her fellow parishioners, or indeed the ethnographic encounter itself,
especially when Bette and I shared our belief in angels. This healing exchange also crossed space
and time as this conversation about angels also helped “keep me going” in 2018 and helped me
to move closer to fear as yirah.
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Emma and Lucy: “That’s where Christians are killing one another”
I had the good luck to meet two women, Emma and Lucy, at a local resident’s meeting in
February 2007. As I walked in, I noticed two women walking together and, eager to meet some
new people to possibly interview, I said hello. I noticed that one of the women had an accent I
couldn’t identify, while the other woman, slightly older with an angular face and glasses, seemed
to have an Irish or Northern Irish accent.
The atmosphere buzzed with people exchanging information, gossip, rumors while we
waited in a long line to sign our names inside the guard station. They asked me if I lived here,
and I explained that, no, I didn’t live there, but I was a student doing a research project on issues
in this neighborhood, and had started going to residents meetings to hear about people’s
concerns and to meet people. They asked me, then, what had happened at the last meeting? I did
my best to summarize the state of play.
We chatted for a little while, and I told them where I was from—Lucy had visited the
United States for a while, which she later told me was actually an attempt to move out of
Northern Ireland permanently, to escape the atmosphere of the Troubles. The other woman
commented, “Belfast is a very interesting place” with sort of a glimmer in her eye—I thought she
seemed outgoing and possibly willing to talk more about her impressions. I signed in and
walked toward the entrance to the hall, stopping to chat with someone I knew. I ended up
walking in with these women and showed them to the meeting down the hall.
We found seats in the back, low-sitting burgundy velvet chairs, since this was the social
hall for the Territorial Army (complete with its own bar in the back). Sitting there together, we
chatted a bit until the meeting began, and at the end of the meeting, I asked them if it would be
alright to exchange phone numbers. We met a couple of days later at Emma’s house.
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As it turned out, these two women were Christadelphians, a religious minority that is not
well-known.145 Both Emma and Lucy were welcoming to me, and they were willing to talk to me
in the context of my research project. But they were also fearful of paramilitaries and asked me
only to say they live in the upper Ormeau Road with no further details. For some, the fears of
paramilitaries were not relegated to the past. In the course of our conversation, they brought up
serious topics—the beating of a resident in the area, whether people will phone the police, and
the rewards and challenges to their spiritual work in Belfast.
When they were telling me about the beating they had heard about, and about people’s
reluctance to phone the police (“they think if they ring the police, they think they’ll get more
trouble . . . you best mind your own business”), I had to write quickly as histories flowed,
especially from Lucy, regarding her move away from Catholicism towards Christadelphianism.
Lucy commented that certain streets used to be more Catholic, but that they are “getting to be
more multicultural,” which was important to her. I asked, “Why is this important to you? Why,
for you, is that positive?” To her, “it means that there’s more people in the world than Catholics
and Protestants . . . people have been brought up in this wee world. The first time I saw a Black
person, it was a Black soldier. I wasn’t brought up to be racist. Not racist, but when it comes to
religion, fair enough, I would’ve hated one side at one time. I left Ireland to the States to start a
new life. . . . It was just like the Blitz and this mob of angry people . . . you wanted to get away
from that.” She remembered one man in the United States commenting to her that Northern
Ireland, “that’s where Christians are killing one another.” From their perspective as different
types of Christians now, Emma and Lucy see the Troubles and its aftermath as politics and
Satan dividing people. Lucy said, “I worked in a factory, and it came over the radio that a
Protestant was shot. People cheered. I knew it wasn’t right.”

The Christadelphians are a millenarian Christian group who hold a view of Biblical Unitarianism. There are
approximately 50,000 Christadelphians in around 120 countries. The movement developed in the United Kingdom
and North America in the nineteenth century around the teachings of John Thomas, who coined the name
Christadelphian from the Greek for "Brethren in Christ" (Wikipedia, s.v. “Christadelphians,” accessed 2019,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christadelphians).
145
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As I was sitting there, scribbling in my notebook on the dining table, I attempted to
continue taking good notes, but I was also caught up in her histories about coming out of a
dance in the 1970s or 1980s only to realize that policemen had been killed, that her Bible study
at that time was changing her outlook, that she walked and walked after the policemen’s deaths,
that she lost her brother and sister in the confusion at the dance that night, that she heard on
the news that crowds attacked the police who arrived in the wake of the deaths, but she saw
nothing of the sort. Another time, she saw a man but “was not sure if he died or not—it was the
shock of it. That was only [name of place] . . . Belfast, that was a warzone. People wanted to start
a new life somewhere else if they can.” I was trying to write, but at the same time these histories
demanded attention, eye contact. It felt rude not to look her in the eye, to show that I was
listening, and at the same time, the pace of her story and the urgency with which she spoke
almost demanded to be written down. It was as if she was remembering it as we were talking,
sometimes looking past me, maybe returning in her own mind to the places she described. It
was clear that in her new faith, Lucy had found a way to navigate the Protestant and Catholic
divide and in doing so, had found freedom and transcendence.

Rhonda: “I would lie in bed at night, and say my prayers . . . and I would
think, I wonder if anybody’s listening?”
I sat again with Rhonda in her living room, and asked her, “What helps you make sense
out of your life? Religion, politics, other things people enjoy doing?”
“I really couldn’t answer that, Molly, I don’t know. I really, really don’t know,” Rhonda
replied.
“A lot of bad things have happened to me in the past, you know, marriage and all that
crap . . . but then I turned to the doctor, then I turned to the Bible, and I’m like, I don’t know
which way to turn here. With politics, I don’t really know much about politics, but I would like
to. . . . All’s I know is, there’s Gordon Brown, the new Prime Minister. Just what I see on the
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news. Because it doesn’t concern me, I don’t concern myself with it. But I don’t know, maybe in
the future it would concern me.”
“Religiously, I have always been reared with faith, with the Methodist Church, always. . .
but I sorta slid away from faith. Is there a God up there. . . or is there not a God up there? If he
was, why is he letting so much happen to my children . . . it’s not God that’s doing that, it’s the
evil people in the world. I’m trying to get my head round that. I just really don’t know. So I’m
sort of giving myself a focus, getting into the community, trying to take my mind off things and
work in the community, and the more I work with the community, the more I can learn. So I just
don’t really know.”
“Are you still searching?” I said.
“Yeah, yeah, I would lie in bed at night, and say my prayers . . . and I would think, I
wonder if anybody’s listening? Even if the Lord’s not listening, as long as my Mummy’s
listening. I would say wee things like this to myself. I just don’t know, I don’t know. I do believe
in God, I have to say my faith has now come back gradually through my nephew, he’s a
Christian, and he has brought my faith back. My step-brother gave me a Bible, and I started
reading it when I get a chance. I remember reading that wee bit when I was young. I would
remember wee things, but to me, as it says in the Bible . . . I would need a Bible in my language.
They say ‘thou art’ and I’m like, ‘what’s that mean?’”
I told her about the New International Version of the Bible, which is written in plain
English.
“See the book I got off the Jehovah’s Witnesses, that’s the way that is . . .” she said. “I was
trying to have a chat with my nephew, to say to him, what do you think? Do I speak to these
people? I wouldn’t be ignorant to them. With us being reared Methodist, do you see the
Jehovah’s Witnesses? . . . The Jehovah’s Witnesses book sort of spelled it out to me a wee bit
better . . . but as I say, I don’t know about Jehovah’s Witnesses. I just don’t know about them or
any of their history. . . . I wouldn’t like to go with being Methodist and a loyalist, but I have told
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them to call around again, and I will have another look at their book . . . about depression, how
you cope with teenagers.
“I could go to my mother, if only . . . and say, ‘these-uns are doing this, and these-uns are
doing that’ . . . and she’d say, . . . you know, but not having that, I have to do things me own way.
I don’t know if what I’m doing is right.
“I just, starting off with your question. . . I just don’t know, soul-searching, where I am. I
really, really don’t know. I think if I knew, I could focus a wee bit better, you know, maybe I
could de-stress in the house, de-stress tonight. . . and what do you get? I say to the kids, ‘give us
just a wee bit of time . . .’ cleaning houses . . . I’m walking down there with sciatica in my back,
I’m walking down there and back.”
“Who in your life has been most important?”
“The kids and my mummy and daddy.”
“Is family really important to you?”
“Definitely my mother, she’s dead 11 years . . . 69 she was, I was a wee late baby. To me,
it’s still young . . . Me Daddy, he’s in a wee nursing home, he’s 88 . . . Every time the phone rings,
you’re like, ‘oh no, is it or is it not the worst phone call of your life.’ I’ve got my kids and I cling to
them, but me and my daddy’s like brother and sister. I could tell my Daddy anything . . . the two
of us can have a brilliant wee yarn. First time my daddy caught me smoking . . . he said, they are
too expensive to throw away, get over and lift that! My daddy has never chastised me in my life.
My mummy was always the one to do that. Many a thumpin’ I got, and many a thumpin’ I
deserved. And it’s never done me a bit of harm.”
“Daddy, because he’s always been there for me, and now I can be there for him. . . he has
three other sons to another lady. . . . My daddy would sort of lean on me . . . and I just sit and
listen to him. I just say, ‘you just go with your instincts’ . . . I would say, ‘you’re a grown man
and you’re the head of the family, you make the decision. We stick by your decision.’ They think
because he’s 88, he’s stupid.”
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Rhonda was struggling to make sense out of life, but she had not given up hope. She
continued to search for answers through scripture and religious literature. She also continued to
search for answers by talking to her mummy, who had passed away, even if she was not always
sure if God was always listening. Her nephew, though, had been influential in encouraging her
to read the Bible. Like Bette and Mike, she was still struggling with depression as well as
physical pain from sciatica when she walked to her cleaning job. But through her family
relationships, including her close bond with her daddy and her children, her attempts to learn
more about Christianity, and her community work, she was finding creative ways to heal.

Chapter Conclusion
Though “healing” in the context of Northern Ireland is often used exclusively to refer to
the Troubles (such as the organisation “Healing Through Remembering”) and carries with it
significant baggage as therapeutic language, I still find it useful. If you think about what people
were trying to heal, it certainly was not only the Troubles and their experiences of violence,
whether acute or less visible forms. In this chapter and others, people have spoken about the
Troubles and the fear and uncertainty with which they lived. Layered upon these experiences are
other losses, such as the deaths of Rhonda’s mother, Bette’s loss of both her parents, Mike’s
precarious life in a hostel coping with potentially lifelong depression, Luke’s sense of
hopelessness about his own future despite the proclamations of politicians, Marian and Eileen’s
discussion of growing up without a father and how they would have “loved a daddy,” or Lillian
and Grace’s losses of family members and geographical distance from most of their living
relatives.
In spite of these layers of loss, I noticed that in their conversations with one another and
with me, they were attempting to balance themselves between hope and despair. Crucially, their
attempts to hope, to have faith in something, were profoundly social. I witnessed this in their
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support for one another, their attempts to connect, their willingness to listen, and their need to
be heard. They found safety in their friendships. They found expression for some of their most
difficult emotions in humor, in music, in telling stories and affirming those stories to one
another. They sought out forms of faith, experimenting with new faiths or reaffirming their
original faith. These forms of faith, alongside humor and friendship, opened spaces of
possibility. Their faith, in fact, was creative work. I witnessed people being accepted and
acknowledged for who they were. It was powerful to witness. Each of these people were
themselves healers. And each of them was trying to heal from their own disappointments, their
losses, and their experiences of violence. Their attempts to heal created spaces of possibility for
themselves and others.
I’d like to close this chapter by returning to synesthesia as a metaphor for healing. As I
noted in the introduction, attention to one’s own body can be healing, including laughter. While
synesthesia can also work as a metaphor for fear and the ways in which fear can dull and confuse
the senses, leaving one on high alert throughout one’s body, or what therapists and doctors
might call “hypervigilance,” these links and overlaps between the senses can be a powerful
element of healing. Anna Burns’ (2018) Milkman struck me again in this respect because the
main character, “middle sister,” is often walking and running. She shares virtually silent runs
with one of her brothers-in-law. Returning to the thought that silences can be just as important
as what is said, they stretch together and then go for long runs, together but also alone in a way.
At the close of the book, she and her brother-in-law are again stretching as the rest of the family
gathers inside to drink, smoke, and listen to Elvis.
Meanwhile, we two resumed our stretching then brother-in-law said, ‘Right? Are ye
right?’ and I said, ‘Aye, come on, we’ll do it.’ As we jumped the tiny hedge because we
couldn’t be bothered with the tiny gate to set off on our running, I inhaled the early
evening light and realised this was softening, what others might terms a little softening.
Then, landing on the pavement in the direction of the parks and reservoirs, I exhaled the
light and for a moment, just a moment, I almost nearly laughed. (348, emphasis mine)
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Chapter 8: “Dealing with the past”: Tourism,
Museums, and Spaces of Possibility
In the preceding chapters, I have shown you how residents of Ballynafeigh were
producing histories based on their experiences. These histories have, I hope, allowed the reader
to gain a nuanced view of some of the people I knew, and to better understand what mattered to
them at that time. Moreover, these histories reveal how people were attempting to heal
themselves and others. In this chapter, I want to return to the roots of my research in Belfast,
which stemmed from an interest in the ways in which history was being represented and
debated. In this sense, I will shift from a focus on the people I spoke with in Ballynafeigh to
focus instead on broader debates about “dealing with the past,” which also link back to Chapter
2 (see, for example, the sections “The ‘Peace Dividend” and “Beyond Politicians”). I include this
earlier research in this final chapter because debates over the representation of Belfast’s history
continue to rage today in 2019, which I will explore in the second half of this chapter. School
curricula is an adjunct to these issues of “dealing with the past” via tourism and museums.
Though I do not have the space to explore it here, it remains an important area for research,
particularly since most schools remain segregated. How history is being taught and learned –
including the experiences of schoolchildren – likely has an important role to play in shaping
Northern Ireland’s present and future.
By juxtaposing the time periods of the early 2000s and the present, and the debates over
history and museums, it allows me to write a partial history of how these debates have evolved –
or have not evolved – over the past 15–17 years. Firstly, I will offer three examples of how
history was being told on relatively informal tours in 2003 alongside some of the debates and
tensions that existed at that moment. Secondly, I will reflect on how debates about how to
represent Belfast’s history in a museum have continued and evolved in the last few years. Lastly,
and most importantly, I want to ask whether in 2019 or the near future, there could be
opportunities – spaces of possibility – in museums or other spaces that might allow history to be
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addressed in an interactive and more positive manner, alongside exploring and addressing
recent shifts and crises. I am referring in particular to the ongoing mental health crisis in
Northern Ireland, particularly the high rate of suicide, as well as the opioid crisis. As you will
have noticed, several people spoke about depression, hopelessness, and mental health issues
over the course of my fieldwork. While there is no simple correlation between my research in
2006–2007 and the present crises of suicide and opioid addiction, I want to bring these issues
to the fore because present debates over a “Troubles” museum seem to overlook more pressing
issues, including the ongoing need for mental health support and, most importantly, the need
for hope and possibility in people’s lives. If a museum is created, can it offer something beyond
narratives and ephemera of the Troubles? Could a museum be geared not only to entertaining
and educating – but to actually helping people in the present?

Early 2000s: Historical Tensions and “Troubles Tourism”146
When I first started following ‘Troubles’ tourism in the early 2000s (Hurley-Depret
2007), a flurry of news articles began to fill newspapers: “Belfast Regains its Charm” (Williams
2005), “Troubles Hot Spots Warm to Tourism” (Morrison 2005), “‘Vibrant, Virginal’ Belfast
Lauded” (McCrory 2005), and “Destination Belfast? Tourists Flood In” (DePasquale 2005).
These articles honed in on visitors’ interest in Belfast’s recent history of state and paramilitary
violence and Belfast’s aura of mystique, since most visitors have shied away since the Troubles
began in the late 1960s. Despite these hopeful headlines, in early September 2005, riots shook
West and North Belfast when police refused to allow a Protestant Orange Parade to pass through
a largely Catholic area. Some leaders of the Orange Order demanded its members stage a sit-in

This section was previously published in an essay (Hurley-Depret 2007) “‘Troubles tourism’: debating history and
voyeurism in Belfast, Northern Ireland" in The Business of Tourism: Place, Faith and History (Scranton and
Davidson 2007). Note that the first section on tourism focuses on this period and does not, for the most part, reflect
shifts that have occurred between 2007 and the present, both in the city’s marketing or developments in ‘Troubles’
tourism. In this sense, this section of the chapter is history. More recently, Murtagh et al. (2017) published an article
on dark tourism in Derry / Londonderry, among other work on this topic in Belfast.
146
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and some people – related or unrelated to the Orange Order – incited violence, especially
against police; the rioting injured 60 officers, and 63 rioters were arrested (Flanagan 2005).
Despite efforts to promote Belfast as a renewed city, these riots highlighted tensions that
emerged – or continued? – after the 1998 Belfast Agreement, particularly between the city’s
working-class Protestants and the historically Protestant police force as mentioned earlier in
this dissertation. These riots reflected the liminal period that marked Belfast.
Such tensions spilled over into attempts to market Belfast as a tourism destination, at
that time still a burgeoning possibility. In a 2005 article, “Belfast is Ready for the Party to
Begin,” New York Times Travel Editor, Stuart Emmrich, ambled about the city sampling new
hipster attractions in the city center: fusion restaurants, nightclubs, and pricey boutique hotels
filled with young Londoners on a weekend break. Emmrich praised a restaurant or two, but for
the most part dismissed Belfast as a new spot of “cool.” Before leaving, however, he hopped
aboard a red, double-decker tour of the Falls and the Shankill Roads of Belfast—where the
recent riots began— and noted,
As we rumbled through the neighborhood, the mood turned somber, and idle
conversation ceased. . . . At one point the guide casually pointed out a 70-foot-high
fence that she said ran the length of the Catholic and Protestant neighborhoods and
kept each side from crossing into each other's territory. . . . Seeing it now, on a
Sunday morning, shut tight and heavily barricaded, it stood as stark a symbol as the
Berlin Wall, now fallen. It was a chilling moment, one whose force caught me by
surprise. For it is one thing to have read all about “the Troubles” and yet another to
actually witness firsthand the legacy of this conflict. As the bus turned back toward
town, and the spruced-up city center came back into view, my attitude toward Belfast
began to change. Yes, the "new" Belfast—the Belfast of outsized ambitions, and
perhaps unrealistic expectations—clearly had far to go. But it had already come an
awfully long way. (Emmrich 2005)
The “new” Belfast in the early 2000s, according to Alan Clarke, former chief executive of
the Northern Ireland Tourism Board (NITB), would place little emphasis the city’s divisions,
however. Despite the fascination with “political tourism” or “Troubles tourism” that had
continued to grow over the past 15 years, Clarke insisted, “It's the reason people have heard of
Northern Ireland but that doesn't mean it's the reason they necessarily want to visit. . . . Our
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research hasn't shown that political tourism, murals and such things are big motivators. We
recognise that when people get here they may, and on many occasions do, want to experience
that side of things. That's a fact of life. We're not in any way trying to be defensive about this. We
are trying to respond to what our customers tell us they want and at the moment they are not
telling us that this is a prime motivator” (Fitzgerald 2005).
At that time, Belfast’s official tourism web site, www.gotobelfast.com, 147 told a slightly
different story, with numerous independently operated political tours on offer by taxi
companies, youth hostels, groups of former paramilitary members and prisoners, and Belfast
City Sightseeing Tours tours, the cherry-red double-decker bus company. Since 1994, the year of
an important IRA ceasefire, tours of the vivid historical and paramilitary murals painted on the
sides of homes, the Crumlin Road jail, and various peacelines, such as a towering fence running
through parts of West Belfast, have regularly meandered through working-class Belfast
neighborhoods, particularly on the Falls Road and the Shankill Road in West Belfast. Fáilte
Feirste Thiar/Welcome to West Belfast/Coiste, a predominantly Catholic/republican/nationalist
umbrella group promoting tourism, not only included political tours in its annual Féile an
Phobail/Community Festival—the largest community festival in Europe—but implemented its
own tourism strategy, a strategy differing from that of Alan Clarke.
With the proliferation of political tours in Belfast, and some city officials’ attempts to
promote the less sensational “heritage” sites, such as Cathedral Quarter, the Laganside
waterfront or the developing “Titanic Quarter,” a series of questions emerged: why was
tourism—either with a political flavor or not—becoming a source of economic hope for some? In
presenting the city to visitors, who controlled (or attempted to control) the story of the city’s
past? How did official and unofficial histories coexist, conflict, and reinforce one another?

147

This web site is now www.visitbelfast.com.
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Finally, tourism brought – and still brings – ethical issues to the surface, particularly
voyeurism. Questions of voyeurism are clearly central for the tourism of Belfast, where many of
its citizens have long suffered from sectarian divisions, military and paramilitary violence, and
economic inequalities. Can a history of violence contribute to a revitalization process for
communities within the city? How are the marketing and consumption of the city’s contested
past fraught with debates over voyeurism, and can this be mitigated? Engaging with these
questions of historical representation and the ethics of tourism helps to generate a nuanced and
provocative discussion of tourism’s relationship with Belfast’s fractured and factional history.
When I made my first visit to Belfast in summer 2003, tourism had already become
central to post-industrial Belfast’s economy, and it has become even more important in the
intervening years. As with the issues with museums and commemoration that I have explored,
the histories of Northern Ireland and the Troubles are likewise mired in competing historical
interpretations. These competing interpretations are interwoven into major political changes
and the revival of tourism. In a city with a clearly fractured history—though what history is not
fractured or contested?—the ‘official’ story of the city is not readily apparent. The re-emergence
of tourism reveals the ways in which divergent ‘tourisms’ articulate co-existing official and
unofficial histories. At the time of my initial research, when I searched for Belfast tourism
information on-line, I found Gotobelfast.com, “Belfast’s Official Tourism Website,” maintained
by the Belfast Visitor and Convention Bureau. Under the heading “Belfast’s Top 10 Things To
Do!”, shopping, dining out, family activities and partying at nightclubs all made the list.
Scattered among these activities were assorted “historical” activities; visitors were encouraged to
“Visit Historic Belfast,” “Discover the Story of Belfast,” “Take a Walk,” or go on a “Historical Pub
Walking Tour” (better known as a pub crawl). In each of these categories, typical ‘heritage’
points of interest were emphasized: the architecture of City Hall, the Cathedral Quarter, walking
tours of the Old Town, Titanic Trail, or the City Centre, the Ulster Museum’s exhibit on early
Ireland.
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Visitors were also entreated to “Tour Belfast” – “By boat or black taxi, open top bus or
mini-coach . . . to discover the best of Belfast, old and new, take a tour.” The mention of “black
taxi” and “open top bus” clearly point to the political tours. In contrast to Alan Clarke’s
statement that Belfast’s tourism strategy would not emphasize prospective visitors’ interest in
the city’s political and military history, “Belfast’s Top 10 Things to Do!” included it at number 6,
though this web page is no longer online. As well, clicking the button “Heritage” led me to
choose between “History” and “Future.” Under “History,” the final paragraph focused on the
Troubles: “[w]hatever its scale, history here still has the power to touch. The great exhibitions at
the Ulster Museum reveal the bigger picture of Belfast’s heritage but at Culturlann, the Irish arts
centre on Falls Road, and Fernhill House in the Shankill, you get the people’s story, too. And
while you’re in the area, join the crowds of tourists queuing to be photographed at those worldfamous Troubles icons, the political murals. In Belfast, history is all around you.”148 Contrasting
the city’s tourism web site with Alan Clarke’s statement suggests that the city was, at the time of
my research in the early 2000s, ambivalent about marketing Belfast’s political history.
While marketing the unique “feel” of the city’s landscape (e.g., “the curiosity factor”) had
crossed the mind of tourism board members more than once,149 the NITB and City Hall
generally promoted the ordinariness of Belfast’s history. Brochures rarely alluded to the city’s
history of acute violence, though several studies at that time noted that political murals could
potentially draw tourists. In a study, the City Council’s Tourism Development Unit noted that
political murals are potential draws, and even used the term “Troubles Tourism” to describe this
type of tourism (NIEC 1997, 19). As further evidence of the ambivalence towards the city’s
contested history, publications often emphasized the future. The Tourism Development Unit of

When I conducted research in Belfast in the summer of 2003, the Belfast Welcome Centre employees encouraged
me to take an open-top Belfast City Sightseeing Tours tour through the city—a tour that traverses both the typical
historical sites as well as working-class Republican and Unionist areas of West Belfast—yet the brochures for taxi
tours of these areas were relegated to small shelves on the far wall.
149 For instance, see the Northern Ireland Economic Council’s 1997 report, “Rising to the Challenge: The Future of
Tourism in Northern Ireland.” The authors comment that the increased numbers of visitors in 1995 were “no doubt
reflecting in part a ‘novelty’ or ‘curiosity’ factor” (NIEC 1997, 7).
148
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the City Council had recognized that Belfast experienced a lot of violence in the recent past, but
they deemed Belfast’s problem an “image issue” (NIEC 1997, 15, 18). Their recognition of
Belfast’s recent violent history looked toward the future, however: if Belfast had an image issue,
then the future consisted in changing outsiders’ judgments of the city through marketing and
development of “‘cultural tourism’ product” within the city. The NITB’s Corporate Plan, 2002–
2005, likewise emphasized the future. The words “Moving on, moving forward” graced the
cover, and within the authors noted that
Northern Ireland conjures up a set of images, ideas, and perceptions—both positive
and negative—that are personal to each individual. Our difficulty over the past
number of years has been the global media preoccupation with our problems. This
has had profoundly negative effects on tourism. When we undertook our strategy
review during 2000, it was very clear that we were entering an era of change and the
challenge to us as a Tourist Board was to harness that change for the good of tourism.
(NITB 2002, 6)
The ambivalent attitudes of the tourism authorities towards the city’s contentious past
were situated in debates over how to represent it. No one agreed on how—or whether—to
discuss it with visitors, though this was a pressing question at the time of my research. By
avoiding a discussion of the Troubles, they certainly avoided ugly debates and further division,
yet how did they expect visitors to understand the city’s past? Belfast’s authorities’ silence on the
years of conflict, and their ongoing repercussions, actually might have opened spaces for other
sorts of histories to emerge. The conflictual past went undiscussed for the most part in the
2002–2005 Corporate Plan, and was only partly answered by directives on the web site. Visitors
were encouraged to discover the past for themselves, yet given little direction regarding what
they might find.

Three Tours and Three Histories of Belfast
In the summer of 2003, I took three different “living history” tours. I meandered through
Belfast to the murals on the Falls Road, the Shankill Road, the Crumlin Road Jail, the offices of
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Sinn Fein, and desolate areas where houses were boarded up, unused. A popular youth hostel
developed the first tour I took, the second was created by a taxi company, and the third was
produced by Belfast City Sightseeing Tours.
The youth hostel tour proposed to take us to the “hardest hit areas that you’ve seen on
t.v.” The hostel was located on Donegall Road, in a working-class Unionist enclave in South
Belfast, best known as the university area. As I strolled from my housing at Queen’s University
down Donegall Road on an untypically sunny Saturday at mid-day, there was a marked visual
shift. Union Jacks hung in front of homes, many kerbstones were painted red, white and blue—
both were symbols of political loyalism to the United Kingdom. The youth hostel, itself neither
Protestant nor Catholic, sat amidst this little Unionist stronghold, just off the busy main artery
of South Belfast. As we loaded onto the mini-bus parked out front, our guide, smoking outside of
the vehicle was in no hurry to get started. The passengers were primarily young — and,
unsuprisingly, staying at a youth hostel; some were couples, others were traveling by
themselves. The tour followed the path of Donegall Road to the Falls to Shankill, then from
there to Antrim Road and the Belfast Castle; at the end we had a brief tour of the city center. The
mini-bus was the only tour that traveled up to the scenic Belfast Castle, from which one can
supposedly see Scotland on a clear day, but many of the other spots were well-trodden by almost
every tour.
Though the route was well-trodden, the stories along this path were not the same. We
drove past the old Crumlin Road jail, the Closed-Circuit Television cameras along Antrim Road
in North Belfast, and murals of heroes (or criminals, depending on who one is talking to) who
have died during the Troubles. Bobby Sands’ memorial mural — one of the most visited murals
in Belfast — covers the entire side of a building; he was the leader of a series of protests for
political status by Republicans in Long Kesh prison in the late-1970s and early 1980s. He died
in 1981 during the final protest — a hunger strike — along with nine other men. We passed by
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murals of loyalist paramilitary heroes, as well; by criss-crossing West Belfast, and parts of North
Belfast, the guide professed to give a balanced history of Belfast.
Yet while our guide certainly included a number of agreed upon “facts” — that joyriding
youths created problems, that the Milltown cemetery was the site of murders during a funeral
for IRA members — there was a mythic quality to his storytelling. He weaved pulp fiction
histories about Belfast’s underworld with hopeful comments about the progress of the peace
process or integrated education. The most sensational histories from the “hardest hit areas that
you’ve seen on t.v.” — drug and cigarette smuggling, murders by “the Shankill Butchers,” and
gory punishment attacks for moral offenses meted out by paramilitaries—punctuated his
commentaries on the changes within Belfast. The mythic landscape of Belfast’s political history
emerged from the tour guide’s commentaries, a landscape dotted with bombings and shootings,
clandestine peace talks and public protest. To evidence the progress of Belfast, he claimed that
“they can’t get [integrated schools] opened quick enough,” there is so much demand. Yet if one
looks at the actual schools in Belfast, segregated ones remain completely dominant in 2019. As
well, he mentioned the plans for the Police Service of Northern Ireland (formerly called the
Royal Ulster Constabulary) to step up recruitment of Catholics as police officers. The force is
historically Protestant—and still is, for the most part, even in 2019. This guide, however, was
the only tour that discussed the continued violence and tensions that plagued – and continue to
plague – many neighborhoods and traversed North Belfast, the area of the city with the most
“interfaces,” the built or implicit borders between Protestant and Catholic neighborhoods.
This tour was clearly designed for entertainment and to provide basic information to
tourists regarding Belfast’s recent history, but despite the tour’s emphasis on entertainment, it
stands as a site of historical production. In many ways, it avoided any sort of over-arching idea
about why the Troubles began, or why joyriding or segregated schools persisted. It consisted of a
series of vignettes. At the time, I wondered whether fragmented histories were the only histories
that could be told.
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The “black taxi tours” of Belfast were the example par excellence of a tourist experience
that arose not from a bureau of cultural tourism, but rather from entrepreneurs in the early
1990s who saw a way to make extra money during the summer months while entertaining those
interested in the darker points of Belfast’s recent history. I paid about 25 pounds for a tour in
the early 2000s. The drivers took me for a one-hour tour of West Belfast, though they’re
generally flexible about their itinerary. There were upwards of eight taxi companies that
operated these tours, both Catholic and Protestant.
According to one source, who grew up with the black taxis when she lived in West
Belfast, the taxis were actually old, broken-down taxis that were imported from London, thus
the distinctive style of the vehicle, with a driver in the front, and a huge backseat that fit 6 (or
more) people. These taxis were dangerous to ride in since they often did not fit safety
requirements, with floorboards that were nearly falling out and passengers squeezed in past
capacity. Though they were called “taxis,” the “black taxi” of West Belfast functioned much more
like a bus, since they were used as a replacement for the Belfast bus system. During the most
turbulent and violent period, the buses in West Belfast had been set on fire and used as
blockades between Protestant and Catholic areas. The bus-like black taxis followed certain
routes: from the Falls Road to the city center, for example. The taxi driver stopped for everyone
who flagged him down until he had a full load; the cost was about 90 pence.150
The taxi tour guide had much in common with the minibus tour. He followed most of the
same route and offered some similar histories. The difference between the two, however, is that
the taxi tour guide is interactive. In fact, several of the companies propose that the tourist can
tell the driver where to go, but this strategy has its limitations. If the tourist knows where he
would like to go, it is probably already on the driver’s itinerary. For my tour, I called the number
on the brochure and met the driver in front of City Hall in the city center. I almost missed him: I

Personal interview with Professor Sophia Hillan. I found a short BBC1 documentary in the Linen Hall Library
called Belfast Black, which showed the burning buses and confirmed the professor’s history of the origins of the taxis
(BBC 1, Home Truths: Belfast Black, March 15, 1994).
150
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was looking for a black taxi; it turned out his was white—a tourist’s hopes dashed for the
‘authentic’ black taxi sans floorboard. I hopped in the front seat of the taxi with Roger, a 38year-old man from East Belfast who had been driving for fourteen years and giving tours for ten.
A no-nonsense fellow, one of the first things that he told me was that he grew up during the
Troubles and that the conflict was “a load of crap.” He said he was definitely a Protestant in
terms of his voting but saw the paramilitaries as “generals lining their own pockets,” especially
in loyalist paramilitaries who he told me made their money through racketeering, tax rackets,
drug dealing, and cigarettes. At the same time, however, he commented that young men who
joined paramilitaries “thought they were doing the right thing.” Furthermore, he noted that the
residents of the Falls Road and the Shankill road — “working-class neighborhoods” — were
“entitled to be bitter.” As we stopped in the lower Shankill to regard the murals, there were at
least six cabs with more than twenty tourists like myself. The area was utterly desolate aside
from these tourists wandering through empty lots, where homes had stood until the early 1990s;
the few houses still standing around us were mostly boarded up, partly to prevent young people
from breaking in. The significance of this empty space—an ‘interface area’—is that three loyalist
paramilitaries controlled the Lower and Upper Shankill; the Ulster Defense Assocation and the
Ulster Freedom Fighters controlled the Lower Shankill, while the Ulster Volunteer Force
controlled the Upper Shankill. Over 100 families had to move because they lived in the ‘wrong’
area; this empty space became a buffer zone between the two territories, which revealed that
there were – and still are in 2019 – divisions within communities, as well as between
communities.
Since he drove me past the Bobby Sands mural, I asked him what he thought about its
meaning. The mural has one of Sands’ quotes painted beside his smiling picture, “our revenge
will be the laughter of our children.” For Roger, this was a sectarian threat; he interpreted it to
mean that the IRA will defeat the British and unionists and laugh in their faces. For him, “it
brings back memories of ’81,” the tense time of the hunger strikes, as well as the time when he
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decided to leave school. The fact that he drew a parallel between leaving school and the hunger
strikes, for me, reveals how the wounds of the past continued to affect people’s lives as well as
the loss of opportunities for all young working-class people during these years.
He gave me his own opinions to the questions I asked, though these were tempered by
his boss’s directions. He doubted if I would get a different perspective from anyone at his taxi
company, which indicates that they are given training in how to give the tours. A friend
separately took a taxi tour with a West Belfast driver, a former Republican prisoner, who took
her inside the Milltown Cemetery, where many Republicans—including Bobby Sands—are
buried. Yet when I asked Roger to go there, he said they “don’t do Milltown Cemetery
[anymore] out of respect,” though they “used to visit it.” The withdrawal of this from his
company’s itinerary reflects that there might have been orders for Protestant taxi companies to
stay out of Milltown Cemetery, especially since it is frequently toured during the West Belfast
Festival, by republican taxi drivers and by independent visitors.
This tour offered more opportunities to ask questions and to interact with the tour guide.
This interaction affected the content of the tour; Roger rarely seemed to give an entirely
prepared speech like the mini-bus driver, even though the route was pre-planned. In this way,
both driver and visitor were producing the history that was being told. This Protestant taxi
driver’s tour revealed his conflicted feelings regarding paramilitaries, his interpretation of the
Bobby Sands mural, and his own reflections on his life in the early 1980s.
A third tour atop a Belfast City Sightseeing Tours bus engaged much less with the city’s
political history. This absence of detail, however, was a significant silence. According to one of
the originators of the tour, Joe Lavell, “We steer away from anything really political. . . . We
might talk about 'the Troubles' in general, but we will avoid talking about episodes like the
Shankill Butchers. We try to be as evenhanded as possible – we don't spend any more time on
the Falls than we do on the Shankill, for example” (Irish News 2005). The lack of engagement
with the city’s political history indicates a reticence to attempt a narration of the city’s past,
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similar to the position of the Northern Ireland Tourism Board and the Belfast Visitor and
Convention Bureau. In a positive sense, though, this disengaged quality can potentially allow
anyone to ride the tour bus without feeling alienated.
As we piled into the crowded bus near a McDonald’s in the city center, I was reminded of the
Grey Line tours of New York City, since a guide sat in the open-air area of the bus with a
microphone, reciting a dizzying mix of fact and fiction (often indistinguishable) as we drove
through the city. This tour was the only one that traveled extensively to other areas of Belfast;
we circled the building where the Titanic was constructed, a largely desolate area of former
shipyards, and we drove down Malone Road, past Queen’s University. Our tour of West Belfast
was abbreviated—we only passed through the Falls Road and the Shankill Road. The dark
humor I explored in the previous chapter was evident in this tour. Unlike the tour taken by New
York Times around the same time, there was no hushed silence among the passengers, and there
was certainly no gravitas from the tour guide. As we drove along, the guide told absurd histories,
commenting with a poker-face that Kentucky Fried Chicken was a key supporter of loyalist
paramilitaries, going into an elaborate—albeit incredibly silly—history of KFC’s secret ties. He
told us that he was only teasing us. His story is fascinating, however, in its concoction of a faux
conspiracy theory that plays with the abundance of Troubles conspiracy theories. A writer for
the Irish Times had also noted the “breezy tone” of the tour guides:
Passengers huddle up beneath the city's customary leaden skies while tour guides
provide a running commentary, full of jokey bonhomie. Presumably intended to put
nervous tourists at their ease, the breezy tone sometimes jars. Passing the Royal
Hospital on the Falls Road, tour guide Saoirse describes how – during the Troubles –
doctors from all over the world came to the hospital to train in dealing with gunshot
trauma. “It's nice to be famous for something,” she laughs nervously. (Irish Times
2005)
The nervous laughter of the tour guide and the joking tone, in part, reflects the tensions
surrounding this subject matter as well as Belfast residents’ typically dark sense of humor.
Although the company’s avoidance of the city’s contentious political history and the jovial tone
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of the tour might seem disrespectful to some, their approach – at least at that time – perhaps
allowed this third tour to cross boundaries and achieve wider acceptance.

The Roots of ‘Tragedy Tourism’
The debates over the future of the Crumlin Road Courthouse and Gaol often led directly
to questions about visitors to Belfast’s murals, peacelines, or cemeteries: even if this tourism
ultimately brings financial gain, is it ethical? Is it inevitably voyeuristic, or is it possible to visit
places where the Troubles occurred respectfully? As Carolyn Strange and Michael Kempa
commented in their writing about tours of Alcatraz and Robben Island, “[t]he refashioning of
punishment as a tourism product raises ethical questions about the commodification of
suffering and its evident entertainment value, as some scholars have warned (Lennon and Foley,
2000; Tunbridge and Ashworth, 1996 and Watson and Kopachevsky, 1994)” (Strange and
Kempa 2003, 386–405). A Wall Street Journal article at that time addressed the question of
respect and voyeurism in tours of troubled neighborhoods of large cities, such as the favelas of
Rio de Janeiro or New York City’s South Bronx: “Beyond issues of basic safety, there are more
complicated questions of cultural voyeurism and respect. Tour organizers say they’re doing a
public service by exposing people to places they wouldn’t otherwise have seen. But some see it as
ripe for potential misunderstandings, if not outright exploitation,” noted the authors (Brasiliero
and de Lisser 2003). Though the problematics of voyeurism are particularly obvious in poor
neighborhoods in a “wounded city” (Schneider and Susser 2003, 2), where military and civil
violence have deeply affected the lives of its residents, voyeurism is nonetheless an issue
common to all types of tourism. Are tourists who watch “tribal dances,” go on a romanticized
African safari, or ignore locals while tanning at a resort any more ethical than those interested in
a city’s turbulent political history? Should everyone simply stop traveling to avoid any
possibility of exploiting people?
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Malcolm Foley and John Lennon, co-authors of Dark Tourism: The Attraction of Death
and Disaster (2000), claimed in a news article that tourism at Pearl Harbor has its roots in
pilgrimages to Canterbury (Bone 2003). Though it may have its roots in such pilgrimages—a
point noted first by Dean MacCannell in the early 1970s—such travels have their own distinctive
character in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Toni Holdt, one of the originators of
battlefield tours in Great Britain in the 1970s, has argued that visits to sites of war and tragedy
has its origins in practices of the First World War. During the war, “widows journeyed on
pilgrimages to visit the graves of their dead. The same phenomenon followed the Second World
War, but then veterans also began returning to the battlefields to relive the experiences of their
youth” (Bone 2003). Holdt’s argument that the self-conscious visitation of sites of national or
political importance by non-military citizens is peculiar to the twentieth century, and generally
connected to the processes of tourism and the commodification of history (or living history, as it
is dubbed by some Belfast tour operators) that has emerged so visibly in the post-industrial age,
seems especially suggestive.
When thinking about Belfast, one must also consider other sites of tragedy that have
been mired in the processes of tourism and consumption. Some of the most toured sites are
Treblinka and Auschwitz, Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Oklahoma City and New York City
(Linenthal 2001; Yoneyama 1999; Kugelmass 1992; Hurley and Trimarco 2004; Trimarco and
Hurley-Depret 2005). All of these sites witnessed massive destruction over the course of the last
60 years and are now commonly parts of tourist itineraries. Yet Belfast was more akin to
Sarajevo, Beirut, or Jerusalem as they are all “polarized cities” (Boal 1999, cited in Bryan 2003)
that have been split by ethnonationalist sentiments. The tourism of Belfast was also similar to
political tourism, such as tours to Nicaragua that focus on the Sandinista revolution (Babb
2004), or tours of Alexandra, South Africa, that tour Nelson Mandela’s former home and the
headquarters of “‘Vlakplass’—‘death squads’ which operated in the 80s.”151 Zijad Jusufovic, who
151

Source no longer online. Originally: www.spearofthenation.co.za/Print.asp?TourID=39
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started a tourism company in Sarajevo, leads a “Mission Impossible Tour” where he “take[s]
people to the old siege lines around the city, to the secret tunnel under the airport and sniper
positions.”152 Bosnia political tours, like those in Belfast, emerged following a protracted civil
war and an upsurge in post-conflict tourism. Beirut, which has also seen more tourists in the
three decades, was part of an Explore! Worldwide package tour. This British company noted in
their itinerary in the early 2000s that “[w]hen people think of Lebanon and Beirut they still
seem to think of war, terrorism and Hizbollah but the country has been at peace since 1991. . . .
They have kept some of the shelled, bullet marked buildings as a reminder to foreigners and
residents alike, and despite the current political situation in the region there was no antiwestern sentiment. Explore Trips include a walking tour of Beirut and expert guides take you
through the city’s recent history and war.”153 Global Exchange, one of the forerunners in
catering to politically-minded tourists, promoted “Reality Tours” on their web site. “Syria &
Lebanon: From Beirut to Damascus—Crossroads of the Middle East” was offered in October
2005, proposed meetings with journalists, political leaders, and NGOs, a visit to the former AlKhiam detention camp and the border between Israel and Palestine, as well as hikes among
Roman ruins and tea-drinking in Aleppo’s bazaar. Through these examples, one can see that
political or historical tourism in Belfast was hardly an isolated phenomenon.

The Ethics of Troubles Tourism
Carolyn Strange and Michael Kempa discuss some of the ethical questions raised by
tourism to Alcatraz near San Francisco and Robben Island in South Africa—is suffering simply
used to entertain? Yet they note in their conclusion that
[h]istoric penal sites may be gloomy, but their interpretation provokes debate when
frames of remembrance, forged by external political pressure and internal policies,
illuminate disturbing practices and institutions. Preserved prisons are stony silent
Source no longer online. Originally: Nick Hawton, BBC New (June 11, 2004)
http://newsvote.bbc.co.uk/mpapps/pagetools
153 Source no longer online. Originally: Explore! Worldwide
http://www.explore.co.uk/worldwide/Articlepage.jsp?ArticleID=1151
152
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witnesses to the things former regimes were prepared to do to people who violated
laws or who seemed threatening or suspicious. The murkiest project of all would be
to close them to tourists rather than to confront the ongoing challenge of interpreting
incarceration, punishment, and forced isolation. (Strange and Kempa 2003)
Ignoring such spaces of tragedy, then, is as problematic, if not more so, than encouraging visits
to these sites. Neil Jarman, an anthropologist who has researched murals and
Catholic/Protestant neighborhood boundaries, commented in the late 1990s that the tourism of
murals could actually have positive effects for residents of Belfast:
There is a certain sense of opportunism as the tourist operators move into the
working-class areas, but these tours also offer an opportunity to see the city in a
different light. These routinised repetitions help inscribe new and distinct routes
around the city, they help to link up and reconnect many areas that have long been
separated. . . . This is particularly poignant for those residents of Belfast who take the
tour. In daily life, routes and journeys to and from the city centre, and between
different residential areas, become hardened by routine. Avoiding 'the other side'
people remain in the known areas, among their own. . . . As the tours cross between
Protestant and Catholic areas they are able to focus on and emphasise the
commonality of experience over the past 30 years for those living, for example, in the
two west Belfasts. The images on the murals may serve to symbolise the differing
aspirations of the two communities, but their presence as artefacts also helps to
indicate something of the shared history which may in the future provide the base for
shared understandings. (Jarman 1998)
Though the tours might have been primarily targeted at tourists, they gave some residents of
Belfast their only opportunity to see ‘the other side’ safely. In a 1999 BBC article, “All Aboard
Belfast’s Terror Tour,” the operator of the Belfast City Sightseeing Tours (originally “Citybus
Tours”) commented that “[w]hen we started we found that we had a lot of local interest. There
were areas of the city that some people had never seen. The tour was the only way that many
people felt able to cross a peace line” (Casciani 1999). This positive effect of tourism
problematizes any attempt to simply dismiss these tours as unethical and voyeuristic.
The presence of locals on tours of Belfast also highlighted the variety of people who visit
the murals, and reveals their reasons for taking such a tour can vary widely. Tourists may come
to West Belfast as explicitly “political tourists,” such as those from Basque Country who visited
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as a sign of solidarity with Northern Irish republicans.154 Even before tour operators began to
give ‘living history,’ or Troubles tours, in the mid-1990s people were visiting Belfast
independently and walking through the Falls Road area (Jarman 1998). In fact, even in the mid1970s, locals were giving visitors informal tours of their neighborhoods.155 Literature in tourism
has attempted to counter John Urry’s (1976) and Dean MacCannell’s (1990) ideas about a
singular “tourist gaze,” an effort that reflects a move away from assuming homogeneity among
tourists. In this vein, Betsy Wearing and Steven Wearing argue that the singular view of a
“gaze,” did not reflect the variety of gazes that can occur in tourist encounters (1996). As well,
theories of a tourist “gaze” rarely reflect that tourists are themselves gazed at in their travels.
Like everyone else in Belfast, they see and are seen. Their perspective brings out the
intersubjectivity of any tourist encounter. The ethics of tourism of a ‘troubled’ place becomes
imbued with multiple problematics — the gender and class identifications of the tourist and tour
guide, a community’s response to a tour guide (and possibly a tourist) unwelcome in a
republican cemetery, and the guide’s own political sentiments and affiliations seeping into his
commentary. The ethical dimensions of tourism are revealed most baldly in the visitation of a
city torn by sectarian sentiments, yet these moral dimensions are inherent in any tourist
encounter.
Tourism in Belfast is inherently problematic: how should the city’s history be told? Can
its history—or any history—ever be told in its entirety or is history inevitably fragmented?
Beyond these historical questions, what does it mean to offer up the city’s history for the
consumption of visitors versus the people who live in Northern Ireland or are from there? There
are many divisions among those who seek to answer the question of how to tell Belfast’s history.
Leaders who advocated Belfast’s more banal history clearly differed from those who emphasized

This particular form of political tourism was pointed out to me by a Basque scholar when I presented a version of
this paper at the European Association for Social Anthropology (EASA) in September 2004 in Vienna, Austria.
155 Professor Ida Susser, as a cultural anthropologist conducting preliminary fieldwork as a graduate student in the
mid-1970s, noted that local people she stayed with gave her tours in Belfast (personal correspondence, 2004).
154
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Belfast’s political history. Yet they shared one significant quality: they looked to culture and
history as a means for promoting Belfast as a tourist destination, but they tended to overlook
history’s other possibilities.

2014-2019: “Museum Frictions” in Northern Ireland
Tourism to Belfast has grown significantly over the past twenty years, including a record
year in 2017–2018 with five million visitors and almost £1 billion spent by tourists in total,
which equates to £2.5m per day, with the television show Game of Thrones as one of the drivers
of tourism in the region (Carrigan 2018; Ferguson 2018; McKeown 2019). A question arises: if
there is a new museum about the Troubles, should it be intended primarily for visitors – or
should it be centered on people who live in Northern Ireland? These two options are not
mutually exclusive. It is possible for locals and visitors to go on these tours. Can the same be
true of a museum or other space?
The process of creating a museum – or debating whether one should exist at all – is
frequently fraught. Many researchers over the past two decades have analyzed and critiqued
approaches to history, museums, tourism, and heritage, resulting in influential books and
articles examining these issues (MacCannell 1976; Urry 1990; Karp et al. 1992). Indeed, some
researchers have themselves been closely involved not only in theorizing museums but in
applying those theories in the creation of museums. Anthropologist and folklorist Barbara
Kirschenblatt-Gimblett, for example, is “Chief Curator of the Core Exhibition at POLIN Museum
of the History of Polish Jews,” and “serves on the Advisory Boards for the YIVO Institute for
Jewish Research, Council of American Jewish Museums, Jewish Museum Vienna, Jewish
Museum Berlin, and the Jewish Museum and Tolerance Center in Moscow.”156 She has been
instrumental in re-thinking museums, tourism, and heritage. In Destination Culture (1998), she

“Barbara Kirschenblatt-Gimblett,” NYU Tisch website, accessed January 6, 2019,
https://tisch.nyu.edu/about/directory/performance-studies/3023926.
156
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notes that the Museum of New Zealand said it sought to “re-imagin[e] the term ‘Museum,’ as a
place alive, exciting, and unique . . . an amazing adventure–one in which all New Zealanders are
travellers” (139). As she notes, “[t]he destination is collective self-understanding. Museums
engaged in the task of imagining the nation must define its location, a responsibility that has
repercussions beyond the journey within its walls” (139). A museum that “imagin[es] the nation”
and seeks to lead visitors to “collective self-understanding” is likely to be a complex, contested
process in any context; in the case of Northern Ireland, it is all the more so.
Other scholars who, alongside Kirschenblatt-Gimblett, have been deeply involved in
critically examining museums and history include Leslie Witz and Ciraj Rassool, who were
involved in the edited volume, Museum Frictions (Karp et al. 2006), which followed up two
earlier edited volumes, Exhibiting Cultures (Karp and Lavine 1991) and Museums and
Communities: The Politics of Public Culture (Karp et al. 1992). Their work is compelling,
particularly their article “Making Histories” (Witz and Rassool 2008). They state that the role of
historians should shift: “One's expertise as an historian is constantly being challenged, shaped
and re-shaped in these negotiations over the past as different historical knowledges are evoked
and articulated” (2008, 12). Referring to Museum Frictions, they extend this concept to history:
“These frictions, they maintain, occur when 'disparate communities, interests, goals and
perspectives . . . produce debates, tensions, collaborations, [and] conflicts of many sorts'.
Historical practices within the public domain give rise to a similar set of frictions as the claims
to knowledge are asserted, substantiated and articulated across an ever increasing wider-range
of communities and institutions. In these 'history frictions' there are ongoing negotiations where
different and competing narratives, claims and priorities come up against each other. The
historian has constantly to negotiate and mediate between histories across a range of disparate
domains, genres and interests to in effect 'make history'” (2008, 12).
Earlier in this dissertation, I mentioned briefly Healing Through Remembering (HTR), a
non-governmental organization established in 2001 that has advocated public forms of dealing
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with the past. The former chair, Brandon Hamber, is from South Africa and had worked
extensively on issues related to reconciliation and transitional justice (see Hamber, n.d.). In
HTR’s work in Northern Ireland, they have long advocated the creation of a living museum,
public forms of storytelling, and the acknowledgement of responsibility by the British and Irish
governments as well as republican and loyalist paramilitaries. Their approach has tended to be
open-ended and non-prescriptive, and, as they state on their homepage, they are an
“independent initiative made up of a diverse membership with different political perspectives
working on a common goal of how to deal with the legacy of the past as it relates to the conflict
in and about Northern Ireland.”
In terms of the living memorial museum they noted that the “Guiding principles &
values” of such a museum might include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

“a focus on education and enabling learning from the past”;
“different perspectives and versions of the conflict and peace”;
“contribute to building a better future and informing future generations”;
“efforts at peace and peace work, as well as the conflict”;
an “emphasis on the personal experience of people rather than historical facts”;
and that it should be “complementary to other museums, memorials, tours and
collections across society” (HTR 2014).

In terms of the benefits, they noted that people’s interest in how the past is presented continues
to grow and that the museum could be a place to be exposed to views outside one’s own. They
note that this museum could be “informed by local and international experience”; their own
learning could be “shared domestically, regionally and globally”; and they could “learn from the
wealth of international patterns and working examples.”
Under “Challenges,” they said “[n]ot everyone is happy to have different views and
perspectives brought together in the same place.” In addition, there is the question of “[h]ow to
be honest about the past while being sensitive to the visitors’ needs and different perspectives”
while also avoiding “the pitfalls of ‘dark tourism’” (HTR 2014). They previously organized “the
Healing Through Remembering Everyday Objects Exhibition,” which they argue “has shown
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that sensitive display of material can engage a variety of audiences and create space for
reflection on the past, and learning for the future.”
Similarly, they have outlined the importance of storytelling in relation to the conflict in
Northern Ireland, which closely connects to museums, which I see as one of several institutions
of storytelling. They argue that it is important to share the insights from existing storytelling
projects as well as find ways for people to listen to these existing histories, ensuring that these
projects follow “appropriate ethical principles.” They see storytelling “as an active and interrelational process in building peace” with benefits that include creating “space for those
narratives not yet heard or made accessible” that “can allow for a richer and broader view of
experiences of the past” and “contribute to other mechanisms for dealing with past.” Some of the
challenges they outline around storytelling include the difficulties of archiving and making them
accessible; how to encourage people to listen and not only share their own histories; issues of
consent and ethics; questions of “stories that cannot yet be told”; and various legal issues (HTR
2014).
Lastly, commemoration is another thorny issue in Northern Ireland. HTR proposes that
“all groups and organisations organising potentially contentious commemorative events or
activities in public space should ensure that they are run according to their own publicly
available Code of Conduct.” They note that this “self-managed way of regulating activities in the
public space” should result in “the creation of more respectful and inclusive methods of
commemoration.” They note that benefits include the fact that this approach “recognises
sharing of public space” as well as an “appreciation of the underlying values and aspirations in
others commemorative events and practices,” while challenges include the “risk of leaving
groups open to criticism by others” and “the changing or unstable contexts in which
commemorative events take place necessitate ongoing review” (HTR 2014).
Though HTR acknowledges there are challenges to museums, storytelling, and
commemoration, their recent overviews (2014) do not communicate just how contested the
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processes are, though some of their previous reports do go into more depth. There are already
many museums and tours that tell parts of the story of the Troubles, including a republicanfocused museum at the Roddy McCorley social club in west Belfast, the UDA’s Andy Tyrie
Interpretive Center in east Belfast, and the UVF-focused museum on the Shankill Road;
additionally, at the Museum of Free Derry there is a large project that focuses on the period
from 1968–1972. The Linen Hall Library has over a quarter of a million Troubles-related
artifacts, and others have collected items out of personal interest, like Peter Moloney, an
architect in London, who “recently donated his collection of over 40,000 objects to the Tower
Museum in Derry” (Meredith 2018). The Troubles collection at the National Museums NI also
exists and “consists mainly of political posters and ephemera, many of which date from the early
to mid-1970s. There are also many examples of prison-made objects, badges and artworks.
Inevitably the interpretation of these events is contested in terms of significance, meaning and
responsibility. While we have a shared past we do not have a shared memory.” They created an
exhibit called “Collecting the Troubles and Beyond” about “social change, working life, arts and
culture, and the ever changing environment around us” (National Museums NI, n.d.).The
Director of Collections readily admitted that past efforts to produce an exhibition – the initial
one had no artifacts – had been “strategy of avoidance. . . the monochrome uniformity meant
that there was no sense of being on a journey” (Meredith 2018).
However, the debate over a museum wholly dedicated to the Troubles continues to rage
today. Fionola Meredith (2018) set out the major outlines of the arguments in a May 2018
article in the Irish Times. Liam Kennedy, an emeritus professor, is working with “a group of
other academics and business consultants” to create a national museum of the Troubles,
currently known as the Museum of the Troubles Initiative (MOTI). Like my experience at the
Cooper Hewitt Museum, Professor Kennedy advocates “immersive experiences.” However, these
immersive experiences are wildly different from my gentle and playful sensory exploration last
year. He proposes “the use of digital technology to simulate immersive experiences such as
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ambush sites and even car-bomb explosions,” experiences many residents of Northern Ireland
likely need no reminder of given that 40% of people witnessed Troubles-related violence and
18% witnessed deaths.
One of the principal critics of this proposed museum is a colleague of Professor Kennedy,
John Wilson Foster. “If we were even to plan to commemorate the ‘Years of Disgrace’ with a
profitable tourist destination while victims of those years still nurse wounds, endure nightmares
and suffer the pains of loss, would be unseemly” (Meredith 2018). He also expressed concerns
that by putting guns on display, a museum might give them “dignity . . . Before you know it,
you’re dignifying what ought to be abhorred.” Most importantly, he is concerned with the idea
that visitors who purchase a ticket to the museum might enjoy and admire “those deplorable
and violent decades.” But others, such as Dr. Kris Brown who is compiling “a full inventory of
artefacts related to the conflict” contend that “people are passing on folk history of the conflict
anyway, and a museum could provide a historically-informed counter-balance to that”
(Meredith 2018). He would like to see a museum on a “peace line,” another name for an
interface.
In the context of Northern Ireland, what is at stake in these debates? In the case of the
MOTI initiative, it seems there is a substantial amount of cash potentially up for grabs. It is
unsurprising to see that a number of “business consultants” have joined this initiative. I wonder,
though, beyond the objective of providing an experience for museum visitors, what is its
purpose? What will be the results? Can a single museum tell such a contentious history, or
should it perhaps serve another purpose entirely? The smaller museums and exhibitions serve
an important purpose in that they are museums that cater to specific perspectives on the
Troubles. In some ways, these are museums that link to the concept of “cultural intimacy”
(Herzfeld 1996): though visitors who come to Northern Ireland are welcome there, in some ways
the museums are also distinctly created for specific groups such as IRA, UDA, or UVF
supporters and those who are curious about these paramilitaries’ histories. Might it also be an
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idea to build on this cultural intimacy in creating a museum or other space for people that is
“immersive” in a more positive way?

Healing Spaces?: Creativity, Healing, and Mental Health
In August 2018, after a visit to see family in Alabama, Etienne and I returned to New
York briefly to catch our flight back to Luxembourg the next day. We had a few hours to kill, so
we went to the Cooper Hewitt Smithsonian Design Museum. We were drawn to “The Senses:
Design Beyond Vision,” an exhibition that encouraged visitors to engage with the exhibits
through senses other than vision. As we entered, for example, we smelled several different
perfumes that were emitted from glowing pillars: “On the top of each pillar, a line of text
describes a complex emotional state, such as ‘a moment of collective déjà vu’” (Cooper Hewitt
2018). Following this experience, we experienced the “Tactile Orchestra” alongside several
strangers, some of whom approached us to ask what this was. Undoubtedly, we appeared to
have taken ecstasy as we both rubbed a furry wall as it emitted sounds of an orchestra’s
instruments depending on where one touched the fur. A third experience was called “Seated
Catalog of Feelings,” and it was perhaps the most memorable:
A pillow and two chairs are stationed near a wall. Hold the pillow or sit on a chair.
Through a set of headphones, a voice describes an odd sensation, such as "falling
backward into a tub of Jello." This message is also projected on the floor and on the wall
behind the user. Vibrations travel through the chair or pillow to stimulate the user's body
and evoke the described sensation, combining language and touch. (Cooper Hewitt,
n.d.)
This particular installation brought up the most emotions for me, even if I cannot remember
exactly which ones or why. I remember laughing and feeling surprised. It was also performative
as people could read the sensation as it was projected behind me and also watch my reaction
and vice versa.
This exhibition might sound odd – and it was, that was the beauty of it – but it made me
wonder whether a similar sort of experience might allow a history of violence – and the
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possibilities of healing – to be explored in both narrative and non-narrative ways. In Northern
Ireland, this has already been done in some ways through exhibitions of found objects from the
Troubles, with minimal narrative and context, allowing each person to take their own meaning
and experience from it, as noted earlier in this chapter. There exists a wide range of institutions
in Northern Ireland focusing on cutting-edge, experimental art as well as described in
Ouzounian (2013), including the Sonic Arts Research Centre at Queen’s University Belfast. A
2012 project at the Metropolitan Arts Centre (MAC) included a “Belfast Sound Map,” to which
people could upload their own audio recordings.
Likewise, if sensation, our bodies, and social relationships play important roles in
healing, might it be possible to replicate some of the sensations from the previous chapter, such
as laughter or smells or music that share a positive connotation within or across generations? Is
there a way that a museum can itself become a safe space in which to encounter the past? Can a
museum or another type of space be a place to connect with ourselves and others? Can there be
a space for telling stories that unite and divide people? Can there be a space for listening? Most
critically, can there be spaces that promote the kinds of healing that were already occurring, that
amplify and support the ways people were caring for themselves and one another?
If there must be a museum, could it be an experiential and immersive museum or center
– a gently immersive one, without the experience of a car bomb but rather with the experience
of a party, a living room, or other quotidian elements from those years? Could it be one that
finds surprising and funny ways to get people to interact with one another? Could it be a space
that focuses on commonalities and shared experiences – without eliding the destructiveness of
thirty years of violence and ongoing divisions – that might offer a path to productively
approaching the experience of Northern Ireland’s history? The oddly fun and interactive DDR
Museum157 in Berlin, with its focus on ordinary life, alongside the sensory-focused exhibition at
For some in Belfast, I noticed that there was a form of nostalgia for the Troubles that was not far removed from the
“Ostalgie” or “ostalgia” phenomenon related to the DDR. From talking with a small number of people, this nostalgia
157
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the Cooper Hewitt could serve as inspiration. What I am suggesting is a museum dedicated to
peaceweaving.158
Among Northern Ireland’s hidden histories that might be explored in a museum, it is
often forgotten that amid the acute violence, there were still parties all through the Troubles –
though they were, by necessity, house parties – and that people often “mixed” at these parties.
In fact, after their impassioned critiques of policing, Jonah and Audrey also casually reminded
me that they always attended parties that police attended when they were students. I was
confused by this and imagined it was related somehow to safety, though it seemed contradictory.
No, it wasn’t about safety: it was about an essential ingredient in most parties – alcohol. Police
had access to alcohol, pretty good hard liquor apparently. This made police an important part of
a good party, even for those, like Jonah, who had suffered from their abuses. There are common
experiences beneath the conflict and even more complicated – and yes, darkly funny. Truth is
definitely stranger than fiction in Northern Ireland.
An article from 1999 on the dance scene in Northern Ireland suggested that clubs – and
even club drugs, like Ecstasy159 – played a role in creating shared experiences that may have not
only been “good craic” but healing:
In 1988, as the mainland embarked on the second Summer of Love, there was still very
little to do after dark in Belfast, when the shops closed and the bollards went up. If you
in Northern Ireland is sometimes related to the clear purpose that paramilitaries seemed to have. People also
mentioned the lower levels of ordinary crime during the Troubles, such as muggings or robberies. Some younger
people, men in particular, indicated a feeling that they had missed out on something important and meaningful. You
can also see a sense of nostalgia in Kay’s longing for the parade season of her pre-Troubles youth, including
neighborhood parties and a more family-oriented atmosphere.
158 It is worth noting that the Belfast Local History Project (originally Glenravel Project) has produced a fascinating
series of publications about Belfast’s ordinary history, potentially offering a basis for further shared history work. A
2017 project explored Belfast’s history via the interdenominational City Cemetery (Belfast Media Group 2017). In
2018, Dr. Emily Stanton led a bus tour to highlight peacebuilding initiatives (Boschert 2018). These are only a handful
of examples of the many local history efforts that have taken place in Belfast.
159 It is worth noting that a number of serious scientific studies have been exploring the potential for therapeutic doses
of MDMA (also known as ‘Ecstasy’ or ‘Molly’, though the street versions of these are often not entirely composed of
MDMA) under a medical professional’s supervision to help heal trauma. A recent article (Matthews-King 2019) said
“Some theories have suggested its benefits are down to MDMA’s ability to help people re-evaluate memories and
lessen fearful experiences.” A recent study at Johns Hopkins suggests, “The therapeutic efficacy of MDMA might stem
from its ability to reopen the critical period for social reward learning, thereby fostering the alliance between
psychologist and patient during MDMA-assisted psychotherapy.” It has also been shown to “make people more
inclined to cooperate on tasks and quicker to rebuild trust.” See also Independent (2018), Hellerman (2016), and
Matthews-King (2018).
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did get past the road blocks the discotheques were a war zone – Protestants on one side,
Catholics on the other, pissed up, looking for a fight. Five years later the exact same lads
were sweating like crazy, tops off, dancing together – even smiling and hugging each
other. Northern Ireland discovered Ecstasy and nothing was ever the same again. It
really wasn't, even on Monday when the come-down kicked in.
When local DJ David Holmes opened Sugar Sweet in Belfast in 1991 no one had any idea
how big a deal it would be. Years of hearing about the rave explosion in the newspapers,
magazines, television and from friends away at university on the mainland left the youth
of the Six Counties under no illusion: they wanted some of it, badly. But the real
breakthrough came when the predominately working-class Happy Hardcore dance scene
kicked off in fields and warehouses out of town. Able to travel away from their
communities to neutral territory, many Protestants and Catholics mixed socially for the
first time. They discovered they had far more in common than they had been led to
believe.
It didn't stop there. Clubs opened in predominately Catholic areas and Protestants
travelled hours by car and coach to go raving – and vice versa. Gary Tinsdale comes from
a staunchly loyalist background and "would never have dreamt of going into a Catholic
area". That was until The Point nightclub opened in Donegal. He just had to go and see
what the fuss was about. Although he was a little nervous, he says he was "welcomed
with open arms". He became the resident DJ at the club – "something unheard of
before". Today he says his more open-minded attitude remains. Gary's girlfriend is
Catholic. They met, naturally, in a club. (Stanton 1999)
Though allow me to temper this journalist’s enthusiastic support of Ecstasy – and my
own footnote on the potential therapeutic benefits of MDMA – by reminding you that Ecstasy
and cannabis were central to funding paramilitaries, particularly from the 1990s on. Though
until the late 1980s almost all paramilitaries said they rejected drugs, by the 1990s almost all
were involved to some degree. There were those who remained skeptical about going into the
drug trade, or how far to become involved – both republican and loyalists – but there is no
denying that they made serious cash from drugs in the 1990s (McKittrick 1995). It will come as
no surprise to anyone that PSNI officers have been involved in the drugs trade, too (BBC News
2016). In 2003, 300,000 Ecstasy tablets were seized on the ferry from Stranraer in Scotland,
likely originating from Belgium or the Netherlands (Irish Times 2003).
And beyond Ecstasy and cannabis, in recent years heroin has become far more prevalent,
not unlike the current opioid crisis in the U.S. Paramilitaries are most certainly involved in this
as well, alongside the Hutch gang in Dublin – better known for armed robbery than drugs –
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which has been moving more of its supply north as a result of garda (police) attention as well as
their need for cash flow as a result of their feud with the Kinahan cartel (MacNamee 2018). But
it stretches far beyond a few gangs: “Much of the illegal drugs trade is controlled by between 50–
70 organised crime gangs – some with paramilitary links who tax drug dealers and engage in
supplying – as well as some foreign nationals” (Irish Times 2016). According to a January 2019
article, medical professionals said heroin “seems to be as easy as getting a pizza,” and a doctor
confirmed that “over the past year to 24 months, the scale of the problem has grown to such an
extent that it is now a ‘major’ issue” (Ryan 2019). At present, heroin users wait 29 to 38 weeks to
access methadone. Two needle exchanges have been in operation for 17 years, but the number of
people accessing them has risen dramatically in the past four years: an 82% increase from 7,500
visits to almost 14,000 (Bonner 2018). Northern Ireland hit a 10-year high for drug seizures in
2016 with 4,445 seizures of cannabis, 614 seizures of benzodiazepines (primarily Valium), along
with cocaine (Irish Times 2016).
Returning to the concept of “cultural intimacy” (Herzfeld 1997) after this brief detour
into Belfast’s drug trade, assuming there will be a museum related to the Troubles, could it be “a
place for us” (Harvey and Yorke 2000) – meaning for people who live in or are from Northern
Ireland – to connect, to be creative, to be funny and irreverent? Or whatever they might decide
they want to do? A sort of “pub plus” that does not wear “healing” or “mental health” on its
sleeve but nonetheless pursues those aims in unconventional ways? A space for those who have
lived in Northern Ireland to safely engage with that period of time, or not. It would not focus
only the conflict, but also the music or comedy or other shared experiences. A place where the
full range of emotions – yes, even anger and rage within certain boundaries – can be expressed
and eventually channeled into a creative force? Where a person can be a rocket or a headcase for
a little while? A space where everyone is in on the joke, and no one is the butt of it? If a museum
has to be created, can this museum aim to support healing, connection, and creativity for those
who have lived through this conflict and who continue to grapple with its effects?
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I think the museum currently being proposed by academics and business consultants
and this concept are two very different types of spaces with different purposes. Critically, I want
to mention that it is essential for the funders of any type of initiative along these lines to not only
reach out to established groups of “community leaders” and others who are sometimes selfappointed. It is crucial to involve ordinary people who should not only be consulted but deeply
involved in leading the direction of any such initiative. Recent work in participatory research
could help to inform these types of efforts and ensure that people beyond “the usual suspects”
are involved in attempts to find ways to heal from the decades of conflict.
If there is a renewed focus on healing, artistic expression might usefully form part of a
strategy. Art initiatives have been supported in Northern Ireland including the performance art
of my neighbor, Derek, as well as projects focusing on “reimaging” the city away from the wellknown sectarian symbols and murals. Other projects like graffiti contests, plays and graphic
novels, such as those the Ballynafeigh Community Development Association has created, have
also sprung up in many places over the past twenty years. However, several arts organizations
are under threat following budget cuts (Quinn 2019). I would argue that we need to see more
support for creativity, not only creative work from professional artists but from everyone. If
creativity is something that we all share as humans, imagine the different types of solidarity that
could be built by bolstering it, whether via writing workshops, art classes, crash courses in DIY
music, et cetera. To return to spaces of possibility, spaces and organizations that emphasize
creativity and commonality alongside respect for differences need to be found and supported,
and if they can’t be found, they need to be created. Some might say this is a pipe dream
considering the fact that there are still areas of Northern Ireland that are profoundly deprived
and the economy remains heavily dependent on public sector jobs. But creative expression can
offer a sense of purpose and well-being. It can help people heal from trauma, provided one’s
other basic needs are being met.
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Support for mental health is one of the greatest needs in Northern Ireland. Indeed, you
can see how many times people have mentioned depression and suicide throughout this
dissertation for anecdotal evidence, and the statistics support this.
In a 2016 article, Lyra McKee, the 29-year-old journalist who was killed by the New
IRA160 on April 18, 2019, wrote about this phenomenon from the perspective of “ceasefire
babies.” This article was “originally written for an online scientific outlet, Mosaic, was later
published by the Atlantic magazine, and then by the Belfast Telegraph, Private Eye and
BuzzFeed.” In her article, she notes the work of Mike Tomlinson, whose data suggests “that of all
suicides registered in Northern Ireland between 1965 and 2012 (7,271 in total), 45 percent were
recorded from 1998 onwards. It’s the oddest of anomalies: If the official statistics can be taken at
face value, more people are killing themselves in peacetime than in war” (McKee 2016;
Tomlinson 2012, 2016).
A recent article in The Independent affirmed that the suicide statistics are continuing to
increase in Northern Ireland – by 18.5 percent since 2014:
Worryingly, suicide rates in Northern Ireland have also soared at a much faster rate than
the rest of the UK. According to a report by the Samaritans, overall suicide rates in the
UK have increased by 3.8 per cent since 2014, with a 2 per cent increase in England.
However, the number of deaths attributed to suicide in Northern Ireland has increased
by 18.5 per cent during the same period, according to the findings. Northern Ireland's
suicide trend is not representative of the whole country. Rates have actually decreased by
13.1 per cent in the Republic of Ireland, the lowest number there since 1993.
Male suicides are more common. In 2016, 221 took their lives, compared with 76 women,
with men aged between 30–35 making up the largest group.
A further Samaritans report found that the number of men taking their own lives in
Northern Ireland per 100,000 of the population had increased by 82 per cent from 1985
to 2015. (Wallen 2018)

The New IRA is a group of dissident Republicans: “The New IRA is believed to have been formed between 2011 and
2012. It followed the merger of a number of smaller groups, including the Real IRA, which itself was born out of a
split in the mainstream Provisional IRA (PIRA) in October 1997 over Sinn Fein's embrace of the peace process. The
New IRA has been linked with four murders” (BBC News 2019).
160
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In the same article, Michael McGimpsey, the former minister of Northern Ireland’s department
of health, said, “We have a 20 per cent smaller budget than in England, with a 25 per
cent greater need.” Furthermore, researcher Siobhan O’Neill notes that “almost 40 per cent of
the Northern Irish population had witnessed a traumatic event associated with the Troubles, 18
per cent had seen someone dead or seriously injured” (Wallen 2018).
My concern with Northern Ireland’s suicide rate is based on the extent of depression and
references to suicide or suicidal thoughts during my dissertation research. In addition, though I
did not reveal this to the people I spoke with at the time, I have struggled with suicide and
suicidal ideation as well as self-harm. Though often perceived as “personal” problems and
failures, these are profoundly social effects that I suffered as someone who experienced violence
and other forms of trauma. Strangely, the pain, rage, and shame is often turned against oneself
rather than those who caused it. In the case of people in Northern Ireland, Tomlinson (2012)
suggests as well that “The transition to peace means that externalised aggression is no longer
socially approved. It becomes internalised instead.”
And beyond these more obvious manifestations of trauma and its attendant depression
and anxiety, there are far more subtle, insidious sides of depression that are not readily
described as depression since that word indicates someone in low spirits, who is weepy, lying in
bed all day, and generally not a pleasure to be around. In my personal experience, I can be well
beyond functional – productive, lively, and curious – and yet depression can still rear its ugly
head as poor sleep, procrastination, challenges with doing ordinary tasks or socializing, or fears,
even though I might feel pretty good, even happy. I am now recovering through various means,
including medication, self-awareness of subtle forms of depression and anxiety, healthy forms of
sociality and purpose-building, creative expression, a form of self-created music and reading
therapy, and caring for and being in touch with my own body and spirit.
It has been a long road for me, even as a privileged person with modest but sufficient
financial resources, time, education, social support, excellent affordable and accessible public
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facilities for physical and mental health in my adopted country, Luxembourg.161 Without these
resources, what fate are the people I knew in Belfast facing? The answer is obvious in the suicide
rate, and yet there is no serious effort to help people. New buses in Belfast are nice, but mental
health would still be nicer.
If Northern Ireland and Westminster want to address the legacy of the Troubles, they
will invest in promoting healing and look to creative, innovative, and effective approaches to
trauma. Notice that the £333 million of funding from the Confidence and Supply agreement will
be allocated as follows: “£100 million in support of health transformation, £30 million for
mental health and severe deprivation, £3 million for broadband and £200 million for capital
spending on key infrastructure projects” (Northern Ireland Department of Finance 2019). How
can it be that only ten percent of this ample amount of funding is dedicated to mental health
when the suicide rate is sky high? Indeed, “mental health services have experienced annual
monetary reductions until 2016, a study by the Commission on Acute Adult Psychiatric Care
found.” A recent article in the Belfast Telegraph stated that despite the boost in budget, “the
overall departmental allocations leave most departments with modest or no real increases in
spending” (Simpson 2019). To turn this mental health epidemic around – alongside the heroin
epidemic – there needs to be investment in effective approaches to both mental health, a central
reason why many people become addicted to drugs, and the drug trade persists. Spending tens
or hundreds of millions of pounds on a conventional museum about the Troubles is probably
wasteful in light of these needs. Outlets for creativity and connection – in addition to
therapeutic support, medication, addiction support, jobs, and body-focused activities – that
provide a sense of purpose and healing must be prioritized alongside – or even ahead of –
infrastructure and other sorts of projects. Then maybe a true peace dividend might emerge.

Though it must be noted that Luxembourg, too, is facing a suicide crisis of its own, despite ample government
coffers. This indicates that money alone is not the answer and other ways of addressing suicide are critical (Lemmer
2014; Louazel et al. 2015).
161
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Conclusion
In this chapter, I’ve looked at the ways in which history is being told – or considered being told,
a project that like Stoler’s work on “unfinished plans,” may never come to fruition. In debates
over a “Troubles museum,” in small exhibitions of ephemera across the region, and in “Troubles
tours” of the city’s landscape, history is seen as a potentially lucrative tourist draw. But could
these tours and exhibitions themselves offer opportunities for people to experience other sorts
of history? Or perhaps to create it themselves? Indeed, I argue that an expensive museum about
the Troubles might be unnecessary. Perhaps this money could be better spent on the creativity
of people living in Northern Ireland, particularly to support non-professional or budding artists
in their efforts to create art, to write, to make music. Healing spaces themselves already exist, as
I’ve shown in the previous chapter: they might be in pubs, in living rooms, in the Seville’s
parties. Encouragement for more sociality, more expression – even of difficult emotions, of
difficult sensory experiences – might be one way of trying to create a true “peace dividend” in a
place where suicide and opioid addiction are crises. These crises are not crises that evidence
personal failures. They evidence the failures of institutions to make significant efforts to
engender hope – not hope for investment and capital. Real hope. Hope for a future for
themselves and their friends and families.

Possibility: Section Conclusion
In this section, I have avoided being overly hopeful. My argument is not that there was fear in
the past, and now there is peace and hope. The situation is far more complex than that. Even in
this section on “healing,” one senses the undercurrents – or at times cannot ignore the obvious
statements – of depression, suicide, and loss. You have heard about the inconspicuous
transformations that people were experiencing, seeking out, and creating for themselves. You
have seen the ways in which friendship, humor, and faith created bonds between people and
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offered mutual support at both happy and difficult moments. Their efforts to support one
another and to ask for support were themselves creative acts. Yet these creative acts were
continually challenged by despair. There was a dialectic between hope and despair. Importantly,
these conversations – insignificant non-events to many – were themselves powerful and
incredible to witness and take part in. These histories are every bit as important as
powersharing. Maybe even more important.
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Chapter 9: Conclusion
Now I greet you from the other side
Of sorrow and despair
With a love so vast and so shattered
It will reach you everywhere . . .
Through the days of shame that are coming
Through the nights of wild distress
Though your promise count162 for nothing
You must keep it nonetheless
– “Heart with No Companion,” Leonard Cohen (1984)
A Klee painting named ‘Angelus Novus’ shows an angel looking as though he is about to move
away from something he is fixedly contemplating. His eyes are staring, his mouth is open, his
wings are spread. This is how one pictures the angel of history. His face is turned toward the
past. Where we perceive a chain of events, he sees one single catastrophe which keeps piling
wreckage upon wreckage and hurls it in front of his feet. The angel would like to stay, awaken
the dead, and make whole what has been smashed. But a storm is blowing from Paradise; it
has got caught in his wings with such violence that the angel can no longer close them. This
storm irresistibly propels him into the future to which his back is turned, while the pile of
debris before him grows skyward. This storm is what we call progress.
– Walter Benjamin, IX, Theses on the Philosophy of History ([1940] 1999, 249)
What if we accept these points of light, their translucence, their brightness; what if we let
ourselves enjoy this, stop fearing it, get used to it; what if we come to believe in it, to expect it,
to be impressed upon by it; what if we take hope and forgo our ancient heritage and instead,
and infused, begin to entrain with it, with ourselves then to radiate it; what if we do that, get
educated up to that, and then, just like that, the light goes off or is snatched away?
– Anna Burns, Milkman (2018, 90)
A man will be imprisoned in a room with a door that is unlocked and opens inwards, as long
as it does not occur to him to pull rather than push.
– Ludwig Wittgenstein (1998, 42)
As I wrote at the beginning of this dissertation, one of my central tasks was to “grasp the
fleeting glimpse of dreams people carry with them . . . of the creative imaginary through which
people give substance to their thoughts and lives” (Nordstrom 2004, 13). Though humanistic

Note Cohen uses the subjunctive, which raises uncertainty about whether this promise actually counts for nothing,
or may count for nothing. See discussions of this lyric: Cohen on Leonard Cohen Forum (2012) and WordReference
Forums (2011).
Emma Philbin Bowman’s essay (n.d.) offers further reflection: on “Heart with No Companion” she states, “Heart with
No Companion encourages us to look at suffering through this lens of hope: not a Hollywood type of hope, more hope
amid the wreckage. Cohen’s rhythm in all of this is profoundly realistic: there is no end point. His is always a broken
healing, a healing that will dissolve again, that will shatter and fragment, giving way to more suffering before birthing
further tenderness, then looping on.” This explanation has echoes of the Benjamin quote above, particularly that there
is “more hope amid the wreckage.”
162
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anthropology has been amply critiqued, including critiques by post-humanists (Smart 2011) and
may not be appropriate in all situations, in the context of conflict and violence, humanistic
anthropology remains critical to addressing the roots of violence (Bornstein 2002, vii). As
Avram Bornstein states in his ethnographic work on the border between Israel and Palestine,
“[s]evere violence and oppression come . . . from the systematic exclusion of particular people
from empathy. We detach ourselves from the pain of others by placing them outside ‘our’
community . . . ‘We do not acknowledge the destruction of beings outside our moral community
as suffering’ (Morris 1997, 40)” (Bornstein 2002, vii). It is this detachment from others’
suffering – as well, I would add, from their joys and everything in between – that unfortunately
provides fertile ground for continued violence. Empathy, then, offers a crucial tool for reducing
suffering and, potentially, for finding ways to move beyond this liminal period and heal from
conflict and violence.
Through the course of fourteen months of fieldwork in one area of Belfast, I sought to
describe what people were concerned about in this place and time, and how they were living
through this ostensibly “new era,” as some described it to me. Core questions that emerged from
my conversations and interviews included whether people had created “spaces of possibility” for
themselves (Collins 2015, drawing from Garber 1991). I also wanted to analyze whether some
sort of “peace,” however that might be defined, was being crafted on the ground, and if so, how
and by whom? I also wanted to elucidate who was “seizing the possibilities” of this
neighborhood and who created a unique place by their very presence. I wanted to offer a space
to tell the “hidden histories” that I heard. Fundamentally, how were people experiencing this
period in 2006–2007, now itself perhaps “historical,” making sense of their lives, and finding –
or not finding – meaning? How might “spaces of possibility,” both literal and figurative, be
linked to healing and recovery in a post-conflict society? And what, exactly, might the residents
of this anomalous area of Belfast be able to teach us about how people could live together before,
during, and after thirty years of conflict?
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Ambiguity and Empathy
In considering empathy a tool to reduce suffering, it does not mean that the pursuit of
truth and justice should stop. But in most long-term situations of violence, there is considerable
ambiguity. Life would be so much easier if everything were black and white – if, because
someone committed a terrible act, they were then easily discarded as a person; if the line
between victims and perpetrators were always clear and easy to follow.
The limits of empathy may need to be tested, especially at a personal level – again, this is
not necessarily the case for those families who are still seeking justice and answers. I hope that
in reading my dissertation, you have empathized with some unlikely people. Maybe they are
people with whom you disagree over politics, justice, truth, history, music, or humor. Can this
empathy, then, be used to challenge the powerful who would prefer that everyone remain
distracted while they rake in the cash, award themselves prizes, and continue to do violence of
different sorts, all the while condemning it?
Empathy is potentially one of the greatest forces for repairing damage from violence.
Yes, it is often important to be angry. As Mike, Hugh, and Luke indicated, and as I know myself,
anger and pain need a channel, an outlet – or else a person will be eaten away by it, and be made
bitter, misanthropic, and hopeless. I ask: can that anger through some alchemy be transformed
into empathy? Or action? Maybe that anger will always be there. But can it be harnessed into a
creative force rather than a destructive force?
Note that empathy does not necessarily imply forgiveness, nor does it imply interaction.
Using empathy as a tool does not mean that a person has to accept blame for others’ behavior.
Taking responsibility for one’s own life and choices is important – indeed, following my own
experiences of violence, it has been fundamental and life-changing – but empathy and
exculpation are two very different things. Empathy may have limits. It is important to remember
that empathy can also be used as a tool of violence. It can be used as part of a slippery attempt to
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manipulate emotions, gaslight victims, and avoid responsibility. No one is entitled to anyone
else’s empathy. It must be earned through good faith efforts. It is only in this way that trust can
be forged.

The Possibilities of Humanistic Anthropology
In the case of the preceding chapters, a person-focused, humanistic approach has
allowed the reader to see people in more of their human complexity. This human-centric
approach builds on the many powerful ethnographies, particularly those related to violence and
social suffering, that have kept people at the center, though it is also worth noting that, as in the
work of Collins (2015), that one can also keep people at the center of ethnography by studying
the processes – including research itself – in which they are mired. For me, this approach
returns to Walter Benjamin at its roots, who encouraged us to look at the supposedly
insignificant, the marginal, and inconspicuous transformations.
By keeping people at the center of this research project, I hope I have made it difficult to
dismiss any of those who have shared their histories. Rhonda, for example, might be dismissed
by some for being a loyalist. Others might overlook her based on her class background and
profession as a part-time cleaner. She was not one of the power players in the peace process, or
so it might seem. However, I hope that the image of her as a mother, as a daughter, a local
activist focusing on children’s safety and afterschool activities as well as the image of her as a
person who laid in bed at night and wondered whether God was listening to her, allows the
reader to see beyond these facile categorizations. These labels prevent all of us from seeing the
bigger picture, and they prevent us from developing empathy. Kathleen’s repeated cleaning of
her home, too, while waiting for Daniel, her husband, to return from his taxi driving gives us
insight into the quotidian experience of fear, the all-too-commonplace experience of fear that
became “normal” over the course of many years of conflict.
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Sean and Bette, in turn, allow us to see the ways that love – that culturally specific but
nevertheless powerful concept and emotion – challenged them to confront their own fears and
preconceptions about those from a different background. Though as older people pointed out to
me, mixed marriages were nothing new, they became more dangerous during the conflict. By
challenging conventional views – in Bette’s case, by going to Sean’s place up the Falls Road, and
in Sean’s case, by moving to an area that was primarily Protestant – they opened up spaces for
others. I hope that the friendships within this dissertation – between three metal-loving friends,
Mike, Hugh, and Luke, or the big band–loving friends at the Seville – allow the reader to have a
more complex view of the ways in which empathy and friendship – and sometimes being “a
rocket” no matter what one’s age – were forces for healing and “dealing with the past.” Though
some might dismiss these friends as “headcases” themselves or “the elderly,” and all the
stereotypes those carry with them, I hope these histories help to problematize these unhelpful
labels.
Throughout this dissertation, I have discussed and analyzed the “inconspicuous
transformations” (Benjamin 1933, Benjamin [1940] 1999) and hidden histories that I observed
and heard in Ballynafeigh during my fieldwork. As I’ve argued, these inconspicuous
transformations, that can likely only be seen through the “lived experience of the ethnographic
encounter” (Schneider, personal correspondence, 2018) allow us to observe the ways in which
people were opening up spaces of possibility for themselves and others. At the local, unofficial
level, the liminality of this time of “not-war-not-peace” (Nordstrom 2004, 166) simultaneously
opened more hopeful spaces even as it opened spaces of fear and uncertainty. Whether through
Sean and Bette’s exploration of Buddhism and New Age spirituality, Lucy’s decision to become
Christadelphian, Rhonda’s transcendent experience and decision to put aside her bitterness,
Kathy’s focus on her education, or Hugh’s decision to become a “Ballynafeigh man,” the reader, I
hope, can see that people were searching for meaning and answers, found and offered support,
and attempted to make sense of their lives. These inconspicuous transformations matter
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because they allow us to see that whether or not there is power-sharing, whether or not there is
Brexit, people in Northern Ireland and elsewhere are much more than those political
developments. Indeed, their own transformations reveal that though people had experienced
fear and loss, they were also attempting to produce peace.
This examination of people’s imaginative ways of finding their own paths “grasp[s] the
fleeting glimpse of dreams people carry with them . . . of the creative imaginary through which
people give substance to their thoughts and lives” (Nordstrom 2004, 13). In doing so, this
dissertation contributes to the body of literature on quotidian experiences of conflict, violence,
and social suffering, including building on existing ethnographic work on fear, rumor, healing,
and peace from the bottom up, particularly in contexts of conflict and violence. Humor,
friendship, and faith – topics that at first might sound uncomplicated or even naïve to pursue in
the context of conflict – emerged as topics I could not ignore. My research builds on the work of
researchers who have looked at these issues, especially those who have been the vanguard of this
in the context of conflict and violence. In addition, this dissertation contributes to the wider field
of peacebuilding studies and the roles of local institutions, like the community house, as well as
ordinary people in peacebuilding. In the preceding chapters, a person-focused, humanistic
approach has allowed the reader to see people in more of their human complexity. This humancentric approach builds on the hidden histories that I observed and heard in Ballynafeigh during
my fieldwork. As I’ve argued, these inconspicuous transformations that can likely only be seen
through the “lived experience of the ethnographic encounter” (Schneider, personal
correspondence, 2018) allow us to observe the ways in which people were opening up spaces of
possibility for themselves and others.

What is History?
Returning to my argument in the introduction, if you take away a single point from this
dissertation, it is this: that by focusing on the banal, non-events, we may be able to wake up
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from the nightmare of history. A focus on insignificant, ordinary experiences – including
sensation, emotion, rumor, friendship, humor, and faith – helps to navigate around the high
politics that remain as divided as ever, and which are perhaps less significant, less momentous
than they have been depicted. Moreover, this focus on the supposedly insignificant allows the
reader to see the “refined and spiritual things” that concerned people in this neighborhood of
Belfast, even as many still struggled to secure “the crude and material things” (Benjamin [1940]
1999, 246). Benjamin stated that “As flowers turn toward the sun, by dint of a secret
heliotropism the past strives to turn toward that sun which is rising in the sky of history. A
historical materialist must be aware of this most inconspicuous of all transformations” (246).
“That sun which is rising in the sky of history” is the possibility that each person’s suffering,
pain, joy, and humanity can be recognized by others. That each person can be accepted for who
they are in the present, who they’ve been, and who they might become. That each person can
feel they have a purpose. That someone is listening. That they can transform their pain into
something else. Maybe even something beautiful. Ultimately, this dissertation is about the
redemptive possibilities of human relationships, which could propel “this most inconspicuous of
all transformations” (246).
I certainly have at the roots of this dissertation the work of Walter Benjamin and MichelRolph Trouillot. Both Benjamin and Trouillot are concerned with history and have been
important influences. Trouillot’s influence is most evident in Chapter 2, while Benjamin’s
influence is likely apparent in most chapters, particularly his emphasis on the supposedly
insignificant. In my view, both Benjamin and Trouillot stop just short of going where I have
needed to go. In Benjamin’s case, his work serves as a source of inspiration. While his work does
not say directly, “go, interview people, and call their experience history,” in many ways this is
how I read it, particularly his Theses on the Philosophy of History. He was encouraging the
historical materialist to pay attention and listen: “a chronicler who recites events without
distinguishing between major and minor ones acts in accordance with the following truth:
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nothing that has ever happened should be regarded as lost for history” (Benjamin [1940] 1999,
246). This is what I have attempted to do in the preceding chapters.
In Trouillot’s seminal work, Power and the Production of History, he shares Benjamin’s
concerns with the ways in which power and the powerful shape history as well as the ways in
which history is used to accomplish present-day aims. He outlines four moments at which
“silences enter the process of historical production.” These include: “the moment of fact creation
(the making of sources); the moment of fact assembly (the making of archives); the moment of
fact retrieval (the making of narratives); and the moment of retrospective significance (the
making of history in the final instance)” (1995, 26). Trouillot’s definition of history encourages
us not to “exclude in advance any of the actors who participate in
the production of history or any of the sites where that production may occur.”
But where Trouillot stops short is that his definition of history remains limited. Trouillot
is concerned with the silencing of narratives. But his view of history as “the moment of
retrospective significance,” and usually one selected by the powerful, limits our view of history if
we only take this path. He argues that “any historical narrative is a particular bundle of
silences.” He is right. Even the histories herein – ethnography that some might argue makes
certain silences hear-able – contain their own silences. Kathleen’s gasps and silences in Chapter
3 tell as much as her husband’s story, but it is his story that would most likely be recorded and
remembered. Kathleen’s waiting offers the reader much less excitement as she silently cleaned
her kitchen for thirty years. Her silence speaks volumes.
Within the context of considering experience as history, it is important to pay closer
attention to the intersection, overlap, or fusion of emotion and sensation / sensory experience in
the context of violence as well as in the ethnographic encounter when discussing violence. It is
also important to pay attention to silences, albeit a different kind than those mentioned by
Trouillot. These silences are often connected to emotion and help us to “hear” what goes unsaid,
which is sometimes more important than what is said, or gives us a deeper understanding of
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what has been said. Emotion and the senses have been discussed within anthropology, but as
others have noted, these topics are often on the fringes of what is considered important in the
study of violence.
Foucault’s work focused on history, and in his work he urged others to research the
seemingly insignificant as well. One can see this in his writing, for example, about the ways in
which power becomes embodied. For Foucault, there is no locus of power. I do not deny this, but
I do want to challenge how powerful it really is. To what extent can this diffuse power insert
itself in the music to which we listen and how we interpret that music, what it means to you or
me? Is this diffuse power what courses through someone’s body at a Therapy? concert? Is it
steering conversations about hopes, or angels, or birthdays, or daddys? No, what is coursing
through these events – or non-events – is another form of power, a spirit that carries people
through even when they feel hopeless. It is the “lust for life” (Pop 1977) that even the diffuse
power described by Foucault cannot always extinguish. Nevertheless, there is a tension between
hope and despair throughout this dissertation. Many people have succumbed to hopelessness
and have sought a permanent form of escape, as Northern Ireland’s high suicide rates reveal. In
fact, it is worth reminding you again that the number of deaths by suicide since the Good Friday
Agreement in 1998 now outstrip the total number of people killed in the Troubles. But despite
these losses, hope exists in living rooms and pubs, at concerts and parties.

Limitations of this dissertation
I am aware that this emphasis on a humanistic approach can be criticized for insufficient
attention to the roles of state-related players and institutions. After all, it is undeniable that
British military and security forces and intelligence bodies, the RUC, loyalist paramilitaries,
republican paramilitaries, and state support – whether British or Irish – for those
paramilitaries, explicitly or implicitly, were undeniably central to the thirty years of conflict that
people in Northern Ireland lived with and through. I fully agree that this dissertation has not
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been able to address these fundamental issues. It is of course essential that these roles are not
ignored and continue to be researched and analyzed, particularly regarding all of their roles in
perpetuating people’s suffering in Northern Ireland. As noted in the previous chapter, political
leaders both within and outside of Northern Ireland unfortunately continue in different ways to
obfuscate their own – or their allies’ – roles and complicity in the suffering of people. Though as
Brandon Hamber from Healing Through Remembering stated (1998: 60), perhaps everyone is
complicit in some way, including researchers and former residents of Belfast like myself, who,
for example, struggle to resist impulses to try to “tell.” If, then, each of us is somehow complicit,
it means that each person has a responsibility – and an opportunity – to see those with
incommensurable views and opinions as fully human. And by insisting that elected leaders do
the same – not only in their personal relationships with other leaders but in the policies that
they formulate and implement – there is profound potential to envision and create a world, in
Northern Ireland and beyond, where suffering, inequality, and violence of all types play a much
smaller part in all our lives.
This dissertation, likewise, has not been able to fully address the political-economic
dimensions, particularly of the post–Good Friday Agreement era. However, I have attempted to
integrate the political-economic dimensions through my exploration of the experiences of
people who lacked affordable housing or found themselves or their loved ones in a precarious
housing situation. Although further social housing has been and is being developed in
Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road and there are significant efforts to create new mixed
housing developments, affordable housing remains an important issue to research and address.
Both “organically” mixed areas and newer purposely mixed areas offer insights into the everyday
experiences of living together. In terms of jobs, it was recently announced that unemployment
had hit a historic low of 2.9%, which offers a brighter outlook than previous years. Some
analysts advise to bear in mind that “Northern Ireland continues to have a significantly higher
rate of economic inactivity compared to the UK average” (Campbell 2019).
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My analysis of tourism and museums in the previous chapter reflects upon the
implications of the influx of capital in Northern Ireland – the supposed “peace dividend” –
which offered both new opportunities as well as new challenges. Whether one sees “dark
tourism” negatively or positively – though it is likely a mix of both – it is clear that it has
continued to grow in importance in relation to Northern Ireland’s economy. There have been a
number of substantial analyses of the implications of the global flows of capital for a ‘post’conflict Northern Ireland (O’Hearn 2000; Fielding 2003; Ó Riain 2017). Nevertheless, further
research with a much stronger political-economic focus would be essential for fully
understanding the ways in which these flows of capital may be helping or hurting efforts to
recover from this conflict and to build a society with greater equality.
In addition, this dissertation might be criticized because it focuses on a small number of
people in one area of Belfast. However, this aspect of my methodology was crucial because it
allowed me to have much richer, in-depth insights into people’s experiences. Researchers with
other aims – such as analyzing demographic shifts in a mixed area, policies regarding “sharing”
and “shared neighborhoods,” or any number of other topics – would necessitate fundamentally
different methodologies, as have been pursued in other research projects deploying other types
of quantitative and qualitative methodologies (Carmichael and Murtagh 2005, for example). My
methodological approach followed the questions I was pursuing, which required building, as
much as possible in these fourteen months, relationships that would allow me to participate in
conversations that often required trust, familiarity, and varying degrees of closeness. I
interviewed many more people than I have been able to include in these pages. However, it
became clear that even if it was useful to speak to everyone, the deeper questions that became
the focus of this dissertation could best be explored through the conversations and interviews
with people who I came to know better.
Although, to my surprise, in some cases, people were ready to discuss their lives and
experiences quite openly from our first meeting. It was almost as if they needed to tell someone.
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Or they needed someone to hear them. Was this why people were so open to being recorded?
Did they need to be heard? Perhaps this radical honesty – which I perceive as such, though
others might also view it in terms of performativity – was also affected by the virtual anonymity
and the fact that I was transient – only there for one year – and I was not from Northern
Ireland. There can be a unique form of safety in speaking honestly to people one does not know
well (and in a non-therapeutic context) about one’s experiences. To me, this underlines the
importance of the social in healing as noted in Chapters 6, 7, and 8.
In some cases, too, the fact that we were in small groups or pairs of friends, and the
people I “interviewed” actually interviewed one another in my presence and allowed me to, at
times, almost become a fly on the wall. But I was never quite a fly on the wall because they were
conscious that I was present and that I had to have concepts and experiences – like “mad
humor,” or “community,” or being “a rocket” – explained to me explicitly. As many other
anthropologists have found, foreignness and curiosity can draw out explanations that would
have been deemed unnecessary for another “insider,” whose interlocutors might assume they
have understood without further explanation. My experience underscores the value of research
by both “insiders” and “outsiders,” as both approaches and subjectivities have strengths and
weaknesses.

Silences
Though ethnography is necessarily a talkative, intersubjective experience and
throughout this dissertation, I have focused on the histories that people told me, silences within
this project need to be discussed, too. Some of these silences were necessary conventions to
protect confidentiality – changes to names, identifying details, and other specificities. These are
normal in anthropological writing. Within this project, there were other types of silences, that
anthropologists will also recognize as part of this profession. These silences are, in many ways,
equally important “Opening up” and “breaking one’s silence” are often considered good and
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therapeutic steps in a psychotherapeutic context. Narrating trauma is often deemed by
psychologists to be an essential step to processing it and recovering from it. In history, too,
silences were also a critical part of Trouillot’s work (1995) as well as recent scholarship in
Northern Ireland (McCormack 2017), particularly the ways in which certain histories are elided.
Narrating histories may not always be helpful or necessary, a point that has also been made by
anthropologists who have worked with people in contexts of violence elsewhere (Warin and
Denis 2009).
To illustrate this: I became friends with people who told me about their experiences
during the past thirty years of conflict. They told me some of the same histories multiple times,
alternately emphasizing humor or farce, drama or terror in different tellings. But they decided in
the end not to tell these histories to me as a researcher but solely as a friend. This meant that
though I heard these histories, they had to remain silent here. Twelve years ago, when I first
embarked on this writing project immediately after my research, I was gutted about this, not
just for my project, but because I thought this silence meant that they were still afraid of
repercussions for speaking about their experiences and were still living with fear. This was
probably true in part – they may have feared repercussions given the small size of Belfast and
our neighborhood, where rumors could be easily started. The “culture of silence” is alive and
well in Northern Ireland: remaining silent can be important to a person’s safety, as it was
especially during the Troubles in which paramilitaries demanded total loyalty and silence from
witnesses. Indeed, they ensured that silence by murdering and disappearing those who might
talk as I described earlier.
But now I realize that their choice to be silent was also a form of agency, just as the
narrations of history and people’s ways of ‘dealing with the past’ can be forms of agency. Just as
my own choice to be silent about details is my chosen form of agency, though I have written
extensively about it in my private writings. Narrations and silences can both be ways people take
control of experiences that may feel or have felt uncontrollable. In narrating their experiences,
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people insert their own experience into a history that leaves out most ordinary people in favor of
the ‘main actors’ – politicians, paramilitaries, victims who lost their lives and the families who
continue to mourn them. In remaining silent, they may enact a form of control in refusing to be
a part of history. In this sense, Trouillot’s view of silences can be nuanced. As he states, it is
crucial to understand how history is produced and where and how certain histories (which he
calls narratives) are being silenced, because they may be deemed threatening, and also
overlooked because they are deemed insignificant to ‘History’. But silences may also be chosen,
and silences may be protective, particularly in a situation of prolonged political violence. Both
silences and histories may be imperfect tools for dealing with the lived experience of violence
and daily fear, but they each offer people an opportunity to take control of their own histories
and decide where they draw the line.
To return to the quote from which I quoted partially in the Introduction, Wittgenstein
was grappling with the very basis of philosophy. The full quote below spoke to these issues of
silence and speaking:
. . . the point of the book is ethical. I once wanted to give a few words in the foreword
which now actually are not in it, which, however, I’ll write to you now because they might
be a key for you: I wanted to write that my work consists of two parts: of the one which is
here, and of everything I have not written. And precisely this second part is the
important one. For the Ethical is delimited from within, as it were by my book; and I’m
convinced that, strictly speaking, it can ONLY be delimited in this way. In brief, I think:
All of that which many are babbling I have defined in my book by remaining silent about
it. (Wittgenstein [1919] in Monk 1990, 178)
As Wittgenstein states, there are two parts to any story: “the one which is here, and of
everything I have not written. And precisely this second part is the important one.” That is also
true for this project: what is written is important, but the parts that are unwritten and untold are
just as important. In the last sentence of Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, Wittgenstein wrote:
“The whole sense of the book might be summed up the following words: what can be said at all
can be said clearly, and what we cannot talk about we must pass over in silence.” Though part of
this dissertation necessarily remains silent, it is my hope that the histories that were able to be
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told express the depth and the richness of the experiences of people in one Belfast neighborhood
at one specific point in time. These histories point to the ways in which people – often through
their social relationships – find possibilities for healing, redemption, and hope in inconspicuous
ways. It is not possible to write about Northern Ireland’s “historical events” with clarity, so I
have passed over them in silence.
I have to express discomfort with including quotes by Wittgenstein, given the violence he
did to children when he was a teacher. He later returned to the village and apologized to them,
albeit without warning or invitation.163 I do, however, appreciate what he wrote about his
cowardice and the importance of taking responsibility:
Last year with God's help I pulled myself together and made a confession. This brought
me into more settled waters, into a better relation with people, and to a greater
seriousness. But now it is as though I had spent all that, and I am not far from where I
was before. I am cowardly beyond measure. If I do not correct this, I shall again drift
entirely into those waters through which I was moving then. (Wittgenstein in Monk
1990, 370–372)
Wittgenstein was an original, challenging philosopher, and he was also a child abuser. He would
want us to be brutally honest. He was someone who committed violence and acted cowardly but
who ultimately confronted himself, took responsibility, and decided to change. His quote above
reflects that redemption and healing is often a process that requires work and commitment.

Liminality in 2019
“Liminality is a world of contingency where events and ideas and ‘reality’ itself, can be
carried in different directions” (Thomassen 2009, 5). Liminality can be viewed in the context of
“a wholesale ‘collapse’ of order affecting an entire society” leaving “the future . . . inherently
unknown” and with “no real ceremony masters, as nobody has gone through the liminal period
before.” He argues that this can be “a situation where liminal moments become extremely
Wikipedia, s.v. “Haidbauer Incident,” accessed 4 September 2018,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Haidbauer_incident&oldid=821167396.
163
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dangerous, creating the perfect scene for different sorts of self-proclaimed ceremony masters
who claim to ‘have seen the future’, but who in reality establish their own position by
perpetuating liminality and by emptying the liminal moment of real creativity, turning it into a
scene of mimetic rivalry” (Thomassen 2009, 21–22).
Even now in 2019, an atmosphere of uncertainty remains, whether among families of
murdered and disappeared people, former members of the British military and Northern
Ireland’s paramilitaries who fear prosecution for their actions against civilians, or civil society
groups attempting to grapple with the history of conflict and remaining divisions. As I’ve shown,
the liminality of this time of “not-war-not-peace” (Nordstrom 2004, 166) has simultaneously
opened more hopeful spaces while also opening spaces of fear and uncertainty.
Returning to this dissertation after a gap of a decade has given me a unique perspective.
What became clear to me as I read about the past ten years is still how unfinished and openended this transition, this time of “not-war-not-peace” remains. At the time of writing, Northern
Ireland has been without a government for over 800 days, almost three years. “Dealing with the
past” at an official level has only just begun and remains incredibly contested, as noted in
Chapter 2. Any attempt to predict the future for Northern Ireland and its inhabitants at this
point in time remains impossible. The recent death of Lyra McKee, a 29-year-old journalist who
was shot in the head on April 18, 2019 while covering riots in Derry / Londonderry, has again
put Northern Ireland back on the international agenda, alongside the neverending Brexit
debate. The continued violence of dissident republicans, the suicide rate and opioid overdoses,
debates over how to “deal with the past,” inquests about unsolved murders, and the continued
drug trafficking by paramilitaries – and sometimes police, too – reveals that this time of “notwar-not-peace” continues in 2019. Perhaps some might say I am painting a portrait of Northern
Ireland that is too dark, that ignores more positive developments. Belfast is a place where
tourism is booming, where Game of Thrones is filmed. It is a more diverse place than it was
when I first visited in 2003. I remember riding my bike along the Lagan Towpath, going out to
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pubs with my husband and friends, laughing, and exploring the countryside when I lived there.
There is much in “ordinary” life that people enjoy.
In this dissertation, there is a tension between hope and despair. There are many
creative people in Northern Ireland who enjoy life and are working to make it better for
everyone. As this dissertation has shown, these creative people are composed of all “types” of
people: part-time cleaners and activists, retired people, unionists and loyalists, “headcases,”
nationalists and republicans, academics and researchers, mixed couples, believers and nonbelievers, and beyond. Though this liminal period has been dominated by the “self-proclaimed
ceremony masters” who have sought to “establish their own position by perpetuating liminality
and by emptying the liminal moment of real creativity,” there exists real creativity among
ordinary people in Ballynafeigh and elsewhere. Though “high” politics will always exist, this
dissertation reveals the redemptive possibilities of human relationships, which could propel
“this most inconspicuous of all transformations” (Benjamin [1940] 1999, 246):
If you are now wondering where to look for consolation, where to seek a new and better
God, a new and better faith, you will surely realize, in your present loneliness and
despair, that this time you must not look to external, official sources, to Bibles, pulpits,
or thrones, for enlightenment. Nor to me. You can find it only in yourself. And there it is,
there dwells the God who is higher and more selfless. . . . The sages of all time have
proclaimed him, but he does not come to us from books, he lives within us, and all our
knowledge of him is worthless unless he opens our inner eye. This God is in you too. He
is most particularly in you, the dejected and despairing. . . . Search where you may, no
prophet or teacher can relieve you of the need to look within. (Hesse 1914: 1369-1401)
Hermann Hesse urged each of us to look inside for the answers to end suffering. No one can tell
you, me, or anyone else the best way forward. There are no ceremony masters who know the way
forward. The histories within this dissertation, however, reveal how people were attempting to
live life, hold onto hope, and find a way forward for themselves in one place, at one time. Their
relationships and their creativity were lynchpins in creating spaces of possibility. Maybe we
should listen to them now.
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Appendix
Definitions and acronyms
Broadest term,

Moderate political term

denotes ethnicity

Paramilitary-related political
term

Catholic

Nationalist

Republican

Protestant

Unionist

Loyalist

It can also indicate
broad political views
as well.

Typically indicates political
views

Frequently linked to paramilitaries
or support for paramilitaries; often
connected with single identity
working-class areas, but not
exclusively.

Nationalists believe Northern
Ireland should be part of
Ireland, while unionists
support remaining a part of
the UK.
Within Ballynafeigh, unionists
would be represented by the
Ballynafeigh Orange Order.

In the case of Ballynafeigh, most
often used to refer to local workingclass Protestants. Typically they
would have trusted loyalist
paramilitaries (UDA) more than the
police.

Unionist and loyalist are used
interchangeably by some
interviewees, as are nationalist
and republican.

At the political level, loyalists I knew
would typically trust unionist
politicians, especially if the
politicians had local roots.

11th night / Bonfire — This is a Protestant / unionist / loyalist event the evening before the 12th
of July parade: “The bonfires are lit to celebrate the Glorious Revolution (1688) and
victory of Protestant king William of Orange over Catholic king James II at the Battle of
the Boyne (1690), which began the Protestant Ascendancy in Ireland.”164

164

Wikipedia, s.v. “Eleventh Night,” accessed 2019, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eleventh_Night.
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12th of July — “The Twelfth (also called the Glorious Twelfth or Orangemen's Day) is an Ulster
Protestant celebration held on 12 July. It began during the late 18th century in Ulster. It
celebrates the Glorious Revolution (1688) and victory of Protestant king William of
Orange over Catholic king James II at the Battle of the Boyne (1690), which began
the Protestant Ascendancy in Ireland. On and around the Twelfth, large parades are held
by the Orange Order and Ulster loyalist marching bands, streets are bedecked with
British flags and bunting, and large towering bonfires are lit. Today the Twelfth is mainly
celebrated in Northern Ireland (where it is a public holiday), but smaller celebrations are
held in other parts of the world where Orange lodges have been set up.”165
Annadale Flats — In Ballynafeigh, these are 200 flats built in 1953 by the Housing Executive.
They are a mix of owner-occupied, private rental, and Housing Executive public housing.
They are considered Protestant / unionist / loyalist, though today they are mixed.
Members of the UDA / UFF resided here.
Apprentice Boys — “The Apprentice Boys of Derry is a Protestant fraternal society with a
worldwide membership of over 10,000, founded in 1814 and based in the city
of Derry, Northern Ireland. There are clubs and branches in Ulster and elsewhere in
Ireland, Scotland, England, Australia and Toronto, Canada. The society aims to
commemorate the 1689 Siege of Derry when Catholic James II of England and Ireland
and VII of Scotland laid siege to the walled city, which was at the time a Protestant
stronghold.”166
Ballynafeigh / the upper Ormeau Road — This is the area of South Belfast where I resided and
conducted research from July 2006 until August 2007. The Ormeau Road is a major
artery leading into Belfast’s city center.
The Agreement (also known as the Belfast Agreement / Good Friday Agreement) — The May 22,
1998, agreement “was a major political development in the Northern Ireland peace
process of the 1990s. Northern Ireland's present devolved system of government is based
on the agreement. The agreement also created a number of institutions between
Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland, and between the Republic of Ireland and
the United Kingdom.”167 Critically, it provided a framework for powersharing.
“communities” / “community relations” — A euphemism related to the ongoing ethnic divisions
between Protestants and Catholics, ethnicities commonly referred to as “communities”.
CIRA — A dissident republican group.
“dealing with the past” — A euphemism for an ongoing, multi-governmental agency, multistakeholder process for addressing murders during the Troubles, the rights of victims,
among many other topics mentioned in Chapter 2.
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Northern Ireland Housing Executive — “The Northern Ireland Housing Executive is the public
housing authority for Northern Ireland. It is Northern Ireland's largest social housing
landlord, and the enforcing authority for those parts of housing orders that involve
houses with multiple occupants, houses that are unfit, and housing conditions.”168
IRA / PIRA (“provos,” “provies”) — Provisional IRA, usually just referred to as the IRA, and
distinct from the Official IRA, which was Marxist in orientation and, in contrast to PIRA,
decided not “to engage the British state militarily.”169
INLA — The INLA is a republican paramilitary that was founded in 1974 by former members of
the Official Irish Republican Army (OIRA) who opposed the group’s ceasefire. The OIRA
and INLA stated they were Marxist. The INLA and OIRA are separate from the
Provisional IRA (PIRA), though both OIRA and PIRA claim the name “the IRA.” The
PIRA were formed in 1969 following a split among republicans and were sometimes
called the “green” IRA. They called the OIRA “NLF,” for “National Liberation Front.”
OIRA were also sometimes called the ‘red’ IRA.170 171
“legacy” — A euphemism for murders during the Troubles that have not yet been solved. Usually
associated with “inquests.”
New IRA — A dissident republican group. They claimed the murder of journalist Lyra McKee in
April 2019.
Northern Ireland, also known as “the north of Ireland,” “Ulster,” or “the six counties” — The
region of the United Kingdom where I undertook my research. Though not officially a
part of the Irish Republic, many nationalists / republicans consider it part of Ireland.
Unionists / loyalists, in contrast, often refer to it as “Ulster” and see it as part of the
United Kingdom. People from Northern Ireland can hold both Irish and UK passports.
See further names here:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alternative_names_for_Northern_Ireland.

Wikipedia, s.v. “Northern Ireland Housing Executive,” accessed 2019,
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169 Wikipedia, s.v. “Irish Republican Army,” accessed 2019,
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170 Wikipedia, s.v. “Irish National Liberation Army,” accessed 2019,
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OIRA — “The Official Irish Republican Army or Official IRA (OIRA; Irish: Óglaigh na hÉireann
Oifigiúil) was an Irish republican paramilitary group whose goal was to remove Northern
Ireland from the United Kingdom and create a ‘workers' republic’ encompassing all of
Ireland. It emerged in December 1969, shortly after the beginning of the Troubles, when
the Irish Republican Army split into two factions. The other was the Provisional IRA.
Each continued to call itself simply ‘the IRA’ and rejected the other's legitimacy. Unlike
the ‘Provisionals,’ the ‘Officials’ didn’t think that Ireland could be unified until the
Protestant majority and Catholic minority were at peace with each other, they
were Marxist and worked to form a united front with other Irish communist groups,
named the Irish National Liberation Front (NLF). The Officials were called the NLF by
the Provisionals and were sometimes nicknamed the ‘Red IRA’ by others.”172
Orange Order / Orange Hall — “Protestant fraternal order based primarily in Northern Ireland.
It also has lodges in the Republic of Ireland, a Grand Orange Lodge in the Scottish
Lowlands and other lodges throughout the Commonwealth, as well as in the United
States and Togo. The Orange Order was founded in County Armagh in 1795, during
a period of Protestant–Catholic sectarian conflict, as a Masonic-style fraternity sworn to
maintain the Protestant Ascendancy. It is headed by the Grand Orange Lodge of Ireland,
which was established in 1798. Its name is a tribute to the Dutch-born Protestant
king William of Orange, who defeated the army of Catholic king James II in
the Williamite–Jacobite War (1688–1691). Its members wear orange sashes and are
referred to as Orangemen. The order is best known for its yearly marches, the biggest of
which are held on or around 12 July (The Twelfth).”173
parading / marching — See “12th of July.”
Patten Report — A New Beginning: Policing in Northern Ireland (1999) is commonly known as
the Patten Report, after Chris Patten, whose report “made 175 recommendations for
change to the RUC”174 in an effort to ensure that Catholics and Protestants were not
policed differently and to ensure that the proportion of Catholic police officers in the
overwhelmingly Protestant police force increased, among many other major reforms.
PSNI / RUC — Police Service of Northern Ireland. It was re-named following the extensive
reforms recommended in the Patten Report.
“Real” IRA — A dissident republican group.
“The Troubles” — A euphemism the refers to thirty years of conflict in Northern Ireland, though
the term has a longer history.
UDA — Ulster Defense Association, a loyalist paramilitary group. It did not become a proscribed
terrorist group until 1992. Ballynafeigh was known to be an area associated with /
controlled by the UDA.

Ibid.
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UFF — Ulster Freedom Fighters, the branch of the UDA that carried out / claimed paramilitary
attacks, though the UDA and UFF in practice were part of one organization.
UVF — Ulster Volunteer Force, another loyalist paramilitary group that is associated with /
controls areas of East Belfast, distinct from but not far from Ballynafeigh.
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